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Abstract

This thesis presents a comprehensive study o f the ways in which the Hellenistic poets 

Callimachus, Theocritus and Apollonius of Rhodes use Archaic poetic models for the 

construction o f their primary narrators (the first-level conduit o f the events o f the 

story to the audience). The broad approach o f the thesis is correspondingly 

narratological, but it eschews the formalism of much previous narratological work, to 

produce a more complete view of the persona of the primary narrators in different 

texts. The thesis shows that the personas o f primary narrators are highly developed in 

Archaic poetry, particularly outside hexameter epic, in poets such as Archilochus, 

Hesiod and Pindar. The nature of these primary narrators is studied in depth, close 

attention being paid to the portrayal o f the relationship between the narrator and the 

historical author, the use o f “quasi-biography” (indications of an external life for the 

narrator), the creation o f an impression o f extempore composition (“pseudo

spontaneity”), and the creation o f the feeling for the audience o f being admitted to a 

closed group (“pseudo-intimacy”). The particular adaptation of such features in 

Callimachus, Theocritus and Apollonius is examined in detail. Such features are 

regularly used in these poets to ironise their narrators, to allude to particular instances 

o f these features in Archaic poetry, or to create Hellenistic analogues and 

developments o f Archaic effects (e.g. Callimachus’ “mimetic” hymns). From these 

adaptations it is clear that Homer is not the exclusive model for Hellenistic poets, but 

that they draw extensively on non-epic Archaic poetry. The implications of such 

adaptations for Hellenistic poetics are also drawn out — “programmatic” passages of 

Hellenistic poetry strongly parallel Archaic models in function, and cannot be read as 

context-less statements o f literary criticism, while the use of Archaic models fiom a 

variety o f genres does not imply the rejection o f genre and genre-norms.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Outline and Focus

The general topic of this project is the relationship between Hellenistic and Archaic 

poetry. In particular, I shall examine the figure o f the primary narrator (i.e. the first- 

level conduit o f the narrative to the audience, the “outer speaker” in a given poem, 

Hutchinson 2001 :x) in Hellenistic poetry, and the ways in which Hellenistic poets use 

Archaic models to construct their primary narrators. The Hellenistic poets I shall 

study are CaUimachus, Theocritus and Apollonius of Rhodes. They are the three 

leading figures o f Hellenistic poetry at its height in the third century BC, the most 

important in terms of later influence (e.g. on Augustan Latin poetry) as well as the 

best preserved (in terms of numbers of Hnes). Their frequent allusions to one another 

and their interrelation further justify their selection. I make little reference, however, 

to the epigrams o f Callimachus and Theocritus, because the project concerns the 

depiction and development o f Hellenistic narrators, which are difficult to discern in 

such short poems. Comparative material from other Hellenistic poets wül be brought 

in where relevant.

The Archaic models under investigation here are Archaic poets from the eighth to the 

fifth centuries BC,^ e.g. Homer, Hesiod, the Homeric Hjmm, Pindar, Bacchyhdes, as 

well as the fragmentary remains of Archaic epic, iamhos, elegy, personal lyric and 

choral lyric. Previous studies have concentrated on Homer as an influence, while 

some scholars have argued for the central importance o f Hesiod in the Hellenistic 

period (see 1.2 below). Non-epic Archaic poetry has, so far, been largely ignored in 

this regard. I aim to remedy this by studying one area where the influence o f  such 

poetry is particularly clear — the expHcit foregrounding o f development of primary 

narrators. This is much more common in Archaic lyric, for example, than Archaic 

epic. The Homeric epics make more prominent use o f direct speech, and generally 

eschew the presentation o f an intrusive narrator, avoiding such phenomena as

* The latest poets whom I treat are Bacchyhdes and Pindar who are still composing in the middle o f  
the fifth century. Hence “Archaic” is used in this dissertation to refer to them and ah earher Greek 
poets.



emotional and evaluative language on the part o f the primary narrator (as chapter 2 

yirchaic Narrative demonstrates). Nevertheless, the narrators to be found in Homer, 

the Homeric Hymns and fragments of Archaic epic provide important material for 

comparison with the more intrusive narrators o f non-epic Archaic poetry, and 

reference to them will be found throughout this thesis.

Because this project concerns primary narrators, I do not deal with Hellenistic or 

Archaic texts o f a dramatic nature, which have no primary narrator, nor with further 

embedded secondary narrators within the narrative o f the primary narrator. Nor, 

because of lack of space, do I treat prose texts in either period. The focus is the 

relationship between the narrative poetic texts of both periods.

The project is structured as follows: in the Introduction (chapter 1) I survey previous 

approaches to the topic o f the relationship between Archaic and Hellenistic poetry 

(1.2), defend the relevance o f the study o f narrator and voice (1.3), draw attention to 

relevant areas o f the study o f Hellenistic poetics and aesthetics which my study will 

affect (1.4), and outline the narratological terminology and approach which I employ 

in the thesis (1.5, 1.6, 1.7). Chapter 2 {Archaic Narrative) surveys the main features of 

Archaic narrators and the ways in which these personas are constructed (2.3), after 

challenging recent views of the differences between Archaic and Hellenistic poetry in 

terms of their performance-conditions and a shift from songs to books (2.1, 2.2). In 

the next three chapters (^.Callimachean Narrators, 4.The Narrators of Theocritus and 

S.Confidence and Crisis: The Narrator in the Argonautica) I provide a systematic and 

thorough examination o f the narrators in the respective Hellenistic poets and their 

adaptations and exploitation of Archaic models. Finally chapter 6 {(Contexts and 

Conclusion  ̂ section surveys the approaches o f the Hellenistic poets to their models, 

and draws out the implications for views of their interrelationship, aesthetic 

allegiances and broader characteristics of Hellenistic poetry.

A caveat is necessary. A large proportion o f the texts in both periods is only preserved 

in fragments. Such fragmentary texts include such important works as Callimachus’ 

Aetia and Hecale, and much o f the output of Archaic poets such as Simonides and 

Stesichorus. Haslam (1994:99-100) draws attention to the small proportion o f what 

there once was o f Archaic poetry, and the continuing absence o f complete poems by



many famous names (e.g. Aleman, Hipponax, Alcaeus). Nevertheless, these 

fragments remain important, and there is also a considerable body o f well-preserved 

material -  Homer, Hesiod, Pindar’s epinicians, Theocritus, the Argonautica, 

Callimachus’ Hymns. This very contrast, however, between fragmentary and better- 

preserved authors can lead to a skewed perception o f which poets are most 

influential -  whole texts inevitably yield more parallels and allusions than isolated 

half-hnes in papyri with uncertain restorations. I shall try to avoid falling into this 

trap by not seeking to identify one author or set of authors as most influential. This 

has been one fading o f some previous approaches to the general relationship of the 

two periods, a desire to demonstrate the primacy o f allusions to one author or genre 

(see 1.2 below). Rather, I attempt to illustrate general influence o f Archaic poetry, 

while o f course pointing out particularly important affimties with the style of 

particular poets. But the project is not primarily one which lists parallels and allusions 

-  rather the focus is on the ways in which narrators are portrayed in Hellenistic 

poetry, and how these ways are adapted from the presentation of narrators in Archaic 

poetry.

Uncertain restorations and the indeterminacy of context of many fragments are 

further interpretative barriers which should be pointed out now. Parsons (1994:120- 

1) illustrates the dangers by pointing out the enduring, but phantom, presence of 

AgaUis in Sappho F31, finally dismissed by the unnumbered PSI papyrus edited by 

Manfredi (1965:16-7). A lack of context is a particular problem for a project such as 

this one, which is based on asking “who is speaking?” in a given poem. N ot knowing 

if the speaker is, e.g., a primary narrator or a character complicates much of the 

evidence. Hollis’ (1997:115-6) thought-experiment considering what the “next line” 

o f the hypothetically fragmentary ferream ut soleam tenaci in voragine mula (Catullus 17.26) 

demonstrates the dangers which attempting to supply context and continuation 

present. The line is in fact the end o f a poem, though in isolation it invites a 

subsequent line. We do, however, have enough material to make (cautious) 

speculation justifiable in many cases, and to be able to draw more secure conclusions 

from complete or more complete texts about who is speaking and what this means 

for the portrayal of Archaic and Hellenistic narrators.^

2 In general on the problems o f  collecting, cataloguing and studying fragmentary texts see Mast 1997.



1.2 Earlier Approaches

Much ancient literature clearly depends on the work o f earher authors which is 

imitated and transformed in various ways (Russell 1979:1). The density and type of 

allusions in Hellenistic hterature seem different from that in earher Archaic hterature, 

characterised by a greater “self-consciousness” and demanding perhaps more detailed 

knowledge o f the source text (Hopkinson 1988:8, Bing 1988:73 with n.38).^ Often 

these abusions take the form of reference to the precise wording of an earher text, or 

depend on the apphcation of an earher meaning of a word, or mark a change in the 

meaning of a word used in an earher text. Such close lexical abusions, in particular to 

Homer, have in the not-too-distant past become the main focus for an entire 

“school” o f scholars working on Hebenistic poetry, whose founding texts are 

Giangrande’s (1967 and 1970). For this school, straightforward echoing of the model 

was “too rudimentary” for the Hebenistic poets (1970:46), so oppositio in imitando is 

characteristic o f Hebenistic abusion (1967:85), which often takes the form of 

reference to Homeric unica or variant readings (1970:48-61). It is “the constant 

interplay between imitation and variation of Homer” (Wibiams 1978:4) which is 

thought the foundation o f Cabimachean (and more generaby Hebenistic) hterary 

style.

The consequences o f this approach for the perception o f the relationship between 

Hebenistic and Archaic poetry are profound. In very many cases, o f course, there are 

clear abusions to Homeric variants, meanings and problems o f interpretation (e.g. the 

use of the Homeric unicum KEuGpôç (7/. 13.28), which Z bT  ad loc. report as doubted 

by some ancient scholars, by Callimachus at H.1.34 and Apobonius at M^.3.1213 — 

cf. McLennan 1977:65). But the attention to lexical similarity to an earber text is 

often given at the expense o f other sorts o f simbarity and influence, even in the case 

o f Homer, as Knight (1995:17) points out. Homeric subject-matter, situations, 

characters and scene structures should not be overlooked. Furthermore, 

concentration on lexical simbarity and verbal echoes privbeges the relationship 

between texts in the same metre, which leads in particular to the preoccupation with 

Hebenistic transformation o f Homeric usage in Giangrandean commentators. When

On pre-HeUenistic allusions see Harvey 1957 and Davison 1955.

10



Williams (1978:74) finds océvaov Tinp at Call.H.2.83 he remarks that Callimachus is 

“of course [n.b. the assumption here] varying the stock epic phrase ocKapaxov Tcûp”, 

noting that it occurs frequently at the verse-end, as does Callimachus’ phrase. Why, 

however, should the epic use be privileged over, e.g., the Pindaric phrase aievaou 

ttupôç (P.1.6), used of the “eternal fire” o f Zeus’ thunderbolts? Is the aKOcpaTov Tcbp 

which Athena kindles from Diomedes’ helmet and shield at 775.4 so much closer to 

Callimachus’ description of Apollo’s sacrificial “eternal fire”? The distortions caused 

by the common metre and an almost exclusive concentration on Homer are clear."̂

There has consequently been a long neglect of Archaic influence other than Homer’s 

on Hellenistic poetry. Some affinities have long been recognised — Smiley (1914)^ 

deals with the influence of Pindar on CaUimachus (poets juxtaposed, though not with 

reference to style, as early as PaUadas (4‘*’ century AD) at .ALP 9.175, as Newman 

1967:45 notes), while some recent scholarship has concentrated on the influence of 

Hesiod in the HeUenistic period. Such criticism on Hesiodic influence has been 

bedeviUed by the assumption that HeUenistic aUusions are frequently pro^ammatic and 

reveal the author’s Uterary-critical aUegiances (though in fact, these are best indicated 

by the poet’s practice).

The chief CaUimachean texts which are interpreted as Uterary-critical 

pronouncements with regard to Hesiod are the so-caUed Somnium, A.etia F2 (e.g. by 

Reinsch-Wemer 1976:308-11),^ and most importantly ep.27 on Aratus (e.g. by 

Reitzenstein 1931:42f£). So widely accepted are programmatic interpretations based 

on these texts that Beye (1982:7) can caU Homer '‘eskhatos, extreme, probably in the 

sense of inimitable” and claim that “Hesiod, whom he caUs ‘honey-sweet’, is 

constantly preferred as the model [sc. by CaUimachus]”, without any expUcit 

reference to ep.27. This masks the interpretative problems which attend 

Reitzenstein’s view o f the epigram. He suggests (1931:44-6) emending the received 

text (with ScaUger) from oi) xov otoiSov/ ecxatov (1-2) to où xov aoi5a)v/  EC%(xxov, 

and taking this to mean Homer, “best o f poets”, whom Aratus does not imitate.

 ̂ Compare also the relegation o f Pindar’s P.4 from the main sources o f Apollonius’ Arg. in Mooney 
1912:12-25, as one o f the poems which introduced the Argonautic story “incidentally” (1912:13).

 ̂Usually cited as “Smiley 1919”.

 ̂On which see Cameron 1995:366-8.

11



Aratus chooses rather to iieXixpoTaxov/ xcàv èitécov (2-3), which refers to Hesiod’s 

embodiment o f the stylistic ideal o f sweemess (1931:47), in contrast to Homeric 

grandeur.

However there are serious problems with the alleged opposition between Homer and 

Hesiod in this epigram. As Cameron (1995:374-5) notes, ë(T%aToq is simply not found 

without further qualification in the sense of “best” . Reitzenstein’s (1931:46) 

examples, e.g. to  Ô’ ectxoctov Koptxpomai/ PaaiX,Et)<Ti (Pindar, 0.1.113-4), aU have a 

context which determines the meaning (in this case Koptxpobxai, “comes to a peak”). 

Aratus has in fact àm \ià^axo  (3), “skimmed off” (Cameron 1995:378), not tov 

àoiôov/ ECTXocTov, “the poet [sc. Hesiod, mentioned in hne 1] down to the last detail” 

(Cameron 1995:377, following Kaibel 1894:120 on the received text) but to 

pEXixpoTaTOv/ Tcàv ènécûv, “the sweetest part [...] of his versef’ (Cameron 1995:378-9), 

not “his sweetest epic” (so Reinsch-Werner 1976:326). Homer is a phantom presence 

in the epigram, and Hesiod is marked as a partial model, not the founder of a 

programmatically approved style. Regrettably the tendency to look for programmatic 

force in allusions, or even simply difficult passages, is widespread, as the treatment of 

the v4f/z^-prologue and the end of Callimachus’ Yiymn to Apollo makes clear (see 3.3.2 

below).

In contrast to that with Hesiod, the relationship between Callimachus, Theocritus 

and Apollonius and Archaic lyric, iambic and elegiac poetry has usually been 

overlooked or marginalised (until very recently). Such poetry, however, is vitally 

important to the design and deployment of Hellenistic narrators, and a proper o f 

understanding o f the operation o f Hellenistic narrators can only be achieved through 

the consideration o f the effect on them of their Archaic models. In this respect even 

the poetry of Homer, Hesiod and Pindar has been neglected. Accidents of 

preservation have, o f course, played their part in skewing our perspective o f which 

texts were influential in the Hellenistic period, but the approaches scholars have 

taken to Archaic poetry’s use as a model in the Hellenistic period have also 

contributed to its relative neglect.

12



The rare attention that Archaic lyric, for example, has received as an influence on 

Hellenistic poetry has usually been unsystematic, given the form in which it appears — 

passing comments such as Cahen’s (1930: 153-4) on Callimachus’ H.4 having a 

structure reminiscent of Pindaric epinicians,^ or the occasional speculations about the 

relationship between Hellenistic “mimetic” poems and Archaic models (e.g. Sappho’s 

epithalamia, Wheeler 1930:218, Von der Mühll 1940:423; see 3.2.4 below). More 

dedicated treatments have often centred on the relationship between specific authors 

or texts, e.g. Smiley (1914), or Clapp (1913) on Theocritus and Pindar. Such 

approaches have concentrated on allusions to specific passages in Archaic texts. This 

can lead to the illusion that a complete list of passages alluded to can give a complete 

account of the influence of a particular author — Clapp (1913:315) restricts Pindaric 

influence on Theocritus to poems 16 and 17 (neglecting, e.g., Th.24’s relationship to 

Pindar’s N .l). As is the case with the concentration on lexical similarity between 

Homer and Hellenistic texts, such an approach does not allow for the breadth of 

types o f possible influence.

Other approaches to the relationship have tended to be general and impressionistic. 

Newman (1967:47-8) develops Puehna Piwonka’s occasional references (1949:e.g. 

254, 277, 281) to the adoption o f lyric motifs or lyric Uebesdichtung in Callimachus’ 

Iambi to claim a general desire on Callimachus’ part for “a restoration o f lyricism to 

[...] poetry” (1967:48). Gutzwüler (1981:8) suggests that Hellenistic epyUia exhibit a 

“sweemess and romanticism” characteristic o f lyric. More pernicious are suggestions 

that particular poets or periods enjoy a “spiritual kinship” . This is Bulloch’s view 

(1992:332) with reference to Pindar and Callimachus, whde Cairns (1979:13 n.59) 

suggests in passing that Pindar’s consciousness o f himself as an epigone was one 

reason for his appreciation in the Hellenistic period. Austin (1967:14-17=1986:119- 

21) argues that Theocritus models himself after Simonides rather than Pindar in 

Th.16 largely because o f their shared sceptical and pessimistic attitude. Such views 

are problematic because they can prevent further examination o f the relationship — 

Bulloch (1992:332) comments that in Pindar “Callimachus spotted an artistic soul

mate, not a literary model [my italics]” .® Callimachus was attracted by Pindar’s “oddity”

 ̂ He notes the praise o f  Delos at either end o f the hymn (1-27, 326-7) and an inserted myth. For 
criticism o f the view cf. Mineur 1984:8.

® Despite, e.g., the Victoria BereniceA

13



and “quirkiness” . Hutchinson (1988:13) would similarly grant the two poets a 

common “exciting sense of strangeness” (but little else that is shared).

There is a more profitable approach than vague assertions o f spiritual affinities or the 

examination o f allusions by HeUenistic poets to Archaic poetry (BuUoch 1992:331-2 

presents the two as virtuaUy the only alternatives), which has been taken up by some 

scholars. This is the study o f the relationship between the manner o f Archaic and 

HeUenistic poets. In the examination o f technique, of the ways in which poets 

achieve particular effects, we can better discern how Pindar, for example, is a “Hterary 

model” for CaUimachus. N ot metricaUy, o f course, but stylistically  ̂ in particular for the 

narratorial personas CaUimachus develops.

The importance of lyric manner to HeUenistic poetry has not gone unnoticed — 

Parsons (1977:46) comments that in “some sense CaUimachus’ normal manner is 

Pindaric: aUusiveness, uneven tempo, mannerist distortions” . The uneven and 

“distorted” nature o f Pindaric and lyric narrative is particularly clear in the 

phenomenon I shaU term “unusual narrative emphasis” . This is the postponing or 

marginaUsation o f the “main event” in a narrative, which results in an asymmetric or 

“skewed” narrative where a greater part is devoted to what might be considered 

peripheral events. Such unusual narrative emphasis is common in non-epic Archaic 

narrative, as in Pindar’s P.4, where what might normaUy be taken as the “climax” of 

the Argonautic story is disposed o f in two Hnes:

KTEÎVE jrÈv yXauKÔJta xéxvaiç tcoikiA-ôvcotov ô(piv,

d) ’ApKEaiXa, k^e\|/ev te Mf|ÔEiav aùv auxa, xàv nEXiaocpovov (249-50)

Far more attention is given to the Euphamid descent o f the Battiads from the 

Argonautic visit to the Lemnian women (251-62) and Medea’s prophecy about 

Euphamos’ descendants (9-56). Bacchyhdes also displays a simUar technique, ending 

his narrative “immediately before climactic point” (Carey 1995:102 n.26) at, for 

example, B.5.175, where Meleager’s mention to Heracles o f his sister Deianeira is not 

foUowed by an account of their meeting, nor Heracles’ fate (also not told at 

B.16.31ff). Such narrative skewing can be employed for obvious encomiastic 

purposes, as in the foregrounding o f the encomiasticaUy important Euphamos in P.4,
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but it can also form a part o f the creation o f a pseudo-spontaneous narratorial 

persona, which itself can be put to a number of uses, e.g. the emphasis of the 

narrator’s sincerity in encomiastic poems (see further 2.3.2.1 on pseudo-spontaneity 

below). The narrator of Herodotus’ Histories, for example, is portrayed as an 

extemporising speaker by his dismissal with ôiajtpT|^a|iévouç xal xaXXa xcüv eïvekev 

aTclKato (1.2.2) of most of the Argonauts’ exploits.

Unusual narrative emphasis has been connected in general terms with Archaic lyric 

by scholars such as Biihler (1960:198), who compares the abbreviated conclusion of 

Moschus’ Europa with the end of the Pelops-myth in Pindar’s 0 .1 . At the end of the 

Europa lines 162-6 narrate Europa’s seduction and subsequent childbirth, and the 

expected etymology of Europe is omitted. Biihler argues that this sort of narrative 

distortion is alien to Archaic epic, and that it is adopted as an epic technique in the 

HeUenistic period. Two other weU-known HeUenistic examples are to be found in 

CaUimachus. In the Hecale Theseus’ breaking o f the buU’s horn is told in a parenthesis 

(F69.1) which is usuaUy taken to indicate an abbreviated treatment o f the struggle 

against the buU (e.g. HoUis 1990:215) in favour o f a concentration on the meeting 

with Hecale, though the degree of asymmetry here may have been exaggerated (see 

3.7 below). A clearer example is the foUowing comment from the Hictoria Berenices 

(SH264.1), which abbreviates the narrative of Heracles battling the Nemean Hon:

am ôç ETtKppocacyaixG, xdpot 6’ atto pfiKoç otoiSfi

Both Archaic and HeUenistic examples should be contrasted with the striving after 

“fuU presentation” in the Homeric epics. The Homeric narrator gives the audience 

the impression that they are receiving an account o f the story like the view they 

would have if they witnessed the events themselves (Richardson 1990:197-9). Hence 

the great lengths gone to to provide spatial and temporal continuity, e.g. the use of 

unobtrusive means to change scene (1990:110-19), and the unintrusive omission of 

detaUs not deemed worthy o f fiiU narration (e.g. through the use o f summaries, 

Richardson 1990:13). When the Homeric narrator leaves things out or passes quickly 

over them, attention is not drawn to their omission.
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More recent scholarship has taken up the study o f manner (broadly construed). 

Führer (1992) has studied the adaptation of epinician conventions in Callimachus’ 

three epinician poems (la.S, the Victoria Berenices and the Victoria Sosibii), and has 

drawn attention to the use of features o f Pindaric style elsewhere in Callimachus 

(1988). The Archaic and Classical precedents for Callimachus’ metaphors for poetry 

have been examined by Asper (1997), and, in a similar vein, the ways in which 

descriptions o f poetic practice in Pindar are reflected in later poets (and others) have 

been explored by Richardson (1985). Hunter has produced two im portant recent 

studies on the literary texture of Hellenistic poetry, one on Apollonius (1993a), 

dealing at length with Apollonian transformations o f Homer beyond grammatical 

word-play (e.g. o f the epic narrator, 101-19, with significant recognition o f Archaic 

lyric influence in this area, 116) and on Theocritus (1996), which explores the use in 

Theocritus o f the texts and techniques o f Archaic poets and Hellenistic perceptions 

o f such poets (e.g. Pindar, Simonides, Homer in Th.16, 77-109). A number of 

important observations about the Archaic-Hellenistic relationship have recentiy been 

made by Cameron (1995, e.g. on CaUimachus and Pindaric, Hesiodic and Homeric 

narrators, 369) and Schmitz (1999, on the similarities between the narrator-author 

gap in Pindar and CaUimachus, 161), without co-ordinating these into a dedicated 

treatment.

I intend to buUd on this recent work by taking up the topic o f the primary narrator in 

HeUenistic poetry, where the adaptation o f Archaic models is aU-pervasive. Hence I 

hope to deepen insights such as Parsons’ on CaUimachus’ Pindaric manner, or 

Haslam’s (1993:111) on Pindar helping us to understand CaUimachus’ “style and 

stance as a poet”, by broadening out the study of the models o f HeUenistic poetic 

voices beyond Homer, Hesiod and Pindar to include Archaic poetic narrative in 

general, and examining the HeUenistic adaptation of Archaic technique, function and 

persona.
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1.3 Importance of Voice

Hunter (1993a:111) comments that no feature o f Hellenistic poetical style has 

demanded more recent critical attention than the “constant demand o f poet-narrators 

to be recognised as the controlling force behind the words o f the text.” The 

narrator’s voice is a central aspect of Hellenistic hterary production and its criticism, 

most importantly in GoldhtU (1991, also 1986 on Theocritus). Any discussion o f 

Greek (not only HeUenistic) poetic voice is indebted to GoldhiU, but much work 

remains to be done on the appropriation and transformation of Archaic poems and 

voices in the HeUenistic period. Some scholars, however, have objected to attempts 

to point to models for the development o f narratorial personas in HeUenistic poetry. 

Hutchinson (1988:12-13), for example, notes that in Pindar the “poet occupies a 

number o f roles”, the handling o f which is “appropriately complex”. He denies, 

however, any resemblance to HeUenistic play with poetic role and persona, chiefly on 

the grounds that Pindar has different generic and encomiastic aims — “one must bear 

Pindar’s interests in mind”. Whatever Pindar’s aims, though, his development of a 

narratorial persona in the epinicians, the topic o f much recent scholarship, e.g. 

Lefkowitz (1991) and Carey (1995), provides an important model and cross-reference 

for ApoUonius and CaUimachus in particular, as this study wiU demonstrate.

The study of HeUenistic “voice” in terms o f Archaic models can be justified in 

general terms. If GoldhiU (1986:30-1) is right to connect HeUenistic concerns about 

the role o f the poet (see below) with the anxious awareness of the monuments and 

Hterature o f the past, exacerbated by the coUection and cataloguing o f the poetry of 

the Archaic and Classical periods, then estabUshing the precise relationship between 

HeUenistic and earher poetical voices becomes o f paramount importance. The 

narrators o f previous poets help to create HeUenistic attitudes to the position o f the 

poet, and provide the raw material to highhght the problems which arise, and deal 

with them.

This study is expHcitly about the voice o f the “narrator” rather than the “poet” 

because o f the centraUty of the relationship between narrator and author in both 

Archaic and HeUenistic poetry. The close connections between narrator and author
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are o f course marked by the use o f the term “poet” to describe the primary narrator 

o f a given work, but they also mask the precise degree to which the two are related, 

and so obscure study o f the topic (Hutchinson 2001 :x employs the term “narrator” 

to emphasise that “the speaker, even when explicitly connected to the author [my italics], is 

always a literary creation.”). The dependence o f the narrator’s persona on 

biographical facts about the author is clear, for example, in both Pindaric epinicians 

which exploit Pindar’s Theban nationality (e.g. Isthmian 1) and in Callimachus’ Iambi. 

Such dependence is examined with the concept of “quasi-biography” (see 1.7 below). 

I employ the term “narrator” rather than “speaker” (employed by Miller 1993 with 

reference to Pindar and Bing 1995 with reference to CaUimachus) to make explicit 

the narratological underpinnings of this project (see 1.5 below).^

Furthermore, the apparent paradox between the prominence o f HeUenistic “poet- 

narrators” (cf. Hunter above) and the problematic status o f the “poet”, his authority 

and the writing o f poetry as argued by Seeck (1975:203) and GoldhiU (1986:31-2), is 

resolved by considering the relationship between poet and narrator. The narrator in 

HeUenistic poetry becomes one strategy for foregrounding the problems o f poetic 

authority (e.g. by casting doubt on the narrator’s credibiUty, as at CaUimachus H.1.65, 

see 3.2.5 below), as weU as for evading such problems. The advertising o f the 

problem of “poetic truth”, for example, emphasises the separation o f narrator and 

author, and hence protects the latter — poets do not he, narrators do (cp. Solon F29). 

The problems associated with the position of the poet are deflected by placing a 

prominent narrator in the way, one who is both hke and unUke the author.

The problems o f the position of the poet are often linked to a “crisis” o f poetry in 

the fourth century (Gelzer 1993), for which there is considerable scepticism on the 

grounds o f lack o f evidence (Henrichs 1993:173-8 attacking GeLzer 1993; Hutchinson 

1988:2-3, Hopkinson 1988:11). However, the claim that the position and authority of 

the poet was a problematic one does not depend on the existence of this crisis, and 

can be separated from it. It seems, rather, to relate directly to the anxious awareness 

o f the poetic output o f previous poets, which is already expressed C.400BC by

 ̂ Schmitz (1999:158-9) uses the term “impHed author” to denote the narrator (in my sense) in the 
^fAa-prologue and mark his close relationship to the real author. But the term is used differently in 
much narratological writing (e.g. Chatman 1978, Richardson 1990) and is liable to confuse.
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Choerilus o f Samos (6c nocKOCp, ôcttiç eT|v keîvgv %pôvov ïôpiç àoiôfjç,/ Movacccov 

GepocTccûv, ÔT àKTipaTGÇ fjv ETi X,Ei|4,d)v, F2.1-2 PEG). Poetic status and authority are 

at issue because of the problem of “what to sing?” given the mass o f pre-existing 

Hterature — “the inheritance and what to do with it” (Parsons 1993:160). In 

CaUimachus, Theocritus and ApoUonius it is through experimentation with the 

possibUities offered by different types o f narrator and their juxtaposition that such 

problems are overcome — new voices (appropriating Archaic voices) rather than 

simply new content.

The use o f Archaic models in the depiction of such narrators is aU-pervasive and 

instructive. The gap between narrator and author which is already present in Archaic 

poetry, and employed in a variety of ways (see 2.3 below) is exploited in HeUenistic 

poetry to avoid problems of poetic authority. This sort of transformation of Archaic 

models is typical — in the Argonautica we find the inscribing o f some o f the 

“difficulties o f composition” a poet might have (e.g. selecting between different 

versions o f a myth, or choosing what to include). This does not appear, as in earher 

poetry, as a foil  ̂ with the narrator overcoming his struggles, but within an overaU 

pattern o f progressive narratorial decHne (see chapter 5).

Such transformations and adaptations o f Archaic voices should not be explained 

whoUy in terms o f general historical or Hterary-historical developments. Room should 

be made for the personal aesthetic choice o f individual poets, as weU as generic 

differences, alongside the positing of larger-scale phenomena such as changes in 

performance- or reception-conditions. The problems o f poetic authority and the 

anxious awareness o f previous poets seem more important to me than such changes 

in the circumstances o f Hterary production and reception (see 2.1 below), but even 

here the temptation to refer everything to broad historical trends should be resisted. 

It is not simply because Theocritus read Homer, Pindar and Euripides, nor because 

he himself was read, nor even because of the coUection o f aU o f these authors in one 

place where they could be read, that HeUenistic poets became acutely aware o f their 

relationship to the poetry o f the past. It is as important that Theocritus read these 

poets, and responded with his own individual aims and artistic choices. Such a 

statement should be obvious, but the necessary indeterminacy which it introduces
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(authorial aims and choices being difficult, if not impossible, to recover), is perhaps 

one reason for its neglect.
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1.4 Voice, Genre and Poetics

1.4.1 Crossing of Genres

The adaptation o f narrators and aspects o f their voices from non-epic Archaic poetry 

in Hellenistic epic such as the Argonautica or other hexameter poetry such as much o f 

the Theocritean corpus and CaUimachus’ Hymns should not simply be attributed to 

HeUenistic “crossing of genres” (KroU’s “Kreuzung der Gattungen”, 1924:202-24; cf. 

“Mischung der Gattungen” at Deubner 1921:375), to wholesale rejection o f the 

appUcabUity o f genre and genre-norms or to an attempt to demonstrate the 

emptiness o f particular genres. DeForest (1994:4) foUows Beye (1969) in 

characterising the Argonautica as an “anti-epic”. But her view is based on the 

assumption that the Argonautica is an epic written in accordance with what she sees as 

the anti-epic aesthetics o f CaUimachus, as expressed in particular in the Aetia- 

prologue (1994:25-32). The prologue, however, as Cameron (1995:e.g. 339-61) has 

argued, is about epic but about elegy (see further 3.3.2 below), daym an (1980:51) 

thinks that “crossing of genres” in CaUimachus’ Iambi (e.g. iambos with rhetoric in 4, 

with epigram in 7 and 9) produces parodies, and that such generic mixmre 

“demonstrates the emptiness of both [sc. genres]”. The effect o f many of the Iambi, 

however, depend more on the (iambic) self-ironising of the narrator, rather than 

genre-parody (see 3.5 below).^ '

The concept o f “crossing of genres” is too rigid to describe the mixture of tones, 

styles, subjects, structures and language which we encounter not only in HeUenistic 

poetry but in ancient Hterature in general. It is also Uable to mislead when 

characterised as a particularly HeUenistic phenomenon (as urged, e.g., by Rossi 

1971:83-4). There is clearly generic experimentation before the HeUenistic period. 

This is apparent from, for example, Pindar. Didactic gnomai are found in the 

epinicians, and there are clear affinities between 0 .2  and the threnos, 1.7 and martial

Beye (1993:191) describes, surely wrongly, CaUimachus’ Hymns as “parodies o f  the archaic Homeric 
hymns” on the grounds o f  their “juxtaposition o f the incongruous”, which may hint at “crossing o f  
genres” (e.g. in generic tone).
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poetry, and P.4 and both epic and Stesichorean “lyric epic” (Carey 1995:97 with 

n.21). Similarly, Simonides combines (separate) rhapsodic hymn and epic into one 

ekÿac poem in the Plataea elegy (Parsons 1994:122).” Equally, some of the alleged 

generic experimentation of the HeUenistic period is not as clear-cut as sometimes 

made out — the “epinicians-in-elegiacs” o f Callimachus (the Victoria Berenices and the 

Victoria Sosibii) should clearly be related to some degree to elegiac victory-epigrams 

written as early as the 6th century (e.g. ep.l Ebert), as Führer (1993:90-7) and 

Cameron (1995:150, foUowing Führer) point out. Hence the form o f the epinicians 

seems less problematic.’̂

Furthermore, there are some clear generic distinctions in HeUenistic poetry between 

different genres — e.g. in the much lower level o f narrator-prominence in the Hecale as 

compared to CaUimachus’ elegiac poems (see 3.7 below), as noted by Heinze 

(1919=1960:375-6), and foUowed by Hunter (1993a: 115) and Cameron (1995:440). 

The maintenance of such distinctions should prom pt careful examination o f what the 

combination o f elements from different genres achieves, rather than being referred 

simply to a wider HeUenistic attitude to genre. Generic boundaries are not rejected as 

irrelevant in HeUenistic poetry — as Hinds (1987:116-7) urges in the case of Augustan 

Latin poetry, the combination of elements from distinct genres reveals a profound 

interest in genre-norms. Moreover, the effective combination o f the manner and 

voice properly belonging to different genres, which is surely what we see in 

HeUenistic texts such as CaUimachus’ Hymns (combining elements, to confine myself 

to the primary narrator, o f rhapsodic hymn, epic, Pindaric epinician, Hesiodic 

didactic etc.) depends on the existence of generic boundaries and their recognition as 

vaUd and cogent. The Hymns o f CaUimachus are not genericaUy anarchic — the precise 

combinations are harnessed to the overaU structure and effect o f each individual 

hymn.

” Though even in the case o f  the Plataea elegy there are generic precedents — long narrative elegies 
such as Mimnermus’ Smymeis (cf. Bowie 1986:27-34), and the nomos (Obbink 2001:65-6).

*2 Callimachus’ elegiac epinicians should not simply be seen as extended victory-epigrams, however — 
they display many o f the characteristics o f choral epinician (Führer 1993:82 with n.26, and see 3.3 and 
3.4 below).
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1.4.2 Aristotle and Genre-norms

The use o f lyric, elegiac and iambic poetry, where the narrator often provides much 

of the unity in a given work (e.g. Pindaric epinicians), as a model for Hellenistic 

poetry in other genres should not be interpreted as a rejection o f specific earlier 

Uterary-critical views o f genre and genre-norms. The m ost important of these, o f 

course, are Aristotle’s, and there is a widespread critical assumption that Callimachus 

in particular, and poetry written according to his principles in general, was anti- 

Aristotelian in literary criticism (e.g. Hunter 1989:36, “fundamentally anti- 

Aristotehan”). It is often argued (most influentially by Brink 1946:14-19 and Pfeiffer 

1968:135-8, 143-6) that Callimachus in the ylfA'^z-prologue rejected the concept o f 

Aristotelian u n i t y ,w h ic h  implies a rejection o f the unity o f the Homeric epics 

(which Aristotle analyses and approves, cf. 1451 al 6-35 on Homeric superiority with 

regard to unity over Heracleids and Tbeseids). The v4fA<g-prologue, however, does not 

concern epic (3.3.2 below), nor, therefore, epic unity.

There is not sufficient space here to treat the entire topic of the relationship of 

Callimachean aesthetics to Aristotle,^^ but the absence o f unity as a critical concept in 

the yieiia-prologue, and the lack of hostility there to Aristotelian analyses o f genre

Aristotelian unity is unity o f p.û0og (“plot”): the pûGoç should concern a single, whole action, 
comprising o f  a logically/plausibly connected beginning, middle and end (1450b23-6), which is also 
euauvoTiTov, “easily seen as a whole” 1451a4-6). N ote also Aristotle’s warning that MûBoç 6 èarlv eîç 
où% œoTiep tivèç ol'ovTai èàv Tiepi ëva fj- noXXà yàp Kal cxTceipa tcü èvl at>p(3aivei, œv èvlcov où5év 
èaxiv ëv  (1451 al 6-7) and that %pf| ouv, KaGarrep Kal èv xaîç àX,Xaiç |ii|iTiTiKaîç f) pla plgTioig évôç 
èaxiv, ouTCû Kal tôv puGov, èrrel Kpà^eœç plpiiolg èaxi, piâç xe eîvai Kal xaux-nç ôX,t|Ç (1451 a30-2).

I hope to pubHsh a longer treatment o f  this topic in the very near future, covering such subjects as 
the scope o f  the Poetics itself, which does not omit didactic poetry, lyric, elegy etc. because Aristotelian 
criticism was hostile to such genres (which lack pûGoç in Aristotle’s sense, which denotes 
representations o f  people in action, 1448al) as, e.g., Halliwell (1986:283) suggests, but because o f  the 
implied superiority o f tragedy and comedy, which are the peaks o f  development in their respective 
fields (1449a5-6). The superiority is not just one o f  more advanced form, but o f effectiveness in moral 
education or catharsis (Simpson 1988:283-91). Such cathartic effectiveness is related directly to the 
presence o f  a pûGoç, representing people in action, hence Aristotie’s concentration on those genres 
with an Aristotelian pûGog. But this should imply no (aesthetic) criticism o f  the omitted genres. I shall 
also tackle the alleged disappearance o f Aristotle’s “esoteric” works in the Hellenistic period, and 
challenge the historicity o f Strabo’s account (13.1.54) o f their survival in Scepsis. On the argumentum ex 
silentio for the disappearance o f the Poetics see Lucas 1968:xxü-xxüi, Else 1957:337 n.l25. Moraux 
1973:15 n.36; on the problems with Strabo’s account see Gottschalk 1972:340ff. and 1987:1083-88, 
and Grayeff 1974:71 ff. In any case, Aristotle’s On would have been available in Alexandria, and it 
was clearly also a work on genre and genre-norms along the hnes o f  the Poetics (Janko 1987:175, 
1991:36-64).
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should be emphasised. Time and again unity and continuity are paired in the 

scholarship on CaUimachus and Aristode. Lyne (1984:17) thinks that CaUimachus in 

the ^^/ia-prologue opposes “what most ancient critics, certainly Aristotle, would 

deem a cardinal virtue: unity o f plot, continuity o f narrative technique (ôirjveKÉç, 

(3))”, whUe Pfeiffer (1968:137) thinks that CaUimachus and his foUowers, “rejecting 

unity, completeness and magnitude, [...] consciously aimed at a discontinuous form” . 

The reason is doubtless the phrase ev cxEiapa SirjVEKÉç (/l^A-prologue 3). This is 

often taken as implying that the poem the Telchines wish CaUimachus had written 

should have been unified (ev) as weU as continuous (ôitivekéç).^^ This commits 

scholars to holding that £v a E ic p a  ô it |v ek £ ç  is exactly equivalent to ev K ai 5 it|vek£C  

ocEKTpa, “a unified and continuous song”. As Asper (1997:213) comments, this is 

most improbable with a numerical adjective. Such an impUcit co-ordination of 

adjectives without K al would be more than just unusual, it would be absolutely 

impossible to recognise as such, given that a use without K ai is the rule for numerical 

adjectives — there would be no reason for reader or hearer to think there had been a 

departure from the norm in this case.’*̂ What CaUimachus has not produced is “one 

continuous song” rather than “a unified and continuous song” .

Though there is no reference to unity, there is a reference to continuity in the 

prologue. The correct explanation o f 6 it|vek£Ç in ev a E ic p a  SirjVEKéç is Cameron’s 

(1995:343f£). He points out that it is not a standard rhetorical term, and that its 

closest paraUels in poetry are the Homeric formula SirjVEKécoç ayopEUEiv, “teU from 

beginning to end” (0^.4.836, 7.241, 12.56), and the same phrase used more negatively 

in Argonautica (at 1.649, 2.391 and 3.401). This suggests ôirjVEKÉç carries primarUy 

connotations o f fullness o f detaU and chronological continuity.^^ CaUimachus’ 

rejection o f continuity, however, is not anti-AristoteUan. Although Aristotle thinks 

that a tragedy should represent a whole action, i.e. one with a beginning, a middle and 

an end (1450b23-6, see note 13), and that fineness o f jrûGoç Ues in order as weU as

Most clearly in DeForest 1994:28 where we read “CaUimachus describes epic [!] poetry as “unified” 
and “continuous” (ëv and [my italics] ôiTiveKÉç,H(?/.1.3).”, as Asper 1997:213 n.22.

Cf. Kühner-Gerth, Grammatik der griechischen Sprache (Hannover 1992 (=^1904)) §405.4, 1.277 and 
Schwyzer-Debrunner, Griechische Grammatik (Munich 1939-1971) 2.180f d.

Cf. Koster 1970:117-19, Newman 1974:355.
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magnitude (1450b36-51a6), so that the |a,t)0oç must have these elements in order, it 

does not follow that a work as a whole, epic or tragedy, should proceed in 

chronological order or without a narrative break or pause (there is more than one 

type of continuity/discontinuity). This is because Aristotle’s comments on order 

apply to the phGoç, not to the whole work. The phGoç is the soul o f a work (cf. 

1458a38-9), but also only a small part of it. This is clear from Aristotle’s summary o f 

the pbGoç o f the Odjssej.

“Someone has been away from home for many years, with a god on the watch for 

him, and he is alone. Moreover affairs at home are such that his wealth is being 

consumed by the suitors, and his son plotted against. He arrives after much distress, 

makes himself known to some people, and attacks. He is rescued, his enemies 

annihilated.” (1455bl7-23; Janko 1987:23)

Toe 5’ bXkoL ÈTtetGoôta (1455b23). As long as they are o iK E ia  or “integral” (1455b 13) 

such episodes are an important part o f a poem or drama. Episodes mean that the 

order o f a work with a unified phGog need not be simple. This is confirmed by the 

practice o f Homer, the approved model of epic in the Poetics. The Odyssey is not 

chronologicaUy continuous, rather a large part is told in “flashback” by Odysseus. 

The content o f this “flashback” (e.g. the Cyclops-episode) is, as the plot-summary 

shows, principally composed of “episodes” , which do not form part o f the Odyssê s  

phGoç. Requirements about the order and unity o f the jXvQoq do not apply 

(straightforwardly) to the whole text, episodes and aU, because the phGog is not the 

whole text.

1.4.3 Heracleodorus and Hellenistic Poetry

The recently published edition o f Phdodemus’ On Poems 1 (Janko 2000) at last 

provides an intelligible text o f several Hellenistic literary critics, many o f whom are 

relevant for the study o f Hellenistic (and Ciceronian and Augustan Latin) poetry. 

Most important with regard to genre is one Heracleodorus. This critic is unknown 

outside the Philodemus papyri (Janko 2000:155), and dates perhaps from the second
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half of the third century He is a euphonist, that is he finds the aesthetic value of 

poetry to reside in its sound, specifically in the sound that supervenes upon the 

word-order o f a poem: “One must conclude that the euphony which supervenes is 

the particularity, but the contents and the words are outside (the art) and are 

common.” (F29 J a n k o ) .T h i s  position leads to a rejection of genre-divisions and 

distinctions o f style as relevant to the merit o f poetry (Janko 2000:155). 

Heracleodorus argues that there is no genre-specific diction or content, and that 

poets’ styles are not individuated:^ '

TT]V |4,èv ETIIKTIV, è]TÉ[p](X[v 6è TpMyiKTlV, aX]X,T|[v] 6’ l[a]pplKTlV il [KC0]|4,i[k]T1V 

il x iv’ ôXcoç [e]vioi Kal to  “pT|ôè vofipaTa Siatpépeiv l à  KfcopiKà

Kai] TpcclyliKoc Kai p[eX,]iKd”, to “priSepiav [ô]iàX,eKTov k[co]X,'UEiv tov

àyaG ôv 7to[ri]Tiiv SiacpaivEiv KoclTajCTKEUiiv [ij]v 6cv EA,r|T[ai] TtoEÎv” , Kal to 

''|xr|ô[è] xapaKTTjpaç lôicoGffiJvai tcov 7cot|T(ov”^̂  (On Poems 1:192.13-24)

Indeed poetry is not divisible according to verse-forms, according to Heracleodorus: 

ôX,T|ç 7C0T|TiKfi$ [àpEjpoûç t)7i[ap]xo<)CTii[ç, Ktt]Ta TE |iÉ[Tp]a (On Poems 1:210.20-2=F17 

Janko). Obscurity and irrelevance are permissible (because aesthetic value resides 

only in sound): “The verses are obscure, but enthral us aU the same” (F20 

Janko= 1 6 7 6  fr.3.20-2, from On Poems 2). The collapsing o f generic distinctions 

by Heracleodorus, and the embracing o f obscurity have recently been connected with 

the practice of Hellenistic poets:

Janko 2000:165 places Heracleodorus in the late third century, on the grounds that he is a more 
radical euphonist than the preceding target in On Poems 1, Andromenides, but less so than the 
following Pausimachus o f  Miletus, suggesting that Crates’ handbook, on which the order o f  On Poems 
1 is based, was arranged chronologically. But there is considerable room for doubt about 
Heracleodorus’ date.

This fragment is from PHerc.l676.co\.6.2-7, from On Poems 2 (not yet republished). Cf. also T1 
Janko, “Crates misunderstands the views o f Heracleodorus and those who share them; for they praise 
not the composition, but the sound which supervenes upon it.” (On Poems 5.col.24.27-32).

20 The fragments o f Heracleodorus come from a context where Philodemus is quoting and attacking 
the views which he cites — in many cases the subject and the content can be supplemented from other 
parts o f the On Poems, where Philodemus recapitulates.

2' =F2 Janko, the rejection o f diction varying with genre.

22 =F3 Janko, the rejection o f content varying with genre.

23 =F5 Janko, poets’ styles as not differentiated.
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“ [Heracleodorus’] advocacy o f the mixture of dialects, styles, and genres, and 

o f fine-sounding but not necessarily intelligible auvGeoiç, finds its antecedent 

in the practice of poets like Callimachus and Lycophron.” (Janko 2000:164)

Close attention to the practice of Hellenistic poets in adapting earlier poets and 

genres will help to determine how accurate this characterisation is. Could 

Callimachus have been the inspiration for euphonist critics such as Heracleodorus? 

How does Hellenistic “obscurity” operate? Is it connected with production o f fine- 

sounding clauses at the expense of sense?
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1.5 Narratology and Primary Narrators

Any study o f narrators or narrative must take account o f the work o f theorists o f 

narrative such as Bal (1985), Genette (1980) and Chatman (1978). Some of the 

problems, Limitations and advantages of their approach should be made clear.

The most basic o f the distinctions which they employ, which I shall also take up, is 

that between the stoiy (roughly, the sequence of actions or events o f a narrative, along 

with the characters in those events) and the discourse (roughly, the particular 

expression of those actions or e v e n t s ) . T h e  story is what a narrative is about, the 

discourse how it is told (Chatman 1978:19, 23-4). In narrative, as opposed to 

dramatic, works the events o f the story are communicated to the audience by the 

narrator through his discourse. He is to be conceived o f as having direct access to the 

story, and acts as a mediator between the audience and the story (Chatman 1978:33-

4).

In its modem form it is generally characterised as a structuralist position, based on 

various structuralist and semiotic assumptions (most explicitly at Chatman 1978:17- 

34), and as part o f an attempt to isolate the necessary components o f a narrative (e.g. 

Bal 1985:8-10). Such a project with such a basis might be attacked in whole or in 

part. Culler (1981:169-87), for example, argues that the assumption o f a story as an 

independent, “quasi-real” (my term) entity prior to the discourse ignores cases where 

the event themselves, constituents o f the story, are presented as products of forces 

within the discourse (e.g. the guilt of Oedipus in Oedipus Rex as a necessary result o f 

the interweaving o f prophecies, the narrative coherence and the tragic force o f the 

play, all aspects o f the discourse). This casts into doubt the whole project o f creating 

a “science o f narrative” based on the priority of story to discourse (Culler 1981:186-

7).

The narratological terminology for story and discourse varies with each narratologist. I employ the 
terms used by Chatman (1978) and taken up by Richardson (1990) on the Homeric narrator. Bal 
(1985:5) terms Chatman’s r/ory the “fabula”, his discourse the “story”, and adds a third category o f  
“narrative text”, which I shall ignore. Genette (1980:27) uses histoire (translated “story” in Genette 
1980) for Chatman’s story, récit (translated “narrative” in Genette 1980) for discourse. I disregard his 
third category o f “narrating” (French narration). The story-discourse distinction goes back to the 
Russian Formahsts, on whom see Chatman 1978:19-20.
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Further attacks on the structuralist roots o f narratology have been based on a 

tendency to over-schematise texts in geometric terms (particularly clear in Bal 1985 

and de Jong 1987), and to press for the universal nature o f various structural 

phenomena (Gibson 1996:5). Various (e.g. Wittgensteinian) objections might also be 

made to the idea that narrative is a communication (Chatman 1978:28), or is 

exhaustively defined by such a statement, or that it and its constituent elements have 

a “meaning” (Chatman 1978:22-7).^^

But, as Culler (1981:172) comments in his remarks on the priority of story to 

discourse, distinguishing between them is still a fruitful and indispensable way of 

proceeding, and is not invalidated by doubts about the “science o f  narrative” as a 

whole. One is not committed to accepting the entire superstructure by recognising 

the validity o f a distinction between the author o f a work and its narrator, or that 

between the content o f a narrative and the way it is expressed. Accordingly I shall 

make occasional use of narratological distinctions, definitions and terminology, 

though attempting to avoid the obscurity which some narratological jargon can bring, 

and endeavouring to build a more complete and comprehensive picture of individual 

narrators than has often been the case in overly formalist narratological writing. '̂^

As mentioned above, my study will concern primaiy narrators o f various kinds in 

Archaic and Hellenistic poetry, not secondary or embedded narrators, nor texts of a 

dramatic or mimetic nature, such as Theocritus 1.̂  ̂ I shall, however, deal with 

primary narrators whether they are characters in their narratives (e.g. the narrator of 

Archilochus FI96a), or stand outside their narratives, as in the I shall also deal

with monologues delivered by a character who is therefore the primary narrator, even

What is Tristram Shandy in The Ufe and Opinions of Tristram Shandy “communicating” (not much o f  
the Hfe, at any rate)? Does a joke “communicate meaning” between teller and hearer?

^ A notable exception is Richardson 1990 on Homer.

In terms o f Genette’s “narrative levels”, I deal with narrators who are “extradiegetic” narrators, but 
not (exclusively) “intradiegetic” (Genette 1980:228-31).

In Genette’s terms the narrator o f Archilochus’ Cologne Epode (FI 96a) is “homodiegetic”, Homer 
“heterodiegetic” (Genette 1980:243-5, who picks out the Iliadic narrator as an example o f  the latter 
type).
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where the discourse purports to be a description of the events o f the story as they 

happen (e.g. Theocritus 3).

I shall extend the use of the term “narrator” to include the persona o f the poet in 

parts of poems where he is not narrating a series of events, where these come in a 

poem which does contain a narrative. This is because these sections are often very 

important in the creation o f the persona of the narrator, the persona thus created 

being exploited in the more straightforwardly narrative parts o f the poem (a good 

example is the expression o f ^evtoc for a patron by Pindar outside the telling o f the 

“myth”, e.g. P. 10.64-6 on his closeness to Thorax).
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1.6 Narrator-prominence and its signs

All the narrators with whom I shall be dealing are to be found towards the overt end 

of the scale o f “narrator-prominence” ,̂  ̂ where the narrator’s presence or mediating 

role between story audience is marked to some degree. The clearest indications of 

narratorial prominence include expHcit commentary on the events or characters in 

the story, first-person statements by the narrator, addresses by the narrator to the 

characters in the story, exclamations or other emotional reactions to the narrative etc. 

Even the Homeric narrator, often characterised as “objective” in various senses,^^ 

and who can be described in general as “self-effacing” (see 2.3.1 below), displays on 

occasion the most forceful markers of a narrator’s presence. He comments, for 

example, on Glaucus’ foolishness in exchanging his armour with Diomedes (7/6.234- 

6), invokes the Muse at the beginning o f both epics (including the use of the first- 

person form |i.oi at O^/.l.l), and makes frequent addresses to Patroclus in 7/16 (see 

2.3.4 b e l o w ) . H e n c e  even those narrators who are relatively unprominent when 

compared to the intrusive narrators of the A.etia or the Works and Days are still a 

mediating presence between story and audience. We shall not meet any narratives 

where the narrator is so self-effacing and niiriimally mediating that nothing is 

recorded beyond the speech or verbahsed thoughts of the characters (Chatman 

1978:166), so that they can even be termed “nonnarrated” (Chatman 1978:147).

One particular device for the foregrounding of the narrator which has not attracted 

much critical study is the use of quasi-(auto)biography, which is a prominent feature 

in the characterisation o f such overt narrators as are found in Pindar, Callimachus’ 

A.etia and even, in a shghtly altered sense, the A.rgonautica. This is one aspect which 

the relatively self-effacing Homeric narrator largely avoids (2.3.1 below).

^ Chatman’s concept (1978:146-266), used by Richardson (1990) as the organising principle o f his 
work.

Cf. the survey in de Jong 1987:14-26.

Cf. Richardson 1990:167-196 on the most prominent signs o f Homeric narratorial presence.
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f.7  Authors, Narrators and Quasi-biography

It is o f central importance when tackling questions o f the use, properties and 

attributes o f a primary narrator or such a narrator’s voice to establish the precise 

relationship o f the narrator to the author of the text. Most importantly, the narrator 

o f a text ought never to be (fully) identified with the historical author (Bal 1985:119, 

Genette 1980:213), an observation which is now a “commonplace o f literary theory” 

(Chatman 1978:14).^^ In some cases, of course, the narrator is clearly distinct from 

the author - most obviously when the narrator is a character within the work but the 

author is someone very different (Pip in Great Expectations is not Dickens). In such 

cases the audience or reader may receive a significant amount o f “biographical” 

information about the narrator o f various types, e.g. his name, various facts about his 

background or beliefs etc. This type of information, any reference to an “external” 

Hfe for the narrator beyond his capacity as a narrator, I term “quasi-biography” . 

Several such situations exist in both Archaic and Hellenistic poetry — e.g. the self

naming and extensive self-description o f Simaetha (obviously to be distinguished 

from Theocritus) in Th.2. Quasi-biography coincides, particularly when extensively 

developed, with some o f the most expHcit signs o f narrator-prominence.

Narratologists such as Chatman (1978:147-151) make a further distinction between 

the “real author”, the flesh-and-blood creator of a text, the “impHed author”, the 

version o f the author impHed by the text and constructed by the reader from the text, 

and the “narrator”, who speaks and relates the narrative to the audience.^^ Chatman 

(1978:148) follows Booth (1961:71-3) in illustrating the difference between real and 

impHed authors by comparing various works by Henry Fielding - the impressions of 

the author which the reader receives (the “impHed author”) from Joseph y^ndrem, 

Jonathan Wild and Amelia are aU different, though they share the same real author.

de Jong 1987:7-8 interprets Aristotle at Poetics 1460a5-ll as making “the first step in distinguishing 
between author (poet) and narrator.”

There is also a corresponding distinction between the various receivers o f  a narrative: the real, flesh- 
and-blood reader, the impHed reader, and the narratee (cf. Chatman 1978:149-151). I do not employ 
these categories in this thesis.
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It is the distinction between the real or historical author on one hand and the 

narrator which is o f particular importance when we come to cases where there is a 

degree of identification of narrator and author/^ In many cases narratorial quasi

biography coincides with (perhaps only apparent) facts about the author’s Hfe, e.g. 

the fact that Hesiod is the brother o f one Perses (IPT) 633), and has sailed but once, 

to Euboea from AuHs, where he won a victory in song (\VD  650ff.) may reflect or 

distort actual facts about the historical author’s Hfe.̂  ̂The degree o f identification or 

overlap can vary: given an audience aware that a particular poet is the author of a 

particular poem there will be a disposition among them to identify the poet with the 

speaker o f any first-person statements not expHcitly or obviously assigned to 

someone else. In particular, unassigned first-person narratives about the past seem 

autobiographical (the “autobiographical assumption”):

“first person narratives of past events.. .not embedded in a wider context are 

rare in Greek poetry....If the narrating first person is not explained or 

embedded, the such poetry looks (auto)-biographical.” (Hunter 1999:144, cf. 

Bowie 1985:67)""

The identification can be more expHcit - the narrator and the real author may share a 

nationaHty, as in Pindar (most obviously at 1.1.1-3), or a name, as where the Theogonjls 

narrator is expHcidy identified as Hesiod ('Hctioôov KaXfiv èôiôa^ev àoiôfiv, 22, and 

TÔvôe ôé jxe TcpœTiCTxa Geai Tcpoç pbGov ëeiTcov, 24). It is important not to take these 

statements as straightforward biographical statements about the real author’s Hfe, and 

not simply because we cannot be sure that they are “true”. Rather they have a

In such cases the implied author constructed by the reader/audience wiU closely resemble the 
historical author, at least for an audience familiar with the historical author. For audiences unfamiliar 
with the real author, or relying only on texts by the author for their information about him, there is no 
way o f  being sure that the real author was in fact anything like he portrays himself in the text. But that 
the narrator resembles the implied author is written into the text, and that they both resemble the real 
author is the audience’s usual assumption.

Though Perses has been thought to be fictional (Bowie 1993:23). Cf. West (1978:33-40) for a review 
o f  the evidence and earlier views. It is o f  course possible that “Hesiod” was not the name o f  the 
historical author o f the Theogony.

The length, context and content o f poetry may play a role in audience expectations about the 
relationship o f narrator to author in the Archaic period (Bowie 1993:36). Political trimeters may have 
implied a closer relationship, and a greater faithfulness to the historical author’s opinions, while 
drinking-songs might have been taken by the same audience as invented and the narrator much 
further from the historical author.
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specific narrative or aesthetic purpose within the context o f the poem. It is not that 

such biographical statements must be false, but that their truth-value is not relevant 

to literary analysis of the poems. They may well also be true, in their extra-poetic 

contexts, but within the poems they are best described as “quasi-autobiographical” .

The criterion, therefore, for first-person statements o f the kind which assume some 

relationship between the subject o f the statements and their historical author is not 

truth but plausibility. Pindar, for example, exploits this to associate himself (the 

historical Pindar) with his victors and express his ^Evia for them. But it is more 

accurate to speak o f the “projection” o f a poet when this sort o f first-person 

statement is made - the speaker is a persona of the poet, albeit one closely connected 

with the poet. Thus this persona is, in the case of Pindar, a Theban, a poet etc. But 

because certain facts are true both o f the historical poet and the projection or 

persona, it does not follow that everything true or alleged to be true o f the latter will 

hold for the former (as Genette 1980:28 recognises). W hen Pindar declares at P.3.77- 

9 that girls often sing to the Great Mother and Pan before his door at night, this 

ought not to be taken as evidence that there was a shrine next to his house. Critics 

should observe what purpose such a statement serves in the context of the poem, 

how it suits Pindar to characterise his persona in this way. Pindar cannot make 

ridiculous claims for his projection within the odes, statements which are plainly 

false, but he can exploit plausible falsities (or inaccuracies) for encomiastic and 

literary purposes.

The distinction between narrator and author has been challenged as anachronistic 

when applied to ancient literature, in particular Pindar. D ’Alessio (1994:138) urges 

that:

“A-ny [my italics] distinction between the author’s literary portrait and his

‘real’, or ‘biographical’ image is anachronistic.”

He objects to derogatory comparisons (e.g. Lefkowitz 1991:96) between scholarly 

inference about Pindar from his poems and the misguided derivation of biographical 

data about Housman from A  Shropshire Pad  (Housman shares neither name nor 

county with his narrator). D ’Alessio points out that Pindar’s literary persona cannot
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be divorced from his social persona, and argues that Pindar’s audiences really 

believed in his closeness to the gods, for example, which was one reason they were 

honoured when he praised them (1994:139). It is an exaggeration, however, to claim 

that there is no disjunction between narrator and author in Pindar, although 

D ’Alessio is right to point out that literary persona and social (or real authorial) figure 

cannot be divided completely. One is certainly grounded on the other — Pindar’s 

narrator in the epinicians certainly seems to exploit facts about Pindar’s biography in 

the poems (e.g. at P.3.77-9, see above).

But the impression o f extempore composition in Pindar’s epinicians, exemplified by 

the break-off o f an apparent digression at P .11.38-40 (fjp’, w (piXoi, kœt’ àpeualTtopov 

ipioSov èSivocGriv...), demonstrates the separation o f narrator and author. It is only 

because the audience knows that the author has not really “gone astray”, and that this 

is a carefully constructed pose taken up by the narrator (Scodel 1996:67). Similarly, 

self-corrections by the narrator (artfully composed by the author), and transitions and 

connections which seem arbitrary on the level o f the narrator, but which are clearly 

part of a greater authorial design (e.g. the narrator’s “associative transition”, with no 

explicit connection with what precedes, into the myth o f Aeacus’ part in building the 

Trojan walls in 0.8.31 ff., which is of obvious relevance in an Aeginetan ode, hence 

its inclusion by the author. Miller 1993:25-6), advertise the difference between the 

two, and the applicability of the distinction to Archaic poetry (see 2.3.2.1 below). The 

corresponding exploitation o f the difference in the M^A^-prologue demonstrates its 

validity for Hellenistic poetry. “Callimachus”, the narrator, can do things 

Callimachus, the historical author, cannot, e.g. converse with Apollo (Schmitz 

1999:161; see 3.3.2 below).

The distinction between implied author and narrator has in turn been criticised 

recendy as over-complicated and unnecessary or inapplicable to ancient epic, in 

particular Argonautica (Byre 1991:216, Fusülo 1985:382), because, it is argued, it is 

usually very difficult to distinguish between the narrator and the implied author in 

such texts. Ancient epic is thought to be less likely to exhibit a conflict between the 

values or norms o f the (implied) author and those o f the narrator. This is the 

situation o f the “unreliable narrator”, where the distinction between implied author 

and narrator is most evident (so Chatman 1978:148-9). While a close identity of
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values is certainly apparent in Homer, so that the narrator-implied author distinction 

is not very important for analysis of the lliad^'' this is hardly the case for the 

Argonautica. DeForest, for example, argues that there is a strong distinction to be 

made between Apollonius and the “CaUimachean” narrator of his poem, a pedant, 

who mocks Homer (though the poet does not), and whose literary goals are not the 

same as the poet’s (1994:7-11). In short, the narrator o f Argonautica is “unreliable” 

(1994:91-2).^^ While I disagree with the details of DePorest’s analysis, the distinction 

between the implied author and the narrator is important in the analysis of 

Apollonius - the narrator is portrayed as undergoing a crisis o f confidence and doubts 

about his own abilities (see chapter 5), in contrast to the implied author, who has 

engineered his narrator’s crisis for his own literary and aesthetic purposes.

Cf. Richardson 1990:4, “Because the Homeric narrator is reliable and without question the implied 
author’s spokesman, the distinction between them is neghgible in practice.”

According to DeForest 1994:151 the narrator is scared o f  Medea (as expressed at v4/g.4.1673-5) - 
surely we ought not to attribute a similar timidity to the imphed author?
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1.8 Summary of Aims

In this thesis I shall consequently demonstrate the following:

•  that CaUimachus, Theocritus and Apollonius owe a close technical and stylistic 

debt to Archaic poets. To do this, I shall present evidence o f the influence on the 

construction o f Hellenistic narrators in a more systematic way than has been the 

case in the past, and illustrate the relevant complexities and narrative 

experimentation in Archaic poets;

• that, correspondingly, Homer is not the exclusive model or influence on 

Hellenistic poetry, nor Hesiod the “preferred” model;

• that the perceived discontinuity between Hellenistic and earlier literature has been 

exaggerated, one principal cause being a lack o f precision in describing pre- 

HeUenistic poetry and society as “oral” ;

• that the primary narrator is a central concern o f poets not just in the Hellenistic 

period, but in the Archaic also;

• how Archaic voices are developed and transformed in different ways by the 

different Hellenistic poets;

• how the patterns o f similarity and difference within the appropriation o f Archaic 

voices reflect both wider Hellenistic phenomena such as the “anxiety of 

influence” caused by the collections o f previous literature in Alexandria and the 

individual aesthetic choices of the poets;

• that many scholarly perceptions of the relationship between the poets, and in 

particular their relationship to contemporary and earlier aesthetics are mistaken — 

attention to the practice o f the poets in employing Archaic voices suggests no 

“anti-Aristotelian” commitments on the part o f Callimachus. Similarly recent 

speculation about the relationship between radical Hellenistic euphonist theorists 

such as Heracleodorus can also be shown to be mistaken.
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2. Archaic Narrative

This chapter is not meant as a complete or exhaustive study of all aspects o f Archaic 

narrative (a PhD, or several, in itself), but as a survey o f the main features which are 

relevant for a study o f the adaptation of Archaic narrative models in the early 

Hellenistic period. Those features which are most widely employed by Callimachus, 

Theocritus and Apollonius wiU be sketched out, as those which can most clearly 

demonstrate their interest in, and exploitation of. Archaic narrators and narrative. 

This chapter wül concentrate on those features which are largely to be found outside 

the Iliad and the Odyssey, whose narrative techniques and use o f the narrator have 

been well studied (de Jong 1987, Richardson 1990), but constant reference wül be 

made to Homer, as good comparative material, and a model (for avoidance as well as 

emulation) for both Archaic and Hellenistic poets.

Before tackhng these aspects of Archaic narrative in detaü, however, it is necessary to 

discuss more general issues o f the transmission and performance o f Archaic poetry, 

as confusion and inaccuracy on these points is one reason for the positing o f a very 

sharp break between the character and context of Hellenistic poetry as opposed to 

earlier Greek literature.

2A Orality, Literacy and Discontinuity

There is widespread critical agreement that the poetry o f the Hellenistic period is very 

different from that o f preceding Classical and Archaic Hterature in a number o f ways 

(e.g. in its sense o f rupture from the past, and the consequent nature and degree of its 

allusiveness, Bing 1988:73-75; subject-matter and audience, Bulloch 1985b:543). It is 

also thought that there should be a corresponding rupture in the critical approaches 

we must employ as we “cannot approach fifth-century Athenian literature with the 

same critical positions one employs not only for Alexandrian but all other literature 

in the Western tradition” (Beye 1982:4). The “radical discontinuity” (Cameron 

1995:27, criticising this view) posited is argued to be the result o f a complex of 

various events and developments, e.g. the political upheavals and restructuring o f the
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Greek world in the fourth century (Bulloch 1985b;543). I have no desire to argue 

against the importance of the historical and political changes between the fifth and 

the third century as part of the general explanation for the characteristics o f self

consciously epigonal Hellenistic poetry (Bing 1988:62), clearly different in many ways 

from earlier Greek literature. One feature, however, o f the changes cited, which 

appears prominendy in many conceptions of the rupture between Hellenistic poetry 

and the past, and which leads to an exaggeration o f this discontinuity, should be re

examined. This is the oft-observed shift in the performance-conditions and media for 

the dissemination of poetry (Bulloch 1985b:543, Bing 1988:10-17, DeForest 1994:18- 

25).

It is often claimed that poetry in the Hellenistic period is no longer the public affair 

of the Archaic period (e.g. Bulloch 1985b:543), but has become restricted to private 

ehtes, and is self-consciously literaiy, its emphasis on itself as written marking a shift 

from a “song-culture” to a “book-culture” (Bing 1988:46-7, Herington 1985:3-4 for 

the terms). Poetry is now written to be read (or recited) rather than heard in public, 

the assumed conditions in the Archaic period. Several characteristics of Hellenistic 

poetry are typically conceived o f as effects o f this oral to literary shift, e.g. the 

marginalisation o f heroes and the avoidance of a “heavy” style (Bing), and even some 

of the experimentation with voice and narrator (Bing 1993:189-94 on Callimachus’ 

Yijmn to Apollo). Standing behind such views of the explanatory power o f the shift to 

literacy is work such as Ong’s (1982, esp. 78-119) which argues that literacy effects a 

complete intellectual and cultural transformation — “writing restructures 

consciousness” ,̂  ̂ the ways in which individuals in a literate society think are 

fundamentally different from ways o f thinking in oral societies. With reference to 

Greece, Goody and Watt (1968:42-56) suggested hteracy (in contrast to earlier oral 

Greek society) as the main cause of, among other things, democracy and philosophy. 

Recent scholarship has raised doubts about the ability o f a shift from orahty to 

literacy to explain such developments — Thomas (1992:20) objects to its appHcation 

to antiquity with the powerful counterexamples o f Rome (alphabet known in the 

seventh century BC) and Sparta (acquired writing but not philosophy). Graeco- 

Roman magical papyri from Egypt and Roman curses from Bath similarly argue 

against an intrinsic connection between writing and rationality.

The title o f  Ong 1982 chapter 4.
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If there are problems with literacy as an explanation of general intellectual 

development in the ancient world, these are even more pronounced when it is used 

to account for developments in literature. Hellenistic poetry, o f course, does advertise 

its status as written literature in a way not found in the Archaic period (e.g. in the 

close association of Calliope and the historian Xenomedes at CaUimachus F75.76-7, 

or the song tiv véov èv 5éX,Toiaiv èpoîç ètci yotivaci GfjKa in Une 3 of the obviously 

HeUenistic or later Batrachomjomachia^  ̂ Bing 1988:19, 28). It is also self-consciously 

epigonal (itself a marker of difference) in its attitude to earUer Hterature (Gelzer 1993, 

Bing 1988:62-90), and this epigonal status has profound consequences for the types 

o f poetry produced and their various characteristics (cf. Depew 1992, Konstan 1998 

for the epigonal nature of CaUimachus’ Iambi). But it is misguided to attribute this 

fact simply to a shift from songs to books, as it is to characterise the Archaic period 

as “oral” without further quaUfication.

This characterisation goes back to the work of Parry (coUected in Parry 1971) and 

Lord (1960) on the Homeric epics and their affinity with the oral poetry o f 

Yugoslavia (and Havelock’s related idea (e.g. 1963:39-44) that Greece was 

predominantly oral untU the mid-fourth c e n t u r y ) T h e  assertions of a need for 

radicaUy different critical approaches to poetry before the HeUenistic period (see 

Beye above) are themselves reminiscent o f caUs for such new approaches when 

tackhng the oral Homer as revealed by Parry and Lord (e.g. Notopoulos 1949). It is 

their abiding achievement, of course, to have demonstrated the oral descent o f the Iliad 

and the Odyssey — the background of oral composition and performance which 

explains the formulaic Hne-endings and noun-epithet combinations regularly used to 

complete particular metrical patterns, the repetitions o f type-scenes and speeches etc. 

Neither, however, demonstrated that the Iliad and the Odyssey were oral epics 

themselves, in the sense that they were composed whoUy without the aid o f writing, 

and so transmitted for some period of time (A. Parry 1966:201, Rutherford 1992:44; 

cf. Thomas 1992:40-4 on the non-identity o f “ formulaic” and “oral” poets).

It clearly alludes to the v4gAa-prologue (FI.21-2).

Havelock argued that oral communication dominated “all the important relationships and valid 
transactions o f Hfe” (1963:38) — Athenians leamt to write, if  at aU, as adolescents, and may not have 
had any more abihty than being able to sign their names (1963:40).
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Lord (1953:129-31, 1960:129-32) argued from the inability o f Yugoslav bards who 

learned to read and write to compose orally (using the formulaic lines and fixed 

epithets o f their oral background) that Homer himself, to have used the techniques 

of oral composition with such expertise, cannot have known how to write. Hence his 

positing of a “dictation-hypothesis”, where a scribe, or team of scribes, endeavoured 

to record the monumental Homeric epics (Lord 1953:131-33, 1960:124ff.). Kirk 

(1960:279), on the other hand, suggested that Homer imposed a definitive version of 

the epics on subsequent bards, and this was faithfully reproduced orally, without 

substantial change, before being written down some years later (perhaps first in the 

sixth century). Both are implausible — the probable laboriousness o f early Greek 

writing in the seventh and eighth century makes it difficult to beheve even a team of 

scribes could have recorded the Iliad, while the sheer size o f the epics makes 

extensive oral transmission, mthout change, very unlikely indeed. Both o f these 

hypotheses arise out of an acceptance of Lord’s idea that oral composers could not 

have known how to write (so A. Parry 1966:183-4). This is based on an unwarranted 

comparison with the Yugoslav situation (A. Parry 1966:212-5, Thomas 1992:44-7). 

Exposure to writing in the twentieth century automatically brings with it exposure to 

newspapers, magazines, cheap (and not-so-cheap) fiction etc., all o f which can affect 

the style of a poem. This was not the case in Archaic Greece (A. Parry 1966:213). 

Further comparative study of other oral poetry suggests that the sharp break Lord 

suggests should be questioned, as there seems to be no dichotomy between an ability 

to compose orally and an abihty to read and write in other oral traditions (Finnegan 

1977:24, 70; Thomas 1992:49).

Hence Homer may well have used writing — indeed such a hypothesis seems much 

more plausible than those which posit a non-writing bard. If  even this most “oral” o f 

poets is to a certain extent also “hterary”, then the distinction for later poets needs to 

be handled with care. Descriptions o f poets such as Pindar as “oral” , in contrast to 

the “hterary” poets o f the HeUenistic period are particularly prone to mislead. He is 

usuaUy described as “oral” in the sense that his poems were sung pubhcly to a large 

audience which received the work oraUy rather than in writing. But this is a very 

different sense o f “oral” from that apphed to Homer (i.e. the employment o f a
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formulaic system of noun-epithet combinations and repeated lines etc. to enable 

extempore composition). This too can lead to misunderstanding, particularly about the 

nature and status of the original performance (see below).

Pindar almost certainly used writing in production o f his poems (Thomas 1992:115, 

Davison 1962:147-54, Havelock 1963:39). Writing had, o f course, long been re

introduced into Greece (probably around the mid-eighth century, Murray 1993:95-8, 

Jeffery 1961:12-21), and very probably played a part in the creation, as well as the 

preservation, o f the Homeric poems (A. Parry 1966:216, Rutherford 1992:44-7). The 

metrical complexity and strophic structure of Pindaric poetry, much more intricate 

and varied than the Homeric dactylic hexameter, makes the memorisation o f large 

portions over a long period o f time unlikely. It also suggests that a written copy and 

score played an important part at least in the training o f a chorus to perform a 

Pindaric poem. There is also some evidence that patrons or cities kept written copies 

o f epinician odes as heirlooms or valuable objects, as in the case o f Olympian 7 (E ad

0 .7 , Drachmann 1903-27:i. 195.13-14).

There is some internal support for the use of writing by Pindar in the references in 

Pindar (and Bacchylides) to poems as permanent records or objects, e.g. otGavaTov 

Mouaocv 6cyaX,)xa (B.10.11), and:

CTÙv 5’ cnXaGeicti Ppoicov
K0t?iXiOT0v, eÏ7ç[£p Kal Gavrji tiç,

?i8[i]7ceTai Mo\)c[0cv PaGn^œvcûv aGjuppa. (B.9.85-7)

This conception o f the song as an object which will Hve on, alongside the promise of 

lasting fame which poets make to their patrons (because, as Pindar points out, pfjpoc 

6 èpYpccTCûv xpoviwTepov PioTeuei, N.4.6) implies a weU-developed conception of 

literature as written and therefore lasting, which again calls the rigidity of the oral- 

hterary distinction into question, and shows that poets before the Hellenistic period 

conceived o f their work as “literature” which would persist (Kerkhecker 1999:12 

with n. l2 against Bing 1988:16, Rosier 1980:45-56). Future fame, and a spread across 

the Greek world, is also clear in Theognis’ promise to Cyrnus:

Goivriç 6è xa i EiXaTtivpcyi Ttapéaap
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èv TtocCTaiç... (239-40)

...aXXcL fXEX.'naeiç 

ôccpGixov ôcvGpœTcoiç alèv ë%o)v ôvop,a,

K\)pvE, KttG’ 'EXX,àôa yt|v CTxpocxpœ̂ Evoç... (245-7)

This sort o f panHellenic fame is most easily explained as a result o f a spread of 

written copies of Theognis’ elegies, and writing seems to be the most plausible 

explanation of Theognis’ comment about a ccpprjYiç (19) to be placed on his verses 

(Gerber 1997:4).

Some scholars have posited a wholly oral dissemination o f some Archaic poets, e.g. 

Alcaeus (MacLachlan 1997:139, Rosier 1980:77-91), seeing no trace there o f any 

awareness o f writing as a means of transmission. Nevertheless, even though there are 

no references as obvious as those in Pindar, Bacchyhdes or Theognis to permanent 

fame or a song as an object, there are oblique indications of an awareness o f the 

possibilities o f disseminating poetry through writing in poets such as Alcaeus.

2.1.1 Pseudo-intimacy and writing

The situation developed in Alcaeus (and also Sappho), where a poem is full of 

references to particular individuals, situations and locales which seem very “private” 

and local, may not simply be a paradox vis-à-vis the preservation of the poetry (cf. 

Rosier 1980:78). Why would such poetry interest those outside the circle? Precisely 

because o f the portrayal o f the circle and the feeling o f ‘'pseudo-intimacp'' thus created 

for audiences outside the original, “private” audience (Scodel 1996:60). Scodel draws 

attention to the feeling of eavesdropping, o f admission to the circle, which is 

produced by poetry such as Alcaeus’ and Sappho’s (1996:60-1). The seemingly 

private references play a large role in the appeal o f the poetry for secondary 

audiences, which feels admitted to a “small, enclosed world” (Scodel 1996:61). Carey 

(1995:95-6) points out a similar effect in Pindar created by the prominence o f the 

narrator’s first-person statements and the emphasis on the relationship o f ^Evia 

between poet and patron which he terms “quasi-intimate” . Scodel (1996:62) draws a 

similar parallel to Pindar, referring to the obhque and implicit nature o f much o f the
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encomiastic information in the epinicians (victor’s name, event, place o f victory etc.) 

— secondary audiences have to make some effort to reconstruct everything precisely,

i.e. they are treated as if they knew the information already (as the original audience 

would have done). This “pseudo-intimate” effect is a particularly important Archaic 

characteristic adapted in the HeUenistic period.

The existence o f secondary audiences at least suggests that writing may have been 

used in the dissemination o f the poems (even if they were subsequently recited 

oraUy), and that even poets such as Alcaeus and Sappho may have composed with 

such audiences in mind.

2.1.2 Early signs of writing

The use of writing in the transmission of Archaic literature, and the conscious 

exploitation o f this fact, can even be observed among one of the earliest Archaic 

poets, Hesiod (probably early seventh century). The self-correction o f the Theogonj in 

Unes 11-12 of the Works and Days implies dissemination o f the former poem by 

writing:

ot)K apa pouvov eriv ’EpiScov yévoç, àX)C ètù yaîav
eiai ôuo)

This aUudes to and corrects Tbeog.225ff., where we are told that Night bore, amongst 

others, Eris, who is caUed CTTuyepfi (226) and herself gives birth to an assortment of 

troubles for humanity. Now Hesiod (or the Hesiodic narrator) is o f the opinion that 

there are two Erises — one bad, like that sketched out in the Theogonjy and one good, 

who rouses the lazy, encourages healthy competition: ayaGf] Ô’ ’Tpiç PpoTOÎCTiv 

{WD  24). In Une 11 the particle ocpa is used in a corrective sense, where a speaker 

changes his mind due to unforeseen circumstances, as at 7/.16.60-3 (Most 1993:78- 

80).“̂̂  But, as Most (1993:81-2) shows, this sort o f self-correction o f another poem by 

the same poet assumes the persistence o f that poem in an unchanged version. It is 

only because the previous poem is stable and unaltered that it can be used as a

In Homer this use is typical o f the speech o f characters — Hesiod tranfers this to his narrator. (IVIost 
1993:79).
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standard by which to measure later opinion. This fixity, and the assumption o f an 

opinion preserved beyond the point when it seemed right, impHes the existence of 

written copies of the Theogony, and the dissemination of these copies. Hence the 

presence of other cross-referential passages in the Works and Days which point to the 

Theogony — e.g. the Prometheus-Pandora tales in both (Theog.50S-616 and W D  47- 

105), which are meant to estabhsh a Hnk between the two poems (Most 1993:86-91, 

Stein 1990:53). Again the variations here in the Works and Days are best understood 

as variations from the already fixed version existing in the written Theogony.

A different, but related indication of the fixity of the Hesiodic poems is noted by 

Scodel (1996:72-9), who argues that the self-correction in the Theogony, which as we 

have seen involves a change of mind due to unforeseen circumstances, implies a 

narrative explaining this change — a narrative about the unforeseen circumstances. She 

finds this in the story of the victory in the games of Amphidamas, which we are only 

told of in WD  654ff. A primary or “private” audience, with knowledge of Hesiod can 

be conceived o f as knowing this, hence requiring no explanation. But this would only 

become obvious to a broader, secondary audience on rehearing or rereading the 

poem (given the long separation o f self-correction and explanation in the Works and 

Dcys) — at that time the secondary audience would a/so know of the victory, and 

understand this as the explanation for the change o f mind. The feeling of admittance 

to a closed group is in turn pseudo-intimate, but more importantly this effect is only 

achieved on secondary hearings or readings, suggesting the exploitation by Hesiod o f a 

fixed text.

It is probably no exaggeration, then, to claim that every ancient author’s text which 

has come down to us (whether through manuscripts or papyri) goes back to a copy 

either written or dictated by the author himself (so Davison 1962:148-9)."^^ I would 

press for this even in the case of such poets as Archilochus (cf. Davison 1962:150 for 

the suggestion that a contemporary, probably the poet, thought it worth preserving

Indeed that is why we have such texts, in contrast to the loss o f the vast majority o f  “folk” or 
popular poetry, which went unrecorded (Thomas 1992:105-7). We have very little o f such material, 
and those early poets whom we do have are simply early examples o f  “higher” or “special” (in a 
variety o f  senses) poetry which poet or patron thought important enough to have recorded.
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his verses),'^ who are thought o f as very early in date (seventh century, West 1989- 

92:i.l). It may be objected that there is supposed to have been a lack of writing 

materials in this early period, and that the evidence for a fully-fledged book-trade is 

confined to the second half of the fifth century and later (cf. Davison 1962:219f£). 

But, as Stein (1990:89) points out, a lack o f papyrus could be made up by several 

alternative writing materials, such as bark, wax or particularly leather (Jeffery 1961:56- 

59, who notes the evidence o f writing on 6wp0épai from Hdt.5.58). This also 

indicates that what is being suggested is nothing like the later book-trade, but the 

gradual dispersal o f a few copies o f poems over a long period o f time — hence the 

material itself need not have been ideal. Reading was not the principal form o f 

reception — the texts will have been “keys” to performance (Thomas 1992:118-19), 

probably by self-selected individuals o f some degree o f musical and poetic 

competence, at symposia or other contexts. With the greater claims o f 

panHeUenisation in Pindar, for example, we can assume a much greater availability of 

convenient writing-materials and a correspondingly greater ease o f obtaining poet’s 

texts.

Stein (1990:88-90) cites some evidence for the use o f writing in Archilochus, such as FI 85, the 
CTKUTaA-T) fragment, which demonstrates Archilochus knew o f writing, at least. More generally, 
however, her approach depends rather heavily on the dubious view that greater authorial/narratorial 
self-consciousness implies a use o f writing. Cf. Thomas 1992:102-3 for criticisms o f  the crudity o f  the 
opposition between orality and literacy there, and the similarities to the sort o f  Geistesgeschichte to be 
found in SneU 1953.
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2.2 Performance and Reperformance

The preceding re-assessment o f the picture o f “oral” Archaic poetry should in itself 

prompt a re-thinking of commonly-held views about Archaic poetry and the 

possibility o f its difficulty, allusiveness etc. More importantly, it should prom pt a re

examination o f the performance o f Archaic poetry, which should in turn modify our 

view o f it and its relationship to Hellenistic poetry.

One consequence of a commitment to a strong distinction between oral and Hterary 

periods in Greek poetry is an unreflective assumption that occasional Archaic poetry 

was a one-off, oral business (apparent, e.g., in DeForest 1994:18-19 who does not 

distinguish between oral epic and subsequent “oral” poetry, contrasts “Hterary” 

Thucydides with Herodotus and cites Ong 1982 and Goody-Watt 1968 for the 

transformative power of Hteracy). To take Pindaric and BacchyHdean epinicians as an 

example, it is thought that these victory odes were composed solely for a specific 

occasion, to celebrate a victory at one of the Great Games, and performed at a more 

or less pubHc gathering of citizens from the victor’s home city — a one-off, never-to- 

be-repeated show. This assumption is apparent, for example, in Bundy (1962:H.35), 

who argues that Pindar would not include anything which the orignal audience might 

think irrelevant to the praise o f the victor. It is also used as a critical tool, to rule out 

certain interpretations. Gerber (1982:26) responds with scepticism to Renehan’s 

(1969:219-21) suggestion that by JtoXucpocTog npvoç at 0 .1 .8  Pindar meant to suggest 

both TtoA.'ü-cpaTOÇ (“glorious”) and 7coX-a)(paxoç (as if from txpaivco, “I weave”), on 

the grounds that the orignal audience would not receive the word-play. Regardless o f 

the merits o f Renehan’s suggestion, Gerber’s reasoning is based on an assumption 

that the audience o f the ode would hear it only once as it was sung, and would 

therefore be unHkely to understand the double meaning.

The picture, however, o f a one-off performance of Pindar is awry. The epinicians of 

Pindar and BacchyHdes abound in statements about the lasting fame victors wiH gain 

through song, e.g.:
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Kal Toîç è]7riYeivô|a,evoiç ale l KicpalxTKOi 

<yàv N£])aéai viKav (B.9.81-2)

This awareness of future fame indicates, as has been noted, a dependence on writing. 

It also shows, however, that the original audience at the premiere o f the victory ode 

is not the only one which Pindar and Bacchyhdes are composing for. Writing may 

underhe the preservation of their songs, but the instrument for the spread of the 

fame of victors is clearly the reperformance of the odes (Young 1983:40 with n.29).

Strong prima fade evidence for the reperformance o f Pindar, for example, is to be 

found in the difficulty o f his language, which suggests the poems were designed to be 

heard repeatedly (Scodel 1996:59-60). This can be supported by the idea often found 

in Pindar of the spread o f his song across the Greek world:

aXX ÈTcl Ttàoaç ôX,Kàôoç ëv x aKarm, yA-nKEi’ àoiôà,

Gxeîx’ ocTü’ Alyivaç ôtayyÉXXotc.... (N.5.2-3)"̂ ^

This traveUing song, which in turn spreads the victor’s name, is best explained by the 

reperformance o f the ode (with the help of a written copy — see above). This is 

confirmed by a passage from Nemean 4:

81 S’ 8Ti ^apEVEi TipÔKpiToç aXlœ
CToç Ttaxiip èGàX.TiE'tG, tcoikiXov KiGapi^cov
Gapoc KE, TCOÔE pÉX,Ei k^ iGeIç,

nlov KEXàôrjCTE KaA,XiviKov... (N.4.13-16)

The victor’s father is imagined as performing the victory-ode several times. Hence 

reperformance (though not always by the victor’s family) is the mechanism for the 

spread o f fame. This is also clear from the common contrast in Pindaric epinicians 

between the komos and the victory song (Bundy 1962:i.22-3). Here the victory revel, 

the transient, momentary celebration o f victory contrasts with the song as a 

permanent record o f achievement (1962:i.2). This permanence suggests both a text

Cf. also 1.2.44-6, 1.4.37-42 (on the reperformance o f  Homer). “ImpUcit reference to subsequent 
performances is relatively common in Pindar” (Heath-Lefkowitz 1991:186). Cf. also Xenophanes 
F6D-K.
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and reperformance from that text At 0.10.91-6 the victor who is not 

commemorated in song gains only |3pa%t) xi xepTtvov (93), missing out on the ehph 

K?iéoç (95) conferred by Pindar. The breadth o f this fame, and the contrast between 

song and the transient, one-off komos, implies the reperformance o f the song.

2.2.1 Choral or Monodic? A Critical cul-de-sac

The notion of in particular Pindaric reperformance can help to dissolve a recent 

debate about the original performance conditions o f his epinicians — were they 

performed by a chorus (so the Pindar scholia, Burnett 1989, Carey 1989, 1991) or by 

a solo singer (e.g. Lefkowitz 1988=199l:ch.9. Heath 1988, Davies 1988, Heath- 

Lefkowitz 1991)? The trigger for the suggestion (Lefkowitz 1988:3-4=1991:193-4) 

that the odes might have originally been performed monodically was the fact that the 

great majority o f first-person statements in Pindar seem to refer to the poet (or his 

narrator/persona), rather than the chorus (see 2.3.2.2 below), which is at least 

consistent with solo performance (Braswell 1992:47).

The debate, however, seems incapable o f resolution, given the pattern o f argument 

over individual passages which seem to indicate one hypothesis rather than another. 

For example, at the beginning of N.3 poet and young men are depicted as waiting for 

the Muses’ song:

...uSaxi ydp
jrévovT èît’ ’ActcottIco peXiyapucov xéKxovEÇ 

Kcbpcov vEaviai, cteGev ÔTia paiopEvoi. (3-5)

xdç àcpGoviav ÔTiâ E pf)xiog àpâç hno'
gp%E 8’ oùpavo'ü 7toXuvE(pÉ?ia Kpéovxi, GuyaxEp,
ÔÔKi|aov ujxvov èyœ ôè keivcov xé viv ôàpoiç 

Xupa XE Koivà<TO|j.ai. (9-12)

This has been taken as good evidence for a choral performance o f N.3 (e.g. by Carey 

1991:197), given that the fiction o f waiting here appears to involve the passing on o f 

a song provided by the Muses to a waiting chorus. The solo hypothesis, however, can
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be made to incorporate such passages — Heath-Lefkowit2 (1991:186-8) argue that the 

passage refers to unison singing by the young men, but not to the epinician itself. 

The singing is conceived of as separate from the victory ode. An inverse example is 

provided by 0.1.17-8 (àXXà Acopiav àno (pàppiYycc naccàXoX)/ XapPav,...), is most 

naturally taken to refer to the circumstances of performance, i.e. so/o performance 

(Heath-Lefkowitz 1991:181-2), but can also be taken as figurative, within choral 

peformance (Carey 1989:560).

That Pindar’s epinicians were reperformed, and that Pindar shows awareness o f the 

potential for reperformance is noted on both sides of this debate (Davies 1988:56-67, 

Heath-Lefkowitz 1991:186, Carey 1989:561), but the significance o f this has not been 

grasped. Whatever the original performance-conditions o f Pindaric and other 

epinicians (the background o f which, at least, is choral, hence the triadic or strophic 

structure, though this cannot determine that they were performed chorally), the 

panHeUenic and enduring fame promised to patrons is achieved through 

reperformance. This reperformance appears to have been monodic (as N.4.13ff. 

shows). Pindar and BacchyHdes were aware of these secondary audiences, indeed they 

are the very mechanism for the achievement of the patrons’ fame. Hence they are as 

important as the original performance. I suggest that one reason for the vagueness 

and comparative scarcity o f references to the circumstances o f the original 

performance (Herington 1985:28-30, Carey 1989:557-8; cf. Lefkowitz 1991:60 on the 

general and unspecific references in Pindaric epinicians, e.g. 1.7) is the importance of 

reperformance, perhaps under very different conditions. The openness about the 

circumstances o f performance facilitates monodic reperformance, which is the means 

o f achieving lasting panHeUenic fame. OccasionaUy, for some reason, Pindar might 

want to make more explicit reference to the circumstances o f the original 

performance, as perhaps is the case at the beginning o f Nemean 3, and occasionaUy 

might aUude more explicitly to reperformance (as in Nemean 4 ) f  Perhaps the term 

Ktopoç, preferred to %op6g in Pindar, is suitably vague and unspecific as to whether a 

chorus performing the ode is meant, or the victory-revel more generaUy (cp. Bremer 

1990:55 who thinks the avoidance of %op6g might be on religious grounds).

It also seems p o s s i b l e , C a r e y  1991:199 n.22, that there might have been some variety in the 
original performance-conditions from Gyrene to Sicily, PeUa to Rhodes and 498 to 446 BC (first and 
last datable Pindaric odes).
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The importance of reperformance provides another explanation as to why the first- 

persons in Pindar refer to the poet (or his narrator/persona) — the subsequent 

reperformances by solo singers. It also explains why both the choral and monodic 

hypotheses can get a foothold in the Pindaric evidence. Even if, then, Carey 

(1989:562) is right to say that the victory odes were “intended for choral dehvery”, it 

is clear that they were also intended for solo dehvery, and this latter dehvery is the 

means for the achievement o f fame. It is the excessive concern with the “premiere” 

(Carey 1989:561) which is the central problem in the choral-monodist debate, but 

one which reperformance should lessen.

Furthermore, in terms o f the oral-hterary dichotomy, designing poems for 

reperformance, to be heard repeatedly, takes us a long way towards the situation of 

reading and rereading poems. It is obviously not identical, and the coUection o f a 

great store of Greek hterature in the Alexandrian Library obviously makes 

Callimachus’ abihty to access repeatedly Pindar’s odes very different to that of 

Pindar’s fifth-century audiences, but it does hcense approaches to Archaic hterature 

which investigate their aUusiveness, the role o f the narrator and the existence of a 

“hterary” personahty {pace D ’Alessio 1994:138). Archaic poetry, for the most part, 

was not meant to be heard just once, nor was the premiere the only occasion for 

which poets wrote (pace Bundy 1962:h.35 on Pindar). This demonstrates that even for 

Archaic poetry it is true that to privilege the first performance o f a poem as 

exclusively or primarily constitutive o f the meaning o f the poem in entirely bogus 

when assessing the work as art (though it may be o f historical interest), and it is 

something which critics ought to have weaned themselves off long ago."̂ ^

Which is not to say that attempts to study what the effect o f  ancient literature was “in performance’ 
(primary or secondary) cannot be extremely fruitful — cf. Thomas 1992:117ff.
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2.3 Persona

The conclusions above about the nature of the “orality” o f Archaic poetry, and the 

probable circumstances of the performance o f Pindar, should close (though not 

eradicate) the perceived gap between third-century and earlier literature. Charges of 

an anachronistic application to Archaic poetry o f such critical concepts as literary 

allusion can be seen to be unfounded. Most importantly for this study, the 

considerations above make conceptual room for the idea that Archaic poets could 

develop personas which were central to the organisation, function and value o f their 

poems, and that, moreover, such personas could be consistent across different 

poems, and be received as consistent and unified by audiences (both primary and 

secondary). The reperformance o f Archaic poetry, probably using written texts as 

keys, and the consequent dissemination of poetry across the Greek world, suggests 

that audiences could hear (and perhaps sometimes, in the case o f interested 

professionals or patrons, read) different works by, e.g., Hipponax, and realise that the 

narratorial guise taken on in these different works was largely the same. Indeed many 

o f the effects striven for in the poems were probably a result of this consistent 

persona. “Hipponax” was not merely perceived in the Hellenistic period, when 

Callimachus presents the dead iambicist as visiting Alexandria in la .l, but by Archaic 

audiences also. The importance o f this narratorial personality in the Archaic poets 

makes them important models for the Hellenistic poets, with their own particular 

interest in narrators and poetic authority (see 1.3 above).

2.3.1 Visibility and Centrality

The centrality o f the personality o f the narrator to the control and purpose o f 

Archaic poetry varies considerably between poets and genres. The most important 

division with regard to the adaptation of Archaic narrators by Hellenistic poets is that 

between epic (principally Homer and the Homeric Hymns) on one hand, and Hesiod 

and non-hexameter Archaic poetry on the other. That the Homeric narrator is an 

ever-present controlling force in the narrative o f the Iliad has been clearly 

demonstrated by de Jong (1987), who shows how the primary narrator selects, 

arranges and presents the narrative to the audience, e.g. in the use of yocp-clauses to
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anticipate an audience question by explaining decisions or events (e.g. 7/1.54-5, 

explaining why Achilles calls an assembly, de Jong 1987:91-3). The story does not 

“tell itself’. But it also clear the narrators of both the Iliad and the Odyssey do not 

foreground themselves — they do not use their narratorial personas as a principal 

method o f structuring their epics, nor are the epics about them. The narrators are 

there, o f course, but they are self-effacing.

This relatively low level of narrator-prominence (to which there can be exceptions, 

e.g. in the rare narratorial apostrophes to characters to arouse audience sympathy, e.g. 

to Patroclus in 7/. 16, Parry 1972:10-15, Block 1982:15-22, Richardson 1990:170-74 -  

see 2.3.4 below) is apparent from formal characteristics such as the scarcity o f 

narratorial first-person statements, or the absence o f self-naming."^* It is also clear in 

the very small amount of quasi-biography in Homer. Quasi-biography, any reference 

to an external life for the narrator, beyond the simple capacity to narrate, draws 

attention to the narrator by providing the audience with apparent information on the 

narrator’s name, appearance, relations, history etc. But in Homer we are not told any 

such information. The only quasi-biography is the very oblique deduction that the 

narrator is telling his story a long time after the events o f the Trojan War and its 

aftermath, as the oioi vhv Ppoxoi-passages"*^ indicate (de Jong 1987:44).

The Homeric Hymns have, for the most part, a similarly unprominent narrator, first- 

person statements, for example, being largely confined to the standard opening and 

closing formulas such as ap%op' ôceiôeiv (e.g. HH2.1) and atixtip èyà) Kai ceto Kai 

aXXrig pvficyop’ àoiôfjç (e.g. HH2.495). They are also correspondingly lacking in 

quasi-biography, with the exception o f the Homeric Hymn to Apollof^ which embeds a 

description o f the narrator within itself:

Indeed the self-effacement extends to presenting a character’s thoughts in the form o f  
conversations with his 0U|xôç, to avoid drawing attention to the mediating presence o f  the narrator, 
and his implied privileged knowledge (Richardson 1990:131-2). But even the Homeric narrator is 
much more prominent than narrators in “nonnarrated” narratives (see 1.6 above).

E.g. 7/5.302-4,13.378-85,13.445-9, 20.285-7.

Another exception (as also in its use o f apostrophe) is HH8 to Ares, with a much more developed 
prayer on the part o f  the narrator for self-restraint, but this is very much later, probably by Proclus 
(West 1970:303-4). I leave aside the question o f the unity or division o f  HH3, on which see Janko 
1982:99-100 and hliller 1986:ix-xi. Note that both the “Delian” and “Pythian” sections display 
exceptional characteristics when compared to the rest o f the corpus (see below).
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“cü KOVpai, TIÇ ô’ t)|0,|J,lV àvTlp TIÔICTTOÇ àoiôûûv 

èv0à8e 7icoX,EÎTai, Kai xécp lépTceaGe )j,àXi<TTa;”

\))xeîç ô’ ev |iaX a Trôccrai \)7coKpivao0’ àjxcp’ T^écov 

“TVcpXôç àvTip, oIkei ôè Xicû ëvi TcaiTcaXoéacTTi,

TOO) Tcôcaai laexoTcicGEv àpiaxE\)o\)CTiv à o iô a i .” 

fmEÎç 6’ 'upétEpov K^éoç oïaojxEv ô a a o v  èîr’ a îa v  

àv0pû)7ccûv cxpE(p6pE(T0a 7côX,Eiç Ev v a iE x a œ a a ç - (169-75)

The narrator here is blind, comes from Chios, and travels across the earth, spreading 

the fame of the Dehades. But this quasi-biography is not the only way in which the 

hymn is exceptional,^^ as its use of apostrophe demonstrates. In the Homeric Hjmns 

most addresses by the narrator are either invocations at the beginning of the hymn, 

or come as part of the closing prayers bidding farewell to the god. In the Homeric 

Hjmn to Apollo, however, we find the apostrophising o f Leto at 14-18 in a narrative 

on the birth o f Artemis and Apollo, of Apollo himself in 19-29 where he is asked 

how he should be sung of, then also in 140-50, describing his wealth, and in 216-86, 

where ApoUo’s travels are direcdy addressed to him, with repeated vocatives (at 229, 

239, 277) and second person verbs.

The anomalous nature o f this hymn, when compared to the other Homeric Hymns, 

makes it dangerous to employ it as paradigmatic of the function o f Homeric Hymns (as 

Bergren 1981 attempts to do with regard to the centrahty o f apostrophe and its role 

in bringing about an epiphany of the god hymned). But its unusually prominent 

narrator only serves to bring into sharper relief the correspondingly self-effacing epic 

narrators elsewhere in Archaic poetry. The narrator o f the Homeric Hymn to Apollo also 

reflects some of the characteristics o f narrators outside epic, and it may be partly 

under their influence that the hymn’s narrator has been brought into the foreground.

In several Archaic poets and across different genres, it is clear that the narrator is 

much more central to the conception o f poetry, and in particular to where its 

attention should be directed, than is the case in Homer. I mean by this that, though 

in different ways in different poets, in, for example, Archilochus, Hesiod, Sappho

It also displays peculiarities o f structure in the Delian part (Janko 1981:16-8).
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and Pindar we find not only the cultivation o f narratorial visibility much greater than 

that usual in epic, but that the narrator himself/herself is now a subject for narrative, 

and commands the attention o f the audience. While in Homer the narrator may only 

“step from behind the curtain” (Richardson 1990:168) infrequently, in the case of 

many Archaic poets the narrator has taken the stage.

2.3.1.1 Quasi-biography

An approximate index o f the greater visibility o f narrators outside Archaic epic, and 

the corresponding transformation of the narrator into a subject for narrative, can be 

provided by a survey (not meant as exhaustive) of the quasi-biography in Archaic 

texts.

The Hesiodic narrator, for example, as noted above (1.7), makes extensive reference 

to an external Hfe: he has a brother and father (W D  633), an inheritance of which he 

has been partly cheated (W D  35-39), and one sole experience o f sailing (W D  650ff.). 

In the Theogonj the narrator even names himself (Theog.22). Alongside this factual 

information, we also find, particularly in the WD, the explicit expression o f the 

opinions and reactions of the narrator to these events (Dover 1964:106). The 

Hesiodic narrator reproaches Perses on the question o f their inheritance, as well as 

the PaCTiXfjeç who have judged the case (W D  37-41), and is portrayed as considering 

his brother (péya vtitcie népari, WD  286, 633) to be lazy and in need of constant 

advice:

...JIT) 7CC0Ç Ta péxa^E xaxi^cov  

TTTCÛCTCTTIÇ à X ,X ,O T p io t)Ç  O IK O U Ç  K t t l  pT |Ô È V  àvUCTCTI^Ç.

cbç Kai vûv etc’ Ejj,’ fjX,0EÇ- èyà) 6É to i oùk ÈTCiôœacc)

0Ù6’ E7ci|XETpiiacû- èpyà^EU, vf̂ TciE nép(TT|,... (W D  394-97)

This fuU emotional life on the part o f the narrator also extends to reactions to his 

own narratives, as the wish at W D  174-76 not to live in this Age o f Iron 

demonstrates.
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In non-hexameter Archaic poetry there is also a great deal o f quasi-biographical 

material. This is true of almost all types — iambos, Lesbian lyric, choral lyric, sympotic 

elegy, and political poetry. The fragmentary nature o f much o f this poetry often 

makes absolute certainty about whether the primary narrator is speaking impossible 

(see 1.1 above), hence also about whether we are dealing with quasi-biography (as 

opposed to statements about a character within a narrative). Nevertheless, there are 

sufficient fragments with a great enough context to make some progress.

In Archilochus and Hipponax there are extensive first-person sexual narratives 

recounting the sexual exploits of the narrator (e.g. TiapGévov 5 èv àv0e[CTiv/ 

xriX,]e0ocEa<Ti Xa^cov/ eKX,iva...., Archilochus F196a.42ff.; also F54, F82, Hipponax 

F I7, F92, F I04). There are also other quasi-biographical details in Archilochus, such 

as narratorial participation in a battle (F98), and the narrator’s abandonment of his 

shield (F5), as well as the expression of emotion and desire. The narrator (if it is the 

narrator who speaks) in F20 bewails the woes o f the Thasians (KXodû) xà ©aaicov, où 

xot Mayvfixcov KaKoc), while that in F I9 gives his opinion on the riches o f Gyges (où 

pot xoc rùyeco xoù 7toXu%pùoot) pâXei, F I9.1).^  ̂ Less non-sexual material has been 

preserved from Hipponax, but there is some, including fragments depicting the 

narrator’s poverty (32, 34, 36), two o f which also contain self-namings ('IjtTtœvaKXt, 

F32.4, 'IJtTtfova ,̂ F36.2, the former in the voice o f the narrator),”  something not 

found in Archilochus. There are also expressions of opinion, such as the speaker’s 

view of Critias in Hipponax F30:

où pot ôtKtttcoç pot%og 6tA,o)V(xt ôokeî 

KptxtTjç 6 Xtoç... (1-2)

Narratorial opinion and emotion are also to the fore in the personal lyric of Sappho:

o]i pèv t7t7tf|(ov CTxpoxov ot ôè Ttécôœv 
ol ôè vàcûv (pata èjt[t] ydv péX.at[v]av 
ëJppEvat KocXX,tCTxov, ëyco ôè Kfjv’ ôx- 

xco xtç ëpaxat- (FI 6 .1-4)

Cf. also F24 (speaker’s pleasure at safe homecoming o f friend), F114 (opinion on generals). 

53 Cf. also F37, F79.9, F117.4.
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tôc]ç KE poXXoijxav ëpaxov te pâpa 
K à |ià p \)x p a  Xapvrpov ïÔTjv TtpoCTœTCCo 

r\ TOC AvScov ocppaTa.... (FI 6.17-19)

The narrator is very much the centre o f attention here — first-persons and the 

expression o f strong opinion and emotion make the speaker much more prominent 

than is the case in Homer. But the quasi-biography in Sappho is fuller than the mere 

evocation of desire. At FI .20, F65.5, F94.5 and F I33 (b) there are self-narnings, 

revealing the primary narrator’s name, though in aU cases it is at least likely that the 

speaker of the name is not the primary narrator herself. There is also a possible 

narratorial self-description in F58.13ff., though the fragmentary nature o f the text 

prevents certainty:

TtdJvTa x p o a  yfipag t̂ ôti

l E U K a t  5 ’ E Y E vcJvT O  x p ix E Ç  £ K  [ l E X a i v a v

]oci, y o v a  6’ [o]h cpépoioi

As well as the common description of love for various women (e.g. Atthis in F49), in 

Sappho there is also some biographical information about the primary narrator’s 

family. In F98 (a) the narrator speaks about her mother (6c yocp pE yevvoc[t, line 1), 

while F98 (b) addresses one Cleis, whom the Suda (Z 107, iv 322f. Adler) and 

P^OxyASOO fr.l say was Sappho’s daughter. Herodotus (2.135) reports that Sappho 

abused her brother Charaxus in a song after he freed the prostitute Rhodopis.

In the political poems o f Alcaeus, such as F69, there is also considerable quasi

biography. In F69 the narrator tells us o f the financial support o f the Lydians for an 

attempt to enter tp[ /  èç tc6A,iv (3-4), which seems to be connected to an attempt to 

overthrow Pittacus, tyrant of Mytüene. In F130B the narrator describes his exile and 

the fact that he now Hves potpocv E%o)v ocYpoïcoxiKav (hne 2). In the same fragment 

the narrator speaks o f his father and grandfather (F130B.5). Another poem (F350) 

seems to have been addressed to Alcaeus’ brother, on returning from fighting with 

the Babylonians (Strabo 13.2.3). There is also an apparent self-naming, preserved in 

F428A.1 (’'AXkocoç cocog).
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Other Alcaic poems make their sympotic setting exphcit, and we find exhortations to 

addressees to get drunk with the narrator (e.g. F38A), or to pour perfume over the 

narrator’s head and grej chest (F50.2, suggesting the age o f the narrator). Similar 

sympotic subject-matter is to be found in the fragments of Anacreon, which 

concentrate on the narrator’s loves (e.g. Cleobulus in F357 and F359) and his 

drinking (KaX,oîç/ hTtoTcivovxEÇ èv hpvoiç, F356 (b).4-5).^^

In Anacreon there is also mention o f a sister in F370 (epfi^ Kacriv), though it

is impossible to be certain that this was spoken by the primary narrator. F381 (b) may 

preserve a first-person narrative about the narrator dropping his shield (cf. 

Archil. F 5):

àoitiSa pixiiaç TroTccjro'û KaXXipoon Trap’ 6%8aq

Again, the lack of a context makes it impossible to determine the full significance of 

this fragment. More certain are the references to the narrator’s age in F418 (kX^Gi 

peo YépovToç) and in particular F395, which forms an example of extensive 

narratorial self-description:

T io X io i  p è v  f i p î v  h S i l  

K p o x a c p o i  KOtpTl TE X e V K O V,

XapiECoa 5’ onKèr’ hPtl 
Tcapa, yripaXèoi 6’ ôSôvteç, 
yXt)KEpoh Ô’ ot)KèTi TtoXkoç,

PiÔTot) xpdvoç lèXEiTCTai' (1-6)

In Solon, by contrast, we find quasi-biography more akin to that found in Alcaeus’ 

political poems. This is true both o f the elegiac fragments, where the narrator can 

claim to have arrived from Salamis (F l.l), exhibit his nationality (“’Attikôç ohicç 

ocvTip, F2.4), boast o f his political achievements (F5), and make reference to his age 

(yripaaKQ), F 18), and o f the iambics (both trochaic tetrameters and iambic trimeters), 

where the narrator can defend his refusal to become a tyrant (F32), incorporate his

Further probable narratorial love in, e.g., F346, 358, F389, F396, and wine in, e.g., F373, F383, 
F396.
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name into an imagined speech of condemnation — o t)K  ecpn ZoXcov Pa0h(ppcov 

(F33.1), and again boast of his political achievements:

xanxa pèv Kpaxei 
open (31t|v te Kai SIktiv ^nvappôaaç 

Epe^a (F36.15-17)

Further Archaic elegiac quasi-biography can be found in Theognis, or, more 

accurately the “Theognidean” collection of elegiac verse. Even if much of the 

collection cannot with certainty be attributed to “Theognis o f Megara” (West 

1974:40), the very fact that the material duplicated from other poets (e.g. the 

similarity of 227-32 to Solon F I3.71-6) is duplicated from Archaic poets (e.g. even 

Euenus, suggested author of 467-96, 667-82, 1341-50, probably dates from the first 

half of the fifth century. West 1989-92:ii.66) justifies consideration o f the collection 

as a whole as evidence o f narrators in Archaic elegy. There is considerable variety in 

the identity o f different Theognidean narrators. This is clear from, e.g., the female 

narrator of 257-60, who complains about her husband, but also from the variety of 

narratorial names and nationalities. The narrator in 19-38 names himself and claims 

to be from Megara (©eoyviôoç eotiv eTcrj/ toû Meyapécoç-, 22-3), while that in 1211- 

16 claims to be from a city Ar|0aico KeKX,ipévr| TieSicp (1216).^^ In 1209-10 the 

narrator claims a different name and current city:

Ai0(ov pèv yévoç eipi, 7iôX,iv ô’ eùxeixea 0q^T|v 

oiKÔ, Ttaxpœaç yfjç àTcepuKÔpevoç.

The common context o f giving advice to Cymus/Polypai'des, regular addressee in 

Theognis,^^ allows for other quasi-biographical elements, e.g. the evocation o f the 

friendship/erode relationship with Cyrnus (e.g. 371-2). Other erotic involvements are 

suggested in, e.g., 261-6, where the narrator has been usurped by an inferior man, and 

in the largely paederastic “book 2” (1231-1389). Theognidean narrators are also 

found drinking (e.g. 467-96, 503-8), in poverty, clear in 351 A, 619-22, and 649-52,

Though that may be a reference to the underworld, cf. to Af|0T|ç Keôiov, Aristophanes ¥rogs 186, 
Plato, 10.621a (Gerber 1999a:357).

And taken as an indication o f authenticity by West (1974:41, 60), though this is hardly reliable 
(Gerber 1999a:7).
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and expressing fears (e.g. for the political future of his city, 39-52), Hkes (%aipco 6^ ev 

Tcivcov Kai \)7t̂  anX.TjX'npoç aeiScov, 533), and desires {653A).

In Simonides’ elegies the narrator can address his and declare that he can no

longer be a guardian due to his becoming older (fr.eleg.21.3ff.), while F519B.fr.l 

seems to tell o f the narrator’s meeting with Pan. In Bacchylides there are references 

to the Cean nationality of the narrator, which is implied Y>.2.init. and explicit in the 

characteristically third-person description of the narrator as a “honey-tongued Cean 

nightingale” at B.3.97-8. In Pindar we find the narrator claiming himself to have seen 

a victory himself (O.lO.lOOff.), declaring his kinship with the Aegidae o f Sparta 

(P.5.72ff.), having his possessions guarded by Alcmaeon (P.8.56ff.), and declaring his 

nationality (lA.init).

The greater concentration on the narrator, on the figure o f the “poet” in Archaic 

poetry other than epic, has, o f course, been noted before: Snell describes the change 

as “the emergence o f the poets as individuals” (1953:44), which indicates a new 

awareness of individuality and aspects of mental hfe, Tsagarakis (1977:1-2, with n.8) 

charts a move from “objective” epic to “subjective” lyric through intermediate 

didactic, and Stein (1990:1-3) takes greater “authorial self-consciousness” in Archaic 

poets such as Archilochus, Hesiod and Sappho as indicating the influence, and the 

dissemination, o f writing. I should emphasise here that I am deeply sceptical about 

the capacity of greater narratorial visibihty and centrahty to document inteUectual, 

social or historical developments, as weU as about the individual theses o f SneU and 

Stein. SneU depends for his view o f the inteUectual development of the Greek mind 

on the highly questionable idea that Homer was not able to understand the soul as 

opposed to the body (1953:9-17, 69), which rehes on inflexible lexical analysis of 

terms for mind and body (Lloyd-Jones 1971:9ff.). Stein, on the other hand, 

unquestioningly inherits a view from Parry and Lord that such self-consciousness is 

incompatible with writing (a view which itself assumes the rigid “oral”-“hterary” 

dichotomy chaUenged above), and as such argues for an explanation in terms o f a 

change in the “communication-conditions”, i.e. the spread o f writing (1990:1-3).

But the problems with such approaches are more general — the different generic 

functions and contexts o f the different works o f different poets, as weU as their own
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individual aesthetic aims, make explanations o f the differences between poets and 

periods in terms of broader developments of the kind illustrated above very insecure. 

It seems very probable that most of the differences between epic, e.g. Homer, and 

the works of Sappho or Archilochus can be accounted for as constraints imposed by 

the type o f poetry being composed, or as conscious choices by individual authors. 

That Homer himself was an influence on the attention one paid to one’s narrator is 

probably indicated by the lack o f quasi-biography in the fragments o f Stesichorus, 

and the low level of narrator-prominence. Stesichorus was 'OpripiKcbTaTGÇ 

(“Longinus”, On the Sublime 13.3), and reported as epici carminis onera lyra sustinentem 

(Quintilian 10.1.62), hence he adopted the attitude to the role of the narrator he 

found in his epic models (Hutchinson 2001:117). This tells us nothing about his use 

o f writing, his own place in the intellectual development o f Greece, or his date. The 

differences between the narrators of the martial elegies o f Tyrtaeus and the erotic 

material in Theognis, both performed at symposia (Bowie 1986:15-22), should be 

referred to the different subject-matter, audiences, and functions o f the poems 

involved (but not different performance-conditions, pace West 1974:11-13, nor 

different levels of literacy or intellectual capacity). Equally, the differences in the 

degree and type o f Pindaric and BacchyHdean narrators (Pindar using first-person 

statements in his epinicians much more often than Bacchylides in his — cf. the third- 

person description quoted above) strongly suggest that personal artistic preference 

was an important factor.

Nevertheless, the differences in attitude to narrators and to their place in poems 

were, as I shall show, important to Hellenistic readers of these texts, and to the 

Hellenistic poets who found models for imitation, adaptation and exploitation in the 

different narrators o f Archaic poetry.

2.3.2 Autobiography

The above survey o f quasi-biography suggests that in non-epic Archaic poetry, 

although there can be narrators who are clearly not to be associated with the 

historical author (e.g. the female speakers in Alcaeus FIO, Anacreon F385, Theognis 

257-60, Charon in Archilochus F I9), in most cases narrators are based on their 

historical authors (Carey 1986:67). This seems clearly to be true o f Alcaeus, Sappho,
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Pindar, Bacchylides, Solon and the (genuine) poems o f Theognis, and probable for 

Archilochus, Hipponax and Anacreon/^ There may even have been such a grounding 

o f narrator on author in the longer narrative non-sympotic elegies on the foundations 

o f cities such as the Smymeis, if Bowie (1986:29) is right to suggest Mimnermus F I4 

(oùfxèv 6f| keIvoi ye pévoç k«1 otyfivopa Gupov/ toîov èpéo TtpotÉpcov TCEuGopoci, 1-2) 

is to be attributed to that poem. It is important to emphasise once more that such 

grounding does not amount to identity (see 1.7 above). The narrator should still be 

separated from the author, and this separation was clearly well-established and 

important in the functioning o f Archaic poetry. This is clear from the phenomenon 

o f pseudo-spontaneity.

2.3.2.1 Pseudo-spontaneity

Many Archaic lyric poems contain elements which give the impression o f extempore 

composition, as if the poet is still composing while the song is under way, even 

though it has clearly been carefully designed in advance (“oral subterfuge”, Carey 

1991:551). Amongst the most explicit pseudo-spontaneous devices are self 

corrections (Scodel 1996:64), such as the break-off:

tip’, d) (piXoi, Kax’ àpEUCTlTcopov xpioSov èSivocGriv,
ôpGàv KéX.EuGov iœv xô Tipiv i\ pé xiç dcvEpoç ë ĉo tcA-ôou

ëPaX,Ev, Q)Ç ôx’ dcKaxov èvva^iav; (P. 11.38-40)

Pindar here, as often, imitates a speaker “who is deciding where his poem shall go, 

stopping himself from going on too long or treating an inappropriate subject” 

(Scodel 1996:64), even though the audience realises this must have taken place in the 

past. This is an aspect of the separation of author and narrator in lyric (Miller 

1993:21-2, Scodel 1996:67, Schmitz 1999:161 and see 1.7 above) — the narrator can 

appear to have gone astray because the audience knows the poem is in fact artfully 

constructed by the author. This sort of break-off is extremely common in Pindar, 

whose epinicians, as for many other features o f Archaic poetry, provide the fullest

We can probably add Aleman also, at least in some poems — of. the self-naming in F17.1 and F39.1. 
Note, though, that the chorus is plainly the speaker in FI (the Louvre Partheneion).
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evidence for pseudo-spontaneity. A variety of reasons is given for the abandonment 

o f particular narratives or topics, e.g.:

1. Piety — 0.1.52ff. (epol 6’ «Tcopa yaorpipapyov paKapcov xiv’ el;iEÎv

àcpicTxapai), 0.9.35ff. (ànô poi Xoyov/ toutov, oxopa, pîxj/ov), 0.13.91 

(ôiaacûTcotaopai ol popov èycb), N.5.14ff. (alôéopai pÉya eItceîv èv SiKot xe pf|

K E K l V Ô U V E U pÉ  VO V .. . ) .

2. Length - P.4.247-8 (paKpà poi vEÎaGai Kax’ ocpa^ixôv...), N.4.33ff. (xà

paKpà Ô’ è^EvÉTiEiv èpUKEi pE xE0pôç...), N.10.4ff. (paKpà pèv xôc flEpcEog ocptpl 

MEÔoloaç ropyôvoç...), 1.1.60-63 (jiàvxa 6’ è^Ei7i:EÎv...à(paipEixai Ppa/ù péxpov 

ÊXcov upvoç), 1.6.56 (èpoi ôè paKpôv Ttocoaç <ocv>ayfi<Taa0’ ocpExdç-).

3. Size/Inabüity -  N.4.70-1 (ocTtopa yàp Xoyov AiaKoû/ Tcalôcov xôv ôcTcavxd

poi ôiE?i0EÎv), N. 10.19-20 ((3pa%u poi <rxôpa jravx’ àvayf|Gac0’...).

4. Irrelevance/ Straying - P. 10.4 (xi KopTcéco Tcapôc Karpov;), P. 10.5Iff. (KœTiav

axoccTov, xa%ù ô’ ayKUpav ëpEicrov %0ovi...), N.3.26ff. (0upé, xlva tcpoç 

àX,A,oôa7ràv/ ôcKpav èpôv nXôov TiapapEipEai;).

5. Avoiding Tedium — 0.2.95ff. (àXX aîvov è7cé(3a KÔpoç...), N.7.53ff. (Kopov ô’ 

E%Ei/ Kai pÉXi Kai xà xéptrv’ àvE’ Atppoôlaia).

Many o f these types are also found in other Archaic poets, e.g. the pious break-off at 

Ibycus F282A (i).22ff. (Kai xo] p èv où tpaxôv ècrxiv...), the self-accusations of 

irrelevance at Semonides FIO (xl xaùxa ôià paKpœv Xoyœv/ àvéôpapov;) and 

Hesiod, Theog.?>5 (àXXà xIti poi xaùxa TUEpi ôpùv ^ TtEpi TCÉxpTjv;), and the instruction 

to the Muse at Bacchylides 5.176-8 (A,euk6X,eve KaXXiôna,/ Gxàcov EÙTtolTjXOv 

à p p a /  aùxoù ). Those which portray the narrator as having gone off course make the 

most explicit reference to the song as an ongoing composition, but even those which 

reject a tale already told on moral grounds portray the narrator as having made a 

decision to turn his narrative in a different direction, as if the poem could only be 

redirected, rather than rewritten (Carey 1995:100). The potential reaction o f an 

audience to an ongoing song is suggested by the mentions o f tedium or Kopog. These
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are, o f course, supposed to anticipate and prevent such reactions, but their presence 

aids the production of pseudo-spontaneity.

The functions of pseudo-spontaneity are various. One particularly prominent use to 

which it is put, both in encomiastic and hymnal poems, is to stress the sincerity o f 

the narrator. In poems praising men, such as those o f Pindar, the fiction of extempore 

composition is used to counterbalance the monetary relationship between patron and 

poet, so that it appears that praise for the victor has just entered the narrator’s mind 

(Scodel 1996:69). The sudden, unpremeditated nature of the praise makes it seem 

genuine, rather than paid for. This can be seen in the numerous passages in Pindar 

which prefer the “straight vaunt” over more long-winded praise, e.g. àcpGôvrjTOÇ 8 

aîvoç ’OXujXTCioviKaiç/ ouroç ayKEiiai. xà jxèv àpExépa/ yXmcca TEoipaivEiv 

£0éX,Ei,/ ÈK Geou 5’ ocvTip coipaïq «vGeî TcctpaTciÔEaaiv ôpoicoç^* (0.11.7-10, Bundy 

1962:i.l9 with parallels). This Pindaric emphasis on the sincerity o f his praise mirrors 

the stress on the relationship between poet and patron as one of xenia (cf. P. 10.64-6), 

which itself counteracts the true (monetary) relationship, and itself suggests the praise 

is sincere (Lefkowitz 1991:32-37).

Narratorial sincerity is also the aim o f a pseudo-spontaneous feature o f the Archaic 

Homeric Yiymn to Apollo  ̂where the strikingly unusual apostrophe to Leto in lines 14ff. 

(see above for the anomalous use o f apostrophe in this hymn, and its unusual nature 

in general) gives the impression o f deep and sincere feeling on the part o f the 

narrator (MrUer 1986:19). The apostrophe might seem irrelevant to the greater 

purpose o f the hymn, and to have intruded “spontaneously” but this very impression 

makes the praise o f Leto appear sincere.

Pseudo-spontaneity also gives the author considerable control over what to include 

in a poem and how to structure a work. The impression o f extempore composition in 

Pindar, for example, allows the inclusion o f “rejected” material, such as the 

explanation o f Pelops’ ivory shoulder which is condemned as impious in 0 .1  — we 

hear the myth, even as it is rejected (the grounds of rejection, of course, also present 

the narrator as a particular sort of personality, Carey 1995:97-100, and see 2.3.4

I.e. “my tongue is eager to shepherd (lengthy) praises o f Olympic victors, but inspiration will do just 
as well” (Bundy).
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below). This sort o f structure is made possible by the pseudo-spontaneous pose of 

the narrator.

This pose, and the maintenance of it, seem a good explanation for the inclusion in 

some Pindaric epinician myths o f material which seems either irrelevant or 

problematic with regard to the encomiastic purpose o f the poem, e.g. the puzzhng 

narration in Pythian 11 of the matricide o f Orestes as the culmination o f the myth:

àXXà xpovio) GUV ’'Apei 

7cé(pvev xe pocxEpa GfjKe x’ AiyiaGov èv cpovaîç. (36-7)

This “getting carried away” with the narration is part o f the creation of the pseudo

spontaneity in this ode — the narrator goes too far, and this is immediately marked for 

the audience by the narrator’s statement that he has digressed (P. 11.38-40, quoted 

above). This pseudo-spontaneous pose is exploited in the same poem to include a 

series o f gnomai at P.11.25ff. which are strongly reminiscent o f unpremeditated 

speech in their linear continuity without overall coherence (Miller 1993:50). This 

narratorial “spontaneity”, which ends with a gnome about the dangers o f greatness — 

iG%Ei XE yap ôXPoç où pEiova cpGovov/ 6 8È %apr|Xà tcvecov aipavxov PpépEi 

(P. 11.29-30), has in fact ended with a thought which anticipates the considerations of 

the final triad concerning the a ia a  xnpavviôcov, and success and the avoidance o f 

envy on the part o f victor, who finds ôXpoç in more co-operative efforts (xmv yocp 

otvà TTÔXiv EÙpiGKCûv XOC pEGtt paKpoxépcp/ ôXPcp XEGaXoxa, P. 11.53), revealing the 

careful design o f the author (Miller 1993:50-3).

Often, however, such “narrative momentum” (Miller 1993:23) as we see at P .l 1.36-7 

is not flagged, and in such cases it is not so much the creation of pseudo-spontaneity 

as the exploitation o f it which we are dealing with. At P.8.48ff. the mention o f 

Adrastus and his situation after the battle o f the Epigonoi at Thebes seems irrelevant, 

and the narrator simply changes the subject. But they are relevant from the author's 

point o f view, anticipating as they do the comments on the changeability o f fortune 

in the famous final triad o f P.8 (Miller 1993:31-34).
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The presence of pseudo-spontaneous devices such as those sketched out above is 

perhaps one reason for the exaggeration o f the “orality” of the Archaic and Classical 

periods, in opposition to which views o f the “literacy” of the Hellenistic period are 

developed. Such pseudo-spontaneity, however, is most common in poems furthest 

removed from spontaneity — e.g. the carefully rehearsed and constructed epinicians 

o f Pindar or the choral partheneia o f Aleman, requiring the co-ordination o f a trained 

chorus (Scodel 1996:63-4). This contrasts with the distinct lack of such “pseudo

oral” features in, e.g., the Homeric epics, which are clearly much closer to genuinely 

oral poetry than tythian 4 is. When the Homeric narrator makes explicit a reference 

to the exclusion of irrelevant material, this is achieved through the much less pseudo- 

spontaneous device o fpraeteritio at 7/.2.488ff.^^ Homer did not feel it necessary, unlike 

later Archaic poets, to construct an “oral” setting for his poems.

2.3.2.2 Autobiography and Consistency

Although, then, there is clear exploitation of the gap between narrator and author in 

Archaic poetry, the fact that the majority o f Archaic narratorial personas are based on 

the historical author has numerous important consequences. Chief among these is 

the consistency o f such personas across time and across different works. The clearest 

extant example o f such a persona is Pindar’s. There has been extensive discussion in 

Pindaric scholarship about the different types o f first-person statement made by the 

narrator, and a division o f these into “epinician” and “biographical” (Most 1985:117), 

or into those made by the poet qua laudator and the poet qua poet (Fowler 1987:101), 

which goes back to Bundy’s statement that “when Pindar speaks pridefuUy in the 

first person this is less Hkely to be the personal Pindar of Thebes than the Pindar 

privileged to praise the worthiest o f men” (1962:i.3).^" Most develops this division 

and argues that in Ÿythian 2, for example, it is only with hymn-Hke %aipe in Hne 67 

that the first-person statements function as those o f Pindar the historical individual 

rather than Pindar the poet (1985:98-9).

kX.tiG'uv 6’ o'OK av èyœ |iD8f|uop.ai oi)S’ ovo^tivco,/ oi)0' ei p.oi ÔÉKa |ièv yX&aaai, Séku ôè oxà\ia.xa 
eîev,/ (poîvti 5’ àppTiKxoç....

Cf. also WiUcock 1995:67 quoting Lefkowitz 1980a:35 (=1991:133) on “the poet in his professional 
role”.
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This division, however, between the biographical and the professional roles of the 

poet is an unhelpful one in analysing the ways in which the narrator’s persona is 

created and exploited. AU of the narrator’s statements are made by a consistent and 

unified persona, which is, in its entirety, useful for the control, structure and function 

o f the ode. AU of the statements are made by “Pindar”, the narrator based on the 

author, not some by the historical author and others by an uncharacterised voice of 

praise. The narrator as xenos o f the laudandus and his famUy enables praise and 

impUes sincerity (lauxa, Nikocoitctt’, ajcovEipov, o ia v / ^eivov èpôv fiGaïov ëA.0Tiç, 

1.2.47-8), as does the pseudo-spontaneity and occasional digressiveness sketched out 

above (evident in P. 11 both during the series oignomai at 25ff. and in the break-off at 

38-40). Truth is guaranteed by the narrator’s strong moral outlook (to ye XoiÔopfioai 

Geouç/ è%Gpà (Tocpia, 0.9.37-8), and his intimacy with the Muses (^Q TCOTVia M oiaa, 

pctTEp àpEtépa, N.3.1). The narrator’s presentation in general as undergoing but 

overcoming struggles (e.g. against (pGôvoç, N.4.36ff.) matches the pattern o f Ttôvoç 

foUowed by Tiau%ia o f the successful athlete, which can be exploited to associate the 

two very closely and further aid the impression o f truth, sincerity and xenia (note the 

first-person plurals):

Tcb K a i  è y œ ,  K a i t t E p  a % v u p E v o g

Gupov, a ix E o p a i %pucrÉav K aX É cat 

M o îc a v . EK pEyaXtov 5è TCEvGécov X,uGévteç 

pf{T’ èv ôpcpavia TcéocopEv OTEcpàvcov, 

pflTE KàÔEa GEpOCTTEUE- (1.8.5-7)

It is misleading, therefore, to divide Pindaric statements by function into 

“biographical” and “epinician” — aU of the statements made by the primary narrator 

buUd up the consistent personaUty o f the narrator which is exploited for a variety of 

encomiastic and other purposes, such as the control and structure o f the myth and 

ode, clear in the abUity of a digressive narrator to include “irrelevant” material, or 

abandon its teUing. This type o f aesthetic aim demonstrates that Fowler (1987:101) is 

right to cast doubt on Bundy’s (1962:i.4) presentation o f Pindaric self-consciousness 

and self-reference as merely a function of the encomiastic situation in which Pindar 

finds himself. It is put to encomiastic ends, o f course, but these are not the only 

Pindaric aims. Furthermore the frequent use o f autobiography in the creation o f a
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narratorial persona is not simply a product of the encomiastic situation, as the 

example of Bacchyhdes shows — it is a Pindaric strategy. BacchyHdes chooses, instead, 

not to have constant narratorial self-reference, and there is far less characterisation o f 

the narrator than in Pindar (D’Alessio 1994:127 n.33) — only in B.5.9ff. 

(characteristically in the third-person), 12.4-7 (èç yàp ôA,piav/ ^Eivoiai pe Tcoxvia 

NiKot/ vàaov Alyivaç hnâpxzx/ èX,0ôvxa KOCTpfĵ âi GeoSpatov tüôXiv...) and 

13.221 ff. (xài Kai èyœ 7cici)vo[ç/ (poiviKOKpaôépvoiç [te M ouoaiç/ upvœv tiv à  

xàvôe v[e67iX,oKov ôooiv/ cpaivœ, ^eviav te  [(prXà-/ylaov yEpaipœ/ xàv èpol, 

ÀàpTiœv, ç[ù Tcopœv..,).̂ ’ It is Bacchyhdes, perhaps, who takes on a “conventional” 

encomiastic role. These different poetic strategies, furthermore, should be related to 

broader differences between the poets which suggest different overall aims in their 

respective epinician poems (cf. Most (unpubhshed) who stresses Pindar’s greater 

concern with “individuahsation”, stressing the victor over the city, and the poet as his 

xenos, with the inevitable attendant (pGôvoç, compared with Bacchyhdes’ desire to 

“integrate” the victor, hence his stress on the polis and the victor within the polisl).

My view of the consistency o f the Pindaric narratorial persona commits me to the 

view that the first-persons in the odes refer to this narrator (to “the poet” as most 

scholars would have it). The evidence is strong — as Burton (1962:146) notes, no first 

person singular pronoun in Pindar demonstrably refers to the chorus or chorus- 

leader as distinct from the poet, and Lefkowitz (1963, 1991, 1995) has further argued 

that no first-person pronoun or verb, singular or plural, refers to the chorus in 

Pindaric epinician - a “virtuaUy monodic form” (Lefkowitz 1991:70-1). Such first- 

person statements referring to the poet can be distinguished from choral first- 

persons in other Pindaric genres such as partheneia, which are typified by much greater 

self-description o f the members o f the chorus. The rigidity o f this distinction has 

been chaUenged (D’Alessio 1994:118-27), but Lefkowitz’s main proposition that the 

vast majority o f first-person statements in Pindaric victory-odes refer primarily to the 

poet, has been largely accepted (e.g. by Carey 1995). D ’Alessio (1994:127ff.) suggests 

that though the first-persons usuaUy refer to the poet, they can be “exemplary” on 

occasion, encompassing the victor and the audience as weU as the speaker, as at 

N4.41ff. (èpol Ô’ ojioiav àpExav/ ëôœxE nÔTpoç àv a^ ,/ eu oîô’ ô ti %p6voç ëpttœv

Lefkowitz (1991:35) posits Pindaric influence on Bacchylides 13, which stresses the narrator’s bonds 
of xenia with the patron.
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TieTrpcô évav xeA-eoEi), and considers it theoretically possible that there could be a 

first-person referring to chorus or community (1994:127). Even if such reference is 

possible, and in no case is the evidence compelling, it is clear that the Pindaric “I” 

does not vary violently in reference as has been suggested by Slater (1969:89), who 

thinks the Pindaric “I” “implies in fact a vague combination of Pindar, chorus and 

chorus leader”.*̂̂

The ultimate guarantee of this consistency of the narratorial persona is the 

autobiographical grounding of the narrator. In the case of Pindar such autobiography 

can be as subde as an allusion to the Theban nationality of the narrator (Matep èpà, 

TO TEov, xpvaacKi ©riPa, 1.1.1) or an explicit reference to a previous work of the 

author’s, as at N.7.101-104 (to 6’ èpôv oh tcote cpaaEi KÉap/ aTpoTcoiai Neotct6A,epov 

èXKUcai/ E71ECTI-), which is most plausibly explained as indicating a previous 

composition (Carey 1995:93). The reference to delay in meeting a commission at 

0 . 10.init. clearly plays with the fact that Pindar was an encomiastic poet much in 

demand. Pindar also clearly refers to a previous ode for a patron in the midst of a 

very personal passage expressing the narrator’s closeness to the laudandus:

Tcp p è v  ô i ô u p a ç  x à p iT a ç

El KaTE^av uyiE iav àycov xpucrÉav Kcbpôv t’ océG^cov fluGicov aiyX,av 

CTTEtpàvOlÇ,

TOÙÇ apiCTTEUœv OEpÉVlKOÇ eXev K ippa ItOTÉ, 

àcTTépoç où p aviou  (papl Tr|X,auy£CTEpov keIvco (paog 

è^iKÔpav KE PaGùv tiôvtov TiEpàcaiç. (P.3.72-6)

The mention of Pherenikos points the audience to the author’s earher celebration of 

that horse’s victory in the Olympic Games (Olympian 1). The consistency of persona 

exploited here, dependent on facts about the author’s biography, is possible because 

of the reperformance of Pindaric odes around the Greek world to a number of 

audiences over time, and the concurrent diffusion of texts of Pindar. Hence there 

would have been “a Pindaric corpus before the age of the book” (Carey 1995:90).

The evidence for narratorial consistency across texts and time is clearest for Pindar, 

because of the state of preservation of Archaic poetry, but as we have seen is hkely in

For a similar view cf. Gentili 1990:20-1. Anzai 1994 thinks the “I” is always choral.
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the case o f Hesiod, who refers to the Theogony at the beginniiig o f the Works and Days, 

and several other Archaic poets. The first-person sexual narratives o f Archilochus 

and Hipponax seem to feature the same characters (e.g. Lycambes and his daughters, 

Bupalus and Arete) in several poems, making it Hkely that the narrator was a 

consistent character, probably based on the author. The poHtical poems of Alcaeus 

and Solon display similar poHtical opinions and aUegiances across different poems, 

while the image of the poetess Sappho in a circle o f female friends with whom she 

develops strong attachments is to be found in several different poems. There may 

have been, o f course, considerable variety within these consistent personas, with 

poets emphasising one aspect or another of the overaU picture depending on the 

purpose or audience o f the poem (e.g. in Pindar the SiciHan odes with their emphasis 

on the greatness of kingship compared to the doubts about the a ia a  TupavviScov in 

P .11). Some types of poem may have had much weaker connections between 

narrator and author (e.g. those on sympotic themes such as wine, Bowie 1993:36), or 

generaUy have excluded biographical material about the narrator (e.g. epic, and 

possibly choral poetry, where Carey 1995:92ff. notes the far greater prominence of 

the narrator in Pindar as compared to Aleman, Ibycus and Bacchyhdes). But in 

general it seems possible to generaHse (cautiously, because o f the fragmentary 

evidence) that in Archaic poetry outside Homer the principal narratorial persona of 

an author was based on that author, and united several works by the same poet.

The Homeric Hymn to Apollo provides an unusual and instructive example o f such 

grounding of the narrator on the “historical author”. The description of the narrator 

as a “bHnd man from Chios” (169-75) is anomalous within a hexameter hymn, and is 

often taken as the source of the later tradition o f Homer as a blind Chian (e.g. AUen- 

HaUiday-Sikes 1936:226). But such an anomalous description in a hymn which 

linguistic evidence shows cannot be by Homer nor by the late sixth-century 

Cynaethus to whom it is also attributed (Janko 1982:114-5),*^  ̂ would serve no 

purpose. Why would an anonymous poet insert such a reference, and claim about 

himself jroccyai p,ETÔ7riCT0ev apiaxEUouaiv ocoiSai (HH3.173, Burkert 1979:57)? This 

reference to the best o f poets is, as Burkert notes, to Homer, to an already existing

Cynaethus is named as the author by the scholia to Pindar N.2.1c (Drachmann 1903-27:iii.29, 12- 
18).
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tradition about Homer as a Chian, similar to the reference in Simonides fr.eleg. 19.1 

(to KocXXtCTOv XÎOÇ eeiTtev avfip, introducing 7/.6.146). The poet of the hymn has 

adopted the device o f grounding the narrator on the biography o f the “historical 

author” which was to be found in Archaic poetry outside Homer, and put it to use as 

a claim on Homeric authorship.

2.3.3 Narrator and Muse

The principal narratorial personas of different poets were also developed through the 

depiction o f their relationship to the Muses. In Homer, for example, the narrator is 

explicitly subordinate to the Muse, and wholly dependent on her for his knowledge 

o f the events o f the story (hpeîç yap 0eai ectte TcàpEOxÉ xe ictxe xe Tcocvxa/ fipEÎç 5è 

K^éoç oîov àKouopEv oùôé XI ïôpEv, 7/2.485-6). This is the way the relationship is 

constructed throughout the epic, not just in the Catalogue o f Ships {pace Bowie 

1993:13-14), as the questions put to the Muses both explicitly (7/2.761-2, 11.218-20, 

14.508-10, 16.112-3) and implicitly (e.g. 7/5.703-4, 8.273, Minton 1960:304) indicate. 

It is true, however, that the epic is not the expression o f the Muse (Bowie 1993:12) 

nor narrated hy the Muse {pace Lenz 1980:27, Rabel 1997:19ff.). The relationship is 

portrayed as one of communication (Murray 1981:96-7). In the Iliad the Muse is first 

invoked, then the narrator asks: Tig x’ tip ctçcûe Gecov ëpiôi ^uvériKE pti%EG8at; (1.8), 

further directing the Muse as to where the narrative should begin. The Homeric 

narrator plays an active role in the telling of the narrative, as is implied in the self

description o f Phemius:

aùxoôiôaKXOç 6’ Eipi, Geôç 5e pot èv cppEaiv oïpaç

Ttavxoiaç èvétpuoEv (O^f.22.347-8)

This indicates an awareness of the narrator’s own part in the composition and 

performance o f song."̂  ̂ Indeed in one sense the Muses are a way for the poet to 

comment on his narration, to reflect on his own role as narrator (de Jong 1987:46). 

The Homeric narrator is no unconscious instrument o f the divine. Nevertheless, the

Cf. also 048.44-5.
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pay-off for the formal subordination of the narrator is in Homer omniscience — the 

narrator has complete access to the story (laxE te Ttavroç).

In Hesiod we find a similar picture of dependence, particularly in the description of 

Hesiod’s initiation by the Muses at the beginning o f the Theogonj (e.g. èvéïrvEUcav 5É 

poi atiS-nv/ 0éCT7iiv, 31-2), and in the invocations o f them at T6fog.l04ff., 965ff. But 

there is also more characterisation of the narrator (see 1.7 above), and a greater stress 

on his contribution and control o f his song.

The narrator’s own contribution to his songs is apparent in the Theogonj immediately 

after the initiation by the Muses, where we find a break-off which makes reference 

not to the Muses, but to the narrator: àXkà l i  fj poi Tabxa TCEpi ôpbv ti itepi icéTpriv; 

(line 35), and then what is most naturally taken as a self-apostrophe by the narrator: 

TuvTj, Mouctoccov àpxoî)j,E0a (36), restarting the “hymn to the Muses” which opens 

the Theogonj. Hence, though the àoiSoç is Moucyatov 0Epa7ccov (TheogAQO), it is clear 

that this means he is the free servant, not the slave, o f the M uses.F urtherm ore  in 

the invocation to the Muses at Theog.XOAii. which ends this “hymn” it is the narrator 

who directs the Muses as to the subject o f his song:

kX,e1ete Ô’ a0avocTcov lEpov yévoç (105)

EiTcaxE 5’, d)Ç xà Tcpcoxa 0eoI Kai y a ia  yÉvovxo (108)

xaûxà jxoi ECT7CEXE Moûaai, OXupiria Scbpax Exouoai 

ap%f|ç, Kai Ei7ca0’, ô xi Jipdixov yévEx’ aùxcov. (114-5)

In the Works and Days, after an invocation o f the Muses, and an invitation to them to 

sing of Zeus there comes at Hnes 9-10 an address to Zeus:

K1Û01 iôcbv aicov xe, 61kt| 8’ i0uve OÉpicxaç 

xtivT)' èyœ ôè ke, nèpari, èxf|xupa |xu0r|aaipT|v.

As Murray 1981:96-7 notes, citing the contrast o f the Gepàncov and the Spàaraç at P.4.287.
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This both indicates the narrator’s subordinate position to the greatest of the gods, 

but also claims a space for “Hesiod” — the advising of Perses (Stein 1990:49-50). 

Moreover, the self-correction at WD  11 ff. o f Theog.22Si. on Eris appears not to 

depend on the Muses, nor do they appear in the transition from Pandora and 

Prometheus to the Myth of Ages (WD  106-7) nor where the narrator proclaims:

NÛV 5’ aivov PacJiXeÛCTiv èpéco (ppovéouai Kai aùxoîç- (W D  202)

The autonomy and independence implied here should probably be interpreted as 

something like the “double motivation” o f Phemius in the O^ssej. A t Hnes 661-2 the 

narrator declares that he wiU tell Perses o f the wiU of Zeus (concerning ships):

àXkà. Kai â)Ç èpéœ Zrjvôç vôov aiyi6%oiO'
M oûcai yàp p’ èôiSa^av ocGécycpaïov upvov oceiôeiv.

While the first line here recalls the previous transitions, the second makes it clear that 

the narrator’s contribution to the song, and his abüities, ultimately depend on the 

Muses.

In Hesiod we also find the exphcit raising of the problem of the authority o f the 

narrator and his claims to truth (impHcitly in Homer through the Muses as guarantors 

of truth/knowledge):

iSpEv \|/Ei)0Ea TioXkh XÉyEiv èiupoioiv ôpoîa,

I'SpEv 6’, eu t’ èGéXœpEv, àXr|GÉa yripucacGai. (Theog.21-^

The fact that the Muses claim for themselves the abihty to speak falsely as weU as 

truly is clearly not a destabihsing o f Hesiod’s own narratorial authority, but used as a 

foil to stress his own truthfulness, perhaps in contrast to the epics o f Homer 

(Davison 1962:146-7, Bowie 1993:20-2). A similar function can perhaps be guessed at 

for Solon F29 (noXkh \j/Eu5ovTai àoiôoi) and is clear in Xenophanes’ accusation 

(F llD -K ) that Homer and Hesiod attribute improper behaviour to the gods. These 

accusations o f falsehood are, however, imphed claims o f one’s own truthfulness and 

authority. In the HeUenistic period problems of poetic and narratorial authority are to 

the fore (see 1.3 above) and used to ironise and undercut one’s own narrators (e.g. in
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Callimachus’ Hymn to Zeus, see 3.2.5 below). An important Archaic precursor to this 

experimentation with authority, truth and voice is to be found in Pindar’s Olympian 1, 

though it hardly amounts to the problematising o f poetic authority found in 

Callimachus or Apollonius.

Pindar stresses the power o f poetry to deceive (0.1.28-9) and make the unbelievable 

believable (30-2), and then echoes, in the final praise o f Hieron, the language used of 

poetry’s power to convince one of falsehoods;

S£SaiSaX,}j.£voi v)/£u5£Oi TcoïKi^oiç è^a;taT(ovTi pûGoi (29)

X à p i ç . . . /  è T r i c p é p o i c a  x i p à v  K a i  cx t tio t o v  £ | i f ) a a x o  t c io t ô v  ( 3 0 - 1 )

7C£7ÜOl0a ô è  ^ É v o v

p f ]  T i v ’ à p (p Ô T £ p a ...K U p l(» T £ p O V

x d ) v  y £  v û v  K X ,U T a îa i  5 a i 5 a X ,c o g £ ) j ,£ v  u p v c o v  7rT U % a îg .

0£OÇ £7CITP0710Ç è(OV T £ a î g l  p f ) Ô £ T a i

£%(ÛV TOÛXO K â ô o ç . . .  ( 1 0 3 - 1 0 7 )

There then follows an echo o f a passage from Hesiod on the persuasiveness o f kings:

TO 5 ’ £C T% aTov K o p u c p o Û T a i

paaiX.£Ûai. (0.1.113-14)

EK ô è  A i ô ç  P a C T i^ fj^ Ç ’ ô  5  6 X ( 3 io g ,  ô v  x i v a  M o u a a i

(p iX ,cû V T ai- y X u K £ p f |  o l  à î c o  a x ô p a T o ç  p é £ i  a i ) ô f i .  (TheogS)G-l)

Again, as in the case o f the Muses’ boast o f potential falsehoods in the Theogony, the 

echoes in Pindar should not be taken as subverting the praise o f the ode, by 

suggesting that the narrator, or his laudandus, are lying. The parallels operate by 

r e c a l l i n g contrast the lies o f other men and poets (Gerber 1982:158). But they also 

serve to suggest, perhaps, that Hieron is capable o f Hes, but has no need o f them — a 

further encomiastic level. This play with ideas o f truth and persuasiveness, and the 

interaction with this passage o f the Theogony, is adopted by Callimachus in the Hymn to 

Zeus, but with much more disruptive effects.
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It is difficult to ascertain the precise relationship o f narrator to Muse in iambos, 

because of the fragmentary nature of the evidence, but it seems clear that the 

narrator’s dependence is not so great as in epic, probably because of the largely non- 

mythic subject-matter, which centres around the actions of a persona probably 

grounded on the historical author and related in the first person. The Muses do not 

have to be invoked for what one did oneself. Hence we find in Archilochus self

motivated openings for poems such as F I68 (’EpacypoviSri XapiXae,/ xpfjpoc lo i  

YeX.oîov/ èpéco, moXù (piXraG’ exaipcov,/ Tép\|/eai 5’ ockoucov) and FI 85 (èpéco xiv’ 

upiv aivov, Ü) KripuKiôri), where the narrator announces the theme in the first person 

without recourse to the Muses. Nevertheless the Muses are ultimately responsible for 

even the poetic gifts of an iambicist (Mouoécov èpaxôv 5copov èTTiCTxàpevoç, 

Archilochus F I.2),^" and, of course, available to parody epic, as in Archilochus F117 

and Hipponax F I28.

The poems o f Solon, the Theognidean corpus, and the poetry o f Anacreon all 

support the hypothesis that the narrator is rarely portrayed as dependent on the 

Muses when the subject-matter is non-mythic. Though Solon F I3 begins with a 

prayer to the Muses (xXuxc poi eù%opévæ, 2), this does not invoke them in their 

capacity as givers of knowledge, inspiration or narrative, but as deities on the model 

o f Zeus or Athena, capable o f granting wishes for prosperity and popularity (oXpov 

jroi Tcpôç Gecàv paKapcov Soxe Kai Tipôç àTcàvxœv/ àvGpœTrcov aiEi ôô^av e/eiv 

ocyaGfiv, 3-4). They are not needed, however, to provide Solon with knowledge o f the 

pohtical situation in Athens. N or are they needed in Theognis to provide the narrator 

with knowledge of his relationship with Cymus, nor with the advice which the 

corpus as a whole furnishes a variety o f addressees. When they appear, at 15-18, it is 

in connection with their song at the wedding o f Cadmus, hence in a mythological 

context. Similarly in Anacreon there is no certain example o f an invocation o f the 

Muses, who are not required to provide the narrator with his sympotic subject- 

matter. This contrast between mythological subject-matter which requires the Muses, 

and “contemporary” poetry which does not is explicit in Ibycus F282 (a).23ff. (an 

encomium for Poly crates of Samos)

^ Though the fragment is, o f course, elegiac.

Though Ibycus does a good job o f including much material he professes he wishes not to sing 
about.
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Kttl là  |iè[v ôcv] M oiaai CTeao(p^a]|aévai 

e v  'EX,iKcoyi6[eç] èjxPalEV XoycoEi- 

-|-0vax[6]ç 5’ 0% k[e]v àv^p 

ô lE p o Ç  [ ] f  'CGC E K a O X a  EÏTIOI...

Ibycus’ subject, in contrast, will be Polycrates. In Aleman, however, we find a much 

more explicit dependence on the part of the speaker on the Muses as the source of 

song, and guarantors o f its appeal, e.g.:

Môct’ aye KaXXioTia, GuyarEp Aiôç, 
àpx’ è p a T c à v  /tetcecov, etti 6’ i p E p o v  

u p v o )  K a l  x a p i e v T a  tlGri x o p o v .  (¥21)

The Muses are also asked to make the dance (xopov) appealing. The context o f this, 

as o f many Alcmanic fragments, is choral, and one function o f the Muse-addresses in 

such songs is to establish the chorus as the speaker:

Mwct’ ocyE Mcoca A,iyr|a nolupE^Ég 
aièv àoiôè pÉXog

v E o x p o v  ô c p x e  T c a p a é v o i g  ô c E iô r jv . (FI 4 ( a ) )

Kàpà 7ia[iyvia 7ca]pCTévco[v] paXiIcK aEicarfE (FI 1.25)

In none of the invocations o f the Muses in Aleman is it explicit that the Muses wiU 

provide the mythological matter for the song, but given the presence o f the 

Hippocoontidae as a negative exemplum probably related at length in the Ijouvre 

Partheneion (FI), this seems a likely function. The association o f the Muses with dance 

(cf. àpxEcipoXjrov o f the Muse, Stesichorus F250) is of course to the fore in choral 

compositions.

In Stesichorus the Muses seem to be invoked as the providers o f narrative, though 

the expression “with me” in F210.1 draws attention to the role o f the narrator at 

what is probably the beginning of his Oresteia:
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M oîoa oi) jaèv Tco .̂éjio'uç ocTrcooajxéva 7ce5’ èprù

K^.eio'üaa 0eü)v te yàjxoDÇ àvSpœv te ôalTocç

Ktti GaXiaç jxaKàpcov (F210)

Narrators had, of course, already appeared in oblique cases at the beginning of 

mythological narratives ("Avôpa poi evvetie, OdA.V). The Muses were also probably 

used as guarantors of truth in Stesichorus’ Palinode, which rejected the myth o f Helen 

as told in Homer and Stesichorus’ Helen, and which probably began:*̂ ^

ÔEÛp’ auTE 0Ea (piX6poX,7tE (FI93.9-10)

Given that the Homeric version is rejected as untrue (o\)k ectt’ ETupoç Xoyog outoç, 

F192.1), it seems likely the Muse was invoked to certify the corrected version. Feeney 

(1991:15-6) speculates that the aUTE above may indicate that the Muse is being asked 

to authenticate the rejection o f the very narrative Muse and narrator produced in the 

earlier Helen. The role o f the Muse in the Helen must, however, remain open, as must 

the precise means by which the rejection o f the previous version was effected in the 

Palinode, and how the Muse was involved (it is surely too much to extrapolate the 

Muse’s influence from octe pouatKÔç cov ëyvco ttiv a iria v  [sc. o f his blindness], 

Plato, Phaedrus 243a).

Little can be made of the role o f the Muses in Sappho or Alcaeus. In the former they 

are often paired with the Graces (e.g. F53, F103.5, F128), and their presence 

requested (ÔEÛpo ôqUTE Moîoai xpuoiov XiTtoicyai, F 127), but lack o f context 

obscures their function. The imperative èvvE7CE[ which can be discerned at F I03.1, 

and what may be a request for CaUiope herself to relate a narrative (aÛTà ôè crû 

KalXtOTta, F I24), hint at the Muses as providing the material for narrative, but there 

is no such invocation in connection with surviving narrative portions of Sappho such 

as F44 or F44A. In Alcaeus there is no certain example o f a Muse-invocation, but the 

character o f the beginning o f one poem (the opening o f the second poem of Book 

one, schol.A in Heph.Poi?^.p.l70 Consbruch) indicates a degree of narratorial 

autonomy:

Note, however, the claim o f Chamaeleon (PO.xj.2506 fr.26.col.i.2-ll, Stesich.F193) that there were 
two Palinodes, and that the one against Hesiod began xpnaoTtxepe TiapSéve (F193.il). But this 
“Hesiodic” Palinode was probably never known thus (Woodbury 1967:160-2).
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yaîpe. K'uX.Xàvaç ô péÔEiç, aè yocp poi 

Gûpoç vpvTjv, TÔv KoptxpaiCT’ èv aVTaiç 

M aîa yévvaTO KpoviSoc p iy e ia a  

7iappaCTiXT|ï (F308 (b).l-4)

The use of Gûpoç here is more than “intéressante” (De Martino-Vox 1996:iii.l235) — 

it marks an important difference in the characterisation o f the narrator as compared 

to the Homeric Hymns, in particular HH4 to Hermes. Certainty as to whether the 

Homeric or Alcaic hymn to Hermes is earlier is impossible (Page 1955:255, Campbell 

1967:297), but comparison may still be profitable:

'Eppfjv upvei Mouaa Aïoç Kai MaiàSoç t)l6v,
KuA,XfivT|ç p eôéovT a K al ’ApKaSiTjç

ayyeXov  aGavdxcov èpiouviov, ov teke Maîa... (HH4.1-3)

Page thinks (1955:254-5) that the verbal similarities (e.g. KuXXdvag 6 

|j,É8Eiç~KuA,Xfivr|Ç pEëÉovxa) can be accounted for as “conventional formulas” so 

that no borrowing need be involved (so also Campbell 1967:297). But the fact that in 

Alcaeus we have not the invocation o f a Muse to sing of Hermes, as in the Homeric 

Hymn, but a declaration o f a personal desire to sing, using the same verb 

('Uja,vriv~up,vEi) suggests that Alcaeus may be deliberately varying the Homeric model. 

The Alcaic narrator emphasises his own role in the production of the song by 

figuring the impulse to sing as his own. The concurrent use o f %atpE at the beginning 

o f a hymn, when it is conventional at the end o f hymns (De Martino-Vox 

1996:iii.l236), demonstrates a similar reversal o f usual practice in the Homeric Hymns. 

This cannot be taken as proof o f the priority o f the Homeric Hymn, o f course, but the 

similarities (and inversions) demand more explanation than the usual appeal to 

conventionality.

Such variations on normal hymnal practice might be characterised as “proto- 

HeUenistic”, as such experimentation has been in the case o f the new fragments of 

Simonides (Parsons 1994:122 on fr.eleg.10-17). Here too hymnal closing formulas are 

adapted for a new purpose:
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àXXà G\) |o,è]v v-üv yaîpe. Geôcç èpiK\)[Ôéoç \)lé
Ko<)pTiç eiv]aA,lov Nripéoç- a\)xàp èyœT 

kikXtiictkco] g è7iiKo\)pov èjiol. MoXDœvi)|ile Mo'uaa.

El nÉp y’ àv]0pd)7ccoy et)X0)4,évcû[v péleai- (fr.eleg. 11.19-22)

The narrator bids farewell to Achilles, “the son o f the Nereid”, and moves on to 

another topic, using a formula which itself recalls the ends o f Homeric Hymns (auTocp 

èycû -  cf. HH2.495, HH3.545£, Parsons 1992:32), and an address to the Muse to act 

as his “helper” . As Parsons (1992:32, 1994:122) points out, this combines in one 

poem the proemial hymn and epic narrative o f rhapsodic tradition — the Muse is 

invoked at the beginning of the “epic” section. Further differences can be discerned 

from the past — the “hymn” is to Achilles (as opposed to a god proper), while the 

“epic” seems to be about not the distant past but the battie o f Plataea (e.g. àv8pœ]v, 

01 Z7càpT[T|i...ÔG\)A,iGv rjplap, fr.eleg. 11.25, Parsons 1992:32), and the form is elegiac.

Most importandy, from our point of view, the narrator characterises his Muse as his 

ETTiKGupGÇ, portraying the poem as their joint enterprise, with the Muse as the 

narrator’s military auxiliary (Rutherford 2001:45; cf. the same meaning for ETtlKOupoq 

at 0.13.97, Stehle 2001:109-10), which emphasises the narrator’s own contribution, 

particularly compared to Homer’s subordination, given ày [ôpôç].../ ôç Tcap’ 

lOTtl^GKapcov Sé^atG riiepiô[Q)v/ Tidoav àXr|]0eiTiv at fr.eleg. 11.15-17 on Homer’s 

commemoration of the generation of Achilles. Aloni (2001:95) explains the contrast 

in terms o f a difference of subject-matter similar to that observed above — Homer 

relies on the Muses for the truth o f events to which he was not a witness, but 

Simonides does not depend on them so completely as he did witness the Persian 

War.*̂  ̂But the narrator still needs the Muses, as suggested by the military metaphor, 

and his imploring that “if you ever heeded prayers” ëviuvoly k« 1 Tovô[e peX̂ ^ppGva 

K[6gpGv ocG]i5fjç/ fi|ieT]épr|ç (fr.eleg. 11.23-4, Obbink 2001:71). The help the Muse 

provides wül ensure the quality o f the song hence future memory (iva [pvfiJcEjD̂  

feeleg. 11.24), which recalls the Muses as guarantors o f the song’s appeal in Aleman 

above.

As did his primary audience, so that in one sense the narrator is not in this case the audience’s only 
way o f accessing the “story” (given by the Muses), Stehle 2001:111.
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With Pindar and Bacchylides it becomes possible to go beyond speculation on 

isolated fragments to see how a narratorial persona is built up in terms of a 

relationship with the Muses. Though the narrator-Muse relationship in the epinicians 

is consistent, it is not uniform, and allows for different aspects to be stressed in 

different poems. In general the epinicians are presented, Hke the victories they 

celebrate, as possible only through the agency o f the divine. But there is considerable 

room for familiarity and play, which is one of the most striking elements of the 

depiction of the Muses in Pindar.

Q TcoTvia Moiaa, parep àpErépa. Xlccopai...

TÔCÇ acpGoviav OTtâ E pf|Tiog ocpocc cxtiq-
ap%E 5’ Gupavoû jtoXuvEçéXa Kpéovxi, Guyaxep,
ÔÔKipov upvov èyà) Sè Keivtov xé viv ôàpoiç 

Xupot TE Koivdaopai.... (N.3.1, 9-12)

The narrator of Nemean 3 begins as a suppliant o f the Muse (cf. XiacTopai in Pindaric 

requests to the divine at 0.12.1, P. 1.71), who is a “queen” (emphasising her divinity, 

cf. Hera, 771.551 etc.), announcing that the chorus is awaiting her song.^" He then 

bids that she begin a hymn, which he wül pass on to the chorus. Hence he is depicted 

as an intermediary, a conduit between Muse and audience. This recalls the situation 

of the subordinate narrator in Homer, and is developed elsewhere in Pindar (e.g. 

MoiCTaiç ydp otyX,aoGpôvoiç £ko)v/ ’OXiyaiGiôaiaiv t  Epav èjciKOupcç, 0.13.96-7 

and outside the epinicians in pavTEUEO, Motaa, ;rpo(paTE\)aco Ô’ èyd), FI 50; ocoiôipov 

riiEpiôcov TipocpocTav, Pae.6.6; èpè ô’ è^aipETo[v/ KocpuKa (Tocpdiv èTtécov/ M oîca 

àv£Gxa&, Difb.2.22-4). At the same time, however, the narrator uses to with the 

vocative of the Muse. This use indicates impatience, famiharity or lack of reserve and 

demonstrates that the narrator is treating the Muses as “his own familiar friends” 

(Scott 1905:32-3).^^ Scott notes that Pindar is the first Greek poet to use d) o f the

See 2.2.1 above for the debate on who sang N.3.

See further on the use o f the vocative and co in various Greek authors Giangrande 1968, Williams 
1973, Scott 1904, 1903, Güdersleeve-Miller 1903.
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M u s e s In N.3 this is coupled with a claim of kinship (pocxep àpetépa) which 

further characterises the narrator as an intimate o f the Muses. This intimacy explains 

why the Pindaric narrator can, in 1.2, even imagine the Muse as a madam pimping her 

songs (oùô’ èTtépvavTO yA-UKEiai jreX,i(p00YYou Ttori TEp\in%6paç/ àpY'upcoGEÎaai 

TcpÔCTCûTta |a,aX,0aK6(pcûvoi ocoiôai, 7-8). In N.3 his own abilities are emphasised by the 

unusual phrase “grant...from my skill” in line 9 — the Muse is asked to make possible 

the expression o f the narrator’s ability.

Hence even where the relationship appears unequal there are elements suggesting the 

importance o f the narrator and his close connections to the Muses. These are also to 

the fore when the epinician is portrayed as their joint labour (already implied in the 

request to grant abundance o f song from one’s own skiU in N.3, Pfeijffer 1999:255):

M oîca 8’ ouTco tcoi Tcapécxa poi vEoalYcxX,ov Eupovxi xpoTcov 

Acopico (pcovocv èvappô^ai TiEÔiXco (0.3.4-5)

ay’ ëîtEix’ Aîxvaç PaciXEÎ (piXtov è^EupcopEv upvov (P.1.60)

Both the image o f the Muse standing beside the poet and the idea that the poet and 

Muse are joint producers of the song were to be taken up in the Hellenistic period.

There are also passages where the Muses seem to perform duties which are 

necessary, though in some sense ancillary to the narrator’s, hence suggesting a greater 

contribution on the part o f the narrator:

èpoi pèv (OV

Moicra KapxEpcbxaxov PeXoç aXxâ xpécpEi (0.1.111-2)

xouxo YE oi cracpEcoç 

papxupf)C(o- pE?ii(p0oYYoi 5’ èTcixpéipovxi M oîaai. (0.6.20-1)

At 0.10.3, 0.11.18,1.6.57 in addition to N.3.1.
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The first passage in particular is reminiscent o f the Muse as èTciKoupcç in Simonides 

fr.eleg. 11 above, as they tend the narrator’s péX,oç, a military task. But it is the 

narrator who is to fire this arrow. In the second it is the narrator who bears witness 

as the Muses “approve” (Race (1997:i.l05) translates è7CiTpé\i/ovxi “assist”). Their 

approval is indispensable, o f course, but the primary action is the narrator’s.

The narrator is kept in the foreground through regular imperatives to the Muses. 

Despite the Homeric precedent, the frequency and tone o f the commands contribute 

to the picture of a narrator on close terms with the Muses:

Moiaa, TO ôè xeov, £i picyGoîc ouvéGeu Tcapé^eiv 

(pcûvàv UTrapYupov, aXXoT aXXa Tapaaaépev (P. 11.41-2)

Here the Muse herself seems to have accepted the commission for the ode, and so 

certain duties which would ordinarily be the narrator’s are transferred to her. The 

narrator, by telling her what she should do, sounds like a narrative superior, relating 

her options — ti Traxpl nuGoviKco/ to y é  vuv ©paouôacp (P. 11.43-4). A similar 

hierarchy is implied in P.4 in another reversal o f the conventional roles o f narrator 

and Muse in epic, where the narrator promises to give the topics of the song to the 

Muses, rather than receiving them from the Muses (O’Higgins 1997:116):

and  5’ aÙTov èycb Moiaccicri ôcbaco 

Kal TO jcàyxp'oaov v o c k o ç  Kpioû- (67-8)

This impHed hierarchy is also to be found in other passages where the narrator 

directs the Muse to another section o f the ode:

M oîca, K al nap  A eiv o jiev e i K E la& q cai 

TcIGeÔ poi TTOIVOCV TEGplTCTlCOV' (P.1.58-9)

E la  vhv poi tceôôGev (1.5.38)

The second instruction uses the image o f the “chariot o f the Muses”, and introduces 

a series o f questions (lèy E , tIveç K ukvov , tIveç "EKTopa Tiécpvov..., 1.5.39) which 

recall Homeric questioning o f the Muses about the deaths o f heroes (e.g. at 7711.218-
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9). The use of the imperative at the beginning, however, portrays the narrator’s 

obtaining o f information from the Muse as one where he is very much in control — he 

seems to steer the course o f the poem (Lefkowitz 1991:39). Narratorial control can 

even extend to driving the chariot of song itself:

(0 OivTiç, bXkh ^eh^ov tiSri poi cGévoç fipiovcov, 
a  xà^oç, ocppa KeXeuGm x’ èv KaGapa 

pàcTopev oK%ov... (0.6.22-4)

T céT to iG a  ^ e v io c  T c p o c a v é i  © c b p a K O Ç , o c j t e p  è p à v  tcoitcvucov x o c p i v  

XÔ 6’ e ^ e u ^ e v  o c p p a  f l i E p i S c o v  x e x p o c o p o v  (P. 10.64-5)

eiT|v euprjCiETcii? ocvayeicrGai 

7cp6(Jcpopoç èv M oictocv Siypo)- (0.9.80-1)

In the latter two passages the chariot is explicidy the Muses’ and the driver clearly the 

narrator. Similar stress is placed on the action o f the primary narrator when different 

metaphors are employed. The narrator can be the helmsman o f the Muse — A l a K c p  

<TE ( p a p l  y é v E i  XE M o i a a v  c p é p E iv ,  N.3.28 — addressed to himself in answer to the 

self-apostrophe G u p é ,  x i v a  T cp ôç  bXkohoLKOLV/  o c x p a v  èpôv tcXoov T c a p a p E iP E a i ;  in 

26, or their archer (again in self-apostrophe) :

oLXkbi VÛV EKaxaPoXcov Moiaocv ajio xo^cov 
Ala XE (pOlVlKOCTXEpOTCaV GEpVOV x’ èKlVEipai

aKpcoxfipiov ’'AXiôoç (0.9.5-7)

The foregrounding o f the narrator and his role in the production o f the poem is also 

achieved by relieving the Muses o f some o f the functions they play in earlier poets. 

At the beginning o f the Catalogue o f Ships at 7/.2.484ff. there is a strongly marked 

transitional passage, where the Homeric narrator addresses the Muses to request the 

names o f the leaders o f the Greeks, and to avoid telling the nX^Guv (488). In Pindar, 

however, the narrator often refers to himself instead of the Muse in transitional 

passages (Lefkowitz 1991:28):

iGxapai 0f| tiocgI Koucpoiç, àpTcvécov xe Tcpiv xi (papEv. (N.8.19)
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)j,aKpà |ipi veîaGai Kax’ àpa^iTov œpa yocp a'üvaTCTEi- Kai xiva 

oîpov iqgpi Ppa%üv (P.4.247-8)

In P.4.247-8 we can see further use o f chariot-imagery, again with the Pindaric 

narrator himself holding the reins.

That this particular emphasis on the narrator is a Pindaric, rather than generic, 

strategy is indicated by the comparatively more subordinate Bacchyhdean narrator in 

his epinicians. The narrator characterises himself as MoOaav ye iopXeçdpcov Geîoç 

7tpo(p[àT]aç (B.9.3) and aôuen^g oc[va-/^i(pôp]jiiyyoç Ohpfavjiaç àXéKxcop (B.4.7-8), 

and describes Hesiod as npônoXoq/ M ouctocv (B.5.192-3), descriptions which recall 

the narrator as intermediary in Homer and in some Pindaric passages (see above). 

There is less variety, however, in Bacchylides in the way the relationship is presented. 

The Muses can be invoked in epic fashion (upvei, yX'UKUÔcope KX.eoî, B.3.3), and 

theic role as providers of information is explicit, outside the epinicians, at 15.47:

Mohaa, xiç Ttpœxoç Xôycov ap%ev ôiKaicov;

The Muses can also inspire and guarantee the excellence o f the song:

xàv eIk ÈTupœç àpa  KXeio)

navGaX^ig èpaîç èvéara^fEv (ppaciv,
TEp\|/iE7CEÎç VIV àoiôai

mvTi Kapu^ovTi X,a[(o]u (B.13.228-31)

The narrator, then, is portrayed as dependent on the Muses for the quality and 

material o f his song, and rarely suggests a more important role for himself. It is the 

Muses, for the most part, who are in control, as when Cho is described as helmsman 

o f the narrator’s thoughts (contrast the Pindaric use of this image above):

(bcEl Ku|3Epvf{xag oocpôç, upvodva- 
c  euGuve KXeigi 

VÛV (ppévaç dpETépaç (B. 12.1-3)
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The narrator does occasionally approach a “Pindaric” independence, as when 

breaking off a narrative in B.IO (xi fxaKpocv Y[X]co[cT]oav iShaaç èXahvco/ èk tôç 

ôôoh;, 50-1), or directing Calliope to halt her chariot in B.5.176-8. There is nothing, 

however, which resembles the careful development o f intimacy with the Muses in 

Pindar — no claims o f kinship or familiar addresses. This is consistent with the less 

prominent primary narrator in Bacchylides and the organisation o f the epinicians 

along different lines, and probably with different purposes, from Pindar’s (cf. Most 

(unpubhshed)).

The range of presentation of the relationship of narrator to Muse available to the 

Hellenistic poets was therefore broad. There were some generic differences of 

course, chiefly between poems about the mythological past and those about the 

narrator’s present, which made different demands o f the Muses. But it is the 

differences in the autonomy of the narrator from Homeric subordination to the self- 

motivation stressed particularly in Pindar (with the necessary caveat about distortions 

due to the accidents of preservation), which is particularly important in the 

development o f Hellenistic narrators such as that in the Argonautica.

2.3.4 Emotion and Evaluation

The features to be covered in this section are several — expressions o f opinion or 

moral judgement by the primary narrator, vocabularies o f “emotional” language, 

exclamations by the narrator and the apostrophe of characters. Here too there is a 

contrast between Homer and non-epic Archaic poetry.

As evaluation and judgement are forceful signs of narrator-prominence, they are 

generally eschewed by the unobtrusive narrators o f the Iliad and the Odyssey. Gnomai 

on the human condition, for example, are rare in the mouth o f the Homeric narrator. 

When these appear' e.g. at 7/. 16.688-90, it is to heighten the pathos of a scene, and 

emphasise the narrator’s emotional involvement, in this case with Patroclus’ fatal 

decision to disobey Achilles’ orders (Richardson 1990:144-5). Such generalisations 

are more usually expressed by the characters, and this division between narrator and 

characters can also be seen in their discrete vocabularies — there is a large class of
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emotional and evaluative language which the narrator tends to avoid (BCrarup 1948, 

Griffin 1986). Even so common a word Hke KaKÔç is predominantly a speech-word 

in Homer (in a ratio of 5:1 compared to narrative, Griffin 1986:39). The Homeric 

narrator can, o f course, express an emotional reaction to an event, e.g. in the use o f 

exclamations with vfiTcioç (e.g. I/.2.37-8), which imply the pity o f the narrator 

(Richardson 1990:161-2). Even here, however, there is a distinction to be found 

between speech and narrative — the similar exclamations with cxérliog  are only once 

found outside speech, at 0^7.21.28-9, expressing outrage at Heracles’ murderous 

abuse o f xenia.

The Homeric narrator also, on occasion, apostrophises his characters. The most 

notable series of apostrophes are in 7/. 16, where Patroclus (not addressed outside 

7/. 16) is spoken to directly by the narrator on eight o ccasio n s.T h ese  apostrophes 

are often thought to be accounted for by their metrical convenience (e.g. by Nitzsch 

1860, Bonner 1905, Matthews 1980, Yamagata 1989), but there are serious problems 

with this view. Genesis does not explain function (cf. Edwards 1987:38), and there is 

a marked frequency o f apostrophe to characters at emotionally charged moments, as 

in the case o f Patroclus. The characters (leaving aside gods) addressed are few — in 

the Iliad Patroclus, Menelaus (seven tim e s )A c h ille s  (once),^^ and Melanippus 

(once),^^ in the Odyssey only Eumaeus (fifteen t i m e s ) . H e n c e  the bulk o f the 

addresses are to Patroclus, Menelaus and Eumaeus. AU three are presented as 

pecuHarly sensitive and sympathetic characters (Parry 1972:10-21: Patroclus peiXi%ov 

aiei according to Briseis, 7/19.300; Menelaus’ kindliness at 7/.6.52ff.; Eumaeus’ 

hospitaUty and loyalty clear from his treatment o f Odysseus in 0^.14). Their status as 

such, and the response o f the audience, is guided by the narrator’s direct addresses. 

But these do not quite work, as Block (1982:8-9) suggests, by having the expHcit 

emotion o f the narrator guide that of the audience.

73 16.20, 584-5, 692-3, 744, 754, 787-8, 812-3, 843.

7-̂  4.127-9, 4.146-7, 7.104,13.603,17.679,17.702, 23.600.

75 20 .2 .

76 15.582.

77 14.55,165, 360, 442, 507,15.325,16.60,135, 464,17.272, 311, 380, 512, 579, 22.194.
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In fact Homeric apostrophe to characters is remarkably free o f emotional content. 

This is clear in the case of the Eumaeus-addresses, but even at the emotional climax 

o f 7/.16.812-3 (ÔÇ xoi Tipœxoç ècpfiKE péA,oç, IlaxpoKleeg ikkev, /  obSè Sapacro’-) the 

apostrophe does not lay bare the narrator’s feelings, as Richardson (1990:171-2) 

emphasises. It is nothing Hke the VirgiHan narrator’s emotional address to Nisus and 

Eurylaus (^^«.9.446-9). The emotion of the audience created by Homeric 

apostrophes operates because they are transgressive (already seen by Henry 1905:8, 

“not obviously natural” to address dead heroes as though present). Richardson 

(1990:173-4) explains the operation of the apostrophes in terms o f Genettian 

narrative levels — narrator and audience are on one level (both “extradiegetic” , 

Genette 1980:260), while the characters are on another (“intradiegetic”, Genette 

1980:228-9). The address of a character by the narrator enables the audience to cross 

to the narrative level o f the characters — the audience’s sympathy is engaged by 

bringing them closer to the characters.^*

The Homeric Hymns have, in general, similarly self-effacing narrators, but there are 

some differences in the expression o f emotion and judgement. Their status as hymns 

brings with it certain changes — the narrator is characterised as pious enough to hymn 

a particular god, who is invoked and prayed to for prosperity or success. To this end 

gods can be described as aepvTiv (e.g. HH2.1). But even beyond this “generic” piety 

the narrators o f the Homeric Hymns are portrayed as reacting emotionally more often 

than those o f the Homeric epics. The fairly rigid distinction between the vocabularies 

of the Homeric narrator and characters is less pronounced (Krarup 1948:16).^^ In 

Homer alvôç and its cognates are predominantly found in speech (Hunter 

1993a: 110), as in the Homeric Hymns, but the three examples in narrative all occur in 

HH2 (90, 254, 305), giving the hymn a more emotional colouring. O f the longer 

Homeric Hymns HH2 is the only one to use the words aiôtbç (predominantly in speech 

in Homer, Krarup 1948:14-5) and ctépaç (exclusively in speech in Homer, Griffin 

1986:40), both significantly in the mouth o f the narrator at HH2.190.*° Given the

The apostrophes have other effects, o f course — cf. Frontisi-Ducroux 1986:17-27 for the closeness 
o f Homeric narratorial apostrophe to Muse-invocations.

I take into account here only the longer and earlier Homeric Hymnr. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 19.

Eépaç does not appear elsewhere in the major hymns, aiSœç only appears once more, in speech, at 
HH2.214.
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relatively small amount o f examples o f these words, more significant is the 

distribution of KaKÔç in the Homeric Hymns (15 examples omitting HH16.4). This 

drops, when compared to Homer, from a ratio of 5:1 in favour o f speech to just 

11/2:1. MotXa is used mainly by characters in Homer (Griffin 1986:45), but is four 

times more common by the narrator in HH3 (15 examples), twice as common in 

HH2 (6 examples), equally divided between speech and narrative in HH5 (4 

examples), and exclusively in speech in HH4 (9 examples), giving a roughly equal 

overall distribution. There can also be striking reversals as compared to Homeric 

distribution — Trfjpa (45 examples in speech against 2 by the narrator) appears 

exclusively in the mouth of the primary narrator in the Homeric Hymns (all in HH3, o f 

the monsters Typhaon and the Pythian serpent).

Nevertheless it is clear that the distinctions have not been discarded altogether: in the 

Homeric Hymns the affective fj (almost always a speech-word in Homer, Griffin 

1986:45) is only used by the characters in the Homeric Hymns (11 examples), %6X,og 

(mainly in speech in Homer, Griffin 1986:43), appears 4 times out o f 5 in characters’ 

speeches, vriA,fiç (mainly in speech in Homer, excluding the formulaic VTjXéï 

and vTjXEèç fi|xctp, Griffin 1986:40) exclusively in speech (twice, HH4.385, 5.245).

In some respects the narrators o f the Hymns are /ess prepared to react to their 

narratives than Homer — we find no examples o f exclamations with axÉTX.ioç or even 

vfiîTioç. Both words are confined to speech, with the exception of vfiTciov at HH4.152 

(not in an exclamation). Gnomai are also rare (exceptions to be found in HH2 at 111, 

480ff., 486ff.), and the closest a narrator come to “moralising” are the comment 

\|/eu06)4.£voi at HH1.6 (of the false accounts of Zeus’ birth), and the statement toùç 8’ 

fjye KttKÔç pôpoç at HH7.8, on the unfortunate kidnappers o f Dionysus.

This general picture of narrators who make only occasional use o f devices o f 

emotion and judgement is obviously different from that to be found in Archaic 

iambos, elegy and lyric (long characterised as “subjective” in opposition to “objective” 

epic, see 2.3.1.1 above). Narratorial for example, are ubiquitous in Theognis,

and common in Pindar, Solon and Semonides. The differences between epic and 

lyric (broadly construed) are to be explained largely in terms of genre, as mentioned 

above. The martial elegies o f Tyrtaeus and CaUinus, for example, exhort and
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encourage young men to battle, and promote unity and confidence in the citizenry. 

Hence the narrator is more emotionally engaged than in Homer. There are regularly 

comments on what is ri,pf|Ev...Kod àyXaàv (CaUinus F I.6), KaA,6v (Tyrtaeus F I0.1, or 

T1Ô’ aperf) (Tyrtaeus F12.13), as weU as what is ala^pov (F10.26, F11.19). These 

evaluative words reveal that speech-words in Homer are regularly employed by the 

narrator in these elegies (cf. also in Tyrtaeus oùXopévT|, F7.2; KaKÔXTiç FI G. 10, 

speech-words in Homer, Hunter 1993a: 110,®̂  Krarup 1948:13). Although it makes 

Httle sense to compare the narrator- and character-vocabularies in genres where there 

is comparatively Httle speech, the use of these words shows that these narrators more 

commonly express their judgement than is the case in Archaic epic. Their emotional 

involvement in the martial exhortations they give is thus marked, as it is by their 

regular address o f véoi (e.g. CaUinus F I .I f f , Tyrtaeus FlO .lSff, F ll.lO ff). This is 

akin to the apostrophe of characters in Homer, given that the elegies were very 

probably performed at symposia, rather than to a gathering o f citizens before a battle 

(Bowie 1986:15-18).

The unHomeric use o f affective vocabulary by the narrator could be reproduced for 

most non-epic Archaic poets, to a greater or lesser degree.*^ More important, 

however, is the co-ordination of this and other devices to create a “moraUsing” 

persona in various non-epic Archaic poets. This is apparent in the paraenetic 

situation developed in several poets, such as Theognis, who recommends and 

suggests against various forms of action and behaviour to his addressee, and by 

extension the audience, e.g. )o,r|ôèv ayav aTteuôeiv tcocvtcov péa’ ocpiCTxa to Cymus 

(333). Related to this sort of advising o f an addressee (also to be found, e.g., in some 

elegiac fragments attributed to ArchUochus, such as F I5 to Glaucus on the friendship 

o f an aUy), is the persona adopted in Solon o f a pohtical adviser. Here the pohtical 

situation can be presented in emotional language, e.g. in F4 the affective words 

aÔiKoç (7), bPpioç (8), àôlKotç (11), KaKf;v...8ouXo(TUVT|v (18), Kaxa (23, 31), KCtKov 

(26). These words characterise the danger which Athens faces, leading up to a gnome

Though cf. 7/1.2 for 0 'üA,0 |iévTiv at a significant point in the narrative.

82 E.g. in Archilochus the primary narrator commonly uses cognates o f  k u k ô ç  (at F5.4, F l l . l ,  F13.5, 
F20, F I26.2 (twice), FI28.6, F I30.1, 4, FI33.4, F I95) — their absence in the speech o f  characters is 
primarily related to the monologic character o f the genre.
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on AnCTvô lTj and E”üvo|4,it| (F4.31ff.) which emphasises the benefits of the latter and 

encourages its adoption by the citizenry.

A different sort o f moraliser is found in iambic fragments where the primary narrator 

is reproaching his target:

Traxep AuKotpPa, Ttoiov ècppaoco tôôe;
xiç côcç 7tapf|Eip£ 9pévaç 

f\q xo Tcplv fipf|priCT0a; vûv ôè ôt| TtoXùç 

ocCTTOÎCTi (paivEai yéXcoç. (Archü.F172)

It seems that Lycambes has wronged the narrator (opKov Ô’ èvoCTcpioGriç \xéyav/ àXaq 

XE Kal xpàîTE^av, FI 73), probably in connection with marriage to his daughter (cf. 

Hor. Hpodes 6.11-14). This situation, very probably reproduced in Hipponax with 

reference to Bupalus (cf. Pliny iVH.36.4.12), o f a narrator who is wronged and then 

upbraids his target(s), portrays the narrator as morally superior to them, at least. In 

Hipponax we find several fragments recommending that someone be treated as a 

cpappaKÔç (F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, FIO). The moral stance o f the primary narrator is 

undercut somewhat by the depiction in many iambic poems o f the narrator’s sexual 

and scatological misadventures, which arouses humour at the narrator’s expense (and 

that of his targets). Nevertheless, the self-characterisation of iambic narrators as 

morahsers remains, and several fragments preserve their reproaches and moral 

commentary (e.g. Hipponax F26 on the impoverishment o f one man through his 

extravagance).

Both the giving o f advice and the self-characterisation o f the narrator as wronged are 

prominent elements of the moralising persona of Hesiod in the Works and Days. 

Perses, brother o f the primary narrator, has carried off the greater share o f their 

inheritance (W D  37-8), with the support o f the PaciX,f|EÇ or “leaders” (o'l xfjvÔE 

0iKT|v eGeXouci ôiK aaaai, 39) whom he derogatorily describes as ôdopocpayoi (39) 

and VTiTTioi (40). At W D  248ff. the narrator warns these PaaiXfjEÇ to pay attention to 

Zeus’ punishment o f those who practise a^ExXia ëpya [W D  238).®̂  The upbraiding 

o f both the PacnXfjEÇ and Perses characterises the narrator as morally superior to

Note here too the use o f  the Homeric speech-word
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them, as does his advising o f Perses, who is instructed Kai vn AIkt|Ç ènaKone (275) — 

the narrator is the mouthpiece o f Right. A further mark of the narrator’s moral 

separation from the rest o f mankind comes in his reaction to his own narrative at 

W D  174-76, where he wishes he had not been bom  in the fifth generation:

priKÉi’ ZTiEiz œcpe^Xov èyœ TtépTiToiai peTEÎvai 
àvSpàcTiv, àXX fj 7cp6c0£ GavEÎv ti ÈTCEira yEvéoGai. 
vuv yàp 8fi YEvoç èoxl aiSfipEov

The abüity to comment upon humanity as a whole demonstrates that the Hesiodic 

narrator is a moraliser, while also justifying the advice the narrator gives to addressee 

and audience.

The reaction to narrative found in Hesiod is most prominent in Archaic poetry as a 

marked feature o f the principal narratorial persona in Pindar’s epinicians. O n several 

occasions the narrator evaluates the propriety or ethical content o f a myth (Carey 

1995:97-8), which contributes to an impression o f the narrator across the epinicians 

as pious and respectful of the gods. Most famously, of course, in Olympian 1 the 

Pindaric narrator sets himself against previous versions o f the story o f Pelops’ ivory 

shoulder and the reason for his father’s punishment. So emotional is the narrator 

about this variation from tradition that he declares his intention to Pelops himself, a 

rare example o f a Pindaric address to a non-divine character:^"^

nié TavraXou, cte 8’ avxia TcpoTÉpcov çGéy^opai... (0.1.36)

The reason for Pindar’s rejection o f the tale o f the dismemberment and eating o f 

Pelops is also phrased in emphatic language:

èpoi 8’ otTTopa yaCTtpipapyov paKapcov tiv’ eItceîv àcpioTapai* 

àKÉp8Eia )iÉXoy%Ev Gapivà KaKayôpouç. (0.1.52-3)

The traditional version is to call Demeter a yacrpipapyog, “glutton”, and so be a 

KaKayopog or “slanderer” . Such language portrays previous poets as blasphemers.

The only parallels are P.4.175 (Periclymenus), N.7.86 (Heracles), 1.1.55 (Amphitryon), 1.8.21-3 (the 
nymph Aegina).
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and the narrator makes it clear that it is impossible (ocTcopa, ot^ioxapai) for him to do 

the same. A similarly powerful description of the narrator’s rejection o f a myth is to 

be found, as Carey (1995:98) points out, at 0.9.35ff. where the myth o f Heracles 

fighting the gods is equated to the vilification of the gods (X,oi6opf|CTai, 0.9.37), 

which amounts to è%8pà CTOcpia (0.9.38), “hateful poetry”. Elsewhere Pindar’s 

narrator ostentatiously avoids improper narrative at 0.13.91 (6iaCTco7cd<TO|j,ai ol 

popov Eycb, on BeUerophon) and N.5.14ff. where he will not tell of a deed èv 

ôiKoc...p'n KEKiv6i)ve\)p£VQV (14, the murder of Phocus).

Pindaric judgements of narratives are usually made in the first person (acpioTapoti, 

0.1.52; pot, 0.9.35; ôiaocoTcàoopai, 0.13.91; aiôéopai, atotoopai, N.5.14, 16) and 

the prominence of this moral first person in Pindar, which portrays the evaluation o f 

the myth as the personal reaction of the narrator, is unusual in epinician and choral 

lyric (Carey 1995:98). Carey suggests that Pindar may be drawing on personal lyric, 

rather than, e.g., the epinicians of Simonides for this emphatic personal response to 

a myth. In Alcaeus F298, for example, the narrator proclaims that it would have been 

much better (noXv péX,Tepov, 4) for the Greeks to have killed Locrian Ajax, tov 

GeoPXjapevya (5), using this as a parallel for the homicidal pohtical action which 

should be taken on Lesbos (1-3). Other potential Archaic models for the strength of 

feeling in the Pindaric judgements suggest themselves. In Simonides F542 the saying 

of Pittacus is rejected by the narrator as inaccurate (ohSé pot èppeX,écoç to 

riiTTocKEiov/ vÉpETai, 11-2), who goes on to declare that he will not find fault with 

someone who is not bad (ohôè pf| piv èyà)/ pœpfioopai, 36-7), while in F581 the 

opinion o f Cleobulus is even more harshly treated (pcopon/ (pcoTÔç cx5e Ponld, 6-7).*  ̂

While these are not reactions to myths, the fragments do respond to previous 

thinkers, and strength of feehng (in F581) and the personal terms in which F542 is 

expressed are reminiscent of Pindar. Similarly the comments in Xenophanes on the 

narrator being more deserving than an athletic victor are forcefully expressed in the 

first person (oi)K èœv à^ioç œcrTiEp èym pœpriç yàp àpEivcov/ àvSpœv f|ô’ ïtttccûv 

f|pETÉpT| GO(ptT|, F2.11-12D-K), while those on the portrayal o f the gods suggest such

The genre o f the two Simonidean fragments is uncertain — they are not from epinicians, at least. 
F542 may be from an encomium (EipcDvlÔTiç Jipôç ZKÔTiav, Pl.Pr/.339a7).
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mythic treatments might have been emotionally treated in the complete text (e.g. 

...Gecov ot08)xicTTia ëpya/ kA-étcxeiv poi%eheiv re Kal aXX^Xonq ajrarehEiv, B 12.1-2).

In Pindar’s epinicians the moral evaluation of myths in the first person, alongside the 

widespread use o f the first person va gnomai (cf. 0.3.43-5, P.3.105-11, Carey 1995:96- 

7), are clearly part o f an attempt to establish the narrator’s sincerity in the context of 

praise, and to portray poetry as a moral activity in which the narrator excels as a 

moral authority. Hence both the narrator’s praise and his moral pronouncements are 

given extra validity. This mechanism is particularly reminiscent, as Carey (1995:97) 

points out, of the situation in the Works and Days.

Bacchyhdes’ epinicians present us with a strikingly different approach to the persona 

o f the narrator in general and of the use of emotion and evaluation in particular. 

Since Pindaric and Bacchyhdean epinicians are o f the same genre and date, generic 

and historical explanations are insufficient to account for the differences between 

them. Rather we must appeal to the different aesthetic (i.e. artistic rather than 

hterary-critical) aims o f the poets. In Bacchyhdes there is far less use o f the first 

person, which is generaUy confined to its usual role in choral lyric as a transitional 

device found at the beginning and end o f poems (in contrast to the more widespread 

Pindaric first-persons), as Carey (1995:92) notes. Correspondingly, expressions o f the 

bond o f xenia between narrator and laudandus in Bacchyhdes are far less often in the 

first person (Carey 1995:95). This is also true o f gnomai. Most strikingly o f ah, 

however, is that narratorial reaction to myths in Bacchyhdes takes a very different 

form. Rather than being expressed in first-person statements emphasising the moral 

authority o f the narrator (and his evaluation of the myth), we find the use of 

exclamations and emotional language to portray the sympathy of the narrator and the 

pathetic nature o f the myth.

In B.9 the narrator reacts to Archemorus’ death as an omen of the bloody result of 

the Seven’s expedition against Thebes by declaring (o potpa TtoJiUKpaTÉç (15), while 

he exclaims a  TpioEuSaiplcov avT|p (B.3.10) of Hieron when describing his Olympic 

chariot-victory.®^ Hutchinson (2001:333) thinks that such (pseudo-) spontaneous

^ Blass {app.crit. Maehler 1982-97:1.126) similarly suggested a  Svacplpoveg, fj geyaXaiaiv èX,7tlaiv/ 
7rve<l>]ovTeç (B.13.157-8) o f  the Trojans’ misplaced confidence during the absence o f Achilles.
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reactions are more typical of elegy and iambos than lyric, citing Hipp.117.6 (a paKap). 

We might also add a  raXag avfip (Semon.7.76). A further Bacchyhdean narratorial 

exclamation can be found in B.16: a  ôticpopog, 6c i:aX[ai]v’ (30), o f Deianeira’s fatal 

plan to regain Heracles’ affection. Although this exclamation does not come from an 

epinician, it illustrates the continuity of style from Bacchyhdes’ epinicians to the 

dithyrambs and the corresponding consistency of the primary narrator in both sets of 

poems. The most remarkable Bacchyhdean exclamation is perhaps that at B. 17,119, 

where the narrator uses the word (pen, a word most natural in the speech of 

characters in drama (Maehler 1982-97:h,206) and not found in earher lyric nor in 

Pindaric epinicians (Hutchinson 2001:333), to express his feehng at Minos’ reaction 

to Theseus’ return. This striking transfer to the mouth of the primary narrator o f a 

dithyramb demonstrates the different Bacchyhdean narratorial persona — one who 

expresses emotion in order to ehcit a similar reaction in the audience, in contrast to 

the ostentatious moral evaluations o f Pindar,
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3. Callimachean Narrators

3.1 Introduction

In Callimachus “stories are always presented in such a way that the reader is 

repeatedly reminded of the fact that this is a story and that some effort is being made 

to teU it” (Harder 1992:390). This flagging o f narrative status and narrator ranges 

from the subtle ironies and self-criticism o f the Iambi, to the intrusive scholar-poet of 

the yietia, and the careful modifications and expansions of Archaic hymnal voices in 

the Hymns.

The plural in this chapter’s title is meant to stress the great variety and subtle 

differentiation o f voice in Callimachus, within a single poem, within a collection such 

as the Hjmns, and between different works. One obstacle to the perception o f this 

variety is the homogeneity often assumed in Callimachean poetry (and Hellenistic 

poetry more generally) as “scholarly”, obscure, difficult. Erudition or scholarship is 

an important aspect of Hellenistic narratorial voices (GoldhiU 1991:327-8), but a 

central reason for a simple characterisation of such voices as “scholarly” is 

inattention to the relationship between author and narrator, and the nature o f 

narratorial “projections” of the author. This is particularly the case with CaUimachus.

Callimachus is the most obvious example o f the Alexandrian TtoirjTai ocpa Kal 

KpiTiKoi, the compiler of the Pinakes, and writer o f the ’EGviKal ovopaolat. He must, 

it is thought, have been bookish, thorough, a “scholar” . But simply to regard the 

scholarship o f a narrator or a text as an expression or display o f erudition o f the 

author is to ignore the subtle uses to which scholarship can be put in Callimachus 

(and indeed Hellenistic poetry): to satirise pedantry (e.g. in Ia.6 (FI96), cf. 

Kerkhecker 1999:171), to undercut the narrator’s authority (e.g. in H.1.60ff., see 3.2.5 

below), to jar with the characterisation o f the narrator otherwise developed (e.g. in 

H.6.63, see 3.2.10 below).

The concept o f quasi-biography is extremely helpful here. The primary narrator in 

Callimachus is generally (not always — Hipponax, e.g., speaks in la.l,  F191) a
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projection o f the historical Callimachus, or rather exploits aspects o f the biographical 

Callimachus to construct a persona. This is not to speak o f Callimachus as 

straightforwardly the speaker in his works (so Hutchinson 1988:67f. on H.2, 

criticised by Harder 1992:389 n.21). The degree o f connection o f narrator to author 

is variable: strong in the A.etia and Iambi, where it is legitimate to describe the speaker 

as “Callimachus” (so Kerkhecker 1999:49, 60-3 and passim on the Iambi), but less so 

in the Hymns (cf. the exaggeration of Cameron 1995:439 quoted below under 3.2.2), 

and hardly at all in the Hecale. However, even where “Callimachus” is the speaker, the 

gap between narrator and author is often exploited. Hence Kerkhecker (1999:58) 

assigns the complicated failure and inconsistency o f the fable in Ia.2 (FI92) not to 

Callimachus, the author, “but to his speaker”, i.e. “Callimachus”.

Scholarship is but one aspect o f the biographical Callimachus which can be played up 

for the construction of the persona. It is not an indicator that we are hearing the 

“authentic” voice of CaUimachus. Unfortunately, its presence, in different forms, in 

the Hjmns, Iambi, Hecale etc. is one reason for the erroneous extension of the so- 

caUed principles of the v4^A^-prologue to form a thoroughgoing Callimachean poetic 

manifesto covering aU types of poetry. Scholarship in Callimachus is taken to be an 

expression o f the poetic credo o f the scholar-poet o f the A.etia. But, as wiU be made 

clear, even in the Aetia there are subtle modulations o f voice and scholarship, nor is 

the persona there a flawless portrayal of the historical Callimachus. The voices o f 

Callimachus are many more than merely that o f the learned professor.

The Callimachean narrators it is easiest to form a complete picture o f are those o f the 

Hymns, because o f the length of the poems and their preservation in the manuscript 

tradition. Hence a large proportion o f this chapter concentrates on them. By 

contrast, the other group of whoUy extant CaUimachean poems, the Epigrams, does 

not receive a dedicated treatment. This can be justified in terms o f their relationship 

to Archaic poetry and the character o f their narrators. Often the narrators are 

rninimaUy developed (e.g. ep.57, 37, 38, 39), so that they are among the closest 

HeUenistic poems to “nonnarrated” works (see 1.6 above). Elsewhere, study o f the 

narrator would amount to little more than identification o f the speaker, often only on 

the grounds o f the “autobiographical assumption” (e.g. ep.20). Where there is quasi
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biography which is more extensively developed, the epigrams will be discussed (e.g. 

poverty in ep.32, 46, poetological language in ep.27).

The epigrams in general display a considerable amount o f play with epigrammatic 

convention. The bronze cock on which ep.56 purports to be inscribed, and which is 

the speaker of the poem, is only a reproduction o f the “real” victorious cock, so that it 

claims ignorance o f “its” achievements (où yàp eyoayz/ YiyvœCTKa), 1-2), and 

comically proclaims its trust in Euainetos who set it up, and from whom it heard of 

the victory. The play with the conventions of dedicatory epigram is clear, both in the 

treatment of the conventional speaker, and in the epigram’s status as an 

“inscription”. In ep.15 we have not the epitaph which itself purports to be inscribed 

on the tomb, but the depiction of the passer-by’s reading o f the name of the dead 

person, Timonoë, and his reaction (Walsh 1991:96). In ep.3 the convention of 

delaying the passer-by walking past a tomb in order for him to read the epitaph is 

reversed when Timon the notorious misanthrope is the speaker (Walsh 1991:81):

M t ]  x a i p E t v  e iT tr iç  pe, k u k o v  xéap, àXXà %apeX8e 
ÎCTOV èpoi xaipeiv èaxl to p f ]  crè yeXotv.

Such play with epigrammatic convention is extremely deft, but for the most part it 

falls outside the topic of this study, the relationship o f Hellenistic narrators to 

Archaic narrative. Nevertheless, the observation that the epigrams are less influenced 

in this regard than other Callimachean genres, is important.
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3.2 The Hymns

3.2.1 Book

The Yijmns o f Callimachus as we have them have a clear unity, which is widely, and 

righdy, held to be the poet’s creation (Harder 1992:385, Haslam 1993:115, 

Hopkinson 1984:13, Pfeiffer 1949-53:ii.Uii, Cameron 1995:255, 438-9). The sequence 

of the Hymns is the same in both MSS and papyri (Hopkinson), and there are careful 

patterns of continuation, opposition, resemblance and difference developed 

(Hopkinson 1984:13-17, Haslam 1993:115ff, Harder 1992:394). Patterns, 

juxtaposition and similarity in the narrators through the collection should be added 

to the hnks structuring the book.

3.2.2 Voice

A poem with an obhquely indicated setting and a voice intermittently reminiscent o f 

a scholar (H.l) is followed by one with an explicitly mimetic form which seems 

spoken by Callimachus the Cyrenean (H.2). This gives way to an in some ways more 

conventional, but also garrulous àoi8ôç in H.3, who cannot end the hymn, then in 

H.4 a narrator who addresses himself (in Pindaric fashion) in a series of expanded 

priamels (as if the hymn never actually begins). Two shorter mimetic hymns follow, 

one where the narrator is present at a largely female festival (H.5), another where the 

narrator appears to be female (H.6).

Mood, tone and voice shift between and within poems - “the texts just will not stay 

still, not be pinned down.” (Haslam 1993:113). The celebrant at an ApoUo-festival 

becomes Callimachus at the Cameia in Cyrene in H.2, the numinous Demeter 

terrifying Erysichthon and his sacrilegious companions gives way to the comedy of 

social manners and Erysichthon’s embarrassed parents, a naïve narrator quotes a 

goddess who sounds hke the scholarly Callimachus o f the Hetia ( k u o v , k u o v , H.6.63 

and F75.4) and alludes to disputed passage o f Homer (H.6.114-15 as alluding to 

7/.22.487ff., Astyanax as a beggar, rejected by Aristarchus, see Z A (Aristonicus) ad 

loc.). “In the Hjmns the surface meaning is always running up against sub textual 

countercurrents.” (Haslam 1993:112).
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The narrators in the Hymns are not so strongly characterised as the scholarly narrator 

o f the Hetia, nor so closely associated with the historical Callimachus, most clearly in 

H.6, where aU the first-person statements are closely connected to the circumstances 

o f the Demeter-ritual (e.g. 6.6 -  TiTUcopeç, 6.17 — XéYcofxeç, 6.124 — îtaxEupEç), which 

appears to have been reserved for women (cf. 6.1, 129-30 and see below), so that the 

narrator seems female (Bing 1995:34-7). Nevertheless it is an exaggeration to claim, 

with Cameron (1995:439), that: “The first person in the hymns normally refers to the 

poet only insofar as he counts himself one of the worshippers addressing the god in 

question”. There is in fact considerable play with the historical Callimachus in the 

Hymns, though in different forms and to different degrees from the Hetia, often 

through the use of scholarship.

3.2.3 Performance

CaUimachus’ recent commentators are determined in their view that the Hjmns were 

not publicly performed, but are “literary” texts designed for consumption within the 

Museum (Williams 1978:2-3, Bommann 1968:xii-xiii, Mineur 1984:10, BuUoch 

1985a:4-5, 8, 12, Hopkinson 1984:37, Hutchinson 1988:63). They foUow Wilamowitz 

(1924:i.l82) and Herter (1931:434), and the demonstration of Legrand (1901 esp. 

281-98) that the mimetic hymns, at least, could not have been meant to be 

simultaneous with the rituals they purport to describe. Cameron (1995:63) 

characterises this as “dogmatism” (cf. Cairns 1992:13ff.), and attempts to revive 

Cahen’s idea (1929:281, foUowed by Fraser 1972:ii.916 n.289) that the Hjmns may 

have been performed publicly at festivals, but on the fringe, outside their “formal 

framework”, citing the paraUel of Horace’s carmen saeculare (Cameron 1995:65, cf. 

Fraenkel 1957:382).®  ̂ He chaUenges the dogma of “festival and library” (1995:65) as 

the only possible circumstances for poetry in the HeUenistic period, doubting that 

HeUenistic poetry was an exception to the tradition o f Greek poetry written for 

performance (1995:64).

WiUiams (1978:2-3) anticipates such an appeal to a possible pubUc performance, in 

the case o f H.2, citing Mair (1955:18-19) for the view that it would be a matter

The Horatian parallel is also noted by Newman 1967:350
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“rather o f personal curiosity than of literary interest” if we leamt that a poem had 

been performed at a public occasion. This is both true, in a sense, and misleading, 

but also usefully points us to an assumption which commentators other than 

Williams share with Cameron, of the central importance of the original performance- 

conditions (often privileged in criticism o f Archaic poetry) to interpretation o f the 

poem.

It is true that the first performance matters little in terms o f the critical appreciation 

o f the text — critics proceed initially from the text as they have it, and are justified in 

doing so because Hellenistic poetry is so obviously designed to be read. But it is 

misleading insofar as it suggests a complete break with poetry which we know was 

performed pubHcly, e.g. that of the Archaic period (cf. Cameron 1995:64-5 on the 

exaggeration o f the difference between Archaic and Hellenistic performance). But 

this in turn is not, as Cameron would have it, primarily because Hellenistic poetry, 

like Archaic poetry, was petfoTTfîed (though this may also be true), but because Archaic 

poetry, hke Hellenistic poetry, is obviously designed for secondary audiences (Scodel 

1996:61, and see 2.1 and 2.2 above). Archaic poetry was îvritten, and designed for 

reperformance.

The commentators’ desire to make Callimachus’ Hymns readers’ texts, or texts for 

private consumption, betrays a concern that public poetry, performed before a larger 

audience could not look Hke this - too difficult, clearly designed for reading. And this 

in turn betrays a concern that the first, the prim ay performance o f a poem largely 

determines its form and nature - it cannot have been performed, because it is 

designed “in the first place” to be read (or recited). But it should be clear, from the 

parallel o f Pindar’s epinicians, that a dense, difficult poem, designed to be fuHy 

appreciated only with multiple reception, can have an original, pubHc performance.

But the possibHity does not imply that they were performed pubHcly. Therefore, while 

Cameron is right to point out more potential performance-conditions than 

performance before the “urban masses” or for a tiny Court ehte (1995:56, cp. Zanker 

1987:18), he is perhaps guilty of presenting pubHc performance and reading as the 

only alternatives. The targets of his criticism, however, maintain recitation (i.e. 

performance of a kind, though “private”) as a possibüity (e.g. “declamation”.
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Hopkinson 1984:37, “clearly written for recitation”, Bulloch 1985a:8), and are even 

prepared to sketch out more complete (e.g. H.4 as a genethliakon for Philadelphus, 

performed at a Museum banquet. Mineur 1984:11 ff.) or more pubHc occasions 

(Bulloch 1985a:4 n.2 calls Cahen’s idea (1929:281) for hymns “en rapport direct avec 

la fête reHgieuse” likely). Such suggestions allow for a degree of performance, and a 

range o f performance-conditions, which may have approached what Cameron terms 

“pubHc”. How many people have to be at a performance before it ceases to be 

private? How strict do the admittance criteria have to be? How learned does an 

audience member have to be to be a member o f an “eHte”? Compare the “semi

private celebration” (Caims 1992:14) at which a singer performs the “Adonis” in the 

palace at Alexandria, with an audience comprised partly o f ordinary Alexandrian 

women (Theocritus 15).

One reason for Cameron’s position is a desire to place H.2 at the Cameia in Cyrene, 

with “my king” at H.2.26-7 as Magas, on the grounds that tcoXiv in 65 refers to 

Cyrene, and TiperÉpoig PaaiX-enaiv in 68 to the Battiad kings (1995:408). The date 

would then be early - c.270 (1995:409). But this is itself to overlook the fuU range of 

possible occasions, pubHc and private, for the Hymn to Apollo. Given the state of 

tension and intermittent war between Cyrene and Egypt for over twenty years from 

the early 270s (Holbl 2001:39, 45, Green 1990:146, 148), it is perfectly plausible for a 

Battiad Cyrenean poet (cf. ep.35) Hving in Alexandria to be commissioned to write a 

hymn imitating the Cameia at Cyrene and impHcitly claiming it for Egypt (note that 

Magas rebeUed against Ptolemaic rule). This opens up the possible dates for the 

hymn, explains the “long account o f Cyrene in so short a hymn”, cited by Cameron 

(1995:408) as suggesting performance at Cyrene, and gives added point to 

Callimachus’ claim to Battiad heritage (cf. Cahen 1930:46-7, 69-70 on the Ptolemies 

being placed in H.2 in a Hne o f succession to the Battiads).

Such a motivation for H.2 aUows for a wide range o f performance circumstances - 

from a very select gathering o f Court or Museum, to a much broader audience o f 

Alexandrians, hence from “private” to “pubHc” . It would be interesting to know if 

and where the Hymn to Apollo was performed, and would settle disputes about the 

reference o f èpœ PaciXfji (26, 27), but the possibiHty o f pubHc performance, as our 

knowledge o f it in the case of Pindar’s epinicians, should not distract us from aspects
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of the texts more amenable to study, such as voice. For all the relative certainty with 

which commentators and critics speak, we cannot be very sure about the first 

occasion of Callimachus’ Yijmns (cf. Cairns 1992:15 on the openness o f possible 

contexts for Hellenistic hymns). But this fact matters less than many think.

3.2.4 Mimesis and Lyric Poetry

The "mimetic” hymns of CaUimachus are 2, 5, and 6. The term “mimetic” is used in 

this way to describe a narrator who does not stand in the conventional relationship of 

narrator to audience in a hymn, but appears as a fictional character who addresses 

himself or other fictional characters, rather tlian the audience o f the hymn (Harder 

1992:386), in the case o f the Yijmns one who presents himself as a participant in a 

ritual, and gives the audience the sense o f witnessing a festival in progress.*® Along 

with mime (Bulloch 1985a:6), lyric and elegiac poets have often been cited as models 

for this effect: Sappho’s epithalamia (Wheeler 1930: 218, Von der MiihU 1940:423), 

Aleman FI and F30 (Von der Mühll 1940:423), Xenophanes F ID -K  (Herter 

1956:37), Theognis (Domseiff 1939:24-5, as part o f a much older history),*^ choral 

lyric, in particular Pindar (Domseiff 1921:85, Hopkinson 1984:3, Bulloch 1985a:7), 

and hymn and epinician (Depew 1993:58). Albert (1988:46), on the other hand, 

concludes his survey o f previous scholarship by categorising, in Archaic poetry, only 

Archilochus F8 (possibly also F I05/106), Anacreon F356 (rightly arguing the two 

halves are from one poem, contraton der MiihU 1940:423), Aleman F3 (possibly also 

F30) and a few fragments of Sappho as mimetic. However his definition o f a mimetic 

poem is effectively one with “Szenerieveranderung”, “change in the setting” (Albert 

1988:24-5), which unnecessarily restricts his scope (cf. Schenkeveld 1990, Harder 

1992:385), and does not aUow for a clear picture o f the development of mimetic 

poems from certain aspects o f earUer non-mimetic poetry.

A more systematic survey of aspects in Archaic poetry resembling the mimetic effects 

in CaUimachus, and why such aspects have been cited as models by scholars, may

The term is not ideal (Hunter 1992:13) but it is now widespread, and hence a convenient term for 
an unusual effect {pace Caims 1992:10).

Albert 1988:33-36 rightly rejects Xenophanes F lD -K  (“Xenophanes seems to be describing an ideal 
symposium, not one actually in progress”, Gerber 1999a:415) and the Theognis-corpus as mimetic.
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help to clarify the main points of contact between CaUimachean mimesis and earlier 

poetry. Mimetic poems, such as the Hymn to Apollo, have a narrator who speaks, at 

least some of the time, as if wimessing an event, not just reciting a poem. This in turn 

tends to transport the audience to another locale, and gives them the impression of 

wimessing the same event. Several phenomena in Archaic poetry seem relevant: 

pseudo- or quasi-intimacy (cf. Carey 1995:96, Scodel 1996:61), pseudo-spontaneity 

(Scodel 1996:64ff.), references to the circumstances o f the performance or setting of 

lyric poetry, and the ambiguity o f the speaker in choral poetry and epinician (cf. 

Hopkinson 1984:3 n.2, Bulloch 1985a:7).

Scodel (1996:61) suggests that poetry such as Alcaeus’ may have been intended for a 

wider secondary audience than merely that o f the friends to whom it appears to be 

addressed (see 2.1.1 above). The effect on such a secondary audience of references to 

matters o f “local” interest, is to give an impression o f eavesdropping, which is akin to 

the mimetic setting o f some CaUimachean hymns. The audience eavesdrops on the 

narrator’s presence and behaviour at a festival. In poems such as Alcaeus F38A ( tccove 

[k«i péGu’ œ] MeXàviTtTr’ àp ’ ëpoi...) a secondary audience feels it is admitted to a 

symposium. In Callimachus’ mimetic hymns the audience feels itself admitted to a 

particular, local, often restricted ritual (e.g. in H.6, seemingly set at the exclusively 

female Thesmophoria).

Pindaric epinicians are also pseudo-intimate (see 2.1.1 above) and designed for 

reperformance (see 2.2 above). On such a reperformance, in changed circumstances, 

perhaps in an entirely different location, passages such as P.5.77-81 are mimetic:

tcoX.'u Gu t o v  epavov 

evGev àvaSe^àpevoi 

^'AnoXkov, xea,

Kapvqi’, èv ôa ixl oepi^opev 

Kupocvaç àyaKTipévav nàX iv

At the original performance, probably at the Cameia at Cyrene (FarneU 1932:168, 

D ’Alessio 1994:123 n .l9; Burton 1962:135-6 is more cautious), these lines refer to 

the wider context of the performance of the song. But subsequently they evoke this
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setting, and give the reader or audience the sense o f being at the Cameia themselves. 

This effect is not as powerful or sustained as that in Callimachus’ Ylymn to Apollo  ̂

which also purports to be set at the Carneia (see 3.2.6 below), but is similar. It is 

important to realise that this is a deliberate effect in Pindar, as in earlier lyric. Bing 

(1993:190) suggests that encountering Archaic and Classical occasional poetry as text, 

with the clarity of voice which would have been apparent in performance confused 

by the silence of the book-roU, may have triggered Callimachus’ experimentation with 

voice in his mimetic hymns. But some o f this ambiguity is designed - if P.5 was 

choral, and CTEpi^opev (80) spoken by a chorus of Cyreneans, this would not have 

been apparent on monodic reperformance in Athens, Syracuse or Aegina, and hence 

the voice confused. This again demonstrates the dangers o f asserting that the 

differences between Archaic and Hellenistic poetry are largely to be explained in 

terms of a shift from songs to books.

Clearly fictional addresses also exist in lyric, such as those in Anacreon F356, which 

is hardly meant to follow accurately the degeneration o f a symposium, but to evoke 

such a progress (cf. Albert 1988:51-2):

(a) aye Sfj cpép’ fipiv œ Ttocî 

Ke^éprjv, ÔKCûç ocpuctiv 
Ttpojtiû), l à  jièv 5ék’ èyxéaç 
uSatoç, xà TtévTE 8’ oivot)
KuàGouç d)ç àvuPpicrTcoç 
ocvà ÔTjUTE paccyapfiCTû).

(b) ayE ôriutE prjKEx’ ouxco 

Ttaxocycp xe KàXa?iT|X(p 
ZkuGiki^v Ttoaiv tcap’ oïvcp 
p,EX,EX(op,Ev, bX kh  K aXoîç 

UTtoTtivovxEq èv ujxvoiç.

These addresses are not in fact addressed to the audience of the symposium at which

the poem is recited, but give them the impression o f eavesdropping on a more rowdy

version which the narrator is attending - they are mimetic. Similarly, the setting of 

some sympotic elegy is clearly fictitious (Bowie 1993:28-9), e.g. Archil.F4.6-9 (set on 

a ship, performed at a symposium, Bowie 1986:15-8).
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Archaic pseudo-spontaneity, the (false) impression that the poet is stall composing 

while the song is under way (2.3.2.1 above), also resembles mimesis, insofar as the 

audience feels present at the composition o f the poem, as when the Pindaric narrator, 

for example, breaks off a narrative and asks what direction to take (e.g. P. 11.38-40). 

Similar is the effect of inserted “beginnings” such as 0 .1 .17f. (àXXà Acopiav octco 

cpopjiiyya nacaà'kov/ XapPav’) and Bacchyhdes F20B.z«z/. which portray a song 

which is in fact already under way as not yet begun in earnest:^'^

& pdpPixe, priKETi naGcaXov (puXaofCTCov

éTCToctovov X[i]yup0cv KaTCjcauE ydpuv
ÔEUp’ èç èpocç xÉpaç- '̂

Here what is mimicked is the act o f beginning the song itself. This seems to find an 

echo in the Yiymn to Apollo where the narrator bids the chorus dance and play (12ff.) 

and sing a paean (25), which then appears to follow (see below). Most striking of all 

the examples o f fictional statements in lyric relating to songs as if they had not yet 

begun is the opening o f Pindar’s N.3 (extensively quoted in 2.2.1 above), which like 

the Yiymn to Apollo portrays the narrator as awaiting a choral song. There the narrator 

asks the Muse to come to Aegina (1-3) because the chorus is eagerly awaiting the 

song (3-4). The narrator then asks the Muse to provide him with an abundance of 

song, and to begin a hymn for Zeus (9-12). This hymn, which the narrator will impart 

to the chorus (Koivaoopai 12), is the epinician itself (see N .I.4-5 where the epinician 

in praise o f aEXPioTioScov... ittttcov is called a upvog...ZT|v6g A lrvaicu %apiv). But the 

ode, sung by the chorus, must already be under way. When this ode was reperformed 

monodically the quasi-monodic first-person statements proclaiming a chorus 

awaiting a song from the Muse will have been mimetic - the audience wiU have been 

given the impression that the narrator is present at a different performance and 

context, to which they are being admitted as eavesdroppers.

One obvious difference between these lyric passages and the situation in 

Callimachus’ mimetic hymns is that the scene to which the audience is transported in

Cf. also Aleman F3 fr.l.lff.

Noted very incidentally by Albert (1988:48 n.l30) who seems to suggest that Bacchyhdes F20B 
amounts to a Szenerieveranderung on the part o f the speaker himself, comparing also Pindar N .I.7, 
P.2.67f., and Bacchyhdes 5.9ff., but makes httle use o f  this material.
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Callimachus is more than just that of another song or similar context. Rather they are 

taken to a ritual or festival. Nevertheless, references to the setting or performance o f 

a lyric song, particularly if public, can approach the CaUimachean situation. When 

Aleman in his partheneia has his female chorus describe the beauty o f their leaders, 

such as Agido (F1.40ff.) and Hagesichora (Fl.Slff.), describe their actions 

(’A[o]T\)|aéX,oica 5é \i oùôèv àpeipexai,/ àXXà xô]v tcdXeôv’ ëxoiaa F3.64-5), and 

chaUenge the audience fj o ù / ôpfjiç; (F i.50), this effectively evokes the setting o f the 

song. Again, on reperformance, such statements are not merely descriptive but 

mimetic.

Furthermore, remarks about the progress o f a public song can closely resemble those 

about the progress o f a public festival, as in Pythian 6. The poem begins with a plural 

imperative — ’AKOuaax’, and suggests that the narrator, chorus and audience are 

participating in a procession (7ipoooixô|XEvoi, 4) along the Sacred Way at Delphi, past 

the treasuries of the Greek states to the temple o f ApoUo (optpaXov èpiPpôpm)/ 

XGovoç èç vaiov, 3-4). Indeed, because this ode is monostrophic, and lacks first- 

person singular forms, it has been suggested it is a genuine processional ode, recited 

alongside a victory-procession.^^ Whether this was the case or not, “the actual 

treasuries are replaced by a metaphorical storehouse o f songs” (Race 1997:i.312), the 

éxoîpoç upvcov/ GrjCTaupôç (6-7). A comment about the setting o f the poem 

becomes one about the poem itself. Song and situation blend.

Another aspect of the lyric and particularly Pindaric influence on CaUimachean 

mimesis discerned by BuUoch (1985a:7) and Hopkinson (1984:3) relates to the 

aUeged ambiguity of the Pindaric “I”. A forerunner o f the CaUimachean situation o f 

a narrator who is also a celebrant is found in Pindaric first-persons thought to be able 

to refer to the chorus or chorus-leader (putting us “at” the performance), or the 

victor, as weU as the poet or his persona (e.g. in the narration o f the myth). This view 

o f the Pindaric “I”, which develops Slater’s approach (1969:89) I have argued, 

foUowing Lefkowitz (e.g. 1991), to be largely mistaken. Even if first-person 

statements can have, for example, an exemplary function for the victor or the

Cf. Burton 1962:15, 24, Heath 1988:192, who remarks that P.6 and N.2 are the only Pindaric 
epinicians without first-person forms. He must mean first-person singular (cf. àva7tA,iÇo|iev, P.6.3).
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audience, the primary reference is to the narrator o f the poem (see 2.3.2.2 above). 

Pindaric first-person statements are co-ordinated towards the production o f a 

consistent and coherent persona.

Hopkinson (1984:3 n.2) comments that in Pindar “it is usually possible to distinguish 

[presumably within one poem] between these two voices [sc. chorus’ and poet’s], 

which Call, merges into one”, followed by Calame (1993:48) and Bing (1993:190) 

who see a confusion in CaUimachus of voices which would have been clear on the 

original performance o f a lyric poem. Bing explicitly finks this confusion with 

approaching lyric poems as texts, obscuring the original distinctions. But in the case 

of epinicians, at least, these distinctions are Ulusory - the first-persons refer to the 

poet.

It is the Hellenistic view of lyric voice which is important. The scholia to Pindar do 

invoke a choral speaker for epinician first-persons, but only rarely, to resolve 

interpretative difficulties (e.g. E ad P.5.72/96a Drachmann 1903-27:ii.l83, cf. 

D ’Alessio 1994:117-18 with n.3, Lefkowitz 1991:78-81, 180). This suggests that that 

Hellenistic readers generally understood the speaker of Pindaric epinicians to be the 

poet. Nevertheless controversy over specific passages may have attracted the interest 

o f CaUimachus, as it did in other cases (e.g. the interpretation o f Homer). But it 

should be emphasised that CaUimachean ambiguity o f voice in his mimetic poems 

can hardly be taken straightforwardly as a rmsreading (deliberate or not) of epinician 

first-persons, given the general clarity o f such first-persons, even on a reading o f the 

poems. If  ambiguity between chorus and poet was an inspiration for CaUimachus’ 

mimetic hymns, this seems much more fikely in poems such as Aleman F3 or Pindar 

Paean 6 (cf. D ’Alessio 1994:124-6, Tsagarakis 1977:55-60). But even these poems 

seem less important a model than the mimetic effects o f pseudo-intimacy and 

pseudo-spontaneity, particularly on the reperformance, or reading, o f lyric poetry.
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3.2.5 Hymn 1

Ztjvôç Eoi xi KEv àXXo Tiapoc CTCovôfjCTiv ôceISeiv
Xd)iov 11 0EÔV am ôv, àEi jiEyav, alèv ôcvaKxa,
riTiX,aYÔvcov èX,aTfjpa, ôiKac77rôX,ov O \)p av i5 iio i;

Tiûàç Ktti |iiv, AïKxaîov ocEiCTOjXEv fiè ADKaîov; (1-4)

With respect to the Homeric Hymns there is both continuity and change here. The first 

word establishes the subject of the hymn, as in many Homeric Hymns^^ but the poem 

also opens with two questions. This is a significant shift. N o Homeric Hymn begins in 

this way, and indeed only HH3, in both its Delian and Pythian sections, preserves any 

narratorial questions (3.19ff., 3.207ff., both “how shall I sing of you?”, neither as a 

b e g in n in g ) .H H l.1 -7 , however, presumes that one or more questions have been 

asked of Dionysus, significandy concerning his birthplace, which were probably near 

the beginning o f the hymn. Other hexameter verse does not produce any parallels for 

this sort of beginning, but CaUimachus also begins Hymn 4 with a question (see 3.2.8 

below).

These shifts represent alterations to the normal hexameter hymnal voice o f the 

Archaic period to be found at the very beginning of a hymn which would have stood 

first in any coUection of CaUimachus’ Hymns. The questions by the narrator 

immediately draw attention to their speaker, and also mark a change towards a more 

autonomous and self-motivated narrator — the questions are not to a god, nor is there 

a request for assistance or information from the Muses. The more independent voice 

characterises the narrators o f Archaic elegy, and also Pindar (2.3.3 above).

There are several examples o f opening questions outside hexameters in Archaic 

poetry. In ArchUochus F I72.Iff. the narrator asks Lycambes what he meant by his 

actions, and who unhinged his wits. Theognis 351-2 and 649-50 both begin with

”  E.g. HH2, 8, 9 ,1 0 ,1 1 ,1 2 ,1 3 ,1 4 ,1 5 ,1 7 ,1 8 , 20, 21, 23, 24, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32.

The Homeric Hymns usually have the name o f the god in the accusative, along with one o f several 
phrases such as ocpxop’ aeiSeiv (e.g. HH2.1) ve/ sim.. Some have an epic-hke address to the Muse to 
sing o f  the god (e.g. HH.4.1, HH5.1).
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questions to the personified Poverty, while in 825-30 the narrator asks his fellow 

symposiasts^^ how they can stand singing .A lcaeus F383 asks if the weapons of 

Dinnomenes still He in the Myrsineon (addressee unnamed), F119.1 reads tIç t ’ 6  

;rov[ (perhaps to Pittacus), Sappho F213C=Alcaeus F306D=Anacreon F347A col.ii.9 

has Tig ëpœxoç in a first Hne, and Anacreon F417.1ff. asks a JcAXe ©priKiri why she

f l e e s . Th e  most important paraUels are, however, from Pindar. A t the beginning of 

0 .2  the narrator asks 'Ava^upoppryyeg upvoi whom they should celebrate, while the 

opening of 1.7 similarly asks Thebe which of her glories she took most deHght in. 

This theme o f the choice of subject for the song bears a general resemblance to the 

second o f the questions in H .l on whether Zeus should be sung o f as Dictaean or 

Lycaean. Closer stHl is the opening of, significandy, Pindar’s own Yiymn to Xeus-.

’iCTprjvôv Ti xpucaXaKaxov MeXlav 
11 KaSpov 11 ETcapToiv iepov yévoç ôcvôpdiv 
f| xàv KuavàpicuKa Qi\^av

il xô JcàvxoX.pov oGévoç 'HpaKXéoç 
11 xàv Aicûvuctou no'k'oyaQéa xipàv 

il yapov XEUKœA,évou 'Appoviaç 

•upvil<Top£v:

The theme is again the choice of subject for the song, and notably as in CaUimachus 

the addressee here is not expHcit, and there is a plural future verb o f singing in an 

opening question in a hymn to Zeus.^® That the addressee is not expHcit in 

CaUimachus is another oddity — opening questions are usuaUy to someone: the Muses, 

the god being hymned, one’s song or oneself. Though Pindar F29 has no expHcit

So Gerber 1999a;293 n.2 following B.Bravo, Annales Littéraires de I’LJniv. de Besançon 429 (1990):41-51 
{non vidî).

Callinus F l.lf . upbraids the véoi with questions about their idleness and lack o f  courage, 
Mimnermus F l.lf . asks what life or pleasure there can be without Aphrodite (with no explicit 
addressee), and Solon F36.1-2 asks whether he stopped before achieving his goals (with no exphcit 
addressee) but these are not certainly from the beginning o f poems.

Again questions which may not stand first in their poems: Sappho F I35 has the narrator ask Irana 
why the swallow wakes her, Anacreon F363 asks why the unnamed addressee is aflutter, Anacreon 
F412 asks an unnamed addressee if  the speaker can go home, Simonides F506 asks who today has so 
often been crowned in victory (addressee not exphcit), ApoUodorus F701 asks who has come to the 
door o f the speaker, and Pratinas F708 begins with a series o f questions about din and dancing 
(probably from a satyr-play). Anon. F I008 asks the Muse why Samians bear a grudge.

Though ae'iaopev may be a short vowel aorist, or ambiguous between aorist and future - cf. 
McLennan 1977:29-30.
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addressee, in common with some of the apparent opening questions listed in nn. 96 

and 97 (e.g. M im n.Fl.lf., Solon F36.1-2, Anacr.F412, Sim.F506), in the majority o f 

cases this is probably because of the fragmentary state o f preservation of the poems 

involved. The addressee will probably have been named or indicated soon after the 

question. There are two cases closely parallel to that in Callimachus with regard to 

the addressee:

Ti KaX,X,iov apxo|j,£voiCT(iv ?) ^ KaxaTcauopévoiciv
Tl PaGu^covov TE Aocrci)

Kai 0OÔCV Ï7Ü71COV è^ocTEipav ocEÎCTai; (Pindar F89a)

l i  KaXXtov àpxopévGiCTiv 

71 KaxaTtauopévoiç ti to ;io0£ivÔTaTov; (Dionysius Chalcus F6)

The Pindaric opening is from a prosodion or processional ode, and there seems to be 

a clear allusion to this in Callimachus (Zeus as nriXayovcov èXaTfjpoc, line 3). Given 

the close similarity o f the Dionysius passage (which may end an elegy, as it ends 

Athenaeus at 15.702b-c) the Pindaric opening may quickly have become proverbial - 

it is apparently parodied at Knights 1264-6, the scholia to which preserve F89a, or may 

itself have been based on a common way o f beginning songs (the Dionysius fragment 

is also quoted by Eustathius ad 7718-570 who calls it TtapoipicoSriç). The questions in 

these two passages are, as the opening two questions in Callimachus, “rhetorical”, 

that is they expect or demand no answer. Whether Pindar’s prosodion or Dionysius 

made clear to whom such a question might be addressed, the question has an 

informal, familiar aspect when compared to questions to the Muses vel sim. This 

informal tone, together with the fact that Dionysius Chalcus was a writer o f sympotic 

elegy, fit in well with the setting of H .l, established in the first line, a symposium 

(tcapà OTCovôfjCTiv, Hopkinson 1988:122, Harder 1992:390).^^ The opening two 

questions in H .l are to the fellow symposiasts the hymn assumes. The plural 

aEiCTopEv in Hne 4 thus continues the sympotic situation from the first Hne, as the 

narrator identifies himself with his feUow-drinkers and together “they” ask a further 

question, which again has no expHcit addressee. This sympotic situation at the 

beginning o f a poem is not unparaUeled, even in poems not normally associated with

Hence H .l can be seen as obliquely developing a mimetic situation (Harder 1992:387).
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the symposium (cf. \.6.init?), but it is again unusual in the context o f a hexameter 

hymn.

It is only in line 7, after the narrator has powerfully expressed his great confusion 

(paXa 5), and given the two alternatives o f Cretan Ida or Arcadia (lines 6-7) that we 

get a more conventional question to Zeus, concerning which o f the traditions about 

his birth is true. Here we are close to the form o f H H l.1-7, where the narrator 

recounts the claims about Dionysus’ birthplace, clearly following a question (yotp in 

H H l.l), presumably to the god himself. But in the Homeric Hymn the narrator 

condemns the false versions himself - \(/Eu56|a,£voi (line 6), whereas CaUimachus’ 

narrator turns to Zeus. Zeus himself answers in Une 8 - “Kpri^eç àei \|/EÛCTTai” 

(Harder 1992:388), and the narrator enthusiasticaUy (xal yap) agrees in apostrophe to 

the god (which confirms Zeus as the speaker o f the Cretan proverb):

Kai yap Ta(pov, (o ava, c t e îo  

KpfjTEÇ èxEKTiivavTG- où 5’ où 0àvEÇ, ÈCTcl y tip alEi. (8-9)

Does the fact that the narrator is so ready with a corroborating fact - the existence on 

Crete of a tomb of Zeus mean that he had enough knowledge at his disposal to 

answer his own question? Even here, where a question to the god subordinates the 

narrator after two unusual sympotic self-motivated questions, it may be subtly 

impUed the narrator has other sources of information, and thus a measure o f 

independence. This narratorial autonomy is brought further to the fore later in the 

hymn.

The direct address to Zeus which begins in Une 7 continues for the rest o f the hymn. 

The foUowing vocatives are found: Zeù (6, 7, 46), TrtixEp (7, 94), Zeù TctiiEp (43), 

oùptiviE Zeù (55), œ tiva (8), cova (33), Kpoviôri TcavuTCEpxaTE (91). There are also 

very frequent second person verbs, pronouns and adjectives, as both the yovai (10- 

54) and tipExai (55-90) o f Zeus are related to him in direct address. This is a distinct 

shift with regard to most o f the Homeric Hjmns, as only HH3 has this kind o f 

extended address. This apostrophising draws attention to the narrator. It is a device 

for estabUshing a particular relationship with an object or being, one which helps to 

constitute the persona o f the speaker. For example, “One who successfully invokes
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nature is one to whom nature might, in its turn, speak. He makes himself poet, 

visionary” (Culler 1981:142). But whereas the animating presuppositions of 

apostrophe (Culler 1981:138-41), which depicts the object or being addressed as 

potentially capable o f response are exploited in HH3 to engineer an epiphany of the 

god hymned (Bergren 1982:90-5), in CaUimachus’ Hymn to Xeus interest centres 

around the careful modulations of Archaic hymnal and related voices which are

possible within the narrator’s voice. A concern with the visibility o f the narrator is

particularly apparent in lines 60-65:

Sr|vaioi 5’ oh Kà\inav  otX,Tj0éeç fjoav ocoiSoi- 

(pdvTO TzàXov KpoviSiiai 6tdtpt%a Scapaxa vEipai- 

TIÇ ÔÉ k’ en Oi)X,t)p,7tco te  Kod ’'AiSi KXfjpov èpticroai,

ÔÇ )idX,a pfi vEvi'pX.oc: etc’ iCTaiTj yap e o i k e

7cfiX,aa0ai- xa  8 è  t o c t c t o v  o c t o v  6ià t c X e î c t t o v  E%ot)(7t.

\|/E\)Soip,r|v àiovToç d k e v  7CETci0oiEv dKot)f|v.

The narrator o f H .l here rejects a particular version o f a myth, where Zeus and his 

brothers are aUotted their different realms by lot. As Führer (1988:53-60) notes, this 

strongly recalls Pindaric rejections o f myths, in particular that in 0.1.25ff. (again a 

poem at the beginning o f a (HeUenistic) book). The Pindaric narrator there opposes 

himself to the traditional version where Pelops’ ivory shoulder was given to him after 

Demeter had eaten his original one at a cannibalistic feast organised by Pelops’ 

father, Tantalus. As CaUimachus’ narrator opposes himself to the ÔT|vaiol...àoiôoi, 

Pindar’s speaks dvxia TcpoTÉpcov (0.1.36).

The rejected myths in both Pindar and CaUimachus are rejected as false - H .l.60 

announcing that previous poets “spoke not altogether truly (dXT|0£Eç)” , 0.1.28-34 

arguing that “in men’s talk stories are embellished beyond the true account and 

deceive by means o f elaborate lies” and that Xdpiç can make even the unbelievable 

believable. After the rejection in Callimachus we are told the rejected myth in 61, 

which also reflects 0.1.47-51, where we hear o f the rejected cannibalising of Pelops 

from an envious neighbour (evvetie xpDcpa tiç  oti)TtKoc (p0ovEpâ)v yEiTovcov..., 47).

As Führer (1988:59) comments, CaUimachus is here exploiting “Pindar’s technique of 

interweaving personal statements into the narrative” . The narratorial visibility thus
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achieved is something very different from that in the Homeric Hymns, even the 

exceptional Hymn to Apollo, and engineered through the importation o f lyric elements 

into the hymnal voice in H .l. But although Führer is right to see 0 .1  as the 

proximate model for Callimachus here, we should not neglect the use o f this type of 

rejection to characterise the narrator in other poems o f Pindar, as well as other lyric 

and Archaic poetry. In Pindar such rejections (e.g. at 0.1.52, 0.9.35ff., N .5.14-17), 

usually couched in the first person, form part o f the careful construction o f a broader 

“moral” persona (see 2.3.4 above). Such a persona is also to be found in, for 

example, the Works and Days, and implied by the situation o f Solon’s political poems 

and Theognis’ advice.

However, unhke Apollonius, Callimachus in H .l does not exploit this moralising 

aspect of Archaic narrative voices to construct another “moralist” . Emotional and 

evaluative language generally eschewed by the Homeric narrator, but much more 

common in Archaic lyric, elegy and iamhos, appears in 63 — ôç potXa vEvirjkoç in a 

question on who would draw lots for Hades. MaX.a is rare outside speech in the 

Homeric epics, though not in the Homeric Hymns (see 2.3.4 above), while v£viriA,oç is a 

hapax (so McLennan 1977:100), and glossed by Hesychius as TU(pX,ôç, ocTroTcXTiKtog, 

àvÔTjToç, and the scholia as 6 pataiôcppcov, 6 èoTepripévoç toû odolXeiv Kai Kiveîv 

TÔv voûv. But this type of language is part of a suggestion, as Führer (1988:57-8) 

notes, that the rejected myth is not only false, but also implausible. If  only an utter 

fool would draw lots for Olympus and Hades, would the gods have done so? It is 

plausible and reasonable (eoike 63) to draw lots for things which are èri loairj (63), 

but, by implication, not for outcomes so wide apart (64). Rationalistic motivations 

replace moralistic ones.

This characterisation is in one sense capped by the first-person wish (\|/E'U0oipTiv) in 

65 to tell lies that persuade the listener’s ear. But this also marks a more intrusive and 

disruptive intrusion by the narrator. As Führer (1988:59-60) sees, CaUimachus has in 

62-5 reversed the notion in 0.1.28-34 that the rejected myth was plausible or 

beUevable.’°° But more importantly, Callimachus has also altered the implications for 

his own narrator’s authority o f the mention of Hes and the question o f poetic truth.

100 puhrer 1988:60-1 comments that the opening o f the hymn also stresses the importance o f  
“common-sense reasoning”.
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In 0 .1 , as shown in 2.3.3 above, the Pindaric narrator stresses the power o f poetry to 

deceive (28-9) and make the unbelievable believable (30-2), and echoes, at the end of 

the poem, the language used o f poetry’s deceptive power (ÔEÔaiôaXpévoi, 29 ~ 

SaiôaX,coCTé|XEv, 105; èphoaxo, 31 ~ ph^Exar, 107 — see 2.3.3 for fuller quotation). In 

CaUimachus, however, there is no contrast between the falsehoods o f others and one’s 

own truth. At H .l.65 the narrator associates the possibility o f convincing falsehood 

directly mth himself. While this might be acceptable for the Muses in the Theogony 26-28, 

it is striking when expressed by the narrator himself. Such a deliberate undercutting 

of one’s authority is another remarkable change in the narratorial voice when 

compared to Archaic hexameters or lyric encomiastic verse such as Pindar’s. AU the 

more so, because H .l is clearly encomiastic (McKay 1962a:13ff.) — most expUcidy at 

85ff. where “our ruler” is mentioned, with clear echoes o f the description of Zeus 

himself at 57.̂ "̂  And here we have another change from Pindar — instead o f the 

grand pubUc praise of the epinician, a form which turned the choral hymning of gods 

to the praise of mortal men, we have obUque praise in a hymn to a god, transferred 

to the private context o f the symposium.

One reason for a close critical association of CaUimachean narrators with the poet 

himself has been the scholarship displayed in various texts. In H .l there is a variety 

of scholarly knowledge on display. Lines 18ff. show a close knowledge o f the rivers 

o f Arcadia (cf. CaUimachus’ flEpl xcov èv xp olKOUpÉVT) ;roxapcov in the Suda, 

T1.19Pf.), there is etymological play with KouprjXEÇ at Unes 52-4, whUe the “they 

say”-statements (cpaoi 6 on the aUeged birth o f Zeus on Cretan Ida, cpavxc 61 on 

earUer accounts o f the aUotting of divine realms) might be said obUquely to suggest a 

dependence on written sources,'"^ as also the use o f inferential 7co0i at line 38 (see 

5.1.2 below). But in general the “scholar” in H .l is much more obUquely developed 

than in the A.etia. Nevertheless, the presence of erudition, alongside the private 

symposium evoked, the praise of Ptolemy and the intrusive narrator, aU point to 

more of an association with the historical author than is aUowed by Cameron (3.2.2 

above). The gap between the two is not as great as it is in other Hymns, but equaUy

Surely PhUadelphus, hence the stress on a myth where Zeus’ elder brothers do not begrudge him 
the overlordship o f the gods.

Though (paoi in hne 6 may merely cover up a CaUimachean invention - McLennan 1977:33 
observes there is no other record o f  Zeus’ birth on Ida in Crete.
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there is no explicit identification. This can be seen as a deliberate openness as to the 

figure o f the narrator in the poem that would have stood first in the collection.
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3.2.6 Hymn 2

In contrast to the Hymn to Zeus the setting evoked for the Hymn to Apollo is public — 

the Cameia, a festival o f ApoUo as celebrated in Cyrene, CaUimachus’ homeland. As 

in H .l, the setting is obliquely indicated, revealed through the narrator rather than by 

him. But in H.2 the audience is given a sense o f witnessing the festival in progress, so 

there is rather more of a setting to be constructed. This, however, is not fiiUy 

revealed until some way into the hymn. A Cyrenean poem might lead us to expect a 

closer relationship between narrator and author, and this proves to be the case. Here 

too there is a gradual development.

The Hymn to Zeus began with questions, the Hymn to Apollo begins with exclamations:

OlOV 6 TCOTToXXcOVOq èCTElCTaTO ôàcpvivoç OpTTTĵ ,
Gig 6’ oXov TO péXgGpov ékocç, ÉKàç ôcttiç aXirpog.

Again, no Homeric Hymn begins in this way. Exclamations o f this type are rare in the 

primary narrative in the Homeric epics, and never occur in the Homeric Hymns. 

Griffin 1986:46 finds 147 examples o f the word oîoç in characters’ speeches in 

Homer, but only 16 in the primary narrative, in no case resembling the emotional 

exclamations found in speeches or here in CaUimachus. AU of the paraUels from 

Homer quoted by WUUams 1978:15 ad H.2.1 for adverbial oiov introducing an 

exclamation are from characters’ speeches (7/. 17.471 (Alcimedon to Automedon), 

13.633 (Menelaus to Pisander), 15.287 (Thoas to assembly), 21.57 (AchUles to 

himself)). There are no narratorial exclamations o f simUar form in Hesiod. There are 

some narratorial paraUels in Pindar and Bacchyhdes (e.g. 0.9.89, N.4.93, 1.6.62, 

B.16.30, B.17.119), though none begins a poem.

The opening exclamations and the breathless ÉKàç, ékocç ôcttiç ôc^iTpôç (massed “h” 

sounds convey the breathlessness, Bing 1993:183) bidding sinners depart form part 

o f the mimetic Unes 1-8. The hymn purports to be a direct commentary on the 

events outside ApoUo’s temple as they happen, and the m ost dramatic mom ent has
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been chosen — just before Apollo’s epiphany, which several signs indicate is 

imminent (Williams 1978:15). Hence the narrator’s excited exclamations.

The tone o f excited anticipation continues in the next lines (3-5):

K ai 8f| Tzox) TOC G bpeipa KaA.6 tcoSI O o îp oç  àpàacyei- 

où% ôpàocç; ÈTrévenaev 6 Af)Xtog f^ôi) xi cpoivi^ 

è^aTclvrjç, ô ôè k u k v o ç  èv  f|èpt KaXov à e iô e i .

Line 3 opens with Kai 8f], here “now”,’*’̂  followed by an inferential use of 

which here does not, as often in Hellenistic poetry, mark the comments o f a 

“scholar” ,̂ °̂  but conveys the narrator’s emotion — Apollo “must be” knocking at the 

door. As if for confirmation of his inference, the narrator asks a fellow worshipper^' '̂^ 

“do you not see?” at the beginning of line 4. More signs follow: the Delian palm 

sways and the swan sings. But the Delian palm is also something of a disruptive 

presence here. Later in the poem it is clear the hymn is set at the Cameia in Cyrene, 

yet Hne 4 seems to be firmly set in the Aegean. This is probably a dehberate 

ambiguity to be attributed to the impHed author, rather than the narrator. 

Callimachus’ narrator is excitedly naming the indications that ApoUo is about to 

appear, but he has been made to describe one o f these in such a way as to mislead 

the audience. The most attractive resolution o f the ambiguity is to surmise, with 

Maass (1890:403) that the palm at Cyrene was propagated from that on Delos, and 

could legitimately, if not unambiguously, be caUed “DeHan” .̂ °̂

Lines 6-8 mark a sHght development in the voice of the narrator:

a b x o l VÛV K axoxfjeç àvaK X lvacG e Tcn^acov, 

a ù x a l  8è  K?iriî8EÇ- ô y à p  Geôç ouketi p a K p f|v  

c l  8È v é o i poX7tf{v TE K ai EÇ xop ov  èvxbvagG E.

*03 Cf. Williams 1978:18.

*0̂  It “makes the utterance a conjecture” (Williams 1978:18).

*05 See below in 5.1.2.

*0*5 “An imaginary bystander” (Williams 1978:19) does not quite do justice to the mimetic setting.

*0̂  For other explanations o f Ati^icç cf. Williams 1978:19. Calame (1993:47 n.l7) thinks it places us, 
initially, on Delos.
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The imperatives in 6 and 8 to the bars and bolts, and in particular to the véoi to sing 

suggest that he might be a “master o f ceremonies” o f sorts, not merely an excited 

worshipper. It may be, of course, that these are the redundant commands o f an 

excited celebrant, and that these things take place entirely without his intervention. 

Nevertheless, the character o f the narrator is thus subtly given another dimension 

through the suggestion he has a measure o f control over the events o f the festival.

The worshipper is to the fore in the next lines with the gnome on the good seeing 

Apollo (9-10) and the plural verbs in line 11 in apostrophe to ApoUo:

0t|f6pe6... Ktti èggofxeQ’ outcote XiToi.

The narrator is subsumed into the larger body of worshippers who “wiU not be 

lowly”. Another wish for song (as weU as dance) from the véoi foUows in 12-15, but 

now in the third person, and when the song begins the narrator’s personal reaction 

suggests the “master of ceremonies” has receded:

f)7a(yd|iT|v toùç TtaîSaç, ètcel %ÉA,ug gùket depyoç. (16)

Here again the development in the setting o f the poem is obliquely indicated, by the 

narrator’s sudden reaction, in an “instantaneous” aorist which expresses “emotions 

just conceived” (Williams 1978:28). This portrayal o f a reaction to the developments 

in the setting o f the poem is again unlike anything in the Homeric Hymns, but bears 

some resemblance to the pseudo-spontaneous reactions in Archaic poetry, e.g 

Pindar’s narrator reacting in outrage at his own myth (0.9.35ff.) or Bacchyhdes’ 

emotional narratorial exclamations during his myths (such as B.16.30 on Deianeira’s 

plan, see 2.3.4 above).

The “master o f ceremonies” appears to return with the command to silence in 17: 

£Ù(pT|)xeÎT’ àiovTEç èri 'AttolXœvog àoiôfj.
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Another imperative bids the chanting of the traditional Apolline refrain in 25: 

if| ii\ (pGéyyeoGE-

But in between these two directions, another aspect o f the voice o f the narrator in 

H.2 has surfaced, that o f the poet knowledgeable in myth. Mythic narrative enters the 

hymn for the first time. The mention of song in 17 prompts a mention of àoiôoi in 

18, and in oùSè ©éxiç ’AxiXfjcx KivupErai (20) we meet two familiar figures o f epic 

narration, who are swiftly followed by Niobe in 22-4, who herself features in 

Achilles’ exemplum to Priam in 7/.24.603ff. In the allusive reference to Niobe (6 

ôttKpuÔEiç ocvaPàX,X,ETai alyE a TCExpcç, 22) and the Ihadic triad Thetis-Achilles- 

Niobe, we should discern the beginning o f a greater grounding of the narrator on the 

figure of a poet, a teller of mythical narratives. This poetical aspect becomes more 

closely associated with the historical Callimachus in the next hnes:

KttKov paKapECTCTiv epi^Eiv.

ÔÇ pa%Exai, paKapECTCTiv, èpco pa%oiTO-

ÔCTTIÇ èpco PaoiA,fji, Kai ’A7iôX,X,œvi pa%oi,xo. (25-7)

The first-person singular possessive adjective èpôç appears for the first time in this 

hymn, both times with reference to “my king”. Though these references follow a 

religious gnome in 25 and a wish in the optative that whoever fights with the king fight 

with ApoUo, this takes us away from the worshipper and towards the poet. The 

implied praise for the king in these Unes recaUs the encomiastic function o f the ¥{jmn 

to Zeus (cf. 85ff. and 55ff., discussed above), and hence the figure of the praising 

poet.’°®

More importantly, after the gradual association o f the narrator with the persona of a 

poet, there come the final Unes of the proem to the hymn, which deal with the 

chorus:

TÔV xopov cottoXA-cov, ô ti oi Kara Gupov aEiÔEi,

The precise identity o f the king here is o f little importance in the establishment o f the narrator’s 
voice - for a summary o f  the views cf. Williams 1978:36. The main candidates are Ptolemies 
Philadelphus and Euergetes (Pfeiffer 1949-53:i.xxxviii-xxxix, following Z ad H.2.26). Cameron 
(1995:408) adds Magas (see 3.2.3 above).
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Ti|o,TiCTei- ô'üvaxai yap, èTiEi Ail ôe^iôç fjcToci.
01)6 ' ô  x o p ô ç  TÔV OoîjÎGv ècp’ év p o v o v  Tjjiap à e l o e i ,

EGTi yàp EVDixvoq- TIÇ av o\) péa Ooîpov àEiôoi; (28-31)

Why this attention to the chorus? The narrator previously expressed a concern for 

the véoi to sing and dance lest they displease ApoUo (12-15)/"^ but the lines quoted 

come significandy just before “the hymn proper” (WiUiams 1978:3) o f lines 32-96, at 

the very end of the mimetic opening. WiUiams (1978:35) suggests that the command 

Ih iTl (p0éyyE(T0E in line 25 is directed at the chorus, ordering them “to sing the 

paean”. Though he thinks it is Callimachus sings 32-96 (1978:3), I suggest that we 

should take the command in 25, and the attention to the chorus which foUows it, as 

engineering a dehberate ambiguity about the speaker/singer o f the rest o f the hymn. 

Bing (1993:186) thinks there is definitely a choral song in H.2, but that its beginning is 

obscure,"” and suggests that it may be best to take 25-96 as the speaker’s perception o f 

that song (1993:188). In fact the ambiguity carefuUy developed is closely related to 

the lyric models CaUimachus is adapting, and the nature o f voice there.

The imperative If; if; (p0éyyEO0E comes at the beginning o f the section which ends 

the mimetic opening. This is normaUy a refrain in choral compositions, paeans to 

ApoUo:

if| IE Ilaidv, Ih lé- riaiocv 

ôè pf|7ioTE X-EiTioi. (Pindar Vae.l (F52b).35-6, 72-3, 107-8)

Moreover it can represent, as WUUams’ expression “to sing the paean” hints, the 

singing o f a longer choral hymn to ApoUo, rather than the mere utterance o f the 

refrain If; lf{:

K a i lT|7taif|OV' ÔCEIÔOV, 

o io i  TE KpT|T(ÜV 7iaif|0VEÇ, O l d  TE MoÛCTa 

è v  OTTi0Eoaiv £0T|KE 0E& pE X lyr|pi)v ocoiôfiv. ( H H 3 .4 1 7 -9 )

109 So Williams 1978:37.

110 Cp. Caims 1992:10 who thinks all o f Callimachus’ hymns are choric.
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The paean these several Cretans sing together, which resemble those blessed with 

poetic talent, must amount to more than the repetition o f the refrain.”  ̂ In 

CaUimachus a command to a chorus to sing, echoing the refrain o f choral paeans to 

ApoUo, foUowed by lengthy comments about the chorus’ song pleasing ApoUo, at the 

margin o f the mimetic frame and where the hymn begins in earnest, raises the 

question: who speaks/sings 32ff.? This is not 2. question about the performance o f the 

hymn (on which see 3.2.3 above), but about the fiction which the hymns constructs.

A t the beginning of Pindar’s N.3 (see 3.2.4 and 2.2.1 above), there is a plea by the 

narrator to begin a choral song (which must have already been under way). H.2 

seems closely analogous, as a narrator appears to give way to a chorus. Just as the 

narrator’s character was beginning to be fleshed out, he appears to recede from view 

altogether. This view is supported by the character o f 32ff. After the exclamations, 

questions, apostrophes and first-persons o f the opening, we find only one address (to 

the audience in 35) and one plural first-person in 47 in lines 32-68. Long descriptive 

passages abound, such as 42-6 and:

Xpixrea Tcbtrô X-covi to t’ èvSuxôv ti t’ èTtiTtopTrlç
T] T 8  X u p T j TO t ’ oceppa TO AUKTIOV "n TE ( p a p é T p T j ,

Xpucea Kai xh TtéôiXa- 7toX,u%pucog yap ’AtioXXcov.

Kai ôè TtoXuKTÉavoç- (32-35)

A change o f style need not imply a change of speaker, and we have, of course, moved 

from mimetic frame to hymnal narrative,"^ but it is consistent wiûi such a change. With 

the possibüity that the speaker o f the hymn proper is a chorus, the plural verb 

KiKXiiCTKopev in 47 takes on another aspect, being particularly apt for a choral 

speaker. There is also a simUar plural towards the end o f the hymn, significantly in 

connection with the refrain for ApoUo:

lf{ Iti Ttaifjov ocKouppev... (97)

For a cognate o f  Tiaiav representing a choral hymn to ApoUo, cf. Bacchyhdes 17.128-9: fiiGeoi Ô’ 
eyynGev/ véoi 7iaiavi£av èpaxâi otdI.

’̂2 Although throughout the narrative part o f  the Hymn to Zeus we find apostrophe and first-persons. 
See above.
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This refers in one aspect to the ritual setting o f the poem, but might be taken as 

referring more directly to a chorus singing the paean. But to declare this defimtively 

“choral” would be to simplify the effect in the hymn — it is ambiguity about the 

speaker which is created, not certainty. The speaker o f 32ff. still maintains 

connections to the narrator of the mimetic opening grounded to some degree on the 

poet. After the descriptive passage 32-5 cited above, Pytho is cited as evidence for 

the assertion that Apollo is j r o u X n K T É a v o g  -  flnGoivi k e  T E K p f |p a i o  (35). This sort o f 

address to the audience is not to be found in the Homeric Hjmns, though something 

similar occurs in the Iliad (4.223-5, 4.429-31, 5.85-6, 15.697-8, 17.366-7, Richardson 

1990:174-78). More importandy, the shift in sense o f the verb from Homeric 

“ordain” to “judge” marks a shift towards a scholarly voice. In particular this recalls 

the voice o f H .l .85-6: e o i k e  ô è  TEjçyjipaaGoa/ pEÔéovTi, where again

evidence is adduced in support of the narrator’s assertion."^ In 39-40 we find a 

correctio which again suits a scholarly narrator close to the historical poet — on A,i7üoç 

’AtcôX,>.cûvoç àTcoCTTCcÇonCTiv £0Eipai,/ àXX anxi^v ;ravaKEiav,’’‘̂ as does the 

parenthesis in 44, quoted above.^'^ Such a parenthetic remark resembles a scholar’s 

gloss, and indeed has been suspected on such grounds (by Ruhnken, cf. Schneider 

1870:10 app.crit., Williams 1978:46) but should be referred to a degree o f continuity 

with the narrator earlier in this hymn.

An ambiguity is maintained between a narrator resembling CaUimachus and a chorus. 

This situation, which combines a choral paean with apparently solo song, without 

making the relationship precise, recaUs M^.2.701ff.:

apcp'i ÔE ôaiopÉvoiç Enphv xopov èaTi^aiavTo,
KaXov lT|7conf|ov' ’IrjTraifiova <Doi|3ov 
pEXjropEvoi,' ohv ÔE crcpiv èi>ç Tcàiç Olàypoio 
BicttovIti (popia-iyyi X,iyEir|ç fjpxev àoiôfjç'

Cf. also Ara tus, Phaenomena 17-18: è^ol ye p,èv àaxépaç eiiceîv/ f) 0épiç eù%op.évü) TeK^tipaxe 
Ttâaav àciÔTiv.

Cf. Lapp 1965:97 for correctio in CaUimachus.

Parenthesis is “a regular feature o f the Alexandrian poetic style” (Williams 1978:46). Cf. Lapp 
1965:52-3.
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A singing and dancing chorus sings ()a,EX7rô)a,evoi) a paean, and with them (ohv 6É 

Gcpiv) Orpheus begins a song on the lyre. Are the chorus merely chanting “le Paeon”, 

or is their contribution more genuinely poetic? Does Orpheus direct the chorus in its 

song? His song contains an aetion for the refrain (711-12 — the Corycian nymphs 

crying IiiiE, “healer”), and might be described as a paean. This passage and the 

ambiguity over the speaker o f H.2.32ff. play with the different voices o f choral lyric 

as understood in the Hellenistic period. Indeed the arguments reflected in the scholia 

over the speaker o f certain passages in Pindar’s epinicians, in particular P.5.72ff., are 

key in understanding the ambiguity o f the speaker in H.2.32ff. (Depew 1993:66).

Pythian 5 celebrates the Pythian chariot-victory of Arcesilas IV, a Battiad king of 

Cyrene, in 462 BC. In common with H.2, it is closely associated with the festival o f 

the Cameia for Apollo (where it may have been performed), and pays particular 

attention to ApoUo. The ode is echoed in H.2 extensively (Smiley 1914:54-9), 

particularly in 32ff. where the speaker is ambiguous between narrator and chorus. At 

P.5.60-9, for example, ApoUo is praised as àpxcxyÉxaç or colony-founder (60), and 

giver of good government (67), as a healer (who gives PapEiocv voocov/ aKEGpax’, 63- 

4), as god o f music (65) and ruler over an oracle (68-9). This is echoed in H.2.43-6, 

quoted above, where we are told bards and song belong to ApoUo (otoiôôv, 43, otoiôfi, 

44), as does prophecy (Opted K a i  pdvTiEÇ, 45) and healing (irjxpoi, 46).”  ̂ ApoUo 

àpxayÉ'Taç, first in Pindar, is delayed by CaUimachus untU Unes 55ff.:

O o ip c p  6 ’ EGTTOpEVOl TCoXiaÇ S tE pEX pflG aV TO

avGpcoTcoi’ <ï>oîPoç yàp àEi TtoXtEGGt cpiXriÔEÎ
KXt^opÉvT|G, aùxôç 8è 0EpEtXta OoîPoç ucpatvEt.

In both Pindar (P.5.80-93) and CaUimachus (H.2.73ff.) there foUows a narrative of 

the foundation of Cyrene by Battus and ApoUo’s festival the Cameia. The most 

important resemblance as regards the voice in CaUimachus is between P.5.72ff. and 

H.2.71ff. Both passages are in apostrophe to ApoUo Cameius KnoXkov.../ Kapvf|t’, 

P.5.79-80; KapvEÎE, H.2.72), apparently at the Cameia (xEa, Kapvi^i’, èv Ôatxl 

GEpi^opEv, P.5.79-80; if) if) KapvEÎE 7coA,6X,X,ixe, H.2.80). Both describe the

Smiley 1914:55 noted the similarity o f H.2.43-6 to P.5.63-5, and Williams 1978:45 the similarity to 
H.2 o f the Pindaric stress (at P.5.63-9) on Apollo’s versatility followed by his role in the foundation o f  
Cyrene. Neither notes the close structural parallels and breadth o f  resemblance.
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foundation o f Cyrene by Battus, called ’ApiCTroTéXriç (P.5.87, H.2.76), via Sparta (àno 

ZTüocpTaç, P.5.73; èK...27tdpTriç, H.2.74) and Thera (0Tipocvôe, P.5.75; èK...0fipTiç, 

H.2.75). In both Battus at Cyrene founds shrines ( k t i g e v  6’ ocXoea pei^ova Geœv , 

P.5.89; ÔEÎpE 6É TGI pot^a KaXov dvdKTopov, H.2.77) and institutes festivals 

(EÙ0\)Top6v TE KatéGriKEv ’A7coA,X,coviaiç/ à^E^ipPpÔTOiç TCEÔidSa TcopTcaîç, P.5.90-1; 

èv 8È 7t6Xtii Gtike TElEC(poptT|v èTiExfi^iov, H.2.77). The Cameia abounds in sacrifices 

( ttoX u Gu t o v  Epavov, P.5.77, 7ioXA,ol...ta\)poi,^’̂  H.2.78-9). But the closest verbal 

parallel, and the most important in terms o f the voice in H.2, is between t o  8 èpôv 

yapuEiv and èpol TcaTépEÇ (P.5.72, 76) in Pindar and èpol Tcarptoiov o u t c o  at H .2.71 

at the beginning o f the respective passages.

Callimachus thus claims it is in the manner of his forefathers to call Apollo 

“Cameius” . This comes after the explicit identification o f the narrator as a Cyrenean 

in 65 (èptiv TtoXtv, that of Battus), and his kings as Cyrenean (fipeTépoiç PaciXEÛCTiv, 

68), which itself marks the end of the descriptive, largely impersonal, ambiguously 

“choral” hnes 32-64. This points us firmly towards the “historical person...of the 

poet” (Calame 1993:44).^’® But CaUimachus’ claim recaUs Pindar’s own claim about 

his forefathers - apparently Aegidae who came from Thera to Cyrene (ikovto 

0f|pav8E (ptoTEÇ AiyEi8ai/ èpol TtarépEç, P.5.75-6). Pindar’s claims is much discussed 

— how could a Theban claim to be descended from Theran and Cyrenean Aegidae? 

The schoha reflect what may weU have been controversial in CaUimachus’ day:

6 Xoyog àno toû %opob tcov Aipucov ^ àno toû tcoititou (Z ad P.5.72/96a

Drachmann 1903-27.ii:183)

The difficulty is explained away by invoking the possibüity o f a choral speaker. This 

is highly significant. WiUiams (1978:68-9), foUowed by Lefkowitz (1991:178-9), 

suggests CaUimachus by the mention o f “the sons o f Oedipus”, i.e. those descended 

from Thebans, “is probably aUuding again to the controversial passage o f Pindar, 

ty.5.72-5  [...] and accounting for the Theban connection with Thera which it seems 

to attest.” CaUimachus not only does this, he also places in the “hymn proper”, with

This also varies the i7t7tÔKpoxov...ôôôv o f P.5.92-3.

Calame 1993:45 wonders if Callimachus is exploiting his nationaUty and his father’s name to 
construct a Battiad ancestry and a close association with Apollo.
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its ambiguous, perhaps choral, speaker, a passage which aUudes to a Pindaric passage 

whose speaker was itself debated — poet or chorus. Furthermore the allusions come 

precisely when the speaker appears to be most closely identified with the poet, and 

less with the chorus. The broad Pindaric situation in the epinicians of choral form 

with personal voice is thus reproduced in Callimachus.

The ¥ijmn to Apollo is thus intimately related to l^thian 5. And there is a further 

relationship which is suggested by the passages in question, never to my knowledge 

made explicit. If Pindar is the speaker in P.5.72f£, and claiming descent from the 

Theban Aegidae who assisted in the establishment o f the Dorians in Amyclae near 

Sparta (cf. 1.7.12-15), Aegidae who were subsequently involved in the foundation of 

Thera and Gyrene, and Callimachus’ claim èpol TcaTpœiov ouxco is taken in its 

strongest sense as referring Callimachus being a Battiad,”  ̂ Callimachus in effect 

suggests a blood relationship with both the founder o f Cyrene, and his poetic model. 

The verbal echo points us to a claim about genealogy to stand alongside the literary 

allusion.

Lines 65-83 of the Hymn to Apollo confirm, some way into the poem, the setting of 

the hymn as the Carneia at Cyrene. They also represent a greater grounding o f the 

narrator on the biography of Callimachus as Cyrenean and Battiad than in the other 

Hymns. The figure of the narrator is kept before the audience by lines 97-104, which 

gives an aetiology for the cry if; if) Tcaifjov in apostrophe to ApoUo (second-person 

pronouns, adjectives or verbs in 99, 100, 101 (2), 103, 104), which succeeds the 

address to ApoUo Carneius in 69-84.

Given the prominence of the narrator in this hymn, and his being grounded upon the 

biography o f the historical Callimachus, it is necessary to tackle the question o f the 

views on poetry many have deduced from the final lines 105-113. Are they meant as 

a poetic programme o f the historical Callimachus?

6 0 6 6 vog ’A7c6XX,covoç etc’ ouocxa XdGpiog eitcev 105

“oÙK ocyap a i xov à o iS ô v  ôç c h ô ’ ocra ;t6 vtgç aEiÔEi.”

So Williams 1978:67 following Herter, RE  suppl.V.439. Cf. ep.35.1 — BaTxiàôeco Ttapà afjpa cpépeiç 
nôôaç en pèv àoiSfiv.
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xôv <ï>0ôvov œxcôX-Xcov ttoôI x T^Xaaev œ ôé x’ ëeiTrev  

“ ’Aac'upio'u Tcoxapoîo p é y a g  pôoç, àXkà xà noXXà 

X<)paxa Y% K a l  noXXo\  è(p’ î)ô a x i cupcpexov ë X ,K e i .

A t|o î 8 oi)K àno navxoq vÔcop (popéo\)ci M éA ,iaaa i, 110

àXX  Tixiç KaOapTi xe K al ocxpàavxoç àvépTUEi 

TciôaKoç lep %  o^iyTj X,i(3otç oiKpov occoxov.”

%aîpe dva^- 6 ôè  M ô p o ç , ïv ’ 6 <I)06voç, ë v 0 a  véo ixo .

This is “possibly the most controversial passage in the extant works of Callimachus” 

(WiUiams 1978:86), and has proved particularly puzzHng and open to interpretation 

because on the surface “the verses have little or no connection with what precedes” 

(Bundy 1972:42)7^*’ This has led to two approaches — to treat it as a functionless 

statement o f literary criticism (e.g. McKay 1962a:15, Williams 1978:85ff., MeiUier 

1979:91 f£), or to consider the passage in its context within the hymn (Bundy 1972, 

Kohnken 1981, Cameron 1995:403-9). The latter is surely the correct method 

because, as Richardson (1985:384) says o f Pindar, a poet’s “statements are primarily 

functional in the sense that they fulfil a specific purpose within the particular 

contexts in which they occur: they cannot be understood apart from the poems of 

which they are an integral part.” This dictum is often acknowledged, even by those 

who employ the former approach (e.g. by Asper 1997:110), but seldom applied.

The most influential interpretation of the passage is WiUiams’ (1978:85-89).’̂  ̂ He 

takes it that there is a general statement about CaUimachus’ poetics here, arguing that 

the conception which Hes behind the passage is o f Homer as tcôvxoç, his Hellenistic 

epic imitators as the Troxapôç, with CalHmachean poetry as the TciSa .̂ The sea is the 

source of all waters (cf. 7721.192-7), and essentiaUy pure (so Erbse 1955:424), while 

oùô’ oca, which WiUiams translates as “not even as great as” imphes a qualitative 

comparison as well as the explicit quantitative one, based on purity: “tcôvxoç is large, 

and pure; the Tcoxapôç is large, and impure; the spray from the Tcl0a% is small, and 

pure” (1978:87). He thinks that ApoUo tacitly approves o f the sea, while condemning

So great is the apparent discontinuity that the passage has been suspected as an interpolation, 
replacing the original epilogue, as following a lacuna in 104, or as later addition poorly fitted to its 
surroundings (Bundy 1972:42 with notes). But the discontinuity is only apparent - “for all its 
segregation, we must recognize that the section is an integral part o f  the poem, making an issue o f  the 
hymn’s diminutiveness and belligerently framing the terms in which that is to be construed.” (Haslam 
1993:117).

For earlier views cf. Williams 1978:86.
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the river and favouring the spring. The reason for thinking the sea represents Homer 

here is the comparison often made between Homer and the sea as the “ultimate 

source” (cf. Ti.Yi.Comp.2A, Quintilian 10.1.46, 187-8, see further the

Appendix to Williams 1978).

Williams is followed by Asper 1997:123ff. O ut of a concern that aU of the passages 

cited for the Homeric comparison to the ocean are later than CaUimachus, he 

describes what he terms the “Temachos-schema” which he discerns in the HeUenistic 

period and before. He sees H.2.105-112 as another example o f the same idea o f 

Homer as otp%f| from which poets take something exemplified by Aeschylus’ 

description o f his tragedies as from Homer at Athenaeus 8.39.347E (Asper

1997:121ff.). The three-term comparison o f Homer-imitators-CaUimachus which he 

thinks the sea-river-spring implies he also discerns in Th.7.45-8 and the -prologue 

(1997:191ff.).

There are serious problems with these views in general and in detail. As Kohnken 

(1981:416-7) notes, foUowed by Cameron (1995:405), WiUiams’ translation o f oùô’ 

oCTa as “not even” impUes that the poet sings “even less than the sea”, which makes 

Uttle sense. In fact ohôé is here an “emphatic negative” (cf. Denniston^ 1950:197-8), 

and the meaning of Phthonos’ complaint, “I do not admire the poet who positively 

refuses to sing as much as the sea” (Cameron 1995:405). There is therefore no 

impUed quaUtative comparison.

Both WiUiams and Asper assume that ApoUo’s tacit approval of the sea, agreeing to 

this extent with Phthonos, but as Cameron (1995:404) points out, ApoUo kicks 

Phthonos away (107) - compare ©épiv Kal Zfjva.../ UTixicp TcaicavxEÇ avGpcoTtoi Tcoôt 

(Tz. 12.62-3, spoken by ApoUo), a rejection o f Themis and Zeus. The structure o f the 

passage suggests that, at best, ApoUo rejects the sea as irrelevant, making no reference 

to it and picking up Phthonos’ mention o f its size in the rejected river. That the sea 

might have less positive connotations than WiUiams and Asper aUow (foUowing 

Erbse 1955), is suggested by PoUakoff (1980:43-5), who cites 7^.2.12-3, Aeschylus 

CA585-7 and Propertius 3.3.15-16, 21-25. The sea can be populated by bombastic 

tragedians, monsters, and embody danger. A more negative comparison with the sea
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in a similar poetological context can be found at Pindar F94b.76-78, evidently a 

model for CaUimachus:

pfj vnv veKTocp[ Jvaç èpotç 

ôiv|/cûvt’ (x[ jTtap’ àXpupôv

GÏXEC0QV

The addressees are told not to go in search o f the salty water o f other singers after 

the nectar o f the partheneion of Pindar (Poliakoff 1980:43). This too emphasises 

what is clear from the CaUimachean passage itself — the main comparison is between 

the river and the spring, with the sea strongly associated with the former. In another 

important model for the end o f the Hymn to Apollo, ignored by Asper and neglected 

by WiUiams, there is another clear antithesis:

ECTxe |X£v aÙTÔç ocTtivov CKTto Kpf)VT|g pEXavuSpon,
TiSt) tI poi èSÔKEi Kai KaXov rjpEv u5cop- 

VÜV Ô’ fiSri TE06X,û3Tai, uScop Ô’ àvajxiCTyETai uSei- 

àX,X,riç ÔT) Kpf|VT|g Ttiopai ti Ttoxapob. (Theognis 959-62)

A spring (Kpi^vri) becomes muddied, leading the speaker to express a wish to drink 

from another spring, rather than the river (Tcotapôç) which the previous spring has 

become. The water of the pure spring is KaX,ôv...uôcûp, in contrast to the muddy 

jtoTapog, precisely the same contrast as the principal contrast in H.2.105ff.

One reason for niinirnising the relevance o f these models for CaUimachus is to insist 

on a three-term comparison with the “Homeric” sea as receiving tacit approval. 

But the evidence for this is weak. N ot only are aU o f the passages which WiUiams 

cites later than CaUimachus, they aU make an expUcit comparison between Homer and 

the sea. WiUiams is contending, however, as Cameron (1995:404) notes, that the sea 

can stand metaphoricaUy for Homer. Giangrande (1982:59-60) asserts that the sea is a 

weU-estabUshed metaphor for Homer in antiquity, but this claim is not only

Asper 1997:117 doubts the relevance o f F94b.76-8 on account o f  its fragmentary nature, the lack o f  
a quantitative comparison, the lack o f  a comparison o f  spring and sea in CaUimachus, the comparison 
o f  two bodies o f fresh water in H.2, the aUegedly positive aspects o f  the sea in Callimachus, the lack o f  
reference in CaUimachus to potabUity etc. There is a corresponding emphasis on 7/11.495 as a model. 
Here again we meet the understandable but misguided obsession with Homer in the criticism of  
HeUenistic poetry.
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unsupported, it is also unlikely, given the universal use o f an explicit comparison in 

passages considerably later than Callimachus, At least one metaphorical use might be 

expected.

The Temachos-schema is no help. As we have seen, the participation of the sea in a 

triad is hardly stressed in CaUimachus. More importantly, there is no indication in the 

Hymn to Apollo that the sea is the source for the spring or the river (in contrast to the 

other passages Asper cites): there is no “shce” or “sphnter” conception in H.2.105- 

112. But the most problematic aspect of this kind o f approach is precisely that it 

ignores the function o f the passage in its context, and instead rehes on what is in 

effect aUegorising of the most unwarranted kind: an internaUy consistent

interpretation, though based on no evidence, which neglects the original context and 

function o f the passage and bears a striking resemblance to the triumphant 

aUegorisers of passages such as H.2.105ff. and Arg.'h.9'h2 as CaUimachus’ and 

ApoUonius’ attacks on one another whom WiUiams himself condemns (1978:89, 

91)}^^ Asper 1997:123 asserts that his interpretation has the status “einer 

poetologischen AUegorese” to be triggered by the metaphor o f the sea singing, but it 

is clear that such aUegorising is the critic’s, not the poet’s.

The end of the Hymn to Apollo does not refer to CaUimachean aesthetics and the place 

o f Homer and his imitators within them — it has a specific purpose within the hymn, 

and is meant to refer to its own virtues. It functions as a break-off, with close hymnic 

and lyric paraUels. It is to be taken with the envoi in line 113 (%atpe ava^- 6 ôè 

Mcopoç, ïva ô O0ÔVOÇ, ëv0a véoixo) rather than the main body o f the hymn (Bundy 

1972:86). This explains the discontinuity with the aetion o f the ritual cry in the 

preceding Unes, as Bundy’s long review o f hymnal form shows that “between the 

hymnal envoi and the main body of the hymn no linear connection exists other than 

that impUed by the sequence: invocation, praise, and prayer with salutation” 

(1972:86).^^^ The break-off at the end of the hymn apologises for the brevity o f the 

song, using (p0ôvoç to restate the poem’s worth at its end, whUe portraying the poet

2̂3 For the allegorical interpretations o f these passages cf. Bundy 1972:40.

124 Though the discontinuity should not be exaggerated - see Haslam 1993:117 above, Poliakoff 
1980:45 n.6 for structural parallels, Calame 1993:51 for the “musical isotopy” which runs through 
hymn and epilogue.
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as under attack from critics. All of this is familiar from lyric. For the apology for 

brevity or incompleteness Bundy (1972:88-92) compares 0.13.42ff. (“When it comes 

to your many victories, I would not know how to count the pebbles o f the sea”), and 

N.4.69-72 (“it is impossible for me to go through all of Aeacus’ descendants”). 

Break-off formulae at the end of songs can be found at B.lO.Slff. and 0.2.95ff., 

while the worth o f a song is restated at its end in 0.1.115b-16 (Pindar foremost in 

CTocpiot), 0.10.97-99 (Pindar has drenched the Locrians with honey), and P.4.298-9 

(Damophilos wiU testify to Pindar’s nayav  otpPpoCTicov èjiécov).̂ *̂̂  OGôvoç appears at 

the end o f poems at P.7.19, P. 11.54 ((pGovEpoi), B.5.188.^^^ But the closest parallel for 

the end o f H.2 is the end of Olympian 2 (Bundy 1972:88):

TtoXXoc p o i UTC’ àYKÔvoç oKÉa péX,Ti 

ëvSov èvTi (papéxpaç

(pcûvocEVTa auvEToÎCTiv èv 6è tô Tcàv éppavéœ v 85
Xaxi^Ei. (TO(pôç ô TioXkh EiSœç cpuâ- paGôvTEÇ ôè Xàppoi 

Tiayy\{ù<3^\.a KÔpaKEÇ coç ocKpavxa yapuExov

A iôç 7cpôç 6pvi%a Ge îo v

bXX aîvov èîtépa KÔpoç 95
où ôiKOC cuvavTopEvog, bXkh papycov ùti’ àvôpœv,
TÔ Xalayf|(^Gai GéXœv Kpncpôv te GépEv ècA,â)v KaX,oîç 

EpyOlÇ- ÈTTeI \|/Ot)XpOÇ ÔCplGpÔV TIEptTrÉÇEUyEV,
Kal KEÎvoç ÔCTa %appaT aXXoiç ëGrjKEv,
Tiç av (ppàaai SùvaiTo; 100

The final Hnes excuse the brevity of the ode, pointedly out o f a desire to avoid KÔpoç 

(95-6). Lines 86ff., on the other hand, present the poet as under attack - an eagle 

assailed by chattering crows.

>25 Cf. also 1.6.53-6.

>2"> Cf. also N.8.46ff. and Bacchylides 3.95-98.

>22 Cf. also B.10.46-7: to KaA-A-iaxov, èaGXôv/ àvSpa TcoXXôv \)k àvBpœTicov jioA,t)ÇtiX.cûxov eïp.ev. 
This makes explicit the thought behind the portrayal o f  OBôvoç in H.2.
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Callimachus’ apology for the brevity of H.2 gains point from lines 30-1, which 

asserted the chorus would not sing ècp’ £v povov rjpap (30), described Apollo as 

EU'üpvoç (31), and implied the ease of singing extensively about ApoUo — tiç  av oi) 

pea Ootpov aeiSoi; (31). The 546 lines o f the Homeric Hymn to Apollo also stand 

behind the apology. But as Kohnken (1981:421) notes, (pGovoç, pmpog and the related 

KÔpoç, as in 0 .2 , usuaUy prom pt the cessation o f the song - the poet ends his poem 

to avoid (pGôvoç. In H.2 it is OGôvoç, in a neat CaUimachean reversal, who wants the 

song to go on forever.

As for the “poet under attack”, CaUimachus turns the Pindaric break-off into a drama 

(Bundy 1972:87). Envy or (pGôvoç is no longer merely the feeUng which a song may 

produce in the audience, but personified as 6 OGôvoç (105), conversing with ApoUo 

and expressing his reaction to the song within the song itself (oi)K ayapai..., 106). 

This forms an example o f the “concrétisation” o f lyric themes and topoi in HeUenistic 

poetry (cf. Lefkowitz 1991:158 on CaU.F114.9 concretising 0.14.10, and see 

(^.Contexts and Concluions below). The scene o f criticism moves from a suggested 

comparison o f poet and critics to an eagle and crows (0.2.87-8) to a more fuUy 

developed scene presenting a personification o f envy and a dialogue with ApoUo 

which expUcitly refers to the poet (xov otoiôôv, 106). The dramatic technique and a 

greater concreteness are also to be found in the vdfA^-prologue. This process 

confirms that the situations o f H.2.105-12 and the -prologue are fictional 

(Lefkowitz 1980b:8), and probably do not record historical reactions to the respective 

poems (Schmitz 1999:154ff., and see 3.3.2 below).
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3.2.7 Hymn 3

After one hymn with an oblique setting and another explicitly mimetic, the Yiymn to 

Artemis has no trace o f mimesis (Harder 1992:387). In other ways too this hymn 

seems more like a Homeric Hymn - three times as long as the Hymn to 7.euŝ  naming the 

god with the first word,^^* and seemingly sung by a conventional àoiôoç:

’'ApTepiv (où yccp èXacppôv àeiôovcecm X.a0écy0ai)

ùpvéo|i£v. (1-2)

“N ot forgetting Artemis” bears a general resemblance to expansions of the Homeric 

Hymnf such as oùôè X,à0co|j,ai (HH3.1, see further Bommann 1968:4), and

the verb ùpveîv appears at HH4.1, 9.1, 14.2, 31.1. But amid similarity, difference - 

ùpveîv in the first line in the Homeric Hymns is always what the Muses are requested to 

do (though the narrator is subject of the future ùpvT)cœ HH3.19, 207). Here, with the 

singer as subject, ùpvéopEv resembles rather }xvfiao|j,ai (e.g. HH3.1) or aao p a i 

(HH6.2) or ap%op' oceIôeiv (e.g. HH2.1). The parenthesis in Hne 1 is also unusual, 

immediately drawing attention to the narrator, almost before the song itself has 

begun (rather odd after just one word, as Bommann 1968:4 sees).

The plural verb recalls the end of HH  1.17-8 (a’ otoiSoi/ aSopEv ocpxôpEvoi). The 

ends o f Homeric Hymns are further picked up by ocpxpEvoi cbç in H.4.4, which recalls 

(in addition to HHl.17-8) àp^àjXEvoç at HH5.293, 9.9, 18.11, 31.18. It also recalls the 

beginnings o f certain Hellenistic narratives: àp%p,Evoç d)Ç (Call. F7.25, F75.56);

’Ap%6pEvoç CEO (/l^ .l . l) .  As Bommann (1968:6) notes this appears to suggest an 

ordered ah initio narrative, though this is not what we get. A main concem of the 

hymn is also established - where to begin and end, and how long to go on. And also 

set is the pattern for the voice -  aspects o f the largely impersonal narration o f an 

ocoiSôç as in Homer and the Homeric Hymns set against intrusions such as the 

parenthesis o f the first Hne.

*2® Cf. n.93 above, Bommann 1968:4.
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But then we hear little from the narrator himself - line 5 introduces a long speech o f 

Artemis (6-25) where she requests various characteristics (eternal virginity 6, many 

names 7, bow and arrows 8, cult-names 11, a retinue 12ff. etc.) from Zeus, which 

usurps the normal hymnal narratorial account of divine attributes and apexat 

(Bommann 1968:xxvüi, Haslam 1993:112), as at HH4.13ff., for example. For 

Artemis’ request o f virginity etc. there is a lyric model - Sappho F44A=Alc.F304.5-7:

vfj Tocv <Tocv K£(pd]X,av, 6ci 7tàp0EVOÇ ECCTopai 
àSjXTjç olo7rô]^v ôpécov Kopucpocic etti

GripEUoia’- àyi Kal xàJÔE veûctov ëpav %dptv.

But in Sappho this does not seem to replace the hymnal apExai, nor is Artemis a 

little girl, as she is in H.3 (tcaîç eti Koupt^ouca 5), reeling off a series o f insistent 

requests — ôôç pot (6), ôôç (8), ôôç ÔÉ pot (13, 15, 18) - “gimme” (Haslam 1993:111). 

Before Zeus’ reply in 30-38, which continues the domestic tone (Hera’s anger (29-31) 

transferred “in termini borghesi”, Bommann 1968:xxviii), the narrator speaks again. 

In 26-9 he reveals himself as privy even to Artemis’ desire to touch her father’s beard 

(yEVEtàôoç ti0eX,e Tuatpôç/ at|/ac0at, 26-7) and her inability to do so (ttoX^àç 6è 

pccTT|v ExavuCTCTaTo %Etpag, 27).

The knowledge displayed here is greater than that in the other Yiymns (Harder 

1992:393). In H.3 this is less problematic as the narrator is more like the 

conventional ocoi8ôç of epic, unfixed in space and time (contrast the celebrant o f H.2, 

5 and 6), and portrayed as a mouthpiece of the goddess, to whom he addresses 

questions:

xiva 5’ E%o%a vuptpécov 
(ptXao, Kal Ttolag fipœiSaç EO%Eç éxaipaç; 

eItcé, 0&n, (TÙ pÈv gppiv. èyœ ô’ éxépoiCTiv ocEiaco. (184-6)

Such first-person statements (also at 136, 137, 175, 222 — see below) are one way in 

which the narrator intrudes on his narrative in this hymn (see in general Harder 

1992:392 n.31), here compounded by the narrator operating explicitly as the 

spokesman o f the goddess. This intrusion is particularly prominent from 72 onwards, 

where the narrator first addresses Artemis. This apostrophe is maintained almost
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throughout the rest of the hymn/^^ and encompasses questions to Artemis, at 113, 

116 and 119 about various formative events in her childhood. Indeed, an affectionate 

tone, as if prompted by Artemis as a charming infant, is created with the switch to 

apostrophe in 72ff.:

Koûpa, a ù  ôè TcpoTÉpco mp,  ëxi Tpiéxripoç èoûoa,...

BpôvTEœ ae CTipapoîcriv ècpEOCTapévou ygvocteocti, 

gttiGeoç ek pEydXou X-aciriç èôpà^ao xairriç... (72, 75-6)

The narrator addresses Artemis as if she was still a young girl (Koupa, contrast Tcoxvia 

136, 210, 225, 259), and tells her, as a proud parent might, that even at three years old 

(eti Tpiéxripoç EoÛCTa), she was not only not scared o f one o f the who scare 

goddesses od pocA,a prjKÉTi TUT0ai, 64), but prodigiously ripped out some o f his hair. 

The tone continues as the narrator emphatically tells Artemis that she was paXa 

GapoaXéri (80) when she asked the Cyclopes for her weapons. This too is a 

domestication o f a hymnal feature — the du-Stil {pace Bommann 1968:xx), one more 

common in lyric than Homeric hymns (except for the anomalous HH3).

Explanatory parentheses and indications o f time also draw attention to the narrator:

TOÙÇ [the Cyclopes] pèv etetpe 

vqcyco èvl AiTcapi  ̂ (AiTcaprj véov, bXkh t6 t ectkev 

ouvopa ol MeX,iyouviç) (46-8)

TO Ô’ OtTpiXO V e I c ÉTI K a l  VÛV

pECTcraTiov CTépvoio pévEi pépcç (77-8)

Both the aside and the aetion are, strictly speaking, tangential to the narrative. This is 

also the case where the narrator parenthetically adds pETa K ai kuveç ectcteudvtg in 

98 to a mention o f Artemis’ departure, having spent 89-97 on a catalogue and praise 

o f these dogs. Similarly superfluous is Kal y«P  niTOcvrj céGEv (172) added to a

E.g.vocatives/nominatives for vocatives at: 72, 86, 110, 119, 136, 137, 152,173, 186, 204, 210, 225, 
228, 240, 259, 268; second-person verbs: 76, 77, 86, 87, 99,103, 111, 112 ,116 ,117 ,119 ,120 ,122 ,124 , 
1 29 ,141 ,144 ,148 ,168 ,169 ,174 ,185 ,189 , 206, 210, 215, 217, 230, 234, 236.
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mention of nymphs dancing round Artemis at Pitane/^" H.3 has more parentheses 

than any other CaUimachean hymn (Bommann 1968:1, Lapp 1965:53 with list).

This narratorial involvement is unusual in the Homeric Hjmns^ and more characteristic 

o f Archaic non-epic poetry such as Pindar’s epinicians or the Works and Days (see 2.3 

above). It is also apparent when narrator goes further than the formalised request for 

favour or success at the end o f many Homeric Hjmns (cf. HH.l.lVff., 2.490ff., 6.1 Sff., 

11.5, 15.9 etc.) when he expresses a personal concem, with first-person forms, about 

his cattle when Artemis dances with her nymphs (so delaying the spectating Helios, 

lengthening the day):’̂ ’

p f i  v E i o v  T r m o Û T o ç  è p a i  (3ôeç e ï v E K a  pitiGoû 
T E T p a y n o v  t É|j ,v o i e v  UTt’ à P i ^ o x p i c o  o c p o T f i p f  

f |  y à p  K E v  y u i a i  t e  k œ i  a ù % É v a  K E K j x r j m a i  

KÔTCpOV E7CI T C poyÉ V O lV T O  (175-178)

Bommann (1968:83-4) does not take this as quasi-biography, implying that the 

narrator owned cattle, but as a general statement (with a variety o f the general first 

person) of what would happen to them if ploughing on such a long day. In any case, 

it hardly points us towards the author, though if quasi-biographical this would fix the 

àoiôôç more than any other passage o f the hymn, and mark another difference from 

Homer and the Homeric Hymns, where quasi-biography is largely avoided (2.3.1 

above), in contrast to Hesiod and Archaic lyric, elegy and iambos (2.3.1.1 above).

Hesiod is also echoed in the wish concerning the narrator’s friends and himself at 

136ff., again expressed with the first person:

TCOTVia, TCbv EÏT1 pÈV èpol (piXoÇ ÔCTTIÇ OcX.T|0flÇ,
EÏriv 8’ aÙTÔç, à v a c c a , pÉXoi 5é poi aièv àciSfi’

Compare the fervent wish at WD  270-1, again with first-persons:

Cf. Ovid, Metamorphoses 1.597, ‘ne fiige me fugiebat enim for a similar device.

For a poetological interpretation o f this passages (rightly criticised at Asper 1997:228) see Bing 
1988:84ff.
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vt3v  ÔTi è y œ  iit ix ’ a ' ü x o ç  è v  à v G p c o T c o ia i  S i K a ï o ç  

e ÏT jv  p f i x ’ è p ô ç  'ü lô ç -

Moralising is also in evidence in the emphatic line-beginning judging Ahyôaptg 

uPpioxiijç (252), and the exclamation about him (on exclamations see above on

6c ôeiXôç PaoiXécov, ôcov tjXixEv (255)

In similarly unHomeric fashion the narrator is prepared to use emotional vocabulary 

such as pocXoc (e.g. 64, 80), fj (e.g. 177), où vépEaiç (64) and o%èxXtot (124), passing 

comment on the inhabitants o f unjust cities, which the narrators in Homer and the 

Homeric Hymns (to a lesser extent) generally avoid (Griffin 1986:40, Richardson 

1990:158-166, and see 2.3.4 above). Perhaps most striking o f aU the indications of 

changes in the hymnal voice from the Homeric Hymns the comment at 222ff.:

OÙÔÈ pèv 'YX,aîôv x e  K a l  occppova 'P o î k o v  eoXna 
oùôé TCEp èxGatpovxaç èv ’'Ai5i pcopfi^ccCTGai
X O ^O X IV

This is reminscent (note EoXna ~ EXttopat) o f the Pindaric narrator’s reaction to 

myths such as that o f Odysseus, as at N .7.20-21, though there, in contrast to 

Callimachus, disagreement is registered:

èyo) 5è 7cX,éov’ £X,7iopai 
Xôyov ’OÔVGoéoç t\ tcocGav 6ià xov ocônETcfj yEvèaG’ "Opripov

Pindar uses such musings to characterise himself as truthful in contrast to Homer, 

and to portray himself as pious, therefore sincere (2.3.4 above). The narrator o f H.3 

is similarly depicted by H.3.222ff. But despite the narratorial visibility thus achieved, 

the narrator is not very closely tied to facts about Callimachus’ biography (e.g. being 

Cyrenean), or to the hymn’s setting, in contrast to the other hymns. The only aspect 

which might be thought to point us in such a direction is the scholarship on display 

in H.3, such as some of the explanatory parentheses discussed above.
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Alongside these should be placed the aetiologies o f Brontes’ bald patch (77-9, 

displaying extensive knowledge about divine physiology), the avoidance o f myrtle in 

the rites o f Britomartis on Crete (201 ff), the invention o f the pipe (244-5, with the 

intrusive temporal reference oh yocp Tcœ, 244), the etymologies in 197ff. (Cretan 

AiKTUva and AiKTaiov), the “they say”-statement about Artemis’ love for Anticleia 

((paCTi, 210)^^  ̂ and the agricultural aside on the suitability of Stymphaean cattle (178- 

80). The main effect o f such learning is not to remind the audience or reader of 

Callimachus  ̂ but to characterise the narrator as verbose (most unCaUimachean) — 

“CaUimaco si finge prolisso” (Bommann 1968:hi on 198ff.). He has time to inform us 

o f the best ploughing cattle (in 178-80), to repeat Pitane superfluously in 172, to teU 

us the old name of Lipare (47-8) etc. Such asides would not be strongly felt were it 

not for the wider concem in the hymn for ending, or rather not ending (Haslam 

1993:114). Following the first two short hymns in the collection, when the reader 

meets 136-7 (quoted above), an address to Artemis, together with a wish for favour 

to the narrator and his friend, and an assertion that song wiU be his concem forever, 

the end seems nigh. But then the narrator specifies what wiU be in the song (xfi evi 

)4,èv (138), èv ôè (138, 139, 140)) — the marriage o f Leto, Artemis’ name, ApoUo, 

Artemis’ labours, her hounds, bow and chariots. This might simply be an expanded 

coda, and the hymn about to end (see Bommann 1968:xxxi-xxxii). But then, with the 

verbal sleight o f hand o f ëvGa (142) we are at the house o f Zeus, and the hymn 

continues.

Again at 225ff. the end seems to have been reached, with vocatives piling up and a 

fareweU to the goddess (Haslam 1993:114):

TTOTvia Tco'uX'opéX.aGpE, TtoXuTvcoli, %aipe XiTœvrj
MtXf|T(p èîtiÔTipE-

Again the reader is disappointed - there are stiU over forty Unes to come. N or are 

these the only false endings. The address to Artemis as ’'Apxepi napGeviri 

TiTUOKxdve and describing the golden equipment of the goddess at 11 Off. sounds Uke 

the end o f the account o f Artemis hunting, but then a series o f questions (113ff.)

Rare in the Homeric Hymns - only at HH4.471, HH3.67, used by characters, and by the narrator only 
at HH1.2 o f  an alternative birthplace o f  Dionysus. Cf. also X,éyov)ai. in the same context HH1.5.
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continues the narrative (Haslam). Another series o f questions at 183ff. has the tone 

of a new beginning, a continuation: xiç 8é vu toi..., “which now..?\

But this verbosity is obviously affected. There are also conspicuous shows o f 

b rev ity ,reca lling  the pseudo-spontaneity o f lyric:

ëvvETceç- oi 6’ £TéX?^.eaav occpap 6’ cbîiX,icaao (86)

Thus the narrator skips over the construction and description o f Artemis’ bow, 

arrows and quiver. Similar is the summary account o f the slaying o f the serpent and 

the obtaining o f the Golden Fleece at P.4.249-50. But unlike in Pindar, where such 

unusual narrative emphasis serves to highlight what is important in a particular myth 

(i.e. the Euphamid and Argonautic heritage of Arcesüas), here the reader’s 

expectations o f a usual component o f an epic OTcXoTtoiia are confounded (Bommann 

1968:xviii). As if to advertise the arbitrary brevity, there follows a long catalogue of 

Artemis’ dogs in 90-97, which itself sets the reader up for a surprise — Artemis has no 

need o f her dogs to capture the deer (voocpi KUvoSpopiriç, 106, Haslam 1993:113).

This affected proHxity is related to the narrator’s pseudo-spontaneity. The many 

questions the narrator asks Artemis, particularly those at 183ff. where the narrator 

portrays himself as awaiting Artemis’ answers, present his song as an ongoing 

composition. This pseudo-spontaneity is particularly clear when the narrator corrects 

himself:

Ô7cX,a |ièv 'Eppeiriç ’AKaKi^oicç, atixap ’AtcôXXcov 
Griplov ÔTTi (pépT|(70a- TcocpoiGé yé. Tcpiv Tcep iKéaGai 

Kaptepov ’AX,k£iôt|v  (143-45)

“ApoUo takes whatever beast..., at least he used to ..l\ This is a pose — the narrator has 

plenty to say in the foUowing Unes about Heracles and his appetite for Artemis’ 

animals (Heracles recommends she hunt not only the ambiguous au£Ç, 156, but even 

PÔ£Ç, a KttKov péya, 157). SimUarly the hounds, bow and chariot named in 140ff. in 

the false ending set us up for the whole tale of Artemis and the receipt of her prey -

Note also Artemis’ compact abstracts in 6-7 with Bommann 1968:xxviii.
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the narrator is not really extemporising. Neither, o f course, were the pseudo- 

spontaneous narrators in Pindar or Bacchylides (2.3.2.1). But there is an important 

difference. In Archaic epinicians the pose o f pseudo-spontaneity suggests narratorial 

sincerity, and allows control o f the epinician’s structure o f the ode, by emphasising 

important narrative elements, and omitting the irrelevant. In the Hjmn to Artemis the 

purpose appears to be the depiction of the narrator himself as one who does not 

know when to stop. As Bommann notes, the expanded coda recommending not to 

anger Artemis is “un espediente nuovo per accennare di scorcio a quanti più miti. 

possibüi” (1968:xxxv). Even at the very end, the narrator wants to get in as much as 

he can:

TtoTvia Mouvixiri XtpevomcoTte, %aipe OEpairj. 
pf| Tiç ocTipfiCTTi Tiiv ’'ApTejiiv ôu5è yàp Olveî 
Bcopov ocTipfiCTavTi KaXol TtoX-iv qXGov àyœveç- 
)XT|Ô’ èA,a(pr|PoA.iT)v prjS’ eÙGTO%tT|v èpiSaivEiv 
OÙÔÈ yàp ’AtpEiÔTiç ôXlycp etti KoptcactE ptcrGcp- 
)0,r|ôé Tiva pv&cGat xiiv TcapGévov oùôè yàp ^Qxoç, 
oùôè pèv ’Qapicûv àyccGôv yàpov èpvf|CTTEUCTav 
prjôè %op6v (pEÙyEiv èviaùoiov oùôè yàp 'IicTtcb 
àKX,auTEi jcEpi Pcopov àtcEiTtaxo KUKXcbcacyGai- 

%atpE péya KpEtouca Kal Eùàvxrjoov àoiôfj. (259-68)

An ending, but one that sounds Hke a beginning. The catalogue o f myths relating to 

Artemis resembles the priamels which often begin poems or hymns, lyric and 

Homeric, where the narrator selects the theme o f song from one o f many, e.g. the 

catalogue of Theban glories enumerated in \.l.init., the opening o f Pindar’s Hymn to 

Zeus (F29), again with a Theban Hst, or the catalogue o f ApoUo’s love at HH3.207ff. 

(before the narrative o f the Pythian hymn). The CaUimachean reversal should be 

considered in the context of the coUection o f Hymns. The Hymn to Artemis foUows the 

brief H.2, with its elaborate break-off at the end, extoUing the virtues o f the brief and 

good hymn over the long and poor, and demonstrating the favourable reception of 

the song on the part o f ApoUo. Here we have hymned ApoUo’s sister., his rival (cf. K al 

yàp èyœ Atixcoiàç œcjtEp ’A tcôXXcov (83), crû ô’ ’A tcoXXcovi Ttapi^Eiç (169), péa kev 

nuGcova TtapÉXGot [sc. Ephesus] (250)). Here, however, there is merely a prayer for 

the song to be met with Artemis’ favour (268). Is the effusive narrator o f H.3 a joke 

at Artemis’ expense, given her unmusicaUty (when compared to her brother?), and
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the final advice on avoiding her anger tongue-in-cheek? Or is the narrator who will 

not give up portrayed as one concerned not to avoid giving offence to Artemis by 

treating her brother better (cf. Haslam 1993:117), so that the coda, and the prayer for 

favour, gain added significance? If  so, it should be noted that the next hymn in the 

collection is in turn to ApoUo (effectively), with Artemis reduced to a soHtary 

mention (H.4.229, in a simile), and constructed as one giant deUberation as to what to 

sing (recaUing the end of the Hjmn to Artemi^.

Bommann (1968:xxvi) suggests it is futile to look for a unifying factor or central 

theme in H.3, and proposes the Aetia, with its disparate episodes, as a paraUel. In one 

sense this is fair. Not, however, because the Aetia and the Ajmn to Artemis both lack 

unity, but because such unity as they have is derived from an interest in the depiction 

and development of their respective narrators. Nevertheless, though erudition is a 

characteristic o f both, they are different. The narrator o f the Aetia is not portrayed as 

proHx, nor ironised to the same degree.
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3.2.8 Hymn 4

The Yijmn to Delos responds in many ways to the preceding hymn (Haslam 1993:117). 

There Artemis, here Apollo again (AfjXov, ’A7rôX,X,covoç, 2; AfjXoç ô’ ’AtiôXXcûvi, 24). 

There a narrator presented as prolix, his hymn feigning its end several times, here a 

non-ironised narrator who begins with a striking question to himself, and frames the 

whole song as a deliberation (i.e. as a sort o f beginning. Artemis is systematically 

marginalised in H.4, and the narrator o f H.4 should be seen in terms o f Artemis 

against ApoUo, as weU as in relation to the narrator o f H.3.

After the àoi86ç of the Hymn to Artemis (cf. H.3.1), we read in H.4 OoîPov ocoiSoccov 

|X£6éovxa (5). Mineur (1984:55) objects to Mair’s (1955:85) translation o f àoiSàcov as 

“minstrels”, commenting that nothing suggests the masculine here, so that “songs” 

must be right (though citing the possible paraUel o f Xenophanes F6.4D-K for 

àoiôàœv as “minstrels”). But there might be a deliberate ambiguity here, given the 

attention in the opening lines to the narrator, and the subsequent:

œç M ohaai xov àoiôôv ô pii nigTcXEiav aeicrri 

exGougiv, TCÛÇ 4>oîpoç ÔTiç AiqA-oio X,a0r|Tai. (7-8)

This in itself echoes the final Unes o f H.3 on not incurring the anger o f Artemis, and 

in the light o f the less-than-perfect narrator of her hymn, and her treatment in H.4, 

we might wonder about the aUegiance o f the àoiôôç there and here — to 0ot(3ov 

àoiôâcûV  pEÔÉOVTOCp

In any case, the account o f ApoUo’s birth in H.4 seems to airbrush Artemis out o f 

the myth. Leto is described as if she was to bear only ApoUo (ouvekoc pouvr)/ ZtivI 

TEKEÎV tipeX^e (piXaiTEpov ’'ApEoç uia, 57-8), and suffers greatly in chUdbirth, neither 

o f which squares with:

fjai gE Moipai
YElVOpévTlV TO TCpcOTOV E7CEKA,11pC0aav àpflY E lV , 

oTTi pE K a l  T iK T o n o a  K a l  oùk TjA,T|YT|CE ( p é p o u a a
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àXX  ocpoYTjTi (piXcov ocTceGiiKaTo y'oicov. (H.3.22-5)

This alludes to Artemis as Eileithyia, and to the tradition that, born on the day before 

Apollo, she assisted at his birth (cf. D.L.ii.44). But Leto in H.4 has no assistance from 

Artemis or Eileithyia. Instead, the DeHades sing the ’EXeiGuiriç lEpov péXog 

(H.4.257). The precocious Artemis-child o f H.3 (5, 72) is outdone by her brother, 

who not once but twice prophesies ex utero at H.4.88-98 and 162-95. The narrator’s 

question in 24 - r i 6è axi(3apa)Tepov ëpKoç;, and his exclamation xoîoç oe PoriGôoç 

àpcpiPéptiKEv in 27, imply that Artemis’ Ephesus, a topic near the end of H.3, is not 

so well-defended as Delos (cf. ’E(pécyou yàp àEi xEà to^a TipÔKEixai, H .3.258), for aU 

that péa HuGiova TcapéXGoi (H.3.250). Furthermore one o f Artemis’ cult-names, 

OuTtiç (cf. H.3.204, 240) is appropriated as the name o f one o f the original DeHades 

(H.4.292), and where Artemis appears in H.4, it is in a simile at 228ff. But she is not 

even the topic o f comparison, but appears peripherally as the owner of the dog to 

whom Iris is compared. Mineur (1984:137) discerns her, well hidden, in xà 

ZTivôç...x£Kva at H.4.111, which only serves to confirm her unimportance in the 

hymn. Some, however, have seen her in the final farewell:

iaxirj œ vtictcov eùéctxie, %aîpE pcv aùxri,

Xaipoi Ô’ ’A;côXXcov xe Kal t̂v èXoyEuqaxo Anxœ. (325-6)

Thus the paradosis seems to bid farewell to “she whom Leto bore”, i.e. Artemis. 

Given her absence in the rest of the hymn, this has been suspected, and emended 

away, the best suggestion being Wüamowitz’s î v EXo/Eticao Arjxd) (followed by 

Pfeiffer’s text; “...y aqueUa, Leto, a la que tu, Delos, asististe”, Femandez-GaHano 

1976-80:400 ad Xo%EUopai). But Mineur, uncomfortable with the rapid changes of 

subject, suggests following Verdenius {apud McKay 1962b:169 with n.3; McKay 

suggests Artemis as the midwife) and keeping the text as it stands, translating “and 

may Apollo fare well and Leto, whom he [my itahcs] deHvered”, because in H.4 

Apollo himself “without help from Eileithyia or anybody else ‘jumped forward’ from 

Leto’s womb.” (Mineur 1984:252). We can extend this insight — the ambiguous 

phrasing o f the final lines alludes to Artemis, but has ApoUo usurp his sister’s 

midwifery o f her mother.
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Into this background fits the narrator, not presented as prolix and a subject for self- 

irony as in H.3. The Archaic and lyric models used in H.4 are correspondingly not 

used to satirise the narrator, but to draw attention to his difference from that o f H.3. 

The style is much more lively and engaging, as demonstrated by the treatment of 

places Leto visits. This is invested with more variety than the catalogue o f Leto’s 

wanderings at HH3.30-44. Callimachus does not merely list the places, but places Iris 

on Mimas (67, mentioned in the catalogue at HH3.39) as a guardian, and describes 

the flight o f towns, hills and rivers (cpEuye pèv ’ApKaSirj, cpeuyev Ô’ ôpoç iepov 

Auyrjç/ napGÉviov, (peûyev...., 70-5). When the nymph MeHa, at the sight o f Helicon 

shaking u%6%Xoov EO%E TuapEiiiv/ tjliKog aoGpaivouaa TCEpi ôpuôç (80-1), the 

narrator intervenes “out o f his concern for MeHa” (Mineur 1984:118) by asking the 

Muses a question about the relationship between nymph and oak. This emotional 

involvement is characteristic o f the hymn, and further enhvens the account o f Leto’s 

wanderings. The question to the Muses is foUowed by Apollo’s first speech from the 

womb, and his condemnation of Thebes (88-98), the narrator’s challenge to Hera 

(106ff), and the scene o f Leto and Peneios (see below).

The contrast with the style of H.3 can also be brought out by the different purpose 

to which slowing the narrative and surprising the audience are put in H.4.228ff. Iris 

has excused herself for having failed to prevent Asteria from offering Leto assistance 

(218-227). There then follows a lengthy simile (228-232), where Iris is compared to a 

hunting-dog o f Artemis, ever ready to receive the call o f the goddess. But this section 

is extended further — Iris never forgets her seat, even when sleeping (233-4), but 

sleeps by the throne with her head bent (235-6). Nor, we are told, does she loose her 

girdle or hunting-boots in case Hera gives her a command (237-9). Then, at last, after 

12 Hnes “o f frustrating interlude” (McKay 1962b: 163) Hera repHes. Why the delay? 

McKay (1962b: 162) thinks the audience anticipates Hera’s punishment o f Asteria, 

and CaUimachus is striving for suspense. But what foUows the long characterisation 

o f Iris is real surprise that Hera does not delay Leto further — in the Homeric Hymn to 

Apollo her labour lasts èvvfjpap te  Kai èvvéa vuKtaç (91), to which the narrator there 

devotes Hnes 91-114. Leto’s travails are only eased when Iris fetches Eileithyia to 

Delos. Hence in CaUimachus the concentration on the scene prepares the audience 

for further delay, which does not materiaUse, ApoUo’s birth foUowing swiftly on the
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end of Hera’s speech at 249ff., and so ultimately forms a replacement for the delaying 

o f the birth. But this play with audience and model does not undermine the narrator.

Our attention is drawn to the narrator at the very opening o f the hymn:

Tf|v leptiv, Ü) GupÉ, xiva xpovov -j-TiTToxf aeiaeiq

AfjXov, 'ATToXXcovoq Koupoxpocpov; (1-2)

While postponing the god’s name until the second line in a hexameter hymn is 

unconventional (Mineur 1984:49, Janko 1981:9), more remarkable still is the self

apostrophe o f the narrator (no similar opening in the other Hymns, nor the Homeric 

Hymns). Mineur (1984:49) objects to the suggestion o f Giangrande (1968:58-9) that 

this is a pointed imitation o f Pindar’s 0.2.89 Gupé* xiva and N.3.26 Gnpé, xiva 

because “elsewhere in Delos the part Pindar plays as a source o f reference is rather 

restricted” and “the combination of words is in fact rather meaningless.” But Mineur 

bases this view o f Pindaric reference principally on the use o f lyric vocabulary 

(1984:22), and an opposition to attempts to see a lyric structure in H.4 (1984:8-9), 

which leads him to ignore the context and function o f the self-apostrophe. Whüe 

there is perhaps no direct reference to a particular passage in Pindar, there is the 

prominent use of a Pindaric technique. Pindar addresses himself at the beginning o f a 

poem at 0 .1 .4  (piXov fjxop, 0.9.6ff. (imperatives), 0 .1 0 .Iff. (imperative), and can 

question himself about the subject of a song (0.2.89-90 — “Gupé, at whom do we 

shoot?”, N.3.26ff. — “Gupé to what headland are you driving?”).

The address to the ’Ava^Kpôppiyyeç upvoi in 0 .2 .Iff. and the subsequent questions 

about what god, hero and man to sing about combine these usages. The address 

approaches self-apostrophe, and again concerns the selection o f a subject for song. 

That this device was particularly prominent in Pindar is indicated by the nature of 

narratorial self-apostrophes in other Archaic poets: Archilochus F128 (to Gupé, 

teUing himself to resist foes), Theognis 213-4, 695-6, 877-8, 1029-36 (to Gupé, 

possibly the addressee o f the poem rather than poet, with advice), Ibycus F317(b) 

(“always, 6  cpiXe Gnpè, as the long-winged purplebird” — context unclear), Simonides 

fr.eleg.21.3 (\(/D%[Ti], possibly to addressee, declaring “I cannot be your watchful 

guardian”). Significantly none o f these other self-apostrophes comes in the context
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of the selection or control o f material for a poem or narrative, but o f advising the 

Gnpôç.

The self-address immediately focuses attention on the narrator, and points him up as 

autonomous, not requiring to ask the god hymned or the Muses for inspiration. Even 

when he turns to ask the Muses a question, he describes them with a possessive 

pronoun:

èjial Geai. eÏTcaTE Mohoai, 

fj p’ èxEÔv èyévovTo xoxe 5pueç fiviKa Nupcpai; (82-3)

This claim of ownership of Muse being invoked is without precedent (so Mineur 

1984:118). The closest paraUel is Pindaric: 6  icoxvia Mobaa, paxep otpexépa (N.3.1), 

and CaUimachus may intend a simUar claim of kinship. The question to the Muses, 

foUowed by their answer in 84-5 (Mineur 1984:117), reminds the reader o f the 

structure o f Jietia 1 -2. Even if the Yiymn to Delos was originaUy written before A.etia 1 - 

2, a coUected edition o f the Hj/nns would have come after it. If  the narrator o f Æ tia  

1-2 was “CaUimachus”, the narrator o f H.4 is thus also associated, for a reader o f the 

Hymns as a coUection, with “CaUimachus”. Though such a persona could be 

undermined and treated ironicaUy (especiaUy in the Iambi — see 3.5.1 below), it is 

perhaps one reason here for the more straightforward treatment o f the narrator. It is 

also consistent with, though hardly impUes, performance at a Museum occasion such 

as that suggested by Mineur (H.4 as genethliakon 1984 passim, rightly criticised by 

Griffiths 1988:231).

The relatively autonomous narrator thus portrayed is mitigated to a certain extent by 

the framing o f most o f the hymn as a deUberation (so Harder 1992:387, with 

comments on how this resolves the problem of the narrator’s omniscience), again of 

the sort often found at the beginning of a poem (compare the endings o f H.3, in 

particular its priamel-like catalogue at 259-68):

el ôè Xirjv TroXéeg ae Tcepixpoxocoaiv àoiôal,
TTolri èviTcXé̂ co ae; xi xoi Gnpfjp^? ocKobaai;
TI cbg XÙ Tcpœxiaxa péyaç Geôç oupea Geivcov 
ocopi xpiyXœxivi...
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eivaA-iaç elpyot^eTo (28-32)

The rest o f the hymn follows on from this question about whether (ii cbç) to sing 

about the fixing o f the islands. This parallels HH3.25ff. (Harder 1992:387 n.l5), 

where the narrator asks Apollo whether he should tell o f Leto giving birth to him on 

Delos:

Tl cbç C5E TlpCOTOV Arjtcb TÉKE, %àp\ia ppOXOÎCTl..,

Lines 19-29 o f the Homeric Hymn to Apollo “dramatize a process o f poetic decision

making” (Müler 1986:23). In HH3, however, there is a stronger sense o f starting the 

narrative by going back to the beginning, after the question has been put to the god. 

Lines 30ff., following the question, begin as a catalogue o f peoples (occouç Kpî TTi x 

èvxôç E%Ei, 30), but by 45 have become a catalogue o f places (xoaaov eti’ œSivonaa 

'EKr|pôX,ov ÏKETO Arjxœ, see Miller 1986:32-3), but in any case take us back to Leto’s 

wanderings, the beginning o f the narrative. The sense that the question has been 

answered and the narrative selected is strong. The return to the start is also apparent 

in the similar selection o f song later in HH3, at 207ff., where again the narrator asks 

ApoUo how to sing of him, introducing the narrative chosen thus:

Ti d)C TO T tp w T o v  x p r j a x t i p i o v  ocv0pd);iQicTi

T̂jXEUcov Kaxà yociav ëpriç, ÉKcxxriPôX,’ ’'AtcgA-Xov; (214-5)

The next Une takes us to Pieria, the beginning of ApoUo’s travels (FIiEpiTiv pèv 

Trpcüxov, 217). In H.4, however, the narrative foUows cUrectly on the question, without 

returning to the beginning, as if it was stiU part o f the question itself:

vép0E Ôè Ttàoaç 

ÈK vEocxcûv œx^iocTE [sc. Poseidon] Kal ElaEKuXiOE 0aXcxaaTi;

Kal xàç pÈv Kaxà Puoctôv, ïv’ TiTCEipoio Xà0covxai,

7tpnpv60Ev Èppl̂ cocTE' aè ô’ oûk e0X,i \|/ev àvàyKTj... (32-35)

The question, and the narrative of Poseidon’s fixing o f the islands, continues through 

Kal xàç pèv (34), which is balanced by cyè 5’ (35), which begins the narrative of 

ApoUo’s birth on Delos. Many priamels, however, have a much sharper break
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between potential subjects and that chosen. The catalogue of Theban glories on 

which Thebe is questioned at Pindar \.l.init. is broken off oXKh noXoxa yocp/ ebSei 

Xàpiç (16-17), and praise of the victor foUows instead. The blurring o f the distinction 

between the deliberative question and the selected narrative seems designed to 

structure the rest o f the hymn as a deUberation. Such a strategy in H.4 has a paraUel 

in Pindar’s framing o f much o f P.3 as the apodosis of a counterfactual conditional 

(what Pindar muld pray for, if it were right (2-3), cf. Young 1968:28-33).

Apart from the opening self-apostrophe, and the deUberation in 28ff., attention is 

kept on the narrator in the opening section o f the hymn through a first-person 

promise to give Delos her share of song (àTuoôàcyaopai, 9) to gain praise (for pe, 10) 

from ApoUo, and the rhetorical question in 24 and exclamation in 27 (quoted above) 

which portray the narrator as a praiser of Delos, and, more obUquely, ApoUo. Indeed 

the encomiastic function of the narrator is more expUcit in H.4 than in any other of 

the Hymns, as the longest Ptolemaic passage in the Hymns (165-90) indicates, 

predicting the birth o f PhUadelphus on Cos, the Celtic attack on Delphi, and the 

Celtic rebeUion against PhUadelphus. This may explain in part why the narrator is not 

comprehensively undercut in the manner of H.3.

Scholarship is also put to a different purpose in H.4 as compared to H.3. Parentheses 

such as that on the old name of Lipare at H .3.47-8 were peripheral to the main 

narrative, but even such elements in H.4 as the parenthesis about Samos — gutcco yotp 

erjv Zàpoç (49), and the etymology o f Delos in 52ff. are “central” — foUowing 

naturaUy in a Hymn to Delos from singing about how Poseidon made the islands in the 

sea (30ff.), with a narrative set so long ago that even ApoUo has not yet been bom. 

But this aetiological and etymological lore is not so much a typicaUy HeUenistic 

display o f erudition as part o f the more serious dimension to HeUenistic interest in 

aetia and local myths and heroes, which could form a link between the present and a 

splendid past (Cairns 1979:13, Zanker 1987:16). The etymologies above, and in 

particular the closing section o f the hymn on modem  DeUan ritual (275-324), are 

meant to emphasise the links between the mythic and HeUenistic Delos. Pointing up 

a connection between past and present need not coincide with a DeUan connection 

for the first performance of the hymn, particularly as it seems to build on the final 

part of the DeUan part o f the Homeric Hymn to Apollo (146-164, which evoke a DeUan
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festival with a chorus of Arj^iàSeç etc.). But it provides a more plausible explanation 

for the final section than Mineur's suggestion that the rites connect to H.4 as a 

birthday poem (the àpcpiereîg ôc7rap%ai, 278, referring to the usual birthday-gifts sent 

to the Ptolemies, the rites of passage of the Delian youths, 269ff, and sailors, 316ff. 

as relating to Callimachus as a fresher in the Museum etc.. Mineur 1984:222), part of 

a misguided general programme to relate as much as possible in the hymn to its 

original performance (see 3.2.3 above).

As in H.3 from 72ff., after an opening in er-Stil, there is almost constant apostrophe 

in H.4 from 27ff, where the narrator addresses AfjA,e cpiX,r| in an exclamation about 

her protector. This emotional employment o f apostrophe is a marked feature in H.4, 

marking the narrator out as more involved with his narrative than Homeric or 

Homeric Hymn narrators (though the Homeric narrator does occasionally apostrophise 

characters, see 2.3.4 above). It also plays a more central role in the structuring o f the 

poem than in H.3 — the successive addresses to Delos form the framework o f the 

story (Mineur 1984:6-7), and mark the different stages o f the song. There is also 

more variety in addressee and purpose than in H.3 — there only Artemis was 

addressed, here (in addition to the opening self-apostrophe), we have Delos, the 

Muses, Hera, and the oblique optative farewell to Leto and ApoUo in 326 (and see 

below for the quasi-narratorial address by ApoUo to PhUadelphus at 188ff).

In the address at 106ff. to Hera there is a marked accusatory tone:

"HpTj, (TGI 5’ ETI Tfjpoç CtVr|̂ ££C f|TOp EKEITO 
otiSè KocTEKlacGrig te Kal œKTiaaç. f^viKa tutixeiç 
àpcpoTÉponç opEyonoa pàTTjv ècpGéy^aTo Toîa...

This in itself is unusual, as an apostrophe generaUy indicates narratorial sympathy 

towards the subject addressed (Mineur 1984:134), as in Homer (e.g. to Patroclus). 

But, despite maintaining the formaUty of the non-w vocative (see Scott 1903, 1904, 

1905, GUdersleeve-MfiUer 1903, Giangrande 1968), there is also more emotional 

content than in Homeric apostrophes (see 2.3.4) — Hera’s heart is ocvT|A.E£g (the 

Homeric equivalent, VT|Xf|Ç, is only used by characters o f people/hearts, and only 

appears in speech in the Homeric Hymns; see 2.3.4), and she “feels no compassion” . 

SimUar language is also put to powerful description o f Hera reacting to Leto’s
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pregnancy — 07rep%opévT| péya 8f| ti Kai on cpaxov (60) which is “an extremely 

strong expression” (Mineur 1984:99). It echoes two passages of Pindar (cTrépxeCTGai 

in Homer only approaches the meaning o f “to be angry” at 7/.24.24B):

àXXà Geœv (3amXeia

gTcepxOEÎCTa 0U|i(o Tzé\ine Spaxoviaç octpap. (N .I.39-40)

àXX' 6 pèv IlnGcovàS’, èv Gnpcp Triégaiç %6Xov où cpaxov ô^eia peXÉTa 

(0 .6 .3 7 )

In N .l H era is not unaware of Heracles’ “illegitimate” birth (as in H.4 of Leto’s 

pregnancy) by one o f the women a'l All TcaîSaç/ è^écpepov (H.4.56-7), while in 0 .6  

Evadne cannot conceal her pregancy (by Apollo) from Aipytos (0.6.35), who can 

beat down his unspeakable anger. Mineur (1984:99) fails to note the N .l echo, and 

does not draw attention to the similar context o f 0 .6 .

The heightened emotional tone is sustained through the speeches of the distressed 

Leto in 109ff, which differ from any found in the Homeric Hjmns, being “substantially 

Tragic in content” (Mineur 1984:136). Leto appeals to the Thessalian nymphs to 

beseech Peneios (7cepi7iX,é^a<jGe yevElco/ XiaaopEvai, 110-11), then addresses him 

herself, IItiveie OGioÜTa, tI vuv ocvépoiaiv èpi^Eiç; (112). But she recognises his 

speed is on account of her (114-15), and not normal, hence his not heeding her: 

7rE7roiT|gai ôè TiétEoGai/ gf|pEpov è^aîilvriç; ô ô’ àvfiKooç (115-16). These last three 

words may be a narratorial interjection between Leto’s speeches (so Mair 1955:95), 

but hardly one which punctures the tone o f the passage (contrast the learned asides 

o f H.3). N or does the wider situation of the speech, the flight o f rivers, hiUs and 

nymphs before Leto, described as “weird” by Hutchinson (1988:37), negate its effect.

Leto then addresses her unborn child in terms emphasising her suffering and her 

helplessness, (5 èpôv a%Gog,/ ttgî ce (pépco; pèlEoi yàp àTiEipfiKaci tévovteç (116- 

17). Again, the anthropomorphic physicaUty o f the god thus emphasised is not 

incongruous, but adds to the scene’s effect (Hutchinson). She then pleads with PeUon 

(118-20), when we are surprised — Peneios, who had been racing the winds, answers 

Leto ôàxpua XeiPcov (121). His flight is not his fault — ’AvayKaitj pEyaXri Geoç (122), 

and poi "Hptj/ ôav|/iX,èç f|7CEiX,CEv (124-5). But there is nothing to be done — t1
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^TlCTo^ai; T| ocTToXéoGai/ xi t o i  riT|veiôv; (126-7) — but endure his fate: ÏTco 

TceTtpco é̂vov f|)xap (128), fiviô’ èyd)- xi Tcepicroà; (132). He wül suffer for Leto, even if 

he is the least honoured o f rivers (129-31). This confounding o f audience expectation 

(Haslam 1993:118) does not undercut the narrator (contrast the “endings” o f H.3), 

but adds to the effect of Peneios’ self-sacrifice (cf. Poetics 1450a33-35 on tragic 

TCEpiTtexeiai, which bring about the most powerful emotional effects, along with 

recognitions).

The threat Ares poses to Peneios is conveyed in the longest passage (133-147) of 

sustained grandeur in the Hjmns, the style almost denoted by \)\|/60e:

i)\|/60£ Ô’ èopapayriaE Kai ocGTciôa x\)\|/ev aKCOKfi 
ôcupaxoç- f] 5’ ÈXÉXt^Ev èvÔTcXiov ëxpEjrE Ô’ ’'Oggt|ç 
GUpEa Kttl TiEÔiov Kpavvœvlov a ï xe ôuaaEÎç 
ÊCT^axial nivôoio, (pô(îcp ô’ àpxTiaaxo n à a a  

©EOCTaX,ir|- xoîoç yàp àn  ocGTiiSoç ëPpapEv tJxoç. (136-140)

There foUows an extensive simile o f the noise Ares’ shield makes. Like Aema shaken 

by Briareus’ movement, the tools of Hephaestus crashing against each other 

(recalling the impressive description o f Aetna in P.1.20ff.) — xfjpoç ëyEvx’ àpa^oç 

CTocKEoç xocoç eùk\)kA,oio (147). But Peneios stands his ground:

flrjVEioç ô’ o\)K auxiç E%d̂ Exo, pipvE 5’ ôpoicoç 

KapxEpôç d)ç xoc Ttptoxa, 0oàç 5’ èCTxf|caxo 51vaç (148-49)

The scene o f Leto and Peneios in itself should be reason enough to doubt the general 

application of Ppovxocv oûk èpov àXXoL Ai6ç -prologue 20, see 3.3.2 below). 

Elsewhere, such a tone is regularly neutralised or destroyed, as in H .6 where we move 

to bourgeois comedy after divine epiphany (see below). But here there is only a slight 

modification. Peneios is released from his duty by a compassionate Leto in 150-2 — 

the threats o f Ares have been to this degree empty.

The next section, encompassing the v^poug/ EtvaXiag (153-4), and Cos in 160ff., 

also has the “authentic tone o f grandeur” (Hutchinson 1988:38-9), but here the 

narrator hands over to the unborn Apollo for over thirty lines. Letting Apollo speak 

is a strategy elsewhere in CaUimachus (the end o f H.2, the beginning o f the A.etid)^
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and here too he can achieve effects more difficult through the primary narrator. In 

this case the situation is stranger still because ApoUo prophesies ex uterô  which 

further distances this from ordinary panegyric (Hutchinson 1988:39; cf. Theocritus 

17). Cos is reserved for 0eôç oc^Xoç (165), an oblique reference to Philadelphus, who 

is part of the Zacotfipcov UTraxov yÉvoç (166), a nod at Ptolemy Soter and Berenice 

(Fraser 1972:ii.367-8 n.229), which is followed by an indication o f the extent o f 

Ptolemaic rule (168-9). Apollo foUows this with another heightened description 

(varied now by being in the mouth of the god) o f the Celtic threat to Delphi (17Iff.), 

whose presence at Delphi is vividly described in terms o f the ranks and weaponry 

which can be seen there (ctXA,’ t]5t| Tcapct vrjov aTtauya^otvTO çaX ayyag/ 

8ua)j,Evécov, t^Sti Sè tcapà tpitcôôectoiv èjiEÎo/ (pacyava Kod ^coaxfjpaç ôcvaiôéaç 

è/Gopévaç te /  àatiiôaç... 181-4), but whose defeat is described more obliquely — 

TÉCÛV [sc. shields] a l pèv èpol yépaç (185). There then comes an allusive mention of 

the Celtic threat to Philadelphus himself (Mineur 1984:177-8), and an address to the 

future Ptolemy:

ECGopEVE llTO^EpatE, Ttt xoi p,avTT|ia (paivco. (188)

An address in an encomiastic passage such as this one would normally be made by 

the primary narrator (even in Pindar’s P.4, where Medea predicts Battus’ visit to 

Delphi, the narrator himself addresses him, 59). Apollo’s address is not only novel, 

but if spoken by the poet at a performance with Philadelphus present, usurps his 

function even more directly, by addressing a member o f the audience being praised.

The narrator is also prepared to share his duties with Delos. After Apollo’s birth, the 

narrator turns to Delos to report her now changed state:

XpUaEOt TGI TOTE TtdvTOC GEpEtXia yElVETO, AfjX,E,
Xpnccp ÔÈ TpoxÔEcyoa TuavfipEpoç ëppEE Xipvrj,
XpuGEiov ô’ EKopTitTE yEvÉGXiov Epvoç èA,alr|ç,

XpUCTcp ÔÈ TtX.fip'üpE PaGùç IvcûTcoç ÈX,t%GEtg. (260-63)

The anaphora at the line-beginnings emphasises effectively Delos’ new honour, and 

this amounts to Delos’ epiphany (so Mineur 1984:213). But then Delos herself, 

taking ApoUo %puaéoio a 7t’ ouôeoç (264), the earth now newly golden, proclaims her
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own further honours. Delos is hard to till (268), but Apollo wiU be called AfiXioç 

after her (269), and no land will be so loved o)ç èyœ 'AnolXœvi (273). Finally she 

confirms: Kai ecTao|xai onKÉTi TcXayKrfi (273). Thus the narrator avoids repeating 

himself, by placing the fixing of Delos, already mentioned by him at 51-54, in the 

mouth of the island herself.
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3.2.9 Hymn 5

The opening four lines of the Hymn on the Bath of Balias establish it as mimetic (see

3.2.4 above). They also point us, obliquely, to the rite described — the washing 

(X.coTpox6oi, 1) o f Athena’s statue (tôcç naX,Xà8oç, the location — Argos

(neXaCTyiaSeç, 4),̂ ^̂  the situation — just before the arrival of the goddess (à 0eôç 

euTUKOç ëpTCEiv, 3) and the addressee — the “companions o f the bath”, those to take 

part in the rite. Hence the voice too seems certain, a “master o f ceremonies” 

directing these XcoTpoxooi to come out Çé̂ ixE, 1, 2) and to hurry (aohoGe, 4). This 

voice o f a religious official is also strongly in evidence in 13ff. and 29ff., ordering 

(oioetE, 17, 31) what should not and what should be brought to the rite by the 

X-coTpoxooi, who are addressed as such in 15, and are the main referent o f the 

vocatives ’AxocnocSeç (13) and œ Kcàpai (27). The “master of ceremonies” then 

addresses Athena on behalf o f this company of women awaiting her:

E^i0’ ’AGavaia- irocpa toi KataGupicç ïX.a,

7cap0EviKal pEyaXœv TtaîÔEç ’ApEaxopiSâv (33-4)

This recalls the commands to the A,(0Tpo%6oi in Hnes 1 and 2 (e^ite). Further 

commands are issued to water-carriers (pfi Poctctete, 45), and Argos itself (îiIvet’ àno 

Kpavôcv jrrjS’ ociiô tcd TCOTapco, 46), while Argive males are warned not to look on 

Athena (flEXaGyÉ,/ cppa^Eo pf| ouk èGéXcov xàv PaoiXEiav ï5t|ç, 51-2). In general, 

the voice in H.5 has been thought “single” (Haslam 1993:125) and the speaker “the 

same throughout the poem” (Bulloch 1985a:3), though Cahen (1929:396) thinks the 

poet’s “personnalité” in H.5 is “vague”. But in fact it seems clear that there is a 

deliberate ambiguity of speaker and speaker’s sex in the hymn, one which reflects 

important aspects of the deity to which it is dedicated.

Statue and goddess are identified in H.5 pace Hutchinson 1988:33f. — see Bulloch 1985a:lll, McKay 
1962a:55.

Further confirmed by ’Apyeicov (36), ’'Apyoç (45), TCüpyoç (54).
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In view o f the female addressee, the restriction of the washing-rite to women, and 

the similar pattern o f the myths of Teiresias and Actaeon, where a male intrudes on 

all-female bathing, the possibility that the religious official is female has been 

considered (McKay 1962a:51, Bulloch 1985a:3 (“official or priestess”). Harder 

1992:389 n.21). Further support for this thesis might be derived from the character 

o f the myth, which concentrates on the reaction of a mother to the blinding of her 

son, and which emphasises his youth (darkening cheeks, 82, TiaiÔôç, 82, (potea Tcaiôoç, 

92, Ttaîôa, 93, t é k v o v ,  98, Ttaiôcov, 99), in a way which might be thought appropriate 

in a female narrator. This use of Tcaîç resembles that in H .6 o f Erysichthon even at 

his most savage, which can be seen as a mark o f the female narrator there (Bing 

1995:36 n.31). Poor use of mythic exempla might also be regarded as a mark of 

inferior narrators, e.g. the citing o f Endymion and lasion as fortunate lovers by the 

goatherd in Theocritus 3.49-51. Hence this could also be attributed (by male poets) 

to female narrators, as in the awkward catalogue of heroes who do not share Adonis’ 

privileges in the song o f the yuvfj ôcoiôôç in Theocritus 15, and perhaps also the 

apparent infelicity of the exemplum in H.5.17ff., where the Judgement o f Paris, 

despite Athena’s defeat, is cited as an occasion when she did not use a mirror.

More relevant, however, is the allusion in Chariclo’s exclamation (o èpè ôeiXàv (89) 

to a lyric poem with a female narrator but a male author (Alcaeus FIO (b).l ëpe 

Sei>.àv, ëpe Tcaiaav KaKotdxcov 7ce8é%oicyav). N ot only is the sentiment o f the 

Alcaeus fragment appropriate to Chariclo’s state o f mind (her son has just been 

blinded in front o f her), but the use o f the accusative case is very rare with co (so 

BuUoch 1985a:200). The shared rare use seems to guarantee this as an allusion̂  rather 

than a coincidence (though, as BuUoch notes, epe 6eiX,dv in Alcaeus might be 

governed by a verb now lost). Chariclo’s words aUude to the question o f the sex of 

the narrator. This is a concern elsewhere in the poem. In particular, several aspects 

point us to a narrator closely grounded upon the author, Callimachus, and therefore 

to a male.

At the beginning o f the hymn, after the opening four lines and before the “master of 

ceremonies” continues commanding in 13ff., lines 5-12 teU us that Athena never 

washed herself before her horses, not even when she returned from battle with the 

YTjyevécov (8). The Hnes form a novel type o f hymnal descriptio o f the god’s attributes
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(Depew 1993:67), but they may also be seen as parenthetic (Hunter 1992:15-16). They 

are normally taken as addressed to the celebrants (so Bulloch 1985a: 115-6), as the 

lines before and after them, but they do not follow neatly on the command to the 

nÊ aCTyiocÔEÇ to hurry: “Hurry, fair-haired daughters o f Pelasgus, hurry! (4) Never did 

Æhena wash her mighty arms before... (5ff.)” . An explanatory parenthesis would often 

have yap, but this may have been omitted to maintain the ambiguity o f the narrator. 

This would then be a “Callimachean” aside at the very start o f the poem. In contrast, 

the parenthesis in 13 — CTupiyYcov aico cpGbyyov 'UTca^oviœv — functions as part o f the 

mimetic setting of the hymn, but this is itself juxtaposed with the explanatory où yocp 

’A G avaia  x p ip a r a  jiEiKxoc (piX,Ei in 16, which in turn resembles a scholarly aside. 

Scholarship is also to the fore in the information we are given about the eGoç 

’A pyEicov (36) taught by Eumedes. The repetition in 40-1 — KpEiov Ô eIç ôpoç 

(OKioaxo /  KpEÎov ôpoç-, portrays the narrator as responding to audience incredulity 

or confusion by emphasising the particular antiquarian or novel variant being 

followed (see McKay 1962a:67-8 for the possible alterations to established myth 

here). This is followed by an etymology of the PaUatid rocks (41-2).

AU this could be borne, and incorporated into a narrator not strongly tied to the 

author, if not for hnes 55-6:

TtoTvi’ ’AGavaia xù pèv ë^iGi- péaxa 8’ èyd) xi 

xaîcTÔ’ èpéo). pùGoç 8’ oùk èpôç, a k X  èxépcov.

This èyd) speaks like a poet (èpéco, cf. 772.493), and has sources (èxépcov) for his 

narrative (which accounts for his omniscience, cf. Harder 1992:390 n.27). The Hnes 

point to the narrator’s “own personal and original use o f [sources]” (Cameron 

1995:439), rather than disavowing responsibUity for a moraUy or factuaUy dubious 

tale. Hence the paraUels BuUoch (1985a: 161-2) and Bundy (1972:66) cite for 

cHsclaimers of moral responsibUity are not relevant — unUke Aratus 637 and 

v4^.4.984f. there is no apology to the god involved. The narrator here merely says he 

wiU teU a tale p ècx a , or “in the meantime”. The teUer o f “stories whUe U wait” is a 

long way from the director of the ritual of earUer in the hymn. The fictionaUty o f the 

mimetic situation is maintained (xatcr8E) but flagged as such (Haslam 1993:125). Its 

status as the frame for the myth, rather than as a narrative interlude, is made clear in
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137, after the myth’s close; ëp/er' ’AGavaia vvv àxpEKéç [my italics]. Only now is 

Athena “really” to emerge (Haslam 1993:124-5). But this only serves to confirm that 

it is Athena who has been waiting for the narrator, not the narrator for Athena.

It is on the basis o f these lines that Haslam (1993:125 n.31) opposes the idea o f a 

female narrator, and Cameron sees the only first-person statement in the Hymns 

referring to Callimachus ^ua poet. But the narrator o f H.5 cannot be taken 

straightforwardly as “Callimachus” . The final lines o f the poem, following the 

statement o f Athena’s imminent arrival, echo hymnal closings with xaipe, but also 

divine epiphanies, at which /a ip e  is the standard greeting (Bulloch 1985a:256):

XaipE Geoc, KOtSEU Ô’ ’'Apyeoç Iva%i(o.
XaipE Kai è^EX,àoioa, Kai èç TcaXiv a u r iç  È X acca ig  

ÏTCTTCoç, Kai Aavacov KXâpov aTcavta ctaco. (140-2)

The arrival o f Athena calls to mind the warning to flEXaayé in 51 ff.:

ÔÇ KEv i0T| yu p vav  xav I la lX d S a  xav 7ioXioû%ov, 

xcopyoç £cyo\|/EÎxai xoûxo Tcavuaxàxiov. (53-4)

While it is true that the mythic exemplum of Teiresias and the epithet yupvav make 

explicit only that men were banned from the halb as opposed to the procession 

(BuUoch 1985a:ll), hence opening up the possibility o f “Callimachus” looking upon 

Athena in safety, given our complete ignorance o f the actual rite described (possibly 

invented by CaUimachus — Hunter 1992:14) we should not assume the statue was 

clothed until it reached the river. In any case, the role o f the narrator as “master of 

ceremonies”, and the constant address to females, stdU raise the question of how 

“CaUimachus” could be witnessing such a festival. The ambiguity o f the narrator 

between priestess and “poet” extends to ambiguity in the apparent function o f the 

narrative. It foUows (in 57ff.) closely on the warning about unintentional male sight 

o f Athena, and as such might naturaUy be taken as a “cautionary tale” (BuUoch 

1985a:163). But it is expUcitly addressed and told to females — xaÎCTÔE (56). The TiaîÔEÇ 

of 57 (an expression which again figures the narrator as a more senior “master of 

ceremonies”) are the Xcoxpo%6oi o f the ceremony (a cautionary tale to those who 

cannot offend?). This might be taken as implying there are no males present even at
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the procession, so that the warning to men would be a ritual warding off of the 

profane (cf. ékôcç ékocç ôariç ocXiTpôç, H.2.2), not directed at men actually present (so 

too perhaps the command to the hSpocpopoi in 45ff. — are we to imagine women 

present qua water-carriers?). Hence the warning in 51-54, and the myth which 

follows, point to the speaker and (his/her) sex. In this respect, narrator reflects 

characters, as sexually ambiguous characters are to the fore there.

Perhaps appropriately for a story for TcaîSeç, the myth begins in folktale fashion - 

“once upon a time there was a nymph whom Athena loved...” — ’AGavaia vupcpav 

piav ev Tcoxa 0f|Parg/ tcouXu t i  Kai Trepi 8f| (piXaxo xav éxapôcv (57-8). This sort o f 

characteristic might be taken as indicative of naïve, perhaps female narrative (cf. 

Griffiths 1988:233 on H.6.41 ‘xiç poi KaXà ôévôpea KÔTtxei;’ ~ “who’s been eating 

my porridge?”). In any case, the narrator immediately focuses on Chariclo, whose 

psychology is a central subject of interest, and the relationship with Athena which 

brings her grief. There is extensive repetition of this friendship in the opening section 

o f the myth (57-9, 65-7, 69), and the length devoted to this aspect, in contrast to the 

briefer description of the blinding itself (see below) is akin to Archaic unusual 

narrative emphasis (see 1.2 above).

The leisurely pace continues when the myth proper (noxa again in 70), the fateful 

meeting with Teiresias, is narrated. The atmosphere o f the scene o f Athena and 

Chariclo bathing is built up by repetitive, unemotional description (71-4) o f place 

which “enacts the monotony of the sultriness” (Bulloch 1985a: 177) of the midday 

heat on Helicon:

peaapppivà 5’ ei%’ ôpoç acu%la. 
àpcpôxepai Xœovxo, peoapPpival 6’ ëaav mpai, 

moXXà S’ acu%la xfjvo Kaxei%ev ôpoç. (72-4)

A slighdy more emotional tone is found when Teiresias arrives, described as ocpxi 

yéveia/ jiepKa^cov (75-6), the place as iep6v (76). The next two Hnes draw more 

attention still to the narrator:

ôiv|/àcyaç 5’ acpaxov xi Jtoxl poov 'nXuGe Kpàvaç,

CT%éxXioç- OÙK èGéXcov S’ eîôe xoc pf) Gepixà- (77-8)
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Here we have more emotional language — acpaxov xi (surely focalised by the thirsty 

Teiresias, the nearest he gets to speaking) and in particular the narrator’s exclamation 

ctxétX,ioç, usually confined to characters’ speeches in Homer (see 2,3.4 above). The 

narrator concentrates on the consequences o f the blinding rather than the incident 

itself (Bulloch 1985a:178), which is related first in Athena’s words. When she speaks, 

the myth and the hymn take a striking turn, and form a remarkable example of 

Callimachean experimentation with hymnal tone and the depiction of the divine. 

Nothing in the description of the close friendship o f Athena and Chariclo, even the 

foreshadowing o f the latter’s misery (68) has prepared us for the brutality o f Athena’s 

speech (which she makes %oX(oaapéva m p, 79, a further level o f irony):

TIÇ CTE, Tov 0(p6aX.pmg ox)K£t’ a;roia6p,£vov.

(0 Et)T|p£t8a, xaX,£7cav ô6ôv ayaye Saipcov; (80-1)

Even before she has formally addressed Teiresias with his patronymic (which points 

us to his other parent, next to Athena), Athena describes him as now forever blind, 

an oblique but startling way o f conveying the blinding (Bulloch 1985a: 188: “abrupt 

and coldly precise”). She asks which Ôaipcov has led him here, which makes her 

sound oddly like a Homeric mortal, unable to teU which divinity is responsible for 

particular actions (e.g. Odysseus, 0<7.9.381 Gàpcoç èvÉTCvEnaEv péya ôaipcov).’̂ *̂ This 

makes the blinding seem inevitable, and beyond Athena’s control, which suits her 

attitude in her speech o f self-defence at 97ff., but also casts her in a peculiar hght.

The narrator then mentions Teiresias’ blindness in terms which recall death — TcaiSôç 

Ô’ oppaxa vi)^ ëla^Ev (82).’̂  ̂ Chariclo’s address to Teiresias also sounds as if he is 

dead —oi)K àéXiov tiocXiv o\|/£ai (89), as does the narrator’s description o f her as 

yoEpav oixov àTjôoviôœv/ ay£ Paph KXaioiaa (94-5), as BuUoch notes (1985a:198, 

206). This anticipates the paraUel tale o f Actaeon, who is kUled after a similar 

encounter, and effectively conveys the level of grief o f Chariclo. Her chaUenge to 

Athena (85-92) is emotional and psychologicaUy convincing, if  rhetoricaUy able (e.g.

Contrast the omniscience in this regard o f the Homeric narrator and the gods (Griffin 1986:36).

This recalls Homeric descriptions o f death such as ooae KeÀocivfi vù^ ÈKâXut/Ev, e.g. 7/5.310 
(BuUoch 1985a; 190).
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the expanding tricolon in 89-90), but this should not be interpreted as undermining 

the force o f the passage {pace Hutchinson 1988:36). She upbraids Athena directly (85- 

7) on the grounds of abuse o f their friendship, addresses her stricken son ( t e k v o v  

ocXacTE, 87), exclaims to herself (89), and then challenges Hehcon itself (90ff.). The 

quick succession of addressees ending in the mountain, as if it was responsible for 

blinding Teiresias as compensation for hunted animals (91-2), fits in well with 

someone trying to make sense o f what has just happened (Bulloch 1985a: 194).

The narrator tells us that Athena is moved by pity for Chariclo (0eà Ô’ èXérjaev 

éxaipav, 95), flagging her response as a consolatio. But though Athena employs many 

o f the stock arguments o f the consolatio (Haslam 1993:122), such as that the done 

cannot be undone (103-4), Fate was responsible (104-5), things could have been 

worse (105ff.), the situation is not all bad (119ff.), she begins by defending herself. Is it 

not odd for a god to be placed in the dock in her own hymn? McKay (1962a:75) 

argues as if the point o f H.5 is to justify the ways o f Athena to men. But in her own 

words? Athena has already described the event as if some unidentifiable malign force 

was responsible (ôaipcûv), now she expHcity claims she was not responsible (èycb 5’ 

on TOI TÉKVOV E0T|Ke aXaov, 98), because Kpovioi 6’ coSe X,éyovti vopoi (100). This 

legalistic defence continues with what sounds like a quotation from a lex deorumf^

ÔÇ K£ Tiv’ aOavotTcov, oKa 0eôç aÙTÔq ëXrjTai, 

à0pf{(TT|, p,iCT0d) TOÛTOV iSeîv peydXo). (101-2)

The use o f the word iôeîv by Athena in this context is rather tactless, but not 

compared to the supposedly consolatory part o f her response, in particular the 

exemplum of Actaeon, which is markedly, and intentionally, grotesque. This parallel 

myth Athena begins in rhetorical fashion, emphasising 7t6CTca...E)j,7Ct)pa.../ Ttôaaa 

(107-8) Actaeon’s parents will bum  to 7raîôa...TU(pX6v iôéaOai (108), which is both 

oracularly riddling (Hunter 1992:28) but also punning. But stiU worse is to come — 

Actaeon is to be torn apart by his own hounds (115), and TÙ Ô’ uiéoç ôaTÉa potTrjp/ 

Xe^eÎTai ôpupœç TcàvTaç èTrepxopéva (115-6). Chariclo they wiU call oXpioTav and 

EÙaicova (117). This is “sick” (Haslam 1993:123).

Bulloch (1985a:212); “formally legalistic”, with parallels.
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Though the inappropriateness of the exemplum and Athena’s telling o f it are 

mitigated somewhat by the account of Teiresias’ compensation (119-36), the consolatio 

is supposed to be poor, and we are told why by the narrator in 134-5:

pdtrip Ô’ OUTIÇ etiK te Geocv, 

bXkcL A i ô ç  K o p u ( p a .

Athena has (and is) no mother, hence she cannot understand Chariclo’s maternal 

emotions, nor console her adequately for her son’s loss (Bulloch 1985a:52, 

Hopkinson 1988:121). The undermining o f the god being hymned gives this part o f 

the hymn a novel and disruptive tone, and raises questions about the tone elsewhere, 

and about the hymn’s “seriousness”. While it is clear CaUimachus has toned down 

some o f the more savage aspects o f Pherecydes, such as Athena blinding Teiresias 

Taîç xepcri ([ApoUodorus] 3.6.7=FGrHistl 3.92a), the manner in which what remains 

is presented is clearly meant to starde and disrupt. This disruption and experimenting 

with the presentation o f gods extends to Athena’s sex and sexuality.

Teiresias sees Athena naked, and this is described by Chariclo as some (sexual) 

compensation (Hunter 1992:25): eîÔEÇ ’AGavaiaç axfiGea Kai Xayàvaq,/ àXX'... (88- 

9), that is to say he sees her breasts and genitals. This sort o f description, and the 

male intrusion upon female nudity, is incongruous when applied to A.thena, and much 

more appropriate to Artemis and Actaeon (Depew 1993:68). As Haslam (1993:124, 

foUowing WUamowitz 1924:ii.23) argues against Bulloch (1985a:19ff.), the roles of 

goddess and hunter in H.5 are “custom-made” for Artemis and Actaeon, and 

“creakingly uncomfortable” for Athena and Teiresias. The fact that H.5 is the earliest 

extant example o f the bath o f Artemis is coincidental. We have already been told at 

length o f Athena’s manliness (Griffiths 1988:232, Depew 1993:68-9) — her 

)j,eYàA,cûÇ...7üàxeiç (5), her contempt for mirrors (17ff.), her gigantic athleticism (5lç 

é^f|Kovxa...5ia\)Xa)ç, 23), and her anointing herself with ocpaev [n.b.]...EXaiov (29), as 

used by the archetypaUy masculine Castor and Heracles (30). BuUoch (1985a:131ff.) 

thinks that the Hnes on Athena’s beauty are modified by Theocritean and Homeric 

intertexts, so that they in fact suggest that she enjoys a sort o f Artemisian beauty. He 

discerns at H .5.23-8 an aUusion to Theocritus 18.22-32, where Helen’s friends praise
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her beauty, and describe themselves as running by the Eurotas and anointing 

themselves ocvSpiaxt (23). Hence in Callimachus Athena combines, like Helen, 

athleticism with great beauty. The comparison o f Athena’s healthy athlete’s glow to 

rose or pomegranate, symbols of Aphrodite, BuUoch takes (1985a: 139) as “extra 

vaUdification” o f Athena’s female beauty, while he thinks (1985a: 142) H.5.31-2 

aUudes to 7/.14.175ff., Hera’s preparation to seduce Zeus, implying that Athena can 

be similarly sexuaUy attractive.

BuUoch (1985a:46) criticises CaUimachus for his “readiness...to rely on aUusion to 

estabUsh his point” which “reveals an inherent weakness in his mode o f writing”. But 

intertexts rarely have this indispensable inverting role, more remimscent o f the 

Argonautica, in the Hymns (Haslam 1993:111). We should read the aUusions to Helen, 

Aphrodite and Artemis as ironic, as they come in the context of the Judgement o f 

Paris, which Athena famously lost. Her huge arms and athleticism are emphasised. 

AUusions to Artemis, Hera and Helen only conspire to make her seem, by 

comparison, more mascuUne stiU.

Athena’s observer is also sexuaUy ambiguous. Teiresias was usuaUy thought to have 

been bUnded by Hera for his view o f which sex enjoyed sexual intercourse more, 

because he had been both man and woman, and his initial change o f sex took place 

after disturbing two snakes coupling (Hesiod Melampodia F275 M-W). In H.5 he sees 

not only Athena naked, the masculine warrior goddess, but also presumably his own 

mother (Xucapéva (dual, 70), X,(ûvto, 72). This, and the sexuaUy ambiguous parties 

involved, make this situation very different from the usual (probably original) version 

o f the Actaeon-myth with sexuaUy aggressive male and feminine virgin huntress. This 

change is also marked by the ambiguity as to the sex o f the narrator.

Is the hymn, then, “serious”, whether as an attack on the coherence o f traditional 

reUgion and its values (e.g. through the problematic, wronged but uncompensated 

Chariclo, BuUoch 1984:228-9) or a more straightforward hymn o f praise, or is it an 

example o f an attitude to myth simUar to our own, myth as narrative pabulum 

(Griffiths 1988:232)? The difficulties in answering these questions are in large part 

caused by the terms in which they are phrased. We should not import modern views 

of what tone or manner reUgion should be approached or described in (i.e. “serious”.
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with little room for humour, still less parody), to Hellenistic religion (Hunter 

1992:32), This hymn, along with Callimachus’ Hymns in general, could be treated as 

an index o f changes in attitude, without documenting the precise changes involved, 

which can have a much wider range than rejection, disbelief or even criticism 

(Hunter 1992:32-34). Regarding myth as a storehouse o f narrative open for 

experimentation and innovation need not exclude a commitment to the deities 

involved qua deities rather than characters in narrative. The passages in H.5 pointing 

to the odd nature of Athena’s fernininity, and her grotesque consolatio, are consistent 

with aspects o f the goddess herself — her pseudo-mascuHnity, and lack o f any 

connection with motherhood. More problematic, perhaps, is her speech o f self- 

defence. But this too can be explained as an indication o f the impossibility of 

accounting for some actions or events, beyond an ascription to Saipcov — even gods’ 

mythological proxies are incapable of such explanation. Such views can be combined 

with humour, irony, even parody, and with “belief’ in traditional religion and its 

“values” {pace Bulloch 1984:229). It is often thought that Ovid’s “serious” passages in 

the Metamorphoses (e.g. the creation myth in book 1, the speech o f Pythagoras in 15) 

cannot be meant as such, given their juxtaposition with myths showing the gods and 

their offspring in the worst possible light (Coleman 1971), but the juxtaposition itself 

should perhaps point us to the complexities o f attitude and tone to be found in 

ancient religion as well as ancient literature (and to the inadequacy of the categories 

“serious” etc.).
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3.2.10 Hymn 6

¥Ljmn 6 is clearly meant to form a pair with };iymn 5, the two sharing several striking 

correspondences (Hopkinson 1984:13-16). Consequently, their respective narrators 

have been thought very similar: a “Narrating Voice, combining indefinably the roles 

o f devotee, ‘master o f ceremonies’ and poet.” (Hopkinson 1984:13). However, far 

from being “nebulous and uncharacterised” (Hopkinson 1984:3), the voice o f H .6 is 

much more unified than that o f H.5, without its ambiguity about the speaker’s sex, or 

its blending of master of ceremonies and “Callimachus” . The voice o f H .6 is 

definitely female (McKay 1962a: 119, Bing 1995), a celebrant at a Demeter-festival, 

and portrayed as strongly “moralising” and emotional, using various Archaic texts 

and models to effect this. The narration of the myth also shows characteristics 

consistent with this voice, though as might be expected in Callimachus, there are 

tensions and contradictions to be found in the hymn.

The female context is established in 4-6, by the address to uninitiated women, and 

the mention o f fasting, which recalls the second day o f the women-only 

Thesmophoria:

|o,T|0’ ocTto T(o TéyEoç prjô’ t)\|/ô0ev aùyàaariaBe 
pil Kcâç jxTjôè yuvà pr|8’ ôc KaxExeuaTo xaitav ,
)j,T|ô’ ôk’ oc(p’ afiaXécov (TTopaTcov TCTUcogEÇ aTtaaxoi.

Throughout the hymn only women are addressed (Bing 1995:34 n.24), and the first- 

person verbs are all plural, including the speaker together with the women addressed, 

most revealingly in 124 — àTTEÔiXcoToi Kai avdpmUKEg dcytu TraTEupEÇ — where the 

dpjtUKEg are headbands typically worn by women (Bing 1995:34). Among the further 

indications o f the feminised voice noted by Bing (1995:35-36) are the similes o f the 

lioness in 50-2 and the doU in the sun in 91-2, the narrator’s questions to the mothers 

at lOff. and 83, the description of Erysichthon as Ttaîç (56) even at his most savage, 

the periphrasis for his wet-nurse in 95, and his being lamented by women at 94-5. So 

thoroughly female is the setting that even the horses in 120 are female (al...i7t7coi).
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The “primitive folktale character” (McKay 1962b:7) of the myth should also be 

related to the female voice of the hymn. The narrative is lacking in erudite 

parentheses, in contrast to much Callimachean narrative, and devices such as “they 

say”-statements, often marking a “scholarly” narrator, are here employed in Homeric 

vein, along with a superlative in a statement about the natural w orld (X,éaiva/ 

àpoTÔKoç, xâç (pavxl Trékeiv pkogupcbxaTov ôppa, 51-2, cf. Z/.17.674, also about 

animal sight). Furthermore, Erysichthon’s companions are man-giants with 

superhuman strength — àvSpoyiyavTaç oXav jroliv otpKioç ocpai (34), and Demeter 

arrives on the scene in classic folktale fashion — xiç poi KaXa ôévSpeoc Kojcxei; (41, 

Griffiths 1988:233, see above). The affinities o f this narrative to th e  folktale are 

conveniently demonstrated by the Goan folktale o f “Myrmidonia and Pharaonia” in 

Dawkins (1950:334-40).

There are, o f course, subde aUusions in H .6 to earher literature, e.g. Homer (the 

description of an Odyssean locus amoenus in 26ff. is foUowed by the Iliadic violence o f 

Erysichthon and his companions armed 7i:£X,eKECTCTi Kai a^ ivaiaiv  (35), borrowed 

from 7715.711). But these should be attributed to the implied author rather than the 

narrator. We are not to think of these aUusions as those o f the female narrator, 

consciously introducing Homeric reminiscences into her speech at the 

Thesmophoria, but as pointing to the scholarship o f the author. This is one way to 

reconcUe the views of Howald (1943:56), who would attribute the geographical 

oddities in 13ff. (Demeter thrice crossing Achelous and the ever-flowing rivers) to 

the “primitive knowledge” of the female narrator and Hunter (1992b:20 w. n.3) and 

Griffiths (1988:233), who regard this as a learned puzzle. Such a statement can 

simultaneously characterise the narrator as geographicaUy uncertain, bu t the author as 

constructing a riddle. The large gap between author and narrator in H .6 can be used 

to produce jarring effects, as we shaU see, as when Demeter sounds like the 

“CaUimachus” o f Ûsç,A.etia (H.6.63~^^/.F75.4, see 3.2.2 above).

The mimetic nature o f H .6 is clear from the beginning where the narrator instructs 

the yuvaÎKEÇ (1) to say AdpaxEp pÉya %aîpE TCoXuxpoçE TcouXupÉôipve (2), indicating 

the scene is a Demeter-festival and the speaker a celebrant there. This convenient 

quotation of the refrain also reveals the fictionaUty o f the situation, designed to 

convey the setting to the audience or reader. The same phrase is repeated in 119,
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again in another instruction (118), which resumes the mimetic frame after the 

conclusion o f the myth. After this resumption we get much more detail about the 

ceremony and scene, where four white horses carry the basket (120-1), the women 

walk barefoot and with hair loose through the city (124), the unimtiated are able to 

go as far as the Tcputavhia (128), and the old and pregnant need only go as far as they 

can (130-2). The setting seems to be the Thesmophoria (Hopkinson 1984:35-6), but 

the location is not revealed to us, in contrast to H.2 and H.5. Attempts to locate the 

hymn in a particular city have not been successful and seem misguided (Hopkinson 

1984:37-9).

H .6 is also different from the other mimetic hymns in tone — no breathless 

excitement conveyed by asyndeton and short sentences, but anaphora, parallel 

clauses and largely end-stopped opening and closing lines, producing the feeling of 

“weariness” (Hopkinson 1984:16). But there are still several features which mimic a 

spontaneous and authentic speech at a festival, such as the use o f deictic articles in 1- 

4 (tco  K a X ,à 0 c o .. ./ . .. /T Ô v  K aX ,a0 o v .../...x (D  xéyeoç), which portray the narrator as seeing 

these objects before her (Hopkinson 1984:77, Williams 1978:21-2). The progression 

of thought in 7ff. is also reminiscent o f patterns o f ordinary speech:

''EoTcepoç ÈK vEcpécûv èaKé\|taTo (TcaviKa veîxai;),
"ECTTCEpOÇ, ÔaXE 7CIEÎV AttgOCTEpa pcovoç ETCEiaEV,

apTiaylpaç ôk’ ànvcxa  pExéCTxiXEv Kœpaç.

Hesperus marking the time of the coming of the basket leads to Hesperus’ role in 

consoling Demeter which in turn leads on (in lOff.) to the grief of Demeter at the 

loss o f Persephone. The implied “that reminds me” has certain affinities with 

“associative transitions into myth” in Pindar, also utilised to create the impression of 

an extemporising speaker (Miller 1993:26-7, and see 1.7 above). The break-off at 17 

is also pseudo-spontaneous.

Most strikingly, however, the narrator is characterised as strongly moralising, 

emotional and judgemental. This may be related to her being female, but in any case 

demonstrates extensive use of Archaic “moral” voices. The narrator sympathises 

with Demeter in 1 Off. by addressing her, and in the same vein declares pf) pf| xanxa 

XÉycûpEÇ a  ôàKpnov a y a y t  Arjoi (17). This also recalls, however, break-offs in order
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to avoid transgression, such as 0.9.35ff. (ànà |aoi Xoyov/  t o u t o v ,  CTTOixa, pI\|/ov; see

2.3.4 above). The narrative which the narrator finally tells is explicidy cautionary 

(contrast H.5), i v a  K a i  x i ç  U T c e p p a a ia ç  à X ,£ T |T a i (22). This recalls the last Hne o f the 

ITT> (828), on the happy man ô p v iG a ç  K p iv c o v  K a i  U T C E p P a o la ç  ôcX,E8 iv c o v  (West 

1969:8, Hopkinson 1984:99, Hunter 1992:30 with n.59). The myth ends with a 

moralising couplet reminiscent o f WD  346-8 on the K aK Ô ç y e I t c o v :

AapaxEp, piq  t t i v g ç  è p i v  (piXoç, ôç t o i  oc7ce%0 i i ç ,

EÏr| p,T|6’ ôpÔToixoç- èpoi KaKoyEiTovEg è%8poi. (116-7)

The language in which the myth is related is strongly “moral” and judgemental 

throughout. The craft taught to Triptolemus is ayaGav (21), Erysichthon’s counsel is 

Xeipcov (32), his companions are àvaiôéEÇ (36). He himself is described as a KaKov 

Kai àvaiôéa cpcàTa (45), and his speech is KaKocv (56). Demeter is angry acpaxov xi 

(57), and similarly Erysichthon is |3ap\)v (62), “angry”. Demeter devises Tcovripa (65) 

for him, and his resulting hunger is %aXE7i6v and ocypiov (66). So wretched is his 

situation the the narrator calls him CT/éxXioç (68) and describes him as ÔEiXatcp (93). 

His stomach is also KaKd (88), and his situation a KaKov (112). Such vocabulary, 

avoided by the Homeric narrator, is reminiscent of the moralising persona o f Archaic 

elegy and iambos, as well as the Works and Days and Pindaric epinicians (see 2.3.4 

above).

But this involved narrator, reacting and judging her own narrative, is employed to 

produce strange effects. Erysichthon begins the myth as a contemptor divun̂ '̂̂  

(Gut2wüler 1981:40) and a companion o f giants (34, quoted above) who has a look 

fiercer than a lioness’ (50-2) and threatens Demeter, disguised as a priestess, with 

death (%c%̂ EU...pf| xoi TcéXEKUv péyav èv %poi Ttà ĉo, 53). But at the very moment 

when he damns himself out o f his own mouth he is described as a child:

EiTtEv 6 Tiatc. NépEoiç ÔÈ KaKÔcv Èypc%i|/axo cpcovcxv. (56)

This shift is surely not to be rationahsed as implying that Erysichthon is a giant child 

(McKay 1962b:72, 93-4), but an example o f privileging the expression o f emotion

Taken up and expanded, but not invented, by Ovid in Met. 8.
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over consistency o f character (for a similar privileging o f other aims in the Argonautica 

cf. Hunter 1987:129ff. on Medea, 1993:12ff. on Jason). The narrator expresses her 

sympathy for Erysichthon, despite his savagery, and it is tempting to take this as an 

indication o f her sex. Further sympathy is expressed by axétX,ioç, o a ca  Ttacaito 

Toacov e%6v rpepog auriç  in 68 (Gutzwüler 1981:44). But at this point another shift 

occurs — in the following lines the narrator’s concern seems to be the logistics of 

feeding Erysichthon’s ravening hunger (eiKaxi Saîxa névovxo, ôuœÔEKa ô’ oîvov 

ot(pUCTCTov, 69) and then the social embarrassment o f his parents (ai66)xevoi yovéeç, 

73). After a catalogue of the excuses Erysichthon’s mother has to employ, the 

narrator addresses her sympathetically:

0£iX,aia (piX.ôxeKV£, xi Ô’ oùk è\|/£Ùoao, pôcx£p; (83)

But this sympathy is as much for the social discomfort the situation causes her as the 

state o f her son (Gutzwiller 1981:45). Alongside this shift the mood alters from that 

created by the numinous epiphany o f Demeter (Aapaxtjp 5’ acpaxov xi Koxéaoaxo, 

YEivaxo Ô’ (5c 0£Ùç-/ iGpaxa pèv %£paco, K£cpaX,oc ôé oi a\)/ax’ ’OXùjXTCco, 57-8) to one 

o f “delicate social comedy” (Hollis 1970:133). But it is important to recognise the 

variety o f tone here, and in the voice of the narrator — comedy o f manners is not the 

only mode employed in H.6.

The sympathetic depiction o f Erysichthon’s family and household grieving for him 

(94-5), and the impassioned but vain appeal of Triopas to his father Poseidon (oùk 

ociovxa, 97), who would rather his son was dead (ai0£ yap aùxôv/ pXrjxov ÙTt’ 

’AtcoXXcûvoç èpal %£p£Ç èKXEpéï^av, 100-1) is itself undercut by a catalogue of 

Erysichthon’s effect on the household livestock:

àXXà Kai oùpfjcxç p£yaXav ÙTüéXuaav c5cpa^âv,
Kai xocv (3(ov £cpay£v, xocv 'Ecxioc £xp£cp£ pcxxrip,
Kai xov a£0Xocp6pov Kai xov TcoJiEpfiiov itcttov,

Kai xocv paXouptV, xocv £xp£p£ 0T|pla piKKOC. (107-110)

Hopkinson (1984:108) comments that this list o f animals and the repetition of Kai 

“have o f themselves no hint o f jocularity”, but juxtaposed with the preceding pathos
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they puncture the atmosphere. This deflating effect must mean that the speech ends 

at 106 (cf. Hopkinson 1984:164 for the debate), and that the narrator speaks 107-110 

(so Gutzwiller 1981:47, though she thinks that 107-10 reveal Triopas has lied about 

the exhaustion o f his household, revealing him as more concerned with his estate 

than his son).

The most striking change o f tone, however, is that at the very end o f the myth. 

Erysichthon is pictured begging at a crossroads:

Kai x6x 6 xœ PaCTiX,fjoç èvl Tpiôôoiai KaGfjaxo

aixl^cûv ocKÔXcoç xe Kai EKpoXa Xupaxa ôaixôç. (114-15)

This recalls the beggar Odysseus o f the second half o f the Odjssey, and there are close 

verbal parallels to 0^.17.219-22, where Melantheus addresses Eumaeus, mocking 

Odysseus (Gutzwiller 1981:48, Hopkinson 1984:170). But a king’s son begging also 

calls to mind Andromache’s vision of the fate o f Astyanax in //.22.487ff., where he is 

pictured trying to obtain scraps from his father’s friends. Erysichthon’s inability to 

satisfy himself also echoes Astyanax — %eiXea pév x’ èôiiiv’, UTtepœTiv ô’ oùk èôirjve 

(77.22.495). This passage was to be rejected as unseemly by Aristarchus, so 

Callimachus may have been alluding to it because it was already controversial. In any 

case, this allusion should be classed as authorial, rather than narratorial. This pathetic 

picture is followed by the moralising of 116-17 (quoted above), “Demeter, let not 

him you hate be a friend or neighbour o f mine. I hate evil neighbours.” The tone of 

this comment, in spite of the previous sympathy shown by the narrator, is selfish and 

self-satisfied. McKay (1962a:50) finds in it the “contempt o f self-righteous suburbia”, 

and the lines form something o f a joke. The passage o f Hesiod to which they allude 

(W D  346ff.) stresses that bad neighbours are a plague, and that oùô’ av (3oùç 

ooroXoix’, El pfi YEixœv KaKÔç eït| (348). Erysichthon, o f course, is a literal threat to 

any neighbour’s cattle (Reinsch-Wemer 1976:372, Hunter 1992:30-1).

As well as “concretising” a passage of Hesiod, the couplet also forms an example of 

unusual narrative emphasis. Instead o f hearing about Erysichthon’s death, which 

would presumably have been by autophagy (of which McKay 1962b: 124 finds 

intimations) as in Ovid, the narrator hopes his type does not move in next door. Just
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as the tale appears to have reached its climax, with Erysichthon resorting to XhpaTa 

SaiTÔç (115) the narrative is broken off (McKay 1962b:125). This only adds to the 

impression that the myth can end now that a feeling o f narratorial self-satisfaction 

has been achieved, and also casts the preceding interest in Erysichthon’s plight (both 

emotional and logistical) into a peculiar light. Archaic matter and manner are 

transformed to alter the perspective from which we must view the hymn.

As the disconcerting comment at 116-17 sits awkwardly at the end o f the myth, so 

the comment at the beginning also disturbs:

àXX OKa TpioTciSaiCTiv 6 ôe^iôç ocxGeto ôaipcov,

toUTocKiq 6c %eipœv ’Epucyi%6ovog a\^axo (icoXoc- (31-2)

This is puzzling because it seems that a “good” Salpcov (contrast the Saipcov 6’ 

ETEpog at P.3.34 which brings about Coronis’ downfall) has simply become angry 

with the Triopidae, thus bringing about Erysichthon’s misfortune. The passivity of 

Erysichthon and his family in the hnes above, twice the objects o f verbs performed 

by abstract nouns is strange in a myth which is exphcitly told to prevent acts o f 

transgression — ïva...Tiç UTüEpPaaiaç àX,ér|Tai (22). Again this raises questions of how 

we should take H.6 (cf. BuUoch 1984:220-5). Is it meant as an attack on rehgion, or 

as an expression o f profound doubts, in the hght of the smugness o f the narrator and 

the apparent capriciousness o f the Saipcov in 31?

H.6 presents us with yet more Callimachean experimentation with ways o f depicting 

the divine — at the end the exclusivity which characterises the initiate and various 

Greek rituals is presented as self-satisfaction, and the observations of Hesiod on the 

dangers o f the Kaxog yEiTcov as selfish. But this is hardly to expose such rituals or 

morahsing as a “sham”. CaUimachus brings out, in arresting fashion, the central 

concern with the self and the individual in much Greek ethical thought, but 

paradoxicaUy this aUows the reader/audience to “become” an initiate, and participate 

in the ritual (Bing 1995:37). This would have been even more powerful if the 

audience, as is likely, was principaUy male. This is therefore a further extension of the 

pseudo-intimate effect o f Archaic poetry, giving the audience the feeling of
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attendance at a closed group (see 3.2.4 and 2.1.1 above). Here, though, the feeling is 

not just o f eavesdropping, but o f complete absorption into another sex.
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3.3 The Aetia

3.3.1 Introduction

The yietia begins with a great many first-person statements portraying the narrator as 

under attack from various detractors (poi èîTiipu^ouaiv àoiSfi, F l.l) , and

defending himself in direct speech (Te[X,]xîoiv èycb tôôe, F I.7). The first-person 

narrative about the past suggests autobiography (by the “autobiographical 

assumption”, see 1.7 above), as the narrator tells us o f a youthful meeting with 

Apollo. Several other aspects suggest a strong connection between narrator and poet 

(see 3.3.3 below). The prologue immediately focuses attention on the narrator, who is 

never to recede into the background throughout the A.etia.

Study of the primary narrator of the Aetia is complicated by the fragmentary state of 

much o f the poem, which often makes certainty about the speaker impossible — I 

shall concentrate on the better preserved sections. A different initial problem is 

presented by the interpretation of the prologue, which is often (and wrongly) taken as 

a relatively straightforward declaration o f CaUimachus’ aesthetics (e.g. by Brink 1946, 

Pfeiffer 1968 and Lyne 1984).

3.3.2 The Function of the Prologue

As Cameron (1995:104-132) shows, it is much more likely that the prologue (FI) as 

we have it is the original prologue to the Aetia, i.e. Aetia  1-2, not added to a 

“coUected” edition or second edition of the work late in CaUimachus’ Ufe. This 

second or coUected edition o f Aetia is but a conjecture o f Pfeiffer’s, not otherwise 

documented, but haUowed by repetition (Cameron 1995:104-5). “CoUected” editions 

are impossible whUe texts are in the form o f papyrus roUs, except in so far as they are 

kept in the same box (Cameron 1995:109-113). New prefaces to every other ancient 

continuation o f an earUer work are added to the added books, not the whole work, 

e.g. in the case o f the A rs Amatoria, where there is a merely a new preface, a couplet 

linking A rs  2 and the new book, where the new section is added (so also with Polybius,
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Diodorus Siculus, Vitruvius — Cameron 1995:114-18). A.etia 3-4 would, on this view, 

be a continuation o f the Aetia, added at a later date, analogous to the continuation of 

the A rs Amatoria through the addition o f book 3, and implying no alteration of the 

original work, just as A rs  3 does not lead Ovid to remove the couplet linking A rs  1 

and 2, which implies two books, nor the elaborate sphragis concluding book 2.

This implies that the prologue is not “late” nor can it be taken straightforwardly as a 

product o f the poet’s old age (i.e. over sixty, Pfeiffer 1928:333), despite the references 

to age in the prologue (tcov 5’ èiécov f] SeKaç o\)k oXiyri, F I.6, yfjpotç, F I.33). This is 

not because poets and writers in antiquity could describe themselves as “old” when 

much younger (as Cameron 1995:174-81 argues), but because o f the gap between 

narrator and author, even in such a quasi-biographical text. It is clear that a narrator 

could claim to be old, when the historical author was no such thing (Schmitz 

1999:159-61). The non-identity of author and narrator is exploited in Archaic lyric 

(see 2.3.2.1 above), and is probably so used in the A<g-prologue (Schmitz 1999:161).

When we examine the prologue carefully, several indications of the disjunction 

between the narrator and the historical author, between “Callimachus” and 

CaUimachus of Cyrene, become clear. As Schmitz (1999:158) emphasises, 

“CaUimachus” can converse directly with mythical wizards, the Telchines (eXXete 

BacKavitjÇ oXoov yÉvog, FI. 17), and receive advice directly from ApoUo (’A[7t6]XXo)v 

EÎ7UEV Ô |ioi AtiKiog, F 1.22). But these are not to be conceived us as historical but 

fictional situations (Lefkowitz 1980b:8) — the author did not reaUy meet ApoUo, nor 

does he reaUy converse with wizards.

But might there not be some relationship between the Telchines and real criticism of 

the Aetia} Such a relationship cannot be ruled out (Schmitz 1999:153-4), but the 

assumption that the prologue must be based on real, historical criticism is dubious. 

The Ust o f Telchines in the Scholia Florentina is probably deduced (or guessed) from 

the text (Cameron 1995:185), and the appearance there o f the epigrammatists 

Asclepiades and Posidippus is probably because o f the disagreement concerning the 

Lyde with Asclepiades (AP  9.63=Antim.Tl 4Wyss) and Posidippus (AP  

12.168=Antim.Tl 5Wyss) on one side and CaUimachus (F398) on the other
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(Lefkowitz 1980b:8-9, 1981:124-5). The hst almost certainly does not record 

independent evidence about Callimachus’ “targets” .

Nor is the style o f the prologue better evidence for its reflecting historical criticism. 

The greater precision when compared to Archaic scenes o f “the poet under attack” 

(e.g. the end o f 0 .2) with which Callimachus depicts his opponents, as Telchines 

who have criticised him for not writing ev oceiapa ôirjVEKéç (FI.3), and to whom he 

replies at length with an injunction to judge poetry TÉ^vri/...] pf] axoivcp ITepoiôi 

(FI.17-18), and a detailed account of his meeting with Apollo, should be related to 

the greater “concreteness” with which lyric themes and topoi are treated in Hellenistic 

poetry (see 3.2.6 above, and (i.Contexts and Conclusions he\.ow).

N or is it true to suggest that the poem works better if real criticism is assumed 

(Hutchinson 1988:82). Consideration of the function of the prologue within \heA.etia 

as a whole illustrates how it forms an integral part o f the elegy, without the need to 

refer outside the text.

One of the functions, perhaps the central function, o f any prologue to a speech or 

poem is to operate as a captatio benevolentiae (Schmitz 1999:157), to get the audience on 

one’s side. This function seems hardly debatable in the case of the A.etia, whatever 

else it is meant to achieve. This helps us better understand the form and structure of 

the vT^Aa-prologue — the Telchines are never heard, rather their criticism is reported 

indirectly, so that they appear as shadowy grumblers, in contrast to Callimachus’ 

open and direct speech. The positive aspects of Callimachus’ poetry are placed in the 

mouth o f ApoUo, the poet thus avoiding boastfulness (Hutchinson 1988:80), while 

the opposition o f Callimachus to his critics is structured by means o f several pointed 

antitheses: the ignorant Telchines, no friends o f the Muse (1-2) and Callimachus, the 

Muses’ friend since childhood (37-8); the braying donkey and the delicate cicada (29- 

30); the fat victim and the slender Muse (23-4) etc. (Hutchinson 1988:83-4, Cameron 

1995:130) AU this serves to dramatise CaUimachus’ situation as one where his poetry 

has been unjustly criticised by ignorant detractors, unaware that its quaUties have been 

recommended to him by the god of poetry himself. These detractors are also 

irrational and bestial, as eTUiTpu^oucnv (F l.l) suggests, only elsewhere used of 

animals, and based on Tpu^rjxe at 779.311, describing the “croaking” of those around
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Achilles (Cameron 1995:340, Andrews 1998:4-5). There are only two sides in the 

prologue — these Telchines or Callimachus — and this serves to win the audience for 

CaUimachus.

It is not important from the point o f view o f the rhetorical function of the Hnes (as a 

cc t̂atid) that they approve qualities universally desirable in aU poems (Hutchinson 

1988:81). Given that antitheses are more effective the more polarised they are, we 

need not assume accuracy or truth as a principal concern here, but only 

dramatic/rhetorical effectiveness. It aids the drama and the force of the antitheses 

and oppositions to talk of CaUimachus’ poetry in general being under siege (àoiôfl 

(1), CTocpirjv (18)) but there is no need to assume therefore either that CaUimachus had 

received or felt he would receive much criticism for the Jietia or that he thought aU 

poetry should be exactly as recommended in the prologue. As Hutchinson (1988:83- 

4) points out, the pointed antithesis between deUcate, hght and brief and long, grand 

and thundering suits his rhetorical purpose in the prologue, but need hardly be taken 

as a reasoned representation o f his poetry, and indeed obscures the importance of 

the grandiose in his work, and the variety o f tone which its exploitation aUows him. 

Shifts in tone from a grander manner are apparent in Hecale F69-F74 where the epic 

capture o f the buU and subsequent (p'i)X,Xo(3oXia in F69 gives way to the more comic 

reminiscences o f the crow, particularly in F74. But these changes iUustrate the fact 

that CaUimachus is prepared to employ a far greater tonal range than that impUed by 

deUcate poetry which never thunders.

This internal function, to emphasise the quaUties of the J\.etia itself, means it is not 

necessary to posit a role for the yietia-pTologue. in a debate about how to write elegy, 

or on the merits o f the L^de, as Cameron (1995:232, 303-338) does, to replace the 

flawed hypothesis o f the debate on epic (e.g. Brink 1946:16, who moves from 

documented disagreement o f Asclepiades and Posidippus with CaUimachus on 

Antimachus (on the elegiac l^de) to deduce this must concern “the CycUc Epic”), for 

which there is Httle evidence. This view has been comprehensively attacked by 

Cameron (1995 passim)  ̂ who, among many other arguments, points out the 

discussion of the relative merits of elegies by PhUetas and Mimnermus in the prologue 

(F1.9ff., Cameron 1995:307-8), the Ulusory nature o f much “orthodox”, “anti- 

CaUimachean” HeUenistic epic (1995:263-302) and the epic nature o f the Hecale itself
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(1995:437-53). But, as Schmitz (1999:153) notes, Cameron shares, for the most part, 

the assumption of those he targets that the reference o f the prologue to extratextual 

people and events can be identified. This assumption is unnecessary, particularly 

when the rhetorical function o f the prologue is considered - the v4fAa-prologue is 

about elegy, not epic, but that elegy is the A.etia.

3.3.3 “Callimachus”

3.3.3.1 Aetia 1-2 and Aetia 3-4

The first two books o f the Jietia are structured around a dialogue with the Muses 

(Parsons 1977:49, Harder 1988:2), where the narrator asks questions about various 

arcane topics (kü)Ç 6é, Seal, F7.19) and receives answers from individual Muses 

(tipxe'Tg KaHtoTtT), F7.22). This dialogue appears to be set in the context o f a dream 

(k]«t’ ovap c(up,)pel^ag xaîç Monofarç, Schol.Flor. 16) the aged narrator has about 

meeting the Muses on Helicon as a boy (a]priY£veio$ œy, Schol.Flor. 18), modelled on 

Hesiod’s meeting with the Muses (noipévi vépovTi Tcap’ ï^viov ô^éoç ïtitcou/

'Hcioôcp Mouaécov écpoç ô t h’̂ tiaaEv, F2.1-2, Cameron 1995:130-32). But 

“CaUimachus” also speaks at length iu learned fashion in the report o f this dream- 

dialogue (e.g. F43.40-55 on the Sicilian cities). This changing o f speaker makes 

assessment of the secondary narrators in A.etia 1 -2 particularly difficult (e.g. it is not 

clear who addresses Athena in F37inc.sed.^^/.l).

The second two books abandon this Muse-dialogue (Parsons 1977:49-50, Cameron 

1995:108), perhaps because “Callimachus” wakes up at the end o i  A.etia 2 (Cameron 

1995:138): oh% ehôœy, SH253.7 (cf. app.crit), ovjap’'̂ ” bnno'z ëX,T|̂ e 0efjç, SH253.14.

A.etia 3-4 consist o f separate elegies, such as the Victoria Berenices (SH254-268), the 

Cydippe (F67-F75) and the Coma Berenices (FI 10). This allows for different speakers 

(Harder 1998:111), such as the lock o f Berenice’s hair in the Coma Berenices, and also 

entails differences in the presence and presentation o f the narrator. “Callimachus” is 

more to the fore in A.etia 1-2, where the dialogue form allows a more uniform

Suppl. Cameron.
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portrayal. Nevertheless, there are still many similarities between the two sets of 

books, e.g. in the scholarly character of “Callimachus” .

3.3.3.2 Quasi-biography in the Aetia

The fact that the yietia begins with a first-person narrative about a past event makes 

the poem quasi-biographical. The recollected dream-dialogue with the Muses in A.etia 

1-2 also fits into this pattern, and there is even an embedded first-person narrative 

about a past event in F178,^^  ̂ where the narrator recounts a conversation at a 

symposium to the Muses, which surely ended with the comments of “CaUimachus” 

to the Muses in F43.12ff. about only recoUecting what he had heard at a symposium 

(Kod yap èyd) xà pèv ônaa Kapi^axi xhpoç ëScûKa/ ^av0à ctùv eùôSjxoiç à^pà Xinr\ 

(Txecpàvoiç,/ ôcTtvoa Tüàvx’ èyévovxo Tcapà xpéoç..., Cameron 1995:134-35).

The subject-matter o f the prologue, quarrels about poetry, strongly recaUs the 

historical CaUimachus, or the picture of himself he chose to present in his poems. 

The narrator presents himself as criticised for not writing a particular type of poe^ (ev 

aeicypa ôirjVEKÉç, F I.3), and ApoUo addresses the youthful “CaUimachus” as àotôé 

(FI.23). This self-presentation as a poet continues beyond the prologue — é)Jkax£ 

vuv, ÈXéyotct Ô’ èvii|/f|cyaa0e X,iîrœaaç/ %etpag èpoîç, ïva pot jtouXù pévcocyiv ëxoç 

(F7.13-14). The Telchines, BacTKavtriç oXoov yévoç (F1.17), themselves recaU 

CaUimachus’ epitaph for himself (ep.21), where CaUimachus names himself (1) and 

daims ô ô’ qeicTEv Kpéaoova |3aaKavir|ç (4). The direction o f the echo is impossible 

to ascertain, but the epigram more probably echoes the prologue, rather than me 

versa. The idea o f “envy” also echoes 006vog at the end o f the Hymn to Apollo.

There may have even been a self-naming in the Aetia itself, along the Unes of that at 

Theog.22 (aï vu 7ro0’ 'Hotoôov KaXi^v èôiôa^av àotôf|v), which is clearly the model 

for the Somnium o f the Aetia (F2, quoted above). If  F602inc.sed. is from the Aetia., 

and spoken by the primary narrator, he is exphcitly given the same nationaUty as 

CaUimachus:

Which probably began 2 (Zetzel 1981:31-3).
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ôéoTtoivai AiP<)tiç Tipcoiôeç, a ï Naaajxœvœv 
avXiv K a l ôoX,ixotç Gîvaç èTiipXéTceTe,

IXTjxépa poi [sc. Cyrene] ^(booxrav ôcpéXXexe

A Battiad connection (cf. ep.35) on the part o f the narrator, which Callimachus plays 

with elsewhere (H.2), may be hinted at by Clio’s wish that he go with a better bird of 

omen than the harpasos ei...Xaov etcoikov ôfyoïç (F43.67). Battus was led by Apollo in 

the form of a raven to found Cyrene (H.2.65-66).

The most consistent aspect o f the characterisation o f “Callimachus”, as indicated 

above, is an interest in scholarship and the arcane. This is expHcit in A.etia 1-2 in the 

questions “Callimachus” asks the Muses (kcoç ôcy[iç atiXcov/ pé^Eiv Kal cxEipÉtov 

euaÔE TCO Ilaptcp, F3.1-2), as well as the information he offers himself (oîôa F ê la  

TtOTapoÛ KECpaXfi ETtl KEipEVGV aCTTU/ AIvÔgGeV àp%alT| [cy]K ipTTtTÔpEVGjy YEVEl̂ , 

F43.46-7). Given the change in the framework o f A.etia 3-4, this aspect o f the 

narrator is indicated in slightly different ways. “Callimachus” gives us his source for 

the story of Acontius of Cydippe — Tcap’ apxalou âEVGpfiÔEGÇ (F75.54), and then 

summarises his history of Ceos in F75.55-77. The fact that this source is now a prose 

history, rather than the Muses marks a change in the autonomy o f the narrator (see 

3.3.3.5 below).

Erudition in the Victoria Berenices is also related more peripherally:

Zrjvi TE Kal Ne|o,et| ti xaplctGv eÔvgv ocpEtlco, 
vupcpa KalcTiyvfllTcov lEpov a ip a  Gecov,

fip[E]TEpG [ ] ECÛV ètClvlKlOV Ï7C7Cœ[v.

àppGÎ yàp Aavaob yfjç anb PouyEvéGÇ 
eIç 'EX,évT|[ç vT|(yî5]cx K a l eIç flaX^rivéa pà[vTiv,

TCGipéva [CpCOKOCCOV], XpUOEGV f|XGEV ETtGÇ... (SH254.1-6)

These periphrases fulfil the formal requirements o f the epinician (on which see 

Hamilton 1974:15) in providing information about the victory, the victor, the victor’s 

homeland, the victor’s father and the Games where the victory was won (Führer 

1992:86). But they also mark a loss o f the “documentary function” o f Archaic
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epinicians (Führer 1992:88-9, 135). The information is conveyed not to broadcast it, 

but to characterise the narrator as learned, and to present an “inclusive” challenge to 

the audience or reader. The allusive references invite decoding by the reader or 

audience. Schmitz (1999:155-6, 165-70) argues convincingly that the references in the 

^g/i^-prologue to the poetry o f Mimnermus and Phüetas, to an ongoing debate 

between narrator and detractors, and the erudition and allusiveness o f passages such 

as the opening of the Viktoria Berenices, operate by giving the reader the impression of 

admission to a closed group (given the context o f facts already well-known to the 

“group”), and prompting the reader to decode periphrases which, when decoded, 

further associate the reader with the author. The affinities with Archaic pseudo

intimacy should be clear.

Other quasi-biographical comments apparently connecting the narrator with the 

external world and the historical Callimachus are to be found in both A.etia 1 -2 and 3- 

4. Most infamously perhaps, we are told that the narrator has apparently never 

travelled in FI 78.32-34 Ç4et.2), long taken, wrongly, to be genuine autobiographical 

evidence (see 3.5.2). In F75 the narrator characterises himself as a Greek, 

participating in Greek customs, but dissenting from general Greek opinion about 

epilepsy with first-person plural verbs:

fjlGe 8È VOÛCTOÇ, 
aîyaç èç àypiàôaç xfiv àTcottepTropeGa.

\|/euôôpevoi 8’ kpfiv (pripi^opev (12-14)

Later in same fragment, “Callimachus” hints that he has been in love:

ijff)(pou 8’ ocv èpfiç èTcipocpiupeç eiey 

oÏTiveç où %aX,E7roû vi^i8éç eicti Geoù. (48-49)

In general the quasi-biography found in the yletia goes far beyond anything found in 

Homer, Apollonius (though the narrator o f the Argonautica is presented as a scholar, 

and a Greek) or the Hecale — epic narrators are much less closely grounded on their 

respective historical authors.
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3 .3 .3 .3  Pius Callimachus

"HpTjv yotp KOTÉ (pa<Ti — k \ ) o v , k \ ) o v , ÏCTX80, XaiSpé 

0\)pé, Cl) y’ ocEiCTTi Kal xd Tcep oi)% omiy (F75.4-5)

In this way “CaUimachus” breaks off a potentiaUy impious tale in the Cydippe  ̂ in 

doing so adopting the predominantly Pindaric techniques o f self-apostrophe (see 

3.2.8) and ostentatious abandonment of the unsuitable (see 2.3.4), particularly clear at 

0.9.35ff.:

djco p o t  loyov 
XOÛXOV, C T x o p a ,  p t t j / o v

Führer (1988:53-4, 58) notes that in Pindar the primary motivation o f such passages 

is to present the poet as pious, but thinks that in CaUimachus the emphasis is on a 

display o f virtuosity and discontinuity of narrative. But in CaUimachus too the 

narrator is thus presented as pious, even though this may not have the directly or 

indirectly encomiastic function o f piety in Pindar. The self-address itself draws 

attention to the narrator (Harder 1990:299), and in particular to his control o f the 

narrative, which the narrator goes on to aUude to:

fj TioX.'üiôpEiri xaX,E7üôv KaKÔv, ôaxiç dKapxEÎ

yXd)OCTT|ç- û)ç EXEÔv Tiaîç ÔÔE pauXiv E%Et. (F75.8-9)

Far from endangering anyone, or his narrative, the narrator has deftly moved from

preparations the night before the wedding to the sickness o f Cydippe the foUowing 

day (in F75.10ff.), and aUuded to the aetion o f the Naxian custom of making the 

bride sleep in the company o f a young boy on the night prior to her wedding-day (a

detaU from the lEpôç yàpoç o f Zeus and Hera).

That a pious, moraUsing narrator is a deUberate effect o f such a self-apostrophe is 

confirmed by F24.20-1, which again has “CaUimachus” preferring pious sUence:

EK^UE <—>, xœv |a,T|5èv èpoùg ôi’ ôôôvxaç oXiaGoi, 

nrjXEUÇ
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This alludes to another Pindaric passage N.5,14ff., where the Pindaric narrator 

shrinks from telling o f the murder o f Phocus by Peleus and Telamon, the event 

alluded to in the A.etia (Trypanis 1958:25, Führer 1988:65-6). Again, this allows 

allusion to a myth without giving it a fuU treatment. It also plays an important role in 

characterising the narrator as a morahser, as is also apparent from the gnomic 

material in the A.etia. Archaic models are once more to the fore here — in F2.5 

“CaUimachus” adapts Hesiod (W D  265): te\)%cov cbç ETÉpcp xiç éœ KaKÔv ^kolxi 

TEU%Ei (Pfeiffer 1949-53:i.9, Trypanis 1958:8), and in F96.1-2 comments:

©EDI TcàvTEÇ KO)a,7COÎÇ VE)XECfm,OVEÇ, EK 6É TE TlàVTCÛV 
’'ApTEpiÇ

These comments, Uke the ostentatious silences above, characterise the narrator as 

“pious” . This is both inclusive, putting both narrator and audience “in the right”, and 

fitting for a poet whose narrators often associate religious or ethical purity with 

poetic exceUence (e.g. ep.7; to  [xev 0 u o ç  o tti  ttocxicttov/ 0pé\|/ai, ttUv Moûcyav 5’

(bya0£ A.E7TTaX,ÉTiv, ^^/.Fl.23-4). The figure of ApoUo, often closely associated with 

“CaUimachus”, seems particularly important in this regard.

A related aspect is the expression of strong opinion in emphatic terms, as when 

“CaUimachus” announces to Acontius:

ou OE ÔGKECO TTipOÛTOÇ, ’AkÔVTIE, VUKTÔÇ èKEivT|Ç 
àvTi KE, TT) piTprjÇ îiv|/ao 7cap0Evir|ç 

où otpupôv ’I(plK?iEiov... (F75.44-46)

Harder (1990:300) compares the invocation o f the narratee or an unnamed third- 

party (Tig) in Homer (7717.366-67, 16.638E) as potential eye-witnesses, but the closest 

paraUels again seem to be the emphatic use of first-person statements in Pindar to 

comment upon a myth (e.g. N .7.20-1 on Odysseus, and see 2.3.4 above).
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3.3.3.4 Addresses and Emotion

Related to this expression o f opinion is the use of emotional or evaluative language, 

particularly clear in the Cydippe (F67-F75). In addition to that in the break-off at 

F75.4ff., discussed above, where the narrator calls himself a dog, and his soul 

shameless, the buUs about to be sacrificed before the wedding o f Cydippe are 

described as “to tear their hearts”, Gupov apu^eiv (F75.10, Harder 1990:304), while 

the narrator’s profession of opinion about Acontius on his wedding night contains 

the evaluative %aXe7Coh (F75.49, see above). His words on Xenomedes also employ 

affective language (Harder 1990:305-6):

EiTie ÔÉ, Keje,

^uyKpaGévx’ aù ta îç  ô^ùv ëpcoia cteGe v  

TTpÉaPuç èTrjxupiTi pEpEXripÉvoq (F75.74-76)

Acontius’ love is “sharp”, while Xenomedes is a “lover” o f truth. Expressive of 

narratorial emotion too is the address to Acontius here, also to be found at F75.40-1, 

44ff., and 51 ff., and perhaps also originally when he fell in love, and when Artemis 

decided to help him, to judge from the addresses at these points in Aristaenetus 

(who follows Callimachus closely) at 1.10.20 and 1.10.46 (Harder 1 9 9 0 :3 0 7 ) .These 

features contrast strongly with those parts of the Cydippe which concentrate on 

Cydippe herself, which are related much more objectively, with much less narratorial 

involvement (Harder 1990:306).

This type of emphatic evaluative language is also to be found in A.etia 1-2. In F24 

HyUus is described as 6 tteIvti/ Gupaivcov (1-2), where again there is an address to a 

character (xiv [sc. Heracles] 5’ cbva yéXcoç àvEpioyETo XuttT], 3). Thiodamas’ response 

to Heracles’ appeals for food are also described evaluatively — àypEÎov [Kal 

apEiXixov è̂ ]EyéX,a(TCTE (13). This language is more appropriate in the mouth of 

“CaUimachus”, who surely speaks here {pace MassimiUa 1996:294 [Muse], D ’Alessio

'■*2 In fact addresses by the narrator are a regular feature o f  the aetia in A.etia 4: F90, F91, F93, F I00 
etc. Cf. Harder 1990:307 with n.58, 1998:109.
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1996;ii.404 n.83 [poet or Muse]). Narratorial involvement is particularly evident in 

Aetia 1-2, on the other hand, where “CaUimachus” expresses a personal reaction to 

the responses of the Muses (Harder 1988:12-13):

Tcbjj |xèv ecpTi' xàç Ô’ eiGap èpoj JiocXiv eipeTO Gupôç (F31b)

Even more explicit is:

œ[ç] f] pèv X,i7üe pûGov, èyà) ô’ ètrl Kal [tô TruJGécGai 

f̂ GeXov -  fj yap poi Gàppoç U7rETpé(p[ET]o -  (F43.84-5)

3.3.3.5 The Muses and Autonomy

One set o f secondary narrators deserves special mention — the Muses. They are 

particularly in evidence, of course, in Aetia 1-2. NaturaUy, they share many of the 

characteristics o f the scholarly “Callimachus” . CaUiope muses on what the Greeks 

would have caUed a Colchian settlement and records its Colchian name (FI 1.5-6). 

Their knowledge is, o f course, great — Clio not only knows why at Zancle the 

founders are not invited to the feast, but knows about the details o f their quarrel 

(F43.73ff.) and can quote the form of words employed at Zancle (“whoever it was 

who built our city...” , F43.81-3). She is also careful to include, in a scholarly 

parenthesis, details about the sickle Cronus used to castrate his father, and an aUusion 

to the etymology of Zancle (keîGi yàp ô  xà yovfjoç àTCÉGpiGE pf|6E' èkeîvoç/ 

KEKpuTCTai yuTtri ^àyKÀov vno %Govip, F43.70-1). The Muses are also prepared to 

pass judgement on characters, as at F23.6 to Heracles: èocri] yàp où pàX’ èX,a(ppôç

{pace Hutchinson 1988:45, 47 who seems to think Callimachus is speaking).

In Aetia 1 -2, in contrast to the complete dependence o f the Homeric narrator on the 

Muses (7/.2.485f., see 2.3.3 above), there is “an erudite scholar seeking.. .the solution 

o f some recondite problems about anomalies and curiosities”, and from the Muses “a 

business-like concentration on the facts” (Hutchinson 1988:44). Though the Muses 

are more knowledgeable than “Callimachus”, their erudition is o f a similar type, and
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“CaUimachus” can himself offer them detailed information (e.g. in F43). Their 

relative equaUty is emphasised by the manner o f Calliope’s reply in F7:

Aly^fiTTiv ’Avdcpriv te, AaKcoviôi yelTova ©fipri,

7t]p(üT[ov èvi pIvTmrj k o c t G e o  K al Mivuaç,

gpypevoc œc ■̂ pcoeç an  Alfirao Kuxaiot) 

a u T i ç  èç otp%airiv etcX e o v  Alpovtrjv (23-26)

Here there is a reversal of conventional invocatory language, where the narrator 

usuaUy requests that the Muse recount a tale by asking “caU to mind...” (D’Alessio 

1996:ii.386 n.49).

There may be a suggestion in A.etia 3-4 of a greater independence from the Muses, 

given the abandonment o f the dialogue-ffamework, and the opening o f book 3 with 

an address, not to a Muse, but Berenice in SH254.1-3 (quoted above in 3.3.3.2).

Berenice operates as a surrogate Muse, as weU as being the victor. Beginning with an 

invocation o f the victor is very rare in Pindaric epinicians — only 1.4 begins in this 

way.̂ '̂  ̂ It is usuaUy divinities that are addressed (including the eponymous nymphs of 

victorious cities),^"^ and here we can see Berenice addressed in a quasi-divine capacity 

as l E p o v  a ip a  Ge c o v  (SH254.2). FoUowing the Muse-dialogue, the address to Berenice 

as a divinity, standing at the front o f the two remaining books points sigmticantly to 

her usurping o f the Muses’ central role (she frames A.etia 3-4, as the last aetion is the 

Coma Berenices). She was obviously thought appropriate to the role — she is the fourth, 

and most important, Grace in ep.51.

The scholarly partnership of Muses and “CaUimachus” gives way to a direct access 

on the narrator’s part to scholarship, as contained in the history o f Xenomedes. The 

summary o f this in F75 begins significantly:

ÔÇ iro T E  n acav

Wülcock 1995:74 thinks this is probably accidental, given the frequent mention o f the victor at the 
beginning o f the odes.

The Muses are invoked at the beginning o f an ode in 0 .1 0 , P.4, N.3 and N.9.
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vfjaov èvi k o c t Ge t o  piDGoXoycp,

qpy|i£voc d)ç... (F75.54-6)

This is strongly reminiscent o f the way in which Calliope began her first response to 

the narrator’s questioning in book 1. But now historians are the source whence tales 

come èç fipeTépriv...KaXA,iô;ir|v (F75.76-7). CaUiope has been reduced to a mute 

metonymy for the poem. The possessive fijxéTepriv further indicates that the 

relationship o f dependence on the Muses, already transformed into one o f a 

professor and pupil has altered further in favour o f the autonomous poet. 

Nevertheless, the Muses did play some role in Jietia 3-4 (there are possible addresses 

to them at F76, F86, F112.3ff., though the last is controversial, Pfeiffer 1949- 

53:i.l24), and with the final Une he passes to the Moucrécov Tie^oy...vopov (FI 12.9).

Though the Muses may have been marginaUsed in 3-4 in comparison to 1-2, they 

were hardly rejected or discarded.
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3.4 Victoria Sosibii

F384, like the Victoria Berenices another elegiac epinician, but unlike it not 

incorporated into the A.etia, shares with A.etia 3-4 its variety o f speakers and generic 

play with epigram and epinician (Führer 1992:171). The text is again fragmentary 

with the loss o f lines after Hnes 15, 34, 41 and 50, Nevertheless much o f the structure 

can still be ascertained. The primary narrator speaks Hnes 1-8, and quotes the 

announcement o f an Isthmian victory in 9ff., and speaks again in 21-28. There then 

follows the quotation of a speech by the river Nile in 28ff., which has given way by 

35ff. to a speech by the victor Sosibius himself (Führer 1992:156-57 contra Barigazzi 

1951:416). In 44-5 the last part o f a speech can be read which is probably by an 

Argive, if the Heraion mentioned in 45 is that in Argos (D’Alessio 1996:H.681 n.lO, 

Führer 1993:81). The primary narrator again speaks in 46-49, introducing the 

quotation of a dedicatory epigram, the first Hne of which can be read in 50. Finally 

the primary narrator speaks again in 53ff. in praise of the victor.

The primary narrator is the speaker, then, in 1-8, 21-28, 46-49, 53-60 (Führer 1993:95 

n.95). The narrator is tied to the historical CaUimachus by the reference to seeing one 

o f Sosibius’ dedications ô Tcàp t io S i  KaiGeTO NeiXou/ veiaTicp (48-9), i.e. in Egypt, 

and perhaps by the fact that he has only heard o f the Argive dedication (47), which 

may play with the “non-traveUing Callimachus” (cf. F178.32-4, and 3.5.2 below). 

Erudition is evident in the periphrastic reference to the Isthmian and Nemean 

Games in 25-6: ocpcpoTÉpcp Tcapà Tcaiôi, KaaiyvnTcp le Aeocpxcu/ Kal t o  Mupivaiov 

T(p ydXa GrjCTafiévcp. More importandy, the narrator is depicted as excitedly repeating 

the victory announcement at 7-8: GTjpepivov 5’ d)G£i Tcep èpôv Tiepi xeî^oç ocioaei/ 

t o u t ’ E T to g  f iS E i r j  X,e x Ge v  èn o c y y E X tT i. The news to be repeated is described with the 

evaluative term “sweet” . The narrator also expresses emotion in the praise of 

Sosibius in 53ff., where he is described as generous and piKpcbv o u k  ETCiATjGopEvov 

(54). He declares that this is rare indeed in a rich man (55-56), and then breaks off 

the praise by announcing that ÔEtôta yàp ôi^pou yXcbaaav en àpcpoTÉpoiç (58) — he 

is afraid whether he praises Sosibius sufficientiy or not ( o u t e  t o v  a iv fiC T C o  t 6 cto v  

«^t]oç ouTE A-aGcopai, 57).
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This is another Hellenistic "concrétisation" o f a lyric theme, clearest in Pindar, o f the 

tedium which can affect the audience after praise for the victor: aivov èîtépa KÔpoç 

(0.2.95)/^^ Against this Pindar can also oppose the impossibility o f praising a victor 

sufficiently, which is encomiastic in itself, as at 0.2.98-100.

The praise of the generosity o f Sosibius also has clear epinician precedents: èvxi t o i  

(piXitüTtoi X aÛTÔGi K al kteocvcov ëxovxEç K p é a c o v a ç /  avôpEÇ (N.9.32,

D ’Alessio 1996:ii.689 n.26). But more remarkable than the narrator’s use o f epinician 

models is the employment of these, and other characteristics o f primary narrator here 

and in other works of CaUimachus, by the other speakers in F384.

The voice o f the victor is particularly important. The Victoria Sosibii contains a 

catalogue of earlier victories, something which is common in Pindar (Führer 

1993:87), but in Callimachus this catalogue is spoken by the victor. This never occurs in 

Pindar or BacchyUdes. Sosibius echoes in particular N.10.35f. in referring to 

Athenian victories by means o f the jars awarded (F384.35ff., Führer 1993:87-8). He 

combines this with a reference to the victory-song o f Archilochus:

fiôù Pofjaai 
VTjov ETtl rXauKTjg Kcopov ayovxi %opq)

'Ap%iX,6%ou viKaîov Èçupviov (F384.37-9)

This aUudes to the opening o f 0.9:

To jièv 'Ap%iX6%ou pÉXoç

(pcovocEv ’O lupTtia, KaXXlviKog 6 xpiTtXoog KE%Xa6cog (1-2)

Führer (1993:89) suggests that Sosibius may even make a philological point with è(p- 

upviov, which must refer to the refrain, which indicates that the Pindaric Hnes should 

be read as meaning that only the refrain xf{VE)Aa KaXXiviKE was sung three times, 

rather than the whole song (cf. Z ad 0.9.1 Drachmann 1903-27:1.266-8 for the 

different ancient views).

Cf. also P.1.82, P.8.32, N.10.20.
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A speaking victor is unlike anything in choral epinician, but it is probably related to 

another genre, agonistic epigram. In epigrams commemorating victories in the 

Games, the victor, or his statue, are often represented speaking - ep. 34, 35, 36, 50, 

68, 70 Ebert (Führer 1993:94). This element is part o f a wider epigrammatic presence 

in F384, clearest in the quotation of two dedicatory epigrams, e.g.:

“KuTipoSe ZiSôvioç pe KaxiiYaYev èvGaSe ya’̂ Xoq...” (50).
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3.5 The Iambi

The Iambi represent the most extensive experimentation in Callimachus with quasi

biography and a persona grounded on biographical facts (or assumptions) about the 

author, and exphcitly take an Archaic poet as a model. Alongside Hipponax we find 

also Archilochus (of course), choral lyric and epigram. I shall not take the poems one 

by one, because o f the very fragmentary state o f preservation of many o f the poems 

(especially 8-11), and because the Iambi is a carefully designed poetry-book, which has 

as its primary concern speakers, their self-irony, and their development (Hunter 

1997:47, Kerkhecker 1999:294-5). That it is a poetry-book designed thus by the 

author is clear from the careful metrical, dialectical, structural and thematic patterns 

which unite the collection (e.g. metre: stichic scazons (1-4), epodes (5-7), stichic 

metres (8-13 — assuming 8 to be stichic); “ring-composition” o f 1 and 13 — cf. 

Kerkhecker 1999:282-85, daym an 1980:46-9, Dawson 1950:142-3). That the Iambi 

were thirteen in number, and exluded the péXrj, is strongly suggested by the 

quotation of only 1-13 as Iambi, and the distinct metres o f the péXri (as Kerkhecker 

1999:279 notes). These lyric poems, though not mentioned by the Diegesis, are 

attested in the Suda (v. KaXXipa%og, T1.12Pf). Their separateness from the Iambi is 

confirmed by the fact that Iambus 13 looks to 1 in “metre, theme, and detail” 

(Kerkhecker 1999:278). These opening and closing poems close off the Iambi.

3.5.1 Speakers and Self-Irony

3.5.1.1 Iambi 1-6

The first voice we hear in the Iambi is not Callimachus’, but Hipponax, returned from 

Hades — ’AKOuoaG’ 'iTCTCcûvaKTOÇ- (FI91.1). This self-naming by the returned Archaic 

poet is typical — he names himself at Hipp.F36.2, F37, F79.9, FI 17.4. Interestingly, 

no self-naming survives from the fragments o f Archilochus, daym an (1980:56-7) 

thinks that this “re-incamated” Hipponax “is none other than Callimachus him self’, 

on the grounds o f the Alexandrian setting and audience. Scholars ((piXoloyoug, 

D% VI.3) and poets (Ka]Tri<)Xr|CT0’.../...Mo'UCTéœv...’A7r6X,X-cûvoç, FI 91.7-8) are 

summoned to the Sarapideion o f Parmenio (F191.9-11 and Dieg.Yl.3-4), outside the
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walls of Alexandria (Kerkhecker 1999:22-3). But the naming o f the speaker advertises 

that this is not Callimachus, and the character o f the audience implies that 

CaUimachus, TCOiTjTTiç ôcpa Kal KpiriKÔç, is contained within it (Kerkhecker 1999:34). 

The lesson which Hipponax is trying to teach these gathered scholars, to avoid 

quarrelling ('HKouai 6’ aÙToîg x a r’ EÏXaç aTiayopeuei (pGoveiv Dieg.VlA-

6), also has particular point if one o f tbetr number is the poet who portrayed himself 

under attack from the Telchines and Phthonos, and himself derided the I^de 

(F398).’"'

This Hipponax, however, is different. He comes cpépcov lap^ov où pa%T|v àeiôovxa/ 

TTiv BoUTcaXeiov (FI 91.3-4). He has abandoned his traditional target (6 pT|xpoKoixT|g 

BoÙJtaXog ctùv 'Apf|TTI, Hipp.F12). His invective is no longer to protect the 

community by attacking a threat to it, as Archilochus is thought to do (Brown 

1997:69), nor to avenge what is presented as a personal affront, as the Archaic 

Hipponax appears to have done (Brown 1997:87-8). He teaches a moral lesson, so 

that his audience wiU avoid quarrels, using the tale of Bathycles’ cup and its treatment 

by the Seven Sages (F191.31ff.). So far were they from squabbling that each passed it 

to another of the group as the possession o f the greatest o f their number. This tale 

itself may have been used by the Archaic Hipponax (F63 and FI 23 mention two of 

the Seven Sages, cf. Depew 1992:319, Hunter 1997:48). If so, the shift to its use as an 

exemplum o f how to behave is a marker o f the difference between the new Hipponax 

and the old -  moral instruction replaces straightforward insult (Kerkhecker 1999:34).

There is stiU plenty o f scope for invective, however -  Euhemerus is described as xov 

TtocXai nocY%aiov 6 7cX,àoaç Z Sva/ yépcov XaXa^cov aS ixa PipXia (FI 91.10-

11), and Hipponax appears to take his leave in a very iambic manner -  ]tco kuctco 

(F191.98; cf. Kerkhecker 1999:47 with n.223). But the “targets” in Iambus 1 are 

general and unspecified -  no scholar is named (Kerkhecker 1999:44). There is to be 

no replacement for Bupalus. In the Iambi as a whole there are few explicit targets {pace 

daym an 1980:58), and the invective is indirect and oblique (daym an 1980:59), as

Nor is it true to say {pace Depew 1992:320) that the voices o f Hipponax and CaUimachus cannot be 
separated, despite the framing o f the tale o f  Bathycles’ cup as an aetiology, and the learning displayed 
by Hipponax (Dawson 1950:23) -  this does not introduce ambiguity between Callimachus and 
Hipponax. The Archaic Hipponax already seemed “HeUenistic” in his learning and aUusiveness, “a kind 
o f proto-HeUenistic poet” (Brown 1997:87n.34).
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compared to the more forceful approach of Archaic iambos and its customary objects 

of abuse (exemplified by Hipp.F12, quoted above in 3.5.1.1). Andronicus (indirectly, 

as addressee), Eudemus and the rest in Iambus 2 are “attacked” only as members of 

the human race, Euthydemus in la.?> as an example o f the general greed o f the age, 

which the narrator seems to share, the teacher (unnamed) in la.S is advised èv fjGei 

eùvoiaç (pieg.Vll.23). Ia.6-12 have no real target.

One particularly important aspect o f the indirectness o f CaUimachus’ Iambi is irony at 

the narrator’s expense. In 7<̂ .l Hipponax appears to include iambicists in his 

condemnation o f quarreUing scholars — i]ajxPov ôatiç (F I91.21), and by implication 

attacks CaUimachus the scholar-poet (and writer of iambi). But, o f course, because 

CaUimachus is the author of Ia.\, now turned to advice and against strife, he is acting 

as Hipponax is preaching (Kerkhecker 1999:34). This is the first example o f a feature 

which runs throughout the coUection. Often this self-irony derives from the gap 

between the narrator and the recommendations o f the new Hipponax in 7(7.1, and the 

book as whole represents a movement on the part o f “Callimachus” (who first 

appears as the narrator in Ia.2) towards this new Hipponactean ideal, finally attained 

in Ia.\3 (as Kerkhecker 1999:291-3 demonstrates).

In Ia.2 the narrator is “CaUimachus”, as the Diegesis does not specify another speaker 

(parenthetic (prjoiv VI.29). The mention o f Aesop as the source o f the animal-fable 

told there (xavxa 6’ AïacoTioç/ 6 Zapôirjvoç eiTcev, F I92.15-16) does not indicate 

Aesop is the narrator (pace daym an 1980:17), but marks a further example of the 

unArchaic indirectness of the Iambi (Kerkhecker 1999:59). There the receipt of 

animal voices by humans is framed as an aetiology (èxeiGev, F I92.15) for men’s 

loquacity (Tcavreç.../ Kal vroulupuGoi Kal XdA,ot Tce (pfUKaoiv, F192.13-14), which 

they already exhibited before the transfer: œOTcep où KocpToç/ f^pécov èxovTtov 

%f|Tépotg attap^acGat (FI 92.8-9). Zeus also takes away speech from animals (to (pGé 

[ypa, F192.7), but gives men their voices ((pcovriv, F192.13). This “complicated failure” 

is the narrator’s (Kerkhecker 1999:58), and shows us that the joke here is partly on 

him — he gets carried away with his invective (he too is loquacious, see 3.5.3 below), 

and this overcomes concern with logic and consistency. But the abuse of Eudemus, 

Phüton, and the tragedians (F192.10-13) also demonstrates that the “CaUimachus” is
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not yet the new Hipponax — he still indulges in literary polemic and initiates, or 

perpetuates, quarrels.

The gap between the new Hipponax and “Callimachus” is clearer still in the next two 

Iambi, where he is again the narrator, la.?) is cast in the form of prayer, as are 

Archilochus F I08 and F26 (to Apollo), and Hipponax F3a (to Hermes) and F40 (to 

MaHs/Athena). But the difference from Archaic iambos is marked by a difference in 

the function o f the prayer — in Archilochus and Hipponax the prayers were for 

something, here the narrator seems simply to complain about the present valuing of 

wealth over virtue (DiegMl 34-5), and wishes to have lived in the past: Ei0’ fjv, ava^ 

(anoXkov, t^vIk’ oùk f|a (F193.1). This criticism o f the times also has Archaic models, 

such as Hesiod’s wish to have avoided the Iron Age (W D  174-6, Trypanis 1958:174, 

and see 2.3.4).

But such moralising is given a novel personal twist — the narrator is really worried 

about his poverty (pe- cpeb- xov ocKXripplv, F I93.17, Kerkhecker 1999:70 with n.40), 

and in particular the effect this had on his relationship with Euthydemus (Kerkhecker 

1999:71 ff.). Euthydemus exploits his youth for profit (KEXpripévov xfj œpoc Ttopicptp, 

DiegN\.?>9), having been introduced to a rich man by his mother (uTto xfjç prjTpôç 

TtXcuCTicp CTUCtaGévxa, Dieg.Vl.39-40), in preference to the now scorned narrator, 

who does not even receive basic courtesy from them (roolTtjEp EtiGuôripov ti piixrip/

] ava  vuv oûôè Ttûp Evauouaiv, F I93.24-5). The irony at the narrator’s expense, 

following his complaint about the greed o f the age and its dishonouring of the 

Muses, in contrast to the past (perhaps Mobolai Kal ah  Kocpxi’ è[T]ipâ(rGE, FI 93.2 — 

cf. Kerkhecker 1999:65), is clear when he complains:

] V pot TOUT a v  f|V ôvfiÏCT[To]y 
.M  H. Koprjv ocvapplTtTEiv

O p u y l a ]  j c p f o g ]  a\)X,6v ^  T to ô f îp E Ç  e X k o v t o c

’'A5co[v]tv a la i, Tfjç Geoû tôv avGpcojiov, 
iri^Epi^Eiv ybv 5’ 6 pocpyoç èç Moucaç

EVEUCTa- (FI93.34-39)
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It would not only be “best” but “most profitable” (ôvfiïo[To]v) to be a (famously 

wealthy) follower of Cybele (Kerkhecker 1999:80 with n.91). Furthermore dancing to 

the Phrygian aulos, and lamenting Adonis are para-musical activities (Kerkhecker 

1999:80) — better to do these things than follow the Muses. He too would reject 

them, having been potpyoç to follow them, and only stops himself because he must 

he in the bed he has made: xoiyc^p] r[v epa^a 6ev[ ] oco (F193.39).

The next poem, laA, is presented as an attack on one Simos, nai XapixaSeco 

(F194.1), but interest again focuses on the narrator (pace daym an 1980:28-9). Most o f 

the poem is taken up with the fable of the laurel and the ohve, who are interrupted 

by the bramble (F194.96ff.), as “CaUimachus” (6 TTOiritTiç, Dieg.Yll.2) and an 

interlocutor are by Simos. But the bramble, hke Simos, is a bit-part player. The real 

concern is who the primary narrator, “Callimachus”, is more like — the laurel or the 

ohve. The laurel is vitriohc (œcppcov èA,airi [FI 94.18, 28, 37] is her refrain) and 

rhetorical (e.g. repetitio F I94.24-5, repetition o f name F I94.26-7, emphatic use of 

synonyms F I94.37-8 [daym an 1980:26]), but the narrator clearly wants us to identify 

the ohve as the better paraUel. She is sophisticated and ironic (daym an 1980:27), 

does not resort to simple abuse (contrast her opening m Tiavxa KaX.fi, FI 94.46, with 

the laurel’s refrain), and responds to the laurel’s arguments in reverse order, exposing 

their inherent weaknesses: while the laurel may be the prize at the Pythian Games 

(FI94.33), the ohve is the prize at the Olympics (xal yotp cbytbv ohv ’OXnpTciri 

pé^cûv/ Ti ’v XOÎCTI AeXtpoîç-, F194.58-9). The ohve uses her own “fable”, the 

conversation between two birds, and reflects the style o f the narrator (both employ 

self-interrupting parentheses — of) yotp; (narrator, F I94.1), (pen xwv otxphxmv, oia 

KcoxiXi^o'uai [ohve, F194.81]). Both the conversation o f the birds and the self

interruptions reflect the wider works of the historical CaUimachus — the conversation 

in the Hecale (F71-F74) between the crow and the owl (Dawson 1950:54), and the 

pseudo-spontaneous, pseudo-oral manner of the lamhi (see 3.5.3 below). Further 

echoes o f the Hecale, hence o f CaUimachus, are to be found in the mention of the 

different food the ohve can provide (FI 94.75-77), where we are pointed exphcidy to 

Theseus (tiv eTtcoye ©rjcehç, F I94.77), who is fed with a variety o f ohves at Hecale 

F36.4-5 (Kerkhecker 1999:105). Leto leaning againt an ohve-tree (FI94.84), also 

mentioned by the ohve, recaUs the Hymn to Delos (4.262).
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But in fact the narrator is like the laurel. She challenges the bramble in words 

strikingly Hke those of the narrator to Simos:

CÜ KttKTl ImpT),

d)ç di\ \xi fiixécov Kal an; (laurel, F I94.102-3)

EÎÇ — oi) yap; — Tipécov, trai XapiTàÔEco, Kal ch  (narrator, F I94.1)

The narrator is betrayed by his own fable, and his self-characterisation as the ohve is 

u n d e rc u t .T h is  in itself is in marked contrast to the oHve, whose fable and carefully 

controlled arguments secure her victory. The narrator stiU has much o f the old- 

fashioned iambicist in liim, represented here by the abusive laurel (daym an 1980:27), 

and has yet to become Hke the new Hipponax. la  A, Hke la .l, wiU be referred back to 

by Ia.\3, where “CaUimachus” completes his development.

In the next poem, Ia.5, there seems to be some progress made towards the 

Hipponactean goal. Advice is being given by “CaUimachus” to a teacher èv tiGei 

EÙvolaç (Die^.y 11.23), to abandon his erotic involvement with his pupUs (“quench 

the fires of love”, F I95.22-6, cf. Di^.VII.23-4) lest he be caught (pfi aXm, 

Di^.VII.24, cf. “hold back the horses, lest you crash”, F I95.26-9). Appropriately 

enough, Ia.5 has a formal Hipponactean model in Hipp. FI 18 — both are epodes 

(choHambs and trimeters, trimeters and dimeters respectively), begin with an 

apostrophe foUowed by an ETCEi-clause justifying the outburst, and claim to give 

advice (Biihler 1964:237, daym an 1980:31):

n  ^EivE — aupPouXf) yàp ev t i  tcov Ipœv — 

aKouE xàno Kap^iriç,

ètcEi GE ôaljicûv àXcpa (F195.1-3)

(ü Zàvv’, èTCEiôf] pîva 0e6[o\)X,iv (popjEÎç 
Kal yaCTTpôç où KaTaKpafxEÎç,

Toùç |xoi TcapàaxEç, [ ]

This means the narrator cannot simply be said to “be” the laurel (Kerkhecker 1999:114).
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a \ ) v  T o i  T i P o 'u À e v C T a i 0 é [X c o  ( H i p p . F 1 1 8 . l - 2 ,  5 - 6 )

In Hipponax advice is a cover for abuse (A,aipdi ôé aoi t o  %EÎXog œç èpcoiôioû, 

Hipp.F118.3), and many have assumed the same situation in Callimachus (Biihler 

1964:239-40, daym an 1980:31, cf. Dieg.Vll.20-1 Fpa|X)xaTo[0]t0ocCTKaX[o]v,...la)4,|3i^ei,

translated “attacks in iambics a school teacher” by Trypanis 1958:126). But 

Hipponactean advice also recalls the situation o f the new Hipponax in laA, and the 

pseudo-oral response to his audience a ,  p f| pe  Tcoi'nc'nç (FI95.30) also recalls

Hipponax in la.l: to XwcTE pf] a ip a iv E  (FI91.33). “Callimachus” in fact speaks 

indirectly (his addressee, in contrast to Hipponax’s, is unnamed, Biihler 1964:238), 

and only alludes to the teacher’s situation, though “quenching fires” as a metaphor 

for putting an end to desire is hardly the riddle “Callimachus” characterises it as in 

F195.31ff. (èycû B o c k iç  t o i  x a i  K al 5oc(pvr|, 31). But it is impossible to say

whether the poem later descended to abuse, as in Hipponax, or revealed some more 

personal or selfish motivation on the part o f the narrator other than altrusitic advice, 

as very Httle remains of F195.35-68 (Kerkhecker 1999:141-2).

Ia.6 is perhaps the best example of sending up the poem’s speaker, again 

“Callimachus” . A friend is sailing to Ehs to see the statue o f Zeus, so “CaUimachus” 

describes it to him. But this propempticon has no interest in wishing the traveUer a safe 

arrival and return, nor does it profess how the narrator wiU miss him (Kerkhecker 

1999:173). Instead the narrator relates objective data to his friend: S i r i y E i T a i  p f j K o ç  

u \ | / o ç  TcXocToç p à a E c o ç  G p ô v o u  U T to T to S io u  a Ù T O û  TOT) 0E O Û  K a l  ô o r |  f ]  ô a T c à v T j  

(Dz^.VII.27-30); a Ù T Ô ç  ô ’ ô  ô a l p c o v  7 tév T [E ] t[ ôc]ç  è ( p E Ô p [ i ] ô o ç /  7 ta% É E G C t p a a c r t o v  

(FI96.37-8). Hence the narrator is also uninterested in making the ekphrasis Ywld and 

hfelike - no description here hke:

’Ev K a l  O p l^ O Ç  £T|V M lV U T jlO Ç  d)Ç ÈTEOV TtEp 

E i o a i c o v  K p i o t ) ,  6  Ô’ a p ’ è^ E vÉ T C ovT i è o ï K œ ç .  

k e I v g u ç  k ’ E i c o i p ô œ v  a K É o t g ,  v j/E U Ô o iô  t e  G u p ô v ,

E X ,7 to p E v o ç  T ü U K iv fiv  T i v ’ ttT co G Ç E tc o v  È a a K O Û c a t  

p a ^ i v ,  ô K al ô r i p o v  TtEp è j t ’ è ? i 7 t iô i  0 r |f iC T a io . (/4^. 1.763-67)

The figures in Ia.6 only come to life to argue about size (Kerkhecker 1999:179): 

7cap0£voi yàp ^Qpai
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TÔcv ô p y v i a i ô c v  ô c a o v  ot)Sè 7icc9[CTa]Xc)[v 

c p a v i l  p e i o v E K T E Î v .  (FI 96.42-4)

This is not a straighforward display o f dry erudition, nor a parody o f didactic 

(Dawson 1950:72, daym an 1980:34-5), but a satire on the speaker (Kerkhecker 

1999:179), who fails to give the friend what he wants, as a traveller (best wishes, good 

luck) and as a reader (vividness). He sends him on his way with statistics and a bare 

ocTiépxE'ü (FI96.62, the end of the poem).

3.5.1.2 Iambi 7-11

In the Iambi there is then an interruption o f the development o f “Callimachus”, as we 

meet a variety o f speakers in 7a.7-ll, and the poems become more fragmentary (and 

somewhat different in character — Hutchinson (1988:55) finds in them much more 

generic transgression). In la .l a statue o f Hermes speaks ('Eppôcç 6 IlEpcpEpaîoç, 

Aivicov 0EÔÇ,/ Eppi, F197.1-2), Ia.9 is a dialogue between an èpaaxTiÇ (Dz^.VIII.34) 

and another statue o f Hermes,^^^ while 7 .̂11 is spoken by one Connidas.^'^^ So little is 

preserved of 7a.8 and 10 that it is difficult to be sure o f the speakers, though perhaps 

F200B, from 7a. 10, is easiest to attribute to “Callimachus”: tfiv  cûYapépvcov, cbç ô 

pnGog, EÏaaTo/ rf) Kal Xljronpa Kal povcoTia GhExai, where the scholarly “they say”- 

statement might suggest some play with the historical Callimachus.

In 7a.7-ll there are also traces of humour at the speaker’s expense. Hermes describes 

himself as a TcapEpyov (FI97.3) of Epeus (builder of the Trojan Horse), not his main 

achievement, while the poem as a whole transforms the epigrammatic speaking 

object (Dawson 1950:82) into a narrator who gives his origins and attributes, thus 

echoing hexameter hymns (Kerkhecker 1999:183), and stresses his own physicahty 

and rough treatment (Kerkhecker 1999:195-6): c t]k  é  Tcapvov (F197.5),

KaTapEp\|fàpEvoi tôv  pôXov Tcpôç a k ia v  ct%1^eiv te  aÙTÔv Kal TcapaKaiEiv aÔToig

Hence there is no primary narrator. The “lover” is unlikely to be “Callimachus”, given the 
anonymous èpaaxTiç in the Dieg. (Kerkhecker 1999:205), and because the “autobiographical 
assumption” does not straightforwardly operate where there is no primary narrator.

Surely the narrator throughout the poem pace Trypanis 1958:141 who thinks la.W  “later developed 
into a direct narrative by the poet.”
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è7üExeipot)v (D2eg.Ylll.6-S). In another speaker o f epigrammatic convention

(Dawson 1950:104) is made into an emotional figure who cannot stand 

misquotations by passers-by (so Kerkhecker 1999:216):

'A l l  où TÔV 'Yvj/ôcv, ÔÇ TO côcpa pet) (F201)

TTipévcûÇ XéyETai Tcapoipia ‘ocpTtayot xà Kovvàpou’- ‘Kovviôa’ yotp xpf] 

X.éyElV. (D/eg.IX. 13-14)

The dead Connidas swears by a local river, and thus personalises and enlivens the 

conventional dead speaker o f sepulchral epigram (Kerkhecker 1999:215). His pride in 

his proverbial status sits awkwardly next to his erstwhile profession — 7tXoUTf|Gotç ÈK 

TcopvoPoOKiaç (D/^.IX. 16-17). Much humour will doubtless have been derived from 

this.

la.S was an epinician in iambics for one Polycles o f Aegtna, and Kerkhecker 

(1999:203-4) suggests on the basis o f the epinician Victoria Sosibii (F384) and victory- 

epigrams where the victor speaks (Führer 1993:95), and the surrounding statue-as- 

speaker poems in the Iambi that the narrator is a statue o f the victor. But this is hardly 

secure {pace Kerkhecker 1999:204) — the ambiguity o f the speaker may be deliberate. 

Though statues speak in 7 and 9, the latter poem is a dialogue, with two speakers — 

perhaps la.S had two speakers in a different sense? The first hne o f poems in the 

Iambi usually estabhshes speaker and situation (Kerkhecker 1999:288, 148-9 on 

opening couplets with a similar function in epodic Iambi). But this is not the case in 

la.S:

’Apyo) K O T è p T t v É o v T o ç  'H K a X .o v  v o t o u  (FI98)

Even if la.S was not stichic, it seems unhkely that the narrator would have been made 

clear in the following hne. The Diegesis contains no indication, even obhque, about 

the narrator’s identity. Perhaps, given that la.S is an epinician, and fulfils, for 

example, the “informative” function of conventional epinicians (Führer 1992:210),’ *̂̂

The aetiology o f the event also has epinician forebears -  0 .1 0  (Heracles founds the Olympics), 
B.9.10-24 (the founding o f  the Nemean Games). Cf. Führer 1992:211 n.792, and Maehler 1993 for 
other Pindaric aetia.
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this was in imitation o f the occasional ambiguity of the narrator perceived in Pindaric 

epinicians, where the chorus was thought to speak for a variety o f subjects 

(Lefkowitz 1991:81-4);

d>ç otTco TOÛ %opou TO TipoacoTtov pipoufiévou Toû veviKTiKOToq (2 ad P.8.55-6,

Drachmann 1903-27:ii.214.13-14)

As weU as not specifying the speaker, la.S is striking with regard to its epinician status 

in its narrative opening. Führer (1992:209 with n.787) suggests B.9 and Pind.P.3 as 

paraUels, but even they contain some epinician scene-setting before the narrative 

begins (Kerkhecker 1999:202-3). More remarkable stiU is that this epinician is in an 

iambic metre and in the Iambi. Was it composed for a real victory (as was the Victoria 

Berenices)? Was it composed thus, circulated independently, then incorporated into the 

coUection of Iambi? This might also explain the different use o f the first line and the 

opening in this poem as compared with others on the book. In any case, the poem 

loses any occasionaUty it had with its incorporation (Führer 1992:212), and has strong 

connections with the poems around it — e.g. aetiology (in Ia.7-11, Führer 1992:208, 

Kerkhecker 1999:203). There is no evidence on which to decide the question of the 

victory’s reaUty.

Führer (1992:214-5) suggests the choice o f metre was because this epinician was not 

commissioned, indicating a more personal involvement than in Pindar (which is one 

o f the ways in which 7(7.12 seems to operate), hence F222 on the mercenary Muse (où 

yap èpyaTiv xpécpco/ xfiv Moucav, 1-2). But the model for those Unes, Pindar’s 1.2 (a 

M oiaa yàp où (ptX,OKepôf|ç ;tco xox’ fjv où5’ èpyàxiç, 6), ji>as from a commissioned 

poem, so it may be that la.S is in iambics and the Iambi because o f a common 

concentration on the narrator (Kerkhecker 1999:203), perhaps undercutting him.

3.5.1.3 Iambi 12-13

With the last two Iambi (12 and 13) we return to “CaUimachus” and to better 

preserved poems (Kerkhecker 1999:218). Ia.l2  is another poem which purports to be
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occasional — for the seventh-day celebration o f one Leon’s daughter (DzV^.IX.25-28). 

Here we seem to be very far from iambic abuse:

t o u v e k ’ avTT|o[aiTE], Tipi^Eiai, 0Eai,

TfjoS’ ètflç Euxf̂ CTi ] aEiCTop,ai

Movoa xfi [xiKKfi Ti TE rjvai pEi^ (F202.18-20)

“Callimachus” will sing (n.b.) for the Htde girl. This song contains a mythic 

exemplum, the song o f Apollo for the newborn Hebe, which was her finest gift, as 

Apollo himself declares:

f] 6’ Èpii tfi 7cai5l KaXXicTTri ôôoiç;-

EOT èpôv yevEiov ayvEb'n Tpi%6g

Kal èpicpoiç xodpcoCTiv ôcpTcayfEç X]uK[o]i (F202.68-70)

Song is immortal, and unburdened by the evils gold brings (F202.58ff.), so that 

Apollo’s gift even 'HcpaiCTTEia vikt ĉtei kocXoc (F202.57). This, by implication, applies 

also to “Callimachus’” song for Leon’s daughter — it wiU last, and is the greatest gift. 

The self-irony here derives from the domestication and private setting o f this song 

(Kerkhecker 1999:246-9), itself reflected in Apollo’s song (cf. the toys Athena brings, 

F202.27-8), and perhaps the pose o f the poor poet — did “Callimachus” offer a song 

because he affected to have nothing else (Kerkhecker 1999:248-9 with n.l91)?

Archaic sentiments about the immortahsing power o f poetry in public or panHellenic 

contexts (e.g. Pindar N .I.6: pfjpa Ô’ èpypotTCûv %poviœTEpov P i o t e u e i ,  Theognis 245- 

7; cf. 2.1 above) are transferred to the private celebration for a little girl. The contrast 

between Apollo’s song and the offerings o f Hephaestus (F202.56ff.), and perhaps a 

narrator’s pose of poverty, should be set against characterisations such as Pindar’s of 

wealth unused: o 6 k  ëpapai îroA.'bv èv pEyocpcp t c X ,o \ ) t g v  KaTaKpuii/aç ë/E iv,/ àXX  

èôvTcov EU TE 7ta0EÎv Kttl cKKoucai (piXoiç è^apKécûv (N.1.31-2). The inclusion o f a 

mythic parallel for the narrator’s song also has a precedent in the paradigmatic myth 

in choral lyric (Kerkhecker 1999:247, e.g. Pindar’s Hymn to Zeus (F29-F35) and the 

song of Apollo and the Muses, about the weddings o f Zeus, at the wedding of 

Cadmus, Snell 1953:73-4, 81), but again the context in 7̂ 7.12 is private, rather than
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public festival. This move from public to private should also be discerned in the 

friendship expressed through the poem by the narrator for Leon, a “friend” of the 

poet (AéovTi Yvcopipco roû ttgititgû, Dieg.IK.27-S), where naming him produces a 

pseudo-intimate effect (Kerkhecker 1999:221) similar to that in monody (see 2.1.1 

above). This is another domestication o f Pindaric expressions of ^Evioc for his 

patrons, which is very public and political in nature, often associating the Pindaric 

narrator, and his poetry, with the continued political success o f kings, e.g. Hieron o f 

Syracuse:

EIT| aé TE TGÛTGV X)\̂ OV XpÔVGV TCaTEÎV, 
èpÉ TE TGCaàÔE VlKacpÔpGlÇ

ôpt^EÎv TcpôcpavTGv CGçia K a 0 ’ "EXA,avaç èôvTa navxa. (0.1.115-16)

In fa. 12 the iambic metre seems to mark this personal involvement o f the narrator, 

rather than marking him as a poet of invective, while in the final poem in the 

collection “Callimachus” completes his progress. As he was one o f the scholars 

Hipponax addressed in 7a. 1, he is now attacked by one such critic, and addresses him. 

We are at a symposium, obliquely indicated in the first line (Moucai KaXal 

k6c7tgX,X,gv, gÎç èyà cttcévôco, F203.1; cf. H .1.1, Kerkhecker 1999:252). This sympotic 

opening is probably spoken by “Callimachus” (Kerkhecker 1999:252-3 contra Pfeiffer 

1949-53:207), given its lack o f abuse. When the text resumes the critic is attacking, 

and one o f the markers o f his and his criticism’s dubious status is his abuse o f the 

convivial symposium. The narrator, therefore, is probably recalling an incident in the 

past, and quoting the conversation verbatim, as in Archilochus FI 96a.

The extant criticisms are Callimachus’ ignorance o f Hipponax’s Ephesus (gut’ 

’'E9 ECTGV èX,0œv, qTiç ectti a p  [ / ’'EcpECTGv, o0ev TCEp gI Ta pÉTpa pÉXXGVTEç/ Ta %o)Xà 

tIk teiv  pf| àpa0ü)ç èvauGVTai-, F203.12-14) and mixing dialects in the Iambi 

(A,aA,E\)o[ ] [ /  ’laaT i Kai AcopiCTTi Kal to  auppEiK[TGv, F203.17-18). “Callimachus”

responds in the manner o f his Hipponax in 7 .̂1 — he points out the deleterious 

effects o f professional envy, such as that exemplified by his critic:

à]Gi66ç èç KÉpaç TE0upo)Tai 

KGTÉ(0]v aoiScp KTlpè ÔEl TaTCpaX [

] 6[\)]yr|Tai Tf{v yEvfjv àvaKpivEi
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Koc[l] ôovXov eîvai cptjai Kal 7caXi|a,7ipT|Tov
K«i Tov itp 01) tôv Ppaxlova cTii^ei,

œax’ oi)K aiKe[ lijaiv a  X Dcai

(pa'uXoiç ôjj,i[X]eî[v ] V 7Totpé7iXT|CTav

Kat)xai Tcpo^Evcrai p,Ti KaKÔç; aKovcoai- (F203.52-59)

Envy brings violence (cf. laA, F191.79: Kai ‘(pEoye’ |3àXX,Ei- cpEDy’’ èpEÎ ‘xov 

avGpcoTcov.’, Kerkhecker 1999:269 n .ll4 ), and keeps away the Muses (the aùxai of 

59). There are close verbal parallels with laA — e.g. 6  XcpaxE (laA, F191.33) ~ c5 

?icpCTx’ (IaA?>, F203.24, the beginning of the reply o f “CaUimachus”, Depew 1992:325, 

daym an 1980:46), and a possible quotation of F191.25-6 at F203.91-2 (hne-endings 

[7ié]7c>vOv, xàç [Mcjucaç (F191.91-2), 7ré7tX(ov, xàç Moucraç (F203.25-6, Kerkhecker

1999:260). “CaUimachus” is now lecturing the scholars (Kerkhecker 1999:270). He 

also echoes the reasoned argument o f the oHve in fa.4 by turning the critic’s 

arguments against him (even quoting his comments about Ephesus back to him at 

F203. 64-6), and quoting from his speech (d)Ç xfjç èXairiç, t] àvénavGE xiiv At|xû), 

F203.62 ~ F194.84). The laurel has become the oHve.

3.5.2 Quasi-biography and “Callimachus”

Despite the fragmentary state o f the lamhi we can usually be sure o f the identity of 

the speaker. This is because the first line normally identifies the speaker if he is not 

“Callimachus” (7a. 1, 7, 11). If  the narrator is closely grounded on the historical 

author, this is often apparent from the poem, but in any case we can assume 

“Callimachus” is the speaker by the “autobiographical assumption” (see 1.7 above).

This can often be supported by the Diegesis, which suggests that it takes the narrator 

o f an iambus to be “Callimachus” when it does not name or otherwise specify a 

subject for the actions it describes in a poem (as in la. 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, 13), or explicidy 

states this is 6 7totT|xf|g (Dieg.Vll.2 [7a.4], xou Ttoirjxo'O, Dz>^.IX.27-8 [7a. 12]). When the 

speaker is clearly not “Callimachus”, this is usually indicated, in addition to the first 

line the Dieg. quotes, either by direct reference, as to the anonymous èpaaxfiç 

(Dieg.Vm.34 [7a.9]), or by extensive use o f the passive (Dieg. to 7a.7).
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There is considerable play with biographical facts or beliefs about the historical 

C allim ach u s in the Iambi. This is perhaps clearest in la.A, where there are clear 

references in the speech o f the olive to the Hecale, and clear affinities o f style with 

“Callimachus” in Ia.4 and the Iambi as a whole (see 3.5.1.1 above). In general the 

picture of a quarrelling CaUimachus picks up the impression built up in different way 

in various CaUimachean poem that CaUimachus was engaged in, or affected by, 

Uterary controversies (e.g. the ^4^/.-prologue). This interest in poetic debates is an 

important part o f the persona o f “CaUimachus” in the Iambi, and seems likely to have 

been based in some manner on facts about the historical author. This feature of 

“CaUimachus” is to the fore in Ia.l3, where the narrator portrays himself as under 

attack from an unnamed critic for various features o f the Iambi (e.g. its mixture” of 

dialects, F203.16-18), and of its author, chief o f which is his not travelling (out’ 

’Ecpecrov èX,0o)v, F203.12). This biographical “fact” makes it clear how such “facts” 

can arise and become part o f a poetic persona. A t A.et.¥\7%, an interlocutor of 

“CaUimachus” declares to him:

TpicrpaKap, fj icaupcov ôX,piôç ècrai pÉTa, 
vauTiXiriç ei vfjiv ëxeiç piov àXX èpôç airov

KupaCTiv alGuirjç pôcXXov èacoKioaTO (32-34)

This has long been taken to be an indication that CaUimachus never traveUed as far as 

Greece or Asia Minor, but has recendy been doubted (Cameron 1995:211) — it is 

naïve to identify narrator and author so completely. This is fair, but there must be 

some reason why CaUimachus plays, at least twice in his most “autobiographical” 

works, with this idea of not having traveUed. Perhaps he often expressed a dislike for 

travel (not easy in the ancient world, Kerkhecker 1999:173): “I never travel.” But a 

dislike of travelling impUes at least limited travel. Perhaps CaUimachus aUudes to a 

common topic of conversation, or a commonly expressed opinion.^^’ In any case, 

reaUsing that FI 78 does not demonstrate CaUimachus’ non-traveUing, does not 

Ucense inferences such as that the Hecate impUes a visit to Attica (Cameron 1995:212), 

or ep.24 on the Thracian Rider-god travel to Thrace (Cameron 1995:211) — could 

the ubiquity o f such statues not have been recorded in some ethnographical work in 

the Library?

These are not the only possibilities, o f course, but serve exempli gratia.
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The idea o f Callimachus as never travelling may also be played with in Ia.6, a “failed” 

propempticon describing the statue o f Olympian Zeus at Elis — a statue described in 

minute detail by a famous non-traveller (cf. Kerkhecker 1999:174 n.l37)? Is this why 

the poem fails to wish the traveller bon voyage or bon retour  ̂ Can Callimachus get 

nothing right when it comes to travelling?

Other such biographical “facts” (distortions, assumptions, variously caused) in the 

Iambi include a close association with poetry, poverty, scholarship, erotic 

involvements and perhaps the tradition that Callimachus had been a teacher. His 

being a poet, in particular his having a relationship with the Muses (Mohoai yàp 

OCTouç ïôov oGpaxi TcaîSaç/ Xô cp, TtoXioùg o ù k  ooréGewco (plloug, ^^/.Fl.37-8, 

dialogue with the Muses 'm Aetia 1-2), and ApoUo ( ’A [ k 6]X X ,cov £Î;cev ô pot A \ ) k i o ç , 

vT^/.F1.22, cf. end H.2), are important in la.?) (6 pàpyoç èç M otxraç/ ëveucra, 

FI 93.38-9), 12 (A]fiX,i’ (bnoXkov, crû, F202.47, e Î k ’ àva^, F202.79), and 13 (Mohaai 

KaXal kcx ;c g X X g v , g î ç  èycb anéydcû, F203.1).

7̂ 2.12 may (Kerkhecker 1999:248-9) and Ia.3 certainly does, play with Callimachus’ 

alleged poverty (again, an elastic and conveniently relative concept, as well as a iopos 

with regard to lovers and poets). In ^^ /.F l 12.5-6 “CaUimachus” (not Hesiod, 

Cameron 1995:371) is a shepherd boy xcp Movcrai noXXà vépovri poxà/ ohv puGouç 

èpàXovTG Tcap’ ï%v[t]GV ô^éoç tnnou, 5-6), therefore poor, while the narrator of ep.46 

claims to have both remedies against love, poetry and poverty (4-7).^^  ̂“CaUimachus” 

is both a poet, and poor. Another common characteristic of “CaUimachus”, his 

scholarship, is exploited by the pedanticaUy exact description in Ia.6, and the 

indication of a source for a narrative in la. 2 (Aesop, F I92.15-17) and 4 (the Lydians, 

F I94.7-8), and perhaps also 7(2.10 (F200B —d)ç 6 pbGog).

Most intriguing, perhaps, is the address to a teacher o f Ia.5. This seems suggestive in 

the Ught o f the Sud(/s statement that CaUimachus ypocppaxa èôiôaoKev èv ’EXedctîvi, 

KCopuSpicp xfjç ’A^E^avôpEiaç (T1.7-8Pf.). This testimony has been doubted 

(Cameron 1995:5-6), particularly because it does not sit weU with CaUimachus’

Cf. also ep.32.1 — |i e 'ü  7tÀ o 'ü T o \)  K e v e a l  % épEg.
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apparent Battiad heritage. It is quite possible that this poem itself gave rise to the 

account in the Suda (Cameron 1995:226), perhaps explaining why Callimachus would 

know and could advise an elementary teacher (cte Saipcov ocX,(pa (3f|'t[oc, F I95.3), 

which is how he is presented in the Suda — ypotppara èôiSaoKEv. But perhaps 

“teacher” was a comical or satirical jibe commonly made at Callimachus’ scholarship, 

or some more prestigious tutoring at some time in his life. If so, la.S may allude to it. 

Perhaps some o f the self-irony lay there - Callimachus the scholar-poet o f the 

Museum presenting himself as a teacher alongside his addressee, turning a jibe into 

flesh.'”

3.5.3 Inscribing Orality

Archaic iambos was orally performed (though not so composed), and Callimachus’ 

Iambi carefully recreate this oral context. la .\, for example, is mimetic in the manner 

o f H.2, 5, 6, and the situation, a lecture by Hipponax redivivus, is established by the 

opening words — ’AKOUoaG’ 'I;c7c6vaKT0Ç (FI 91.1). The Hellenistic Iambi are generally 

assumed not to be oral — why else bother to recreate the context (Kerkhecker 1999:290 

n.l09). The Iambi could have been, indeed probably were, recited (Cameron 1995:64). 

But, pace Kerkhecker, this is not quite the irrelevance it seems. If the Iambi were 

recited by Callimachus before an audience of Alexandrian scholars, this would have 

affected the original reception of la .\, or 13. But la .\ wiU not have been performed 

outside the walls of Alexandria, at a temple o f Sarapis. This is one fundamental break 

from Archaic iambos. And, o f course, the first recitation does not (and should not) set 

the poem’s meanings and interpretations in stone.

Here again, the break with Archaic poetry is not a complete one. Was there no 

tictionahty about the scenes evoked in Archaic poetry? O f course there was (see 

2.3.2.1 and 3.2.4 above). Was Archilochus F89 performed (composed?) while 

enemies attacked? No. It too creates a context for itself, though it was performed 

orally at a symposium or other gathering. Here again there is something in common 

with the Iambi — Archaic iambic poetry (particularly that o f Hipponax?) was not

Again, I mean this scenario exempli gratia, to demonstrate the openness which the fragments and the 
Suda present.
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written for one performance (to Alexandrian scholars or citizens o f Ephesus), but to 

be re-performed and re-read (whether during performance or privately). Archaic 

poetry was not designed (solely) for a one-off show (see 2.2 above).

Nevertheless, the oral contexts in which Archaic iambos had been originally 

performed had disappeared by the Hellenistic period. The inclusion o f an oral 

context in the Iambi marks a break with the past — the Iambi are self-conscious 

imitations, rather than straightforward further examples o f the genre (Konstan 

1998:136). The final poem in the collection even goes so far as to claim that a 

contemporary, Hellenistic poet can only compose in these genres, imitate them, if he 

is able enough to recreate the occasions in which they were performed. This is the 

point o f the echoes o f Plato’s lon̂  and the idea o f one poet being limited to one type 

o f poetry (F203.31-33) — CaUimachus’ poetry {contra Plato) is a TÉ%VT|, and he can 

write in any genre, because he can reproduce their original contexts (Depew 1993:64, 

1992:327). Going to Ephesus (F203.64-6) wiU not license such poetry — the context 

o f iambos has to be created and included along with the Iambi.

The most basic example o f an oral situation is in Ia.9 — a dialogue. But signs o f a 

pseudo-oral, pseudo-spontaneous situation are to be found in much o f the coUecrion. 

In la.\ Hipponax reacts to the audience, as if extemporising, just after beginning the 

tale of Bathycles’ cup:

aviqp Ba8uKlf|g ’ApKaç -  où paKpiqv oĉ co,

6  XôcTE pfi CTipaive, Kai yap oi)5’ aùtôç 
jxéya CTXoXà̂ [co ] 5eî pe yàp péaov ôiveîv 

(pEÛ (pEÛ ’AxépovToç -  (FI 91.32-35)

An audience-member is imagined as turning up his nose, and Hipponax responds to 

teU him he has little time and must return to Hades (“alas, alas” — cf. cpEÛ in la.?> at 

F I93.17 where the narrator laments his poverty). Such self-interruption and 

parenthesis is already a feature o f Archaic iambos (Kerkhecker 1999:36, Pfeiffer 1949- 

53:i.l66 ad F191.32-35, Hipp.F36.l-2: èpoi 5è nXoÛToç — ectti yàp Xiriv xucpXoç - /  

EÇ xàKi’ èX0û)v oùôàp’), and the technique of pseudo-spontaneity is apparent in 

much Archaic literature (see 2.3.2.1 above). Self-interruptions can be used to give the 

impression the audience/reader is overhearing a conversation, as in la.A (Eîç — où
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yàp ; -  Tipécûv, naX XapixàÔECo, F I94.1), or to characterise a monologue as 

spontaneous (^Q ^ e î v e  -  nnpponXf) y à p  e v  t i  t c o v  Ipcov -  /  a K o v E , F195.1-2). 

“Reacting” to the audience is also to be found in Ia.5 (a, pf) pE tcgiticttiç yé[X.co, 

F I95.30) and 6, where the pseudo-orality is more oblique:

t [ ô ]  Ô’ o ) v  à v a i C T i p œ p a  -  X i% v o ç  è c r a i  [ y à p  

K a i  TO p E t )  7 c \ ) 0 é o 0 a i  — (FI96.45-6)

The narrator hints that some facial expression or other indication prompts him to tell 

his addressee the cost o f the statue. The oral context o f Ia.6 is indicated in other ways 

too — the conversational final imperative (àTcépxet), F I96.62), the colloquial language 

employed (ogctov  otiSe 7càç[aa]i^ov, F196.43, Kerkhecker 1999:160).

But it is not only the general situation o f the Iambi which is thus created — the 

inclusion o f an oral setting for the poems can be used in specific poems for particular 

effects. In Ia.2, for example, the fable is confused, a superfluous aetiology for why 

men are Tco'uX.tip'uOoi Kai XàXoi (FI92.14), to which is added an illogical piece of 

invective — k i ) v o ç  pèv EbStipcç,/ ovon 8è O'lXzcov... (F192.10-11). The narrator has 

got carried away (Kerkhecker 1999:58), but this is to be expected, as he is a man, and 

therefore loquacious. Orality and aetiology combine to send up the speaker. Ia.4 

operates in a similar manner, if more subtly, as its conversational situation, with the 

narrator responding to Simos’ interruption with a fable, leaves room for this pseudo- 

extemporising speaker to go on too long, or to get the fable wrong. This is o f course 

what happens — the laurel challenges the bramble, as the narrator Simos, and 

“CaUimachus” makes himself seem more Uke the irascible and defeated tree than the 

rational olive.
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3.6 The Lyrics

The four lyric poems of CaUimachus (F226-F229) are in stichic or epodic metres 

(F227 is epodic, though not set out as such by Pfeiffer [Trypanis 1958:161, Cameron 

1995:165]). There is no attempt to reproduce the complicated strophic structure of 

Pindaric odes, nor even the simpler stanzas o f Sappho, and metricaUy they most 

resemble the lamhi o f which they have often been considered a part (e.g. by Cameron 

1995:163ff.). Nevertheless they are separate (see 3.5 above). Their metrical simplicity 

is to be explained by the fact that they were not sung (Wüamowitz 1912:543).

They are not weU preserved, and have attracted littie recent interest from scholars 

(less than three fuU pages in Lehnus 1989:138-40; Hutchinson 1988:84 n .l l4  cites 

F228 as an example o f the grandiose but omits a discussion on the grounds o f space). 

The work that has been done has been largely concerned with the date o f the poems, 

particularly F228, The Deification of A.rsinoë, and the reconstruction o f the text and its 

basic sense (e.g. Wilamowitz 1912, Pfeiffer 1926).̂ "̂̂  There has been little in the way 

o f analysis of voice, narrative or other literary aspects o f the poems, with the 

exception o f Di Benedetto 1994 (who demonstrates the careful use in F228 of 

Andromache’s learning of Hector’s death in 11.22), and the notes to the recent Italian 

edition in D ’Alessio 1996.

There are good indications from the Diegesis, using the approach outlined in 3.5.2 

above, that aU the narrators in the lyric poems are a projection of the historical 

author, though the amount o f quasi-biography seems to have been much smaller 

than in the Iambi. This fact, and the lack o f emphasis on narratorial self-irony, are a 

further mark o f their difference from the Iambi. In general it can be said that the lyric 

poems bear no more resemblance to Archaic lyric in terms o f narrator and voice than 

other works o f CaUimachus, such as the Hymns or the Aetia, with several features 

observable in the lyrics being paraUeled outside them. This demonstrates the general 

influence o f Archaic lyric in particular (and Archaic poetry more broadly) on

Burr Thompson (1964:163) introduces F227 as a parallel for a plaster relief o f an Alexandrian 
night-festival; O ’Sullivan 1976 concentrates on apxi at F228.43; GrenfeU-Hunt 1899 is only 
incidentally concerned with the poems.
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CaUimachus, which is not confined to genres bearing a metrical affimty (cf. the 

elegiac epinician V̂ ictoria Berenice .̂

Little can be made o f the narrator in F226, o f which only the opening Hne remains. 

The opening of F229, an invocation of the Aaipoveç EÙUja.vô'Ta'toi Zeus and Apollo, 

is conventional, while the other two lyrics begin in striking fashion. F227 is mimetic 

(D’Alessio 1996:ü.657 n.5, Wilamowitz 1912:538, cp. Albert 1988:77-8 with unhelpful 

reference to S^enerieveranderun -̂. ’'Evectt’ ’AttoXlcov xcp %opcp- xfjç XuprjÇ aKchœ. The 

narrator seems to be at a festival, and reports the gods whose presence he feels. This 

is pseudo-spontaneous, and he adds Kai xôv ’Epàxcov fioGopriv ëcx i KàcppoSixTj in 

the next hne. There was perhaps also a mimetic address to the revellers — there is an 

imperative ôeûxE at F227.4 followed by 7uavvi)%[, which Wilamowitz {app.crit., Pfeiffer 

1949-53:i.217) suggested might have been Tcavvuxfioxai. The poem breaks off with 

an address to to Kdcxop and ctu ncoXuSfEUKEq (8), and probably went on to address 

Helen (x a i 'EXévrjv upvEi, x a l jiapaKalEi xf)v Guaiav ôé^aaGai, Dieg.^.7-S).

F228 also begins with gods, but to hand over leadership o f the song to them:

’Ayércû Geôç — où  yàp èytû 6i%a xcovô’ àEiÔEiv

7C]p07t0ÔEÎV ’ATCoXXüOV

]kev ôuvaipav (1-3)

Thus, despite the use o f the first-person forms in 1 and 3, the narrator subordinates 

himself to the Muses (hence the plural xtovô’ in 1) and Apollo, who will show the way 

(2). This emphatic entrusting of the song to the gods has some antecedents (see 

below), but may be specifically related here to the question o f the narrator’s 

omniscience. The narrator addresses the dead Arsinoë (vùp(pa, o ù  pèv..., 5), and 

knows that she was speeding a a x E p ia v  i)K apa%av ti0t| (5). Moreover, he knows 

about the perceptions o f gods such as the (recently deified) Phüotera:

CTapàvxpiav a  6è Tcupaç èvoria Ifœàv, 

av oùXa KuXivôopévav èôicoKfov aùpai (40-1)

He knows her whereabouts (Lemnos, 44) and what she did not know about — 

Arsinoë’s death (45). Therefore she asks Charis to investigate, and the narrator also
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has full knowledge o f their conversation. This level o f knowledge o f the divine mind 

may have prompted the opening o f the poem. Surrendering narratorial autonomy to 

divinities to gain complete knowledge is reminiscent o f Homer, where the proems, 

and 77.2.485-6, make it clear that the narrator is receiving his narrative from the 

Muses, but thereby gains complete access to the events o f the story (see 2.3.3 above).

Callimachus also exploits a particular passage o f Homer in F228, where Andromache 

learns of Hector’s death (Di Benedetto 1994:273-4). Both the Homeric and the 

CaUimachean passages are about the death o f a character and the laments thus 

prompted (77.22.361-437 ~ F228.5-39), then concentrate on the situation o f a close 

female relative of the dead person (Andromache, 77.22.437ff. ~ Philotera, F228.40ff.). 

In neither case does she wimess the death, but perceives a sign (77.22.447 ~ F228.40), 

and in both cases the woman feels faint (77.22.466 ~ F228.55). But there is a clear 

difference in the situation o f F228, which marks a deification as weU as a death, 

rather than a straightforward loss. This modifies the tone created by the poem, as 

compared to its Homeric model. The pathos is lessened, an intermediary, Charis, is 

introduced to find out what the sign signifies, and she is the one who feels faint, not 

Philotera (Di Benedetto 1994:275). The modification o f Andromache’s fainting in the 

77. into “crying out, feeling faint” (GupoXiTcfig èp6oc[CTe, F228.55) further marks the 

shift from the Homeric situation.

But the poem is stUl emotional in tone — Arsinoë is regularly addressed: 5-7, possibly 

18ff. (Wilamowitz restores où ôè Kal at the beginning o f 18 c var.lect.SchoL \app.crit., 

Pfeiffer 1949-53:i.219]), oéo 6’ r\v àîtCuoToç, (o ôaipooiv apjiaylpa (45-6). These 

addresses are meant to arouse pathos — Arsinoë has been “snatched away” by the 

gods, and the language used to describe the reaction to her death is likewise 

emotional: àievetç ôôuppoi (F228.7), %ùôav èôlôaoKE XÙTca (F228.il). But the level 

o f pathos created in the Andromache-scene is diffused in CaUimachus as the pace is 

lessened. The rapidity of Homer (from Andromache’s general fear, to imagined 

danger for Hector, to seeing the corpse in just over ten lines, 453-465) is slowed: 

general doubts in 47-51, Charis sent to investigate in 56ff., with the revelation o f the 

reason for the mourning only in 73f. (Di Benedetto 1994:276). There is even time for 

the narrator to provide us with some geographical information:
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à  6’ ÔTtÔTE CKOTciocv £Tt[énxa 
Xiovcbôea, Tàv aTié/eiv èX,otxiaT[ov apKiot)

TlKEi Xoyog (F228.52-4)

But, though being used to modify Homer, this is also reminiscent o f the epics: of the 

three narratorial uses of “they say”-statements in Homer, two are o f facts of 

geography (7/.2.783, Od.6A2). There is also difference — Homer never uses Xàyoq in 

such a statement, but almost always employs cpaai. In general we can say that there is 

Htde scholarly obscurity in F228 (Proteus stands for Pharos in 39-41, hardly a riddle), 

and little pseudo-spontaneity, despite the self-interruption o f oh yap in the first line.

F228 concentrates instead on the careful evocation of a tone between celebration and 

mourning, and as a poem about a beginning, as well as an end, it is transitional. The 

move o f Arsinoë from the human to the divine spheres is carefully handled, and 

there is no trace o f any divine attributes in the extant verses (D’Alessio 1996:659 n.8). 

She is addressed instead as vupcpa, not even as queen, let alone goddess (Wilamowitz 

1912:533, Pfeiffer 1926:168). Reference to her as divine outside CaUimachus only 

began after her death (Pfeiffer 1926:171), so that F228 is something of a bridge to 

the deified Arsinoë. A model for this move is included in the poem in the shape of 

Philotera, the sister of Arsinoë, who has died, been deified, and is caUed a goddess 

{pace D ’Alessio 1996:666 n.31): là ô ’ Ecpa 0eôç (F228.52) — the papyrus punctuates 

after 0eôç, giving these words to Phüotera, which is more natural in any case.

The final lyric poem, F229, presents ApoUo speaking to Branchus, giving him 

instructions and gifts. It is likely that Branchus was depicted as a young man (Barber- 

Maas supply the vocative KohpE 7co0f|i;'] at the beginning o f F229.3 {app.crit. Trypanis 

1958:170), and a shepherd: %Xo)pf|y PpTavTjv vÉpoiTo/...TfÎG6E jj,eA,£O0co (F229.4-5). 

This recaUs the situation at the beginning o f the A.etia  ̂ where ApoUo speaks and 

instructs the young CaUimachus (F1.22ff.), who was associated with the shepherd 

Hesiod (cf. F2.1), and is referred to in very simUar terms in FI 12.5-6 (Cameron 

1995:371). Though the nature of the conversations is different (prophecy and the 

foundation o f Didyma as opposed to advice about poetry), the simUarities prompt 

questions about the relationship between the two passages. Does the vTf/.-prologue 

aUude to the reUgious/prophetic setting o f F229, involving ApoUo, as it does to the 

poem of Parmenides (Asper 1997:74ff, Knox 1999:282-5)? Or is it that the Branchus
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is playing with “facts” about the biography of “Callimachus”, associating speaker and 

subject? If the latter is the case, this would represent a greater use o f quasi-biography 

in F229 than in the other lyric poems. In any case, the apostrophe o f Apollo apparent 

in F229.9ff. (e.g. œcpSrjÇ, 10) is striking in view o f the regularity o f apostrophe to this 

particular god (e.g. HH3, the only god addressed in the 7/., apart from the Muses — 

see 2.3.1 and 2.3.4 above).
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3.7 The Hecale

Heinze (1919=1960:375-6) observed that while in his elegies CaUimachus never 

aUows the reader to forget the narrator, there is no trace o f such narratorial intrusion 

in the epic Hecale. He is foUowed by Hunter (1993a: 115) and Cameron (1995:440), 

who claims that the first person, narrator, and narratorial apostrophe are “entirely 

absent from the Hecale”. The presentation, on his view, is very different from that in 

the Hetla — “the ‘objective’ epic manner” . Caution is required. It is clear, on one 

hand, that the Hecale’s narrator is much less intrusive than that of the Hefia, or those 

o f the Hymns (no trace o f pseudo-spontaneity, no narratorial self-corrections, no self

apostrophe, no break-offs etc.) and there is no good reason to take any first-person 

statement as spoken by the narrator — F I38 X,i7coipi and F 142 péjxpXexô poi are 

entirely without context, while uSéoipi in F78, which might look a good candidate, is 

part o f a celebration o f Aethra before a group o f women (etc’ àYpojj,évriiç) and most 

unlikely to be narratorial. But the situation is not as clear-cut as Cameron suggests for 

apostrophes by the narrator.

HoUis (1990:149) suggests “the poet [is] apostrophizing his character” in F I5 (ih Ô’ 

èyKUTl TÉKVOV èKÉpoçû), which is usuaUy taken to refer to Theseus’ peculiar youthful 

haircut. In the Ught o f F13 ( t o i o u x o v  yocp 6 T c a îç  ôôe Xfjpa (pocetvec), again seemingly 

referring to Theseus, which the demonstrative pronoun and present tense suggest is 

spoken by another character about the young Theseus, and the possibility that 

Theseus himself is narrating the events o f his early life to Hecale (Gutzwüler 

1981:51),’̂  ̂ an address by a character is perhaps more Hkely. The use o f the term 

xéKVOv also suggests speech, and would indicate an unusual degree of narratorial 

emotion (as well as indicating Theseus’ age). F65 may also contain an apostrophe:

ETcpeTcé x p i  TcpoÉ%ouo(x Kocpriç EÙpeîa KaX,\)7CTpr|,

TüoipEviKÔv Tcilripa, k« i èv %epi %acov ■J-exouoa

HoUis (1990:148) follows Pfeiffer (1949-53:1.229) in taking F12-15 as narrated (sc. by the primary 
narrator) in flashback after a recognition o f Theseus by means o f  the tokens in Troezen. But he admits 
that “we know very little about this part o f the poem.”
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It is not clear here whether lox—tihi or the particle, but it is more likely to be a 

narratorial apostrophe as this is a description o f Hecale’s appearance in the past, and 

io \—tihi is more common in Callimachus (Hollis 1990:213). However, the address 

could be that o f a character recollecting the dead Hecale near the end of the poem. It 

is also unclear whether the address to Nemesis in FI 16 (Aicyr|7cov e%erg, éXiKœtaTov 

uôcop,/ NrjTreiriç ti t  apyoç, àoiSipoç ’AôpfiaTEia) is by a character or the primary 

narrator. F I37 (fàcp’ t)|4,écûv*|- KOKurjiCTi KaGripévTi àpxcxirjiai) is a possible address to 

a bird, which it would be more natural to regard as a character’s, but the narrator 

cannot be ruled out. There is an address to an animal in FI 49 (k « 1  àyX,aà n icza  

yairjç/ pôCTKeo), which may be the Marathonian buU (Hecker^^*̂  apud HoUis 

1990:317), and spoken by the narrator (so HoUis 1990:317). But this may be an 

address by a character, e.g. by Hecale to an animal near her hut. The one certain 

narratorial apostrophe (F172inc.sed.=F611inc.sed.Pf. — KaXXi%6po)i èni (pprjTi 

KaGé^Eo TiaiSôç aTiuoxoq) is not certainly from the Hecale (HoUis 1990:329 favours 

the epic, Pfeiffer (1949-53:i.417) ^ç,Aetià).

These possibUities must modify our view o f the objective, epic narrator of the Hecale. 

The differences from the elegiac and hymnal voices o f CaUimachus should not be 

exaggerated so as to shut down possible interpretations o f context-less fragments. 

This is particularly true when Homeric addresses to characters (e.g. to Patroclus) are 

taken into account. The Homeric model brings us to the question o f the Hecale’s 

genre. How Uke Homer should we expect it and its narrator to be? It is often 

characterised as an “epyUion”, which might be taken as grounds for expecting a 

greater divergence from what is characterised as “fuUy-fledged” Homeric epic.

The term “epyUion”, however, is a suspect one, and the category it denotes largely 

iUusory when appUed to HeUenistic Uterature. AUen (1940) rightly attacked the view 

exempUfied by Crump (1931:22-4) that an epyUion was a short narrative poem 

relating in an erudite fashion an obscure myth about a hero or heroine (as opposed to 

a god), including a digression, with speech prominent. His grounds were that the 

term is not an ancient one in the sense required (1940:4-6), and that the 

characteristics o f “epyUion” were not exclusive to it, but shared by other genres or 

not exhaustively definitive o f “epyUion” (e.g. the aUeged obscurity o f subject-matter.

Commentationum Callimachearum Capita duo (1842):79-148 on the Hecale (non vidi).
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1940:15). Allowing for Allen’s criticism, there have been more recent attempts to 

defend the “epyUion” as a literary category by HoUis (1990:23-26) and GntzwiUer 

(1981:2-9). GutzwiUer (1981:3) justifies her defence o f the category on the grounds of 

shared characteristics (brevity, use of hexameter, telling a story), but also finds a 

styUstic unity to HeUenistic epyUia: “epic written in the leptotic style advocated by 

CaUimachus” (1981:9). This involves the subversion o f “the archaic ideal” (1981:5) 

and a conscious contrast with Archaic epic. HoUis (1990:25-6), on the other hand, 

continues to invoke shared characteristics, such as being named after a female 

character, exploring her emotions in depth, featuring direct speech, a selective 

narrative style and the use of flashbacks.

But neither approach can save the epyUion. HoUis’ characteristics hardly amount to a 

unified concept — elegiac poems were also commonly given women’s names (I^de, 

heontion, Cydippe — Cameron 1995:449), and gave space to their emotions, whUe direct 

speech, flashbacks and selective narrative are common in several genres (aU three in 

lyric, the former two in Homer). There is not enough to hold the epyUion together 

even as a famUy-resemblance concept (Wittgenstein 1967:32e §67; cf. Kerkhecker 

1999:8 n.50 on “genre”), where no one feature need be shared by aU the objects 

governed by a particular term. Furthermore, GutzwiUer’s definition cannot 

distinguish epyUion from Ûiç. A.rgonautica, and this demonstrates the category is bogus. 

Her attempts to find a tonal unity also founder on the variety o f tone among poems 

held to be epyUia (as HoUis 1990:24 recognises — the Europa may be “charming”, but 

this hardly does for the Hecale, or Euphorion).

The reason for the persistent desire to defend the epyUion, even as a “subdivision” of 

epic (GutzwiUer 1981:4) is the nature o f La^m “epyUia”, such as the Ciris or CatuUus 

64, and the beUef that their poets must have had a Greek model (HoUis 1990:25). But 

the affinities o f these later poems, and o f such lost works as Cinna’s Zmyma or 

Calvus’ lo, only point us to the non-existence o f the category in earUer Greek 

Uterature. These poems do seem to have a Greek model, namely the Europa (Cameron 

1995:452), but even here there is an important difference. The Europa, Uke the Hecale, 

lacks an intrusive, very visible narrator (Hunter 1993a: 114-5), in contrast to Latin 

epyUia. This is one o f the “significant differences between the Alexandrian epyUia and
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later Latin epyUia” (GutzwiUer 1981:2) and one which demonstrates that “epyUion” is 

a category which we should abandon when discussing the Hecale and its narrator.

The Hecale, then, is epic. This is apparent in the style and language of the poem. 

Several linguistic indications, for example, show that CaUimachus’ “Hecale approaches 

Homer much more closely than do the hexameter Hymni^ (HoUis 1990:12), such as 

the use o f a Homeric hexameter as far as the bucoUc diaeresis at F74.22 

(=0<5H5.494), the greater frequency o f “epic te ” in the Hecale, and the unique 

occurrence of pleonastic ôé xe metrigratia at FI 13.2 (HoUis 1990:12 n.6). There is also 

no extravagant dislocation o f word-order in the Hecale (HoUis 1990:14 n .l2  contrasts 

the Hecale with v4^/.F1.33ff. and Victoria Sosihii F384.31-2), and a likely greater 

preponderance o f similes of some length (cf. F18.3ff., 48.7ff, 69.1 Iff.). There were 

probably lengthier descriptions than elsewhere in CaUimachus (e.g. FI 8 on the 

coming o f the storm), and we have fragments of the narration of the epic battle 

against the buU:

TtoXXcc jxaxriv Kepcceoaiv èç f]épa 8upf|vavx(x (F I65 inc.auct., surely from the 

battle)

Gtjpôç èpcûfiaaç ôX,oôv KÉpaç (F67)

ô pèv eîXkev, ô ô’ EÏîTEto vcûGpôç ôôixTjç (F68)

qioKEpœç- ëiEpov yàp  octitî oIî cte Kopuyi^.

d)ç ïôov, â)[ç] ôcpa TcàvTEÇ UTCExpEOcty, qùôÉ xiç etXt|

ôcvôpa péyav Kal Gfjpa TiEXœpiQv ayxa lôécyGai (F69.1-3)

HoUis (1990:11) caUs F69.2-3 “highly traditional” in its use o f such Homeric models 

as 7/. 14.294 (ûjç ô ïôev, d)ç...) and the common epic “nor did anyone.. .’’-pattern (cf. 

also HoUis 1990:219-20). These epic features are largely to be exempUfied via Homer, 

as the only fuUy extant Archaic epics, but several characteristics o f the Hecale seem 

specificaUy “Homeric”: its unity o f plot, and the nature of that unity, the prominence 

o f direct speech, the low-level o f narrator-prominence (e.g. Uttle 

emotional/evaluative language). These characteristics confirm my contention (see
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1.4.2 above) that CaUimachean aesthetics are not anti-Aristotelian. N or is Jietia- 

prologue about epic — Callimachus’ epic resembles Homer’s.

The extensive use of direct speech is clear from the fragments of the conversation of 

Theseus and Hecale (F40ff.), which seems to have taken up a large part o f the epic:

Ji^Kaç a  \i eipED Kal c tu  [ye] p a ta  

]i Ti TToGfi CTÉG TUX0ÔV aK ou aai

lypTjUj èpi^pairi evi va ie iç  (F40.3-5)

The conversation o f the crow and the owl (?) is also given ample space (F70-74), and 

if Theseus himself narrated his early years in Troezen (with the obvious Homeric 

paraUel o f 0(7.9-12), the proportion of speech to narrative wiU have been great. The 

language used in these speeches is much more powerful, expressive of emotion and 

judgement than that o f the primary narrator:

T(b pèv èyœ GaXèecmv àvéxpecpov oùôé xiç ouxcoç (F48.1)

xû) poi àvaôpapéxTjv axe KepKiôeç, aïxe %apaôpT|q
Tcjou î) 5è p f j K e i  

]ov [fUé^avxo 

] èjtepalexo Tiaïoiv (F48.7-10)

fipvEÔprjv Gavàxoio nàXai KaXéovxog ocKoûaai

pil pexà 8tiv ïva Kai c o l è7iippf|^aipi %ix(ova; (F49.2-3)

auxT|[ ] ^œovxoç à va iS éciv  èptcii^aipi

CKœXouç ôcpGaXpoîci Kal, ei Gépic. àpôc Tcacaipriv (F49.14-15)

The images o f rearing children with “dainties” (F48.1) and o f them springing up like 

aspens (F48.7-10) express Hecale’s love for her children. The latter recaUs 6 8 

àvé8papev ëpveï îcoç (7/18.56, 437), spoken by Thetis about AchiUes, who was also 

to die prematurely (Hollis 1990:196-7). The expression of a wish to blind Cercyon, 

and eat him raw (F49.14-15) also recaUs a Homeric mother with dead chUdren 

(Hecuba on AchiUes, 7/24.212-3), whUe the description o f eyes as “shameless”
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(àvaiSéoiv) and the use of 0é|o,iç (a Homeric speech-word, Griffin 1986:38) mark the 

use o f evaluative language much less common in the mouth of the primary narrator. 

The speech of the crow displays similar characteristics (e.g. KttKOV epyov, F70.13). 

Those context-less fragments which use similar vocabulary, such as F 125 (ctxétXioi 

àvGpcoTcœv occppggT'ueç) seem Hkely to be from direct speech, here perhaps an 

expression of Theseus’ inability to thank the now dead Hecale (HoUis 1990:308, who 

notes Dkg.id.2-3 è7ciaT£[và^]aç œç è\|/e'üa)xévGÇ xfjç 7rpoo8oKiaç). The narrator is, 

however, prepared to employ coUoquial language, such as pépUCTXQ, “was stuffed”, of 

being fuU o f anger in FI 26, and perhaps Homeric speech-words such as 6\)T | (four 

times in the Odyssej, always in speeches) — 8uT|v aTcoGeCTxov àXàXKOi (FI31). 

However, though this is not certainly narratorial, it seems Hkely that if it is, it is 

focaHsed by a character, given the use of the word in the Odyssey to describe Odysseus’ 

suffering (real or fictitious), and its description as à;côGeaxov or “unwanted”. The use 

o f speech-words in passages focaHsed by characters has a Homeric precedent (e.g. 

7/24.582-86, cf. de Jong 1987:110-14). The narrator also seems prepared to use low 

words such as KaxaKOCca (F90).

The Hecale’s non-intrusive narrator is also anonymous, Hke the Homeric narrator. 

There is Httle quasi-biography in the epic, and no strong connection to CaUimachus. 

The one feature which might be taken as quasi-biographical, the employment of Attic 

vocabulary (e.g. àaKOcvxTiç, F29, oiTturi, F35.1; cf. the extensive knowledge o f Attic 

geography and reUgion, HoUis 1990:8-9), is better related to the Attic setting of the 

poem.

The text also displays considerable learning, generaUy not in the form o f learned 

parentheses, portraying the narrator as “scholarly”, but in forms consistent with an 

anonymous epic narrator. “They say”-statements are not employed (nothing can be 

made of t)8éoumv, without a context, at FI 51), nor is tcgu, to construct a scholarly 

narrator (narratorial F74.25, probably by character F45.1). Much of the erudition 

comes in the subtle evocation o f Homeric and other Uterary scenes and contexts, e.g. 

the echoing of Thetis in the Idad by Hecale (F48.7-10, see above) or of AchiUes by 

the crow (8]<e>ie?iGÇ aXX ^ ^ ev8igç ti ecex’ f|6g, F74.14, echoing 7/21.111-12,

AchUles’ prophecy o f his death). This “aesthetic” (as opposed to “scholarly” or
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“pedantic”) employment of learning can be attributed to the story-telling ability of 

the epic narrator.

The narrator’s occasional explanations are also straightforwardly epic in nature. That 

at F9.1 ( è v  y a p  p i v  K o X o u p a i r i i  vko T C E x p r j i /  G f jK e  c h v  o c p T iiô e a C T iv )  follows

from an event in the main narrative (the sword by which Aegeus recognised 

Theseus), while that in F69.1 (quoted above) fills in a detail in the main narrative 

initially omitted. Neither characterises the narrator as “scholarly” and both have 

Flomeric precedents (e.g. the mention that the Dioscuri are dead at 7/.3.243-4, 

explaining their absence from Troy, and the explanation, filling in an ellipsis, about 

the Bear-star, TT{v y o t p  6f| p i v  o cv co y E  K a X \ ) V | / 6 ,  ôîa Geoccov , /  7 io v T 0 7 c o p E 'ü é |a ,E v a i  etc’ 

à p iC T T E p à  % E c p ô g  E % o v T o c  (0(7.5.276-77), Richardson 1990:145-47). These explanations 

do, however, draw attention to the narrator, as a forceful sign of narrator- 

prominence (Chatman 1978:228).

An exception to this picmre of the Heca/e’s narrator may be found at F85 (ohôè  

A c c o v u I c tc o i  M EX,avaiy]i 8 1 , xov [ t c c J t ’ ’EXeuGtip/ Ei[aaTo, A ip v a ico i ô è  x o p o c r tà ô a ç  

fjyov èopTCCç), a mythological correctio, but this may be an aside o f the Athenian crow’s 

on ancient Athens (or of the garrulous Athenian Hecale, cf. F58) rather than that of 

the primary narrator. In any case, neither it nor the mythological point o f information 

on free passage to Hades (F99), nor the comment in FI 17 ( P o u c t o o v  o v  t e  p u c o T c a  

Pocàv K aX èouccv àp op P oi) are as jarring or intrusive as some o f the scholarship in 

some of the Hymns (e.g. the aside on Lipare’s names at H.3.46-8). More problematic 

in this respect is the mythological polemic in FI 03:

0 1  v u  K a l  ’A T c o X X c o v a  T c a v a p K é o ç  ’H e X - i o i g

Xœpi ôcaT pfiyoucc K a l  EUTCoôa ArjcoivTiv

’A pT épiôoç

But this too may be spoken by a character (perhaps the crow?), as the parallel o f Ciris 

303ff. indicates (Hollis 1990:291), spoken by Carme on the debate about Britomartis’ 

fate. The fragmentary nature o f the Hecale makes it impossible to be sure. But the 

epic’s simpler style (e.g. word-order, see above) and the approachabüity of the extant 

sections (HoUis 1990:4) suggest it is unlikely to have contained a great deal of 

obscure erudition on the part o f the narrator.
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Nevertheless, this is still a HeUenistic poem, and no Homeric pastiche. The use of 

Attic vocabulary, its neologisms and linguistic experimentation, and the employment 

of comic alongside tragic elements set it apart. More important is its variety of tone. 

Within 22 lines the epic moves from the heroic battle of Theseus and the buU (F69) 

to the peculiar tale o f how the crow became black (F71-F74). The entertainment of 

Theseus by Hecale, where she “attempts to fulfiU her duties as hostess in the heroic 

manner” (GutzwiUer 1981:54) reflects almost every aspect o f entertainments such as 

that o f Odysseus by Circe (0^3^.10.352-72, GutzwiUer 1981:54-5), but in an 

incongruously simple and rustic setting (GutzwiUer 1981:55-58). The pathos of 

Hecale’s raising o f her chUdren (F48, quoted above), only to be kUled by Cercyon, 

and her desire for revenge (F49, quoted above), give way to the crow’s account of 

personal misfortune, which Hutchinson (1988:60) regards as a parody o f Hecale’s 

situation (an exaggeration).

Differences are also to be found in the concentration on Hecale, significantly the 

eponym of the epic, rather than the conventional hero Theseus. Many have assumed 

that the treatment of the battle with the buU was accordingly brief — HoUis (1990:215) 

observes that the breaking o f the buU’s horn is related in a parenthesis in F69.1. This 

would form an example o f unusual narrative emphasis, more common in Archaic 

non-epic poetry. However, F67-F69 (with FI 65, aU quoted above) suggest this may 

have been more extensively treated than often aUowed. If the capture o f the buU was 

briefly related, this would form a rare example o f non-epic manner (as opposed to 

matter, e.g. TceXiôvcoGeîca in F72.1 from Alcaeus F298.25, cf. GutzwiUer 1981:58-9 

for F42 as recalling Sappho F I52 etc.) in the epic. Another aspect, however, of the 

concentration on Hecale which does seem to form a break with epic norms is the 

beginning o f the epic itself:

’AKxairj t i ç  evaiev ’EpexGéoç ëv t t o t e  youvœi (FI)

Hecale receives the first mention in the first line of the poem. Cameron (1995:440) 

regards this as standard procedure, “the poem began, as an epic should [my itaUcs], in 

médias res, mthout even invoking the Muse [my itaUcs]” . But this is a striking divergence 

from Homer, and Greek epic in general, though there is the paraUel o f the Argonautica
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(see 5.1.4 below). It may be that the Muse received a mention in the following lines; 

“tell her story, Muse”, or “tell how Theseus and she met...”, but in any case her 

removal from the first line is significant. Was the epic narrator of the Hecale 

unepicaUy independent from the Muse? O r is the absence of an invocation o f the 

Muse precisely part of a strategy o f narratorial invisibility? When Apollonius’ narrator 

marginalises the Muses, he does so with a bold initial first-person statement — 

pvf|copou ÇA;^A.2).

The close rnirnicking o f epic, particularly Homer, alongside differences o f tone and 

treatment, should not be taken as part of a hostile attitude on the part o f CaUimachus 

to epic or epic values. Such an attimde is taken as emblematic o f epyUion by 

GutzwiUer (1981:5; Hecale “anti-epic” 49, 62), whUe Zanker (1977) sees the Hecale as 

subverting the AristoteUan analysis of epic, largely based on Homer. Hutchinson 

(1988:61), on the other hand, finds in the depiction o f Theseus “undUuted heroism”, 

in contrast to the “bizarre and exaggerated tone” o f Hecale’s desire for revenge 

(1988:59), and the “wUd fantasy and burlesque” o f F74, so that the principal effect is 

incongruous juxtaposition and violent changes o f tone. AU of these approaches seem 

exaggerated or misguided. The Hecale is fuU o f pathos and emotion (esp. F48, F49), 

which is hardly grotesque, though also o f humour, charm and oddity (F74), though 

not exclusively so. It is difficult to comment on the effect of the changes between 

scenes, but to judge from the end of the crow’s speech, with its long time-description 

it is unlikely that the shift was designed to jar:

Tf)v pèv àp’ â)ç (papévTjv UTtvoç X,à(3£, Tf|v 6’ a îo u a a v .

KaôôpaGÉTTjv 5’ où TtoXlôv èjci xpôv[o]v, aî\|ra yocp rjX,0Ev

a iip iie iç  ocyxaupog, ôt’ oÙKéTi %eîpeç eTtaypoi

9 iA,T|Técov TjÔT) yocp écoGivà Xù%voc cpaEivei,

o c e I S e i K a l  Tcoù t i ç  àvf|p ùSaTTjyôç Ipaîov... (F74.21-25)

FormaUy the Hecale is very Homeric (and AristoteUan), but its domestication o f 

Theseus and his presentation in a rustic setting is hardly his emasculation (cf. F67- 

F69, esp. F69.3 Theseus as the àvôpa péyav, and the (pulXoPoXla in F69.10ff., his 

killing o f Sciron and Cercyron, F59-F62) or a rejection o f the values he represents 

(what are those? Are heroic or Archaic values unchaUenged in Homer?). Describing 

his presentation thus is as inaccurate as characterising his heroism as “undUuted” or
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unchanged. Rather the hero is tran^ormed here, as in Hellenistic poetry more generally 

— myth and mythological characters are re-made to suit a different age and different 

roles. But their very use forms a type o f acceptance, even if they are to be radically 

altered, or undercut (cf. Bulloch 1993:128-9). Theseus meets an old woman who has 

undergone a type o f tragedy (cf. Hutchinson 1988:57, for Hecale’s experience as 

“half-tragic”), and who, though poor and rustic, treats him in heroic manner. This is 

to extend the subject-matter and agents of epic, though not without precedent 

(Hecale was once prosperous, F41, and Eumaeus in the Od. forms an obvious model 

for her hospitality), and not to breaking-point {pace Zanker 1977). Part o f the 

motivation for presenting Theseus in such a context may be the feeling that such 

heroes o f the distant past were more like Hecale than Philadelphus the urban 

sophisticate (cf. Ovid, Vasti 1.198-99: dum nova Roma fuit, I  dum casa Martigenam capiebat 

parvaQuirinurn). Hence the Hecale would be realism, not rejection.
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3.8 Overview

The centrality o f the voice o f the primary narrator to the poetry o f Callimachus is 

clear. The narrator is regularly made prominent through the use o f formal devices 

such as the opening narratorial questions o f H .l, the exclamations which begin H.2 

or the use of extensive quasi-biography. More importantly, the primary narrator is 

used to create broader effects, such as the developing ritual scenes o f the mimetic 

hymns, and to provide unity to a work (e.g. yiet. 1 -2) or a book (e.g. the Iambi, where 

the collection charts the progress o f the narrator towards the Hipponactean ideal 

recommended in the first poem).

There is extensive variation in the degree to which the narrator is based on the 

historical author. This is clear from the variation within the Hymns. H .l has Httle 

quasi-biography and no expHcit identification o f narrator and author, but aspects 

such as the erudition displayed by the narrator recall the historical author. H.2 has a 

narrator much closer to the author, with a correspondingly greater use of quasi

biography. The narrator develops gradually, at times seemingly a worshipper, the 

master of ceremonies and the “poet” . A careful ambiguity is also maintained as to the 

identity o f the narrator in relation to the chorus which appears to sing in H.2. This 

plays with the ambiguities thought to be present in Archaic poetry, particularly 

Pindar’s P.5, with a choral form but a personaHsed voice. H.3 has Httle quasi

biography, and the narrator does not appear to resemble the author. H.4 has a 

narrator closely associated with the Muses, who fulfil a similar interlocutory role as in 

the A.etia, implying a narrator close to the author. In H.5 the narrator’s identity is 

ambiguous between female worshipper/priest and male author, which reflects the 

sexual ambiguity o f the characters. In H.6 the narrator is expHcitly not the author but 

a female worshipper, and any erudite aUusions have to be referred to the impHed 

author.

In the Hetia the narrator is clearly closely related to the historical author, as indicated 

by the extensive quasi-biographical material such as nationaHty, dislike o f travel and 

perhaps self-naming. The Iambi display primary narrators which are usuaUy even 

closer to the historical author. There is a great deal o f quasi-biographical material.
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such as erotic involvements, a dislike of travel, being a teacher, quarrelling about 

poetry. In the lyrics there is much less quasi-biography, although the narrator does 

resemble the historical author to a degree. In the Hecale, however, there is no quasi

biography, the prominence o f the narrator is very low, and there seems to be no 

connection to the author.

The importance o f Archaic (non-epic) narratorial voices to Callimachus’ narrators is 

apparent in the generally high-level of narrator-prominence, the exploitation o f the 

relationship o f narrator and author, and the corresponding gap between them. 

Archaic poems exploit the gap to create a fiction o f extempore composition, 

CaUimachus uses the gap to create narrators with ambiguous identities (e.g. in the 

Hjmns), and to ironise his narrators. This creation o f self-irony weU iUustrates the 

complex adaptation o f Archaic voices in CaUimachus.

Archaic “moraUsing”, for example, is harnessed to undercut the authority o f the 

narrator in H .l. The narrator rejects a myth in a manner reminiscent o f Pindar, but in 

doing so strongly impUes his own account may not be true, and that he aims at 

plausibiUty, rather than truth. This in itself develops Archaic passages about the 

potential falsity o f some poetic accounts. But such passages were foUs to emphasise 

an Archaic narrator’s own truth. In CaUimachus they are used to ironise the narrator. 

In H.6 we also find “moraUsing” and echoes of Archaic poetry (Hesiod). The 

narrator is presented in such a way, however, as to emphasise the simpUcity o f her 

moral attitudes, and their self-centred nature.

There is a widespread concern in CaUimachus to account for the knowledge of the 

narrator — to give his “sources” . These can be scholarly, such as Xenomedes in Hetia 

F75, or divine, such as the Muses in Hetia 1-2. In the Hymns the knowledge the 

narrators display varies according to their hypothetical sources — the narrator in H.3 

resembles an epic àoiôôç, which permits omniscience on the model o f the Homeric 

narrator (with the Muses behind him), whUe the narrator in the obUquely indicated 

sympotic setting o f H .l avoids direct speech in his narrative and reUes on surmise 

(Harder 1992:392-3). Those in H.2 and H.5 are simUarly strongly fixed in their 

mimetic settings, but their extensive knowledge can be accounted for by portraying
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their narratives as part o f a pre-existing mass o f stories or as explicitly not the 

narrator’s (H.2.30£, H,5.55f., Harder 1992:391),

Such a concern should be related to the problem o f the authority and status of the 

poet in Hellenistic poetry. The detailing of sources, the regular undercutting of 

narratorial authority and the creation o f narrators with ambiguous identities are all at 

the same time expressions of a concern about how to create new poetic voices and 

strategies for the creation of such voices. Nevertheless, not all narrators in 

Callimachus are presented ironically or undercut. The narrator in the Hecale is not 

iconised, nor is that o f H.4. Both poems demonstrate that Callimachus is prepared to 

include passages of heightened tone which is not subsequently punctured.

CaUimachus’ mimetic hymns are among the most im portant texts for iUustrating the 

use o f Archaic narratorial voices and effects in HeUenistic poetry. They develop 

Archaic effects such as pseudo-intimacy created by the reperformance or rereading 

o f Sappho’s poetry, the fiction of ongoing extempore composition in Archaic poetry 

(e.g. Pindar’s epinicians), and the fictionaUsed settings or developments in Archaic 

poetry (e.g. ArchUochus). This appears more likely than the mimetic hymns being 

prompted by ambiguity about first-person statements in Pindar, or the mere fact of 

encountering Archaic poetry as text.

The adaptation of Archaic models also helps to demonstrate that the so-caUed 

“programmatic” passages in CaUimachus do not form a Uterary-critical manifesto. 

Models for the function, position and imagery of the end o f H.2, for example, reveal 

that it restates its own poetic worth at the end o f the poem (in 105-13), a function 

familiar from Archaic poetry. The scene is more concrete than its Archaic 

equivalents, but it plays the same role. The v4^A^-prologue too, at the beginning of 

the A.etia, operates as a captatio. Though it too is a more concrete scene, it should be 

explained in terms o f its function within the Aetia. CaUimachean aesthetics, such as 

they are, are revealed by CaUimachean practice, not in a dedicated “programme”.
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4. The Narrators of Theocritus

4.1 Mime, Monologue and Primary Narrators

4.1.1 The Corpus and its Groups

The extant Theocritean corpus of some thirty poems (excluding the epigrams) 

contains a wide variety of material encompassing bucolic poetry, hymns, erotic 

poems, encomiastic verse and epic. Some of this material, at least, is o f doubtful 

authenticity, either clearly not by Theocritus (e.g. Th.27) or with little to support such 

an ascription (e.g. Th.25, Gow 1950:ii.439). However, as in many cases the doubtful 

poems can help illustrate aspects o f Theocritus’ experiments with voice, being at the 

very least good evidence of his reception and understanding (or misunderstanding, 

cf. Th.9 and 4.4.5 below), only those poems which are too brief to be o f use in a 

study o f primary narrators (e.g. Th.l9 , and the epigrams), wiU be ignored.

The nature of the coUection as it stands makes analysis o f the different patterns and 

trends in the use o f narratorial voice difficult — the coUection was never meant to 

stand as a poetry-book on its own (contrast the Hymns o f CaUimachus), though parts 

of it have been thought to form such a group (e.g. various groupings of more or less 

“bucoUc” poems, such as Th.1-7, LawaU 1967). The earUest, perhaps third-century, 

coUection o f Theocritus’ poetry may even have advertised its variety and heterogenity, 

which may be the force o f the term eiôuXXiov (from eîôoç, “type” or “kind”, cf. 

GutzwiUer 1996:130). Because o f the compUcated nature o f the coUection, and its 

piecemeal development (cf. GutzwiUer 1996:123-8 with appendix), I shaU treat it 

thematicaUy, rather than by taking each individual poem in order.

The poems display a great variety o f voices and speakers, from a lovesick goatherd 

(Th.3) to a Syracusan poet strongly recaUing the historical Theocritus QTh.28),^^  ̂to an

I assume that Theocritus was so called, was born in Syracuse and worked for a time at Alexandria. 
See Dover (1971:xix-xxi) for a convenient summary o f the evidence.
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ambiguous figure of uncertain relationship to the author (Th.7). The poems might be 

grouped into a number o f different categories which often cut across each other;

1. Narrator is a character clearly not the author (Th.2, 3, 9, 12, 20).

2. Narrator is closely associated with the author (T h .ll, 13, 16, 17, 28).

3. Narrator is vaguely associated with the author (Th.6, 7, 18,21, 29, 30).

4. Narrator resembles an epic or hymnal àoiSoç (Th.22, 24, 25).

5. Narrator is “choral” (Th.26).

6. Narrator is unprominent (Th.6, 8, 18, 23, 27).

7. Mimes/dialogues without a primary narrator (Th.l, 4 ,5 ,1 0 ,1 4  and 15)

These divisions are merely some o f the more obvious narratological ones — the 

poems could be further divided as to their “bucolic” or rustic setting or subject- 

matter, the prominence o f love as a theme, their similarity to epic, or their metre (the 

majority are in hexameters, but Th.8 employs elegiac couplets at 33-80, and Th.28-30 

are in a variety o f lyric metres). The degree and manner o f the adaptation o f Archaic 

poetry, e.g. in the adaptation o f some o f the features we have seen in Callimachus 

(morahsing persona, relationship o f author to narrator, pseudo-intimacy etc.). 

Likewise vary gready across these different poems. The impression o f variety is 

undoubtedly increased by the nature of the collection, clearly not the design o f the 

author, but the polyphony and variety of voices, including Archaic ones, employed by 

Theocritus is still an integral element in his poetry.

4.1.2 Narrative and Mime

Those poems o f Theocritus which will be studied wiU be those with a primary 

narrator, whose narrative is introduced “without quotation marks” (Hutchinson 

2001 :x), and who forms the first-level mediator o f the story for the audience. This 

means excluding those dialogue poems or “mimes” o f Theocritus where there is no 

mediating narrator and a dramatic setting is developed, i.e. T h .l, 4, 5, 10, 14 and 15 

(group 7 above).

These dramatic poems form one strategy for avoiding many o f the problems o f voice 

and viewpoint which concerned Hellenistic poets (Seeck 1975:203-7, GoldhiU
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1986:29-32), a way o f portraying human behaviour and engaging with earlier literary 

treatments without becoming involved in the difficulties o f the authority and status 

o f the poet (see 1.3 above). But these problems, and Theocritus’ approach to them, 

are in fact particularly clear in those poems where there is a primary narrator. It is in 

these poems that Theocritus’ concern with differing points of view and competing 

voices is at its most apparent — e.g. when frame is played off against inset and the 

authority o f the primary narrator fractured (GoldhiU 1991:254 on T h .ll ,  and see 4.4 

below). It is also in these poems that clear comparisons can be made with Archaic 

models and with the contemporary poetry o f CaUimachus and ApoUonius in their use 

of primary narrators.

The dramatic monologues in the Theocritean corpus (Th.2, 3, 12, 20, 29), for 

example, show marked similarities to the mimetic hymns o f CaUimachus. Though 

the situation is in one sense “dramatic”, the audience only has access to the events of 

the story through the sole speaker, who should therefore be designated the primary 

narrator. In aU five o f the monologues the situation is “mimetic” in the sense that the 

audience is left to deduce the setting from the narrator’s words (cf. Hopkinson 

1988:154 on Th.2). Th.2 is set at the casting o f a speU against the narrator’s lover 

((piXov Kaxaôfiaopai ocvôpa, 3), Th.3 for the most part outside AmaryUis’ cave (xi \i 

oÙKéxi toûxo Kax àvxpov/ TcapKUTCxoicya KaXeig, 6-7), T h .l2 at the return o f the 

narrator’s eromenos (’'HX.uGeg, œ cpiXe Koupe, 1), Th.20 before an audience of 

shepherds (Tcoipéveç, eÏTcaxé jxoi xo Kpfiyuov, 19), and Th.29 at a symposium 

(peGuovxag, 2, Gow 1950:ii.505, Hunter 1996:176).^^* The situation in Th.20 and 29 

is static, whUe that in Th.2 and 3 clearly develops as the narrators react to “present 

events” . Simaetha in Th.2 first instructs her slave and then upbraids her for her 

carelessness in carrying these instructions out: bXX èTciTcaace/ ©ecyx'üA.i. ôeiXaia, Tia 

xàç (ppévaç eKTCETioxacrai; (18-9), whüe the goatherd in Th.3 wishes to be the bee 

which flies past him (ai0e yevotpav/ 6c PopPenaa péX,i<TCcc, 12-3, Dover 1971:113), 

and feels his eye twitch (aXXexon 6(p0aA,p6g pen 6 ÔE^iôç, 37). In T h .l2, however, in 

contrast both to the developing action of Th.2 and 3, and the static Th.20 and 29, it 

is not so much the situation that changes as the thought o f the narrator. In the 

movement from deUght in the opening Unes, to the wish for immortaUty in lines 10-

As Hunter (1996:176) notes the symposium is the setting for most Theognidean paederastic verse, 
as probably also for Alcaeus, who is quoted at the beginning o f  the poem (F366). Cf. also Call. H.1.1.
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21, to the comments about D iodes and the Megarians (27-37), the poem seems to 

depict the speaker’s state o f mind (Cairns 1972:30) and its changing state (Walsh 

1990:18-20).

The oblique indication of the setting, the development of the scene, and the 

depiction o f a ritual in Th.2 all parallel Callimachus’ mimetic h y m n s . B u t  one major 

difference lies in the treatment of the audience. In Th.2, for example, the rite 

depicted is a private one, a spell against a lover. This contrasts with the public festivals 

portrayed in CaUimachus (e.g. the Cyrenean Cameia in H.2). Furthermore in 

CaUimachus the audience is treated as if present at the rite itself (oh% ôpàaç;, H.2.4) 

and plural imperatives such as eûcpripEÎT’ (H.2.17) “include” the audience o f the 

hymn (even where the ritual audience is female, as in H.6). In Theocritus, however, 

the audience is eavesdropping — the primary narrator is “unaware” of their presence, 

and confines his/her speech to very restricted sUent “interlocutors” — ThestyUs in 

Th.2, Tityrus and AmaryUis in Th.3, the eromenos in T h .l2 and 29, and the shepherds 

in Th.20. The private setting for these Theocritean monologues resembles that o f 

CaUimachus’ Hymn to Zeuŝ  set at a private symposium (Tcapot aTtovSfjcnv, H.1.1). But 

there the setting is not much developed, nor is there a strongly felt private addressee.

The closest paraUel is the pseudo-intimacy created in Archaic poetry such as 

Sappho’s, where the (secondary) audience feels transported to a private setting or 

group o f friends, without being expUcitly included in that circle (again, eavesdropping 

without the knowledge o f the narrator). W hen Sappho bids Abanthis sing, evoking a 

private gathering o f women (K]éX.o|a,ai a  à[eiôriv/ ro jyyu lay  [’'APlocvGi, F22.9-10) it 

not only the names but the setting o f the poem which make the audience feel it has 

access to a normaUy closed world. The specific addressees in sympotic poetry (e.g. 

Tcoive [Ktti péGu œ] MeXdvtTiJt’ àp ’ ëpoi, Alcaeus F38A.1) play a similar role: the 

audience feels admitted to a private situation, but one in which its presence is not 

acknowledged (see 2.1.1 above). As if to mark its connection with this type of 

sympotic poem, Th.29 begins with a quotation from such a poem of Alcaeus 

(“ OÎVOÇ, CO (pile Tcai,” XéyeTai, “xal aXaGea”, 1 -  cf. Alcaeus F366).

Note also the female narrator o f  Th.2 next to that o f  H.6.
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4.2 Quasi-biography, Characterisation and the Monologues

It is in the dramatic monologues, where the narrator is not a projection o f the author, 

that the most explicit quasi-biographical material is to be found, though only in one 

(Th.2) do we hear the name of the narrator (Simaetha, Th.2.101). Because Th.29 

displays a closer association between narrator and historical author, I discuss it at 

length in the next section, though in terms o f the degree o f quasi-biography it is in 

line with the other dramatic monologues.

In Th.2, 3 and 20 (clearly an imitation o f Th.3, Gow 1950:ii.364), there is extensive 

self-description o f the physical appearance o f the narrator, e.g.:

fj pa ye t o i  cipôç K a T a c p a iv o p a i  èyyhGev fjpev,

vupcpa, Kal TcpoYéveioç; (3.8-9 — a goatherd)

ôppaTa poi yX,a\)KÔcç %apo7ro)Tepa noXXov ’AGàvaç (20.25 — an oxherd)

In Th.2, the sorceress Simaetha describes rather the effect o f her love on her 

appearance ( t o  ô e  kocXX,oç èTCCKETO, 83, cf. also 88ff). In Th. 12, however, though 

there is extensive first-person narration, Httle in this vein is revealed to the audience, 

the poem concentrating rather on the wishes of the narrator for his future love. In 

fact, o f aU o f the monologues T h .l2 has the most subdy characterised narrator. The 

nature o f the speakers o f Th.2, 3 and 20 is clearly and quickly identified: Simaetha 

proclaims that she will bind her faithless lover with fire-speUs at Th.2.10, then 

addresses the Moon, while the goatherd o f Th.3 announces his intention to serenade 

Amaryllis and asks Tityrus to mind his goats (1-3). The narrator o f Th.20 quotes 

Eunica’s dismissive reproach that he, an oxherd, would want to kiss her (20.2-10). 

But the rusticity o f the narrator o f T h .l2 is less obvious — apparent from the nature 

of the similes in 3-9 (“as spring is sweeter than winter, as apple than sloe, as the ewe 

deeper o f fleece than the lamb...”) and his manner of expression in 23-4: èyd) ÔÉ ce  

TÔv K aX ,ôv aivécûv/ ij/E uSE a p iv ô ç  hjiEpG Ev à p a i f j ç  o ù k  avacpucco (Giangrande 

1986:42).
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In aU o f the monologues, alongside narration o f the “present” feelings and actions of 

the narrator (see 4.1.2 above), there is much on the background to the current 

situation — Simaetha teUs us of her recent abandonment (4ff.), her original infatuation 

(76ff.), her seduction (40-1, lOOff.), the discovery o f her betrayal (145ff.) etc. Similarly 

in Th.3.28-34 we are told o f the signs o f a lack o f love from Amaryllis, in T h .l2.1-2 

that the absence o f the lover is at an end, and in Th.20.1-18 of Eunica’s disdain and 

the oxherd’s anger. But in contrast to these latter three monologues, this background 

information does not seem to be used to satirise Simaetha (Dover 1971:95). Her 

sentence structure is simple, as is her vocabulary, and the emotional language she 

employs ( x à X . a ç ,  4, x à X , a i v a v ,  40, Ô E i X , a i à ç ,  83) is appropriate for one betrayed in 

love and executing her revenge. The magical, ritual setting o f the poem accounts for 

such elements as the hymn-hke farewell to the Moon (165f.). W hen she mentions a 

mythic parallel (Theseus and Ariadne) at 45-6 by using a “they say”-statement ( c p a v x i ,  

45), this is not “scholarly” (contrast the use in the A.r^onauticd), but suggests rather 

only a vague familiarity with the legend. The wider world o f Simaetha, and therefore 

a certain pseudo-intimacy, is effectively rendered by the mention o f  the names of 

various other characters: not only Thestyhs (1), who appears to be her slave, but also 

à  T c o 'u P o u X .o io  K a v a c p ô p o ç  a p p i v  ’A v a ^ 6  (66), and à  xe O i X i o x a ç /  p à x r i p  x ô c ç  à p ô c ç  

a i ) X ,T |x p i ô o ç  (145-6) etc. This should be placed alongside the pseudo-intimate nature 

o f the monologue setting itself.

In the other monologues, too, the narrators speak as befits their characters, e.g. in the 

rustic similes o f Th.12.3-9, or the goatherd’s love-gift o f apples at Th.3.10-11. But in 

these poems the narrators are also ironised by their words and situation. The 

goatherd o f Th.3 is engaged in a rustic version o f an urban paraclausithyron (KCopocaSco, 

1, Gow 1950:ii.64, Dover 1971:112), the cave o f Amaryllis replacing the city-house, 

the collapse outside the cave (and predicted death by wolves) replacing the lover’s 

sleep on the doorstep (Hunter 1999:107, 128-9). N ot only is the goatherd out of 

place in such a situation, there is also further irony, for example, in his attempts at a 

heightened tone in his song (3.40-51). Here he cites various mythological exempla, 

which he naively takes to parallel his situation. He thinks of Hippomenes, for 

example, as having offered apples as love-tokens for Atalanta (Th.3.40-2), as he 

himself has done (Gow 1950:ii.73), rather than as instruments for distracting her in a 

race. This naïve “re-writing” o f myth, alongside the less-than-happy ending o f all five
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of the myths he cites (at least in some versions, Hunter 1999:123), marks his words

as ironistng. This is further heightened by his presentation as an initiate into the

mysteries lasion knew in a mock ritual address (oa’ où TceuaeîcGe, péPaXoi, 51, thus 

including Amaryllis), which playfully refers to Amaryllis’ ignorance of love with the 

goatherd, a doubtful privilege (Hunter 1999:128).

A similar ironising o f the speaker is achieved in Th.20, which as a whole is strongly 

imitative o f Th.3 (Gow 1950:ii.364). He too ends his speech with the citation o f 

mythic exempla o f love for oxherds (Th.20.34ff.): Adonis, Endymion, Attis and 

Ganymede. The first two he shares with the goatherd o f Th.3 (who cites Bias, 

Adonis, Endymion, Hippomenes and Atalanta, and lasion). Again, the unhappy 

endings o f three, at least, o f Th.20’s myths is unfortunate, but stiU more ironic is the 

claim that Eunica, for rejecting him, is 6c KupéXag Kpécccov Kal Kùnpiôoç f|ôè 

ZeXocvag (43), which suggests the oxherd thinks o f himself as a worthy consort o f 

goddesses. He has already claimed to have brighter eyes than Athena (25, quoted 

above), and to explain Eunica’s unwillingness he asks whether the gods have taken 

away his beauty:

a p c c  T IÇ  è ^ a j c i v a ç  p e  G e ô ç  P p o x o v  olXXo\  e t e u ^ e ;

K a l  y o c p  è p o l  t o  T c o tp o iG E v  67t6 cvGe e v  o c ô ù  t i  K a X X o g  (20-1)

But the truth is perhaps somewhat different, as Eunica’s reproach suggests: %e 1Xe 6c 

t o i  v o o é o v t i ,  % É pE Ç  8 é  t o i  è v t l  p É X a i v a i , /  K a l  K a K Ô v  e ^ ô o S e i ç  (9-10). This oxherd 

has a much inflated opinion of himself and his beauty, but the poems which his 

rustic boasts echo undercut him. He claims about himself that t o  a t o p a  Ô’ a u  

T i a K t â ç  o c T ta X c b tE p o v  (26),̂ *̂ ” a comically rustic comparison which recalls the Cyclops’ 

description o f Galatea as XEUKOtEpa naKtag (Th.l 1.20), but also Sappho’s phrase 

T c o c K tiS o g  o c ô u p E X E C T té p a  (FI56). The oxherd’s language resembles that o f another 

rustic lover with no hope of satisfaction, and also bathetically transforms Sappho’s 

harp into a vat o f cream-cheese. This ironic attitude to rusticity is also to be found to 

a degree in T h .l2 (Giangrande 1986:42-4), but the most important element there is 

the lover’s self-delusion (Hunter 1996:186ff. and see 4.5 below).

Though the adjective is uncertain, Gow 1950:ü.367.
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4.3 Narrator and Author

4.3.1 Nicias (T h .ll, 13, 28)

In contrast to the monologues, in those poems where the narrator is to be associated 

to some degree with the author quasi-biography is often more oblique, though even 

within this class o f poem there is variety. In T h .ll ,  13, and 28 we are given oblique 

indications o f the narrator’s nationality, and more importantly his friends. The 

Cyclops, long associated with Sicily (cf. Thuc.6.2.1, Hunter 1999:226), is described as 

6 nap àpîv (Th.l 1.7), “my countryman”, while the distaff which the narrator 

addresses in Th.28 is similarly appeT£pag...a7ii) %86vog (28.16), its city the vocctco 

TpivaKpiccç |xt)£Xov (28.18). But we hear nothing about the appearance or the name 

o f the narrator.

The narrator is filled out, however, by his relationship to his friend Nicias, addressee 

o f T h .ll  and 13. He is described as a doctor (Th.l 1.5, Th.28.19-20) and also beloved 

o f the Muses and Graces (Hî.11.6, Th.28.7). His wife, Theugenis, is named twice in 

Th.28 (13, 22), and the narrator predicts her future fame as £ÙaX,àKaToç (28.22) 

when she has received her distaff. This is to be a token o f their friendship, reminding 

her o f TO) (piX,aoiôcû...^évco (28.23), explicitly marking the narrator as a poet. 

Furthermore, he describes himself as about to engage on a journey (28.5) to Miletus 

(tcoXiv èç N£iX£og àykàav,  28.3) to place this distaff in Theugenis’ hands (28.9).

It seems preferable (pace Gow 1950:ii.495) not to take this piece o f quasi-biography 

literally, but in the same manner as Pindaric statements o f his song travelling (e.g. èjci 

Ttàcraç ôA,Kàôoç ëv z aKocxco, yX.'UK£Î’ ào iô à ,/ GX£Î%% N.5.3-4). The narrator o f Th.28 

complicates the image by portraying himself as also traveUing, which appears also to 

develop Pindaric passages where the narrator speaks o f himself as having travelled to 

the victor’s house, e.g. ëoxav 8’ èn aùA,£iaiç Gupaiç/ àvôpoç (piXo^£ivou KaXoc 

JX£?l7c6p£VOç/ £V0a poi àppôôiov/ Ô£Î7lVOV K£KÔCp,TlTai (N.1.19-22).
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Such images o f welcome at the house o f a friend are also reflected in Th.28 where 

the narrator imagines being favourably received: ônncoç ^évvov ë)j,ov Tép\|/o^’ ïôcov 

KÔcvTicpiXTjGéco (28.6). But the title of the poem itself is ’AXaKotxa, and though 

certainty is impossibly as to the title’s antiquity, it is very apt. Hence it is not the 

distaff but the Distaff which the narrator is sending, and it is this which wül win 

Theugenis fame and attest to her friendship with a poet. The address to (o cpiXepiG’ 

aXaKOCta (28.1) then also becomes an address to the poem itself, which further 

recalls Pindaric addresses such as that in N.5 (quoted above, cf. Hopkinson 1988:172 

for later parallels). The narrator can be said to be travelling with his poem as he is 

inscribed within it.

The narrator of T h .l3 begins by correcting an earlier misapprehension he shared 

with Nicias, that love was created only for them (13.1-4). This, and the 

announcement in T h .ll  that the only cure for love is poetry (11.1-4) have led to 

speculation about the poems being different forms o f consolation for a lovesick 

Nicias (cf. Gow 1950:ii.209), but in the absence o f external evidence it seems best to 

regard both such simations as quasi-biographical settings which the poems 

themselves construct. In any case, T h .ll  begins by pointing out Nicias’ dual status as 

doctor and poet (11.5-6), argues that poetry is the only drug for love, and ends by 

claiming that Polyphemus did himself more good by singing than by spending gold 

(11.80-1), another reference to the medical profession. An assumption that Nicias, as 

opposed to a hypothetical patient o f his, is in love seems therefore unwarranted.

Nicias’ role as addressee in T h .ll and 13, alongside his presence in Th.28, itself 

develops Archaic models. Though T h .ll  and 13 are often referred to as “poetic 

epistles” (e.g. Gow 1950:ii.208), the evidence for such “epistles” in Greek poetry is 

very weak (Hunter 1999:261), and the best parallel for Nicias’ role is the role o f the 

addressee in Archaic lyric and elegiac sympotic poetry (Bowie 1996:95). In neither 

T h .ll  nor 13 is there any indication o f “sending” the poem (Hunter), and a poem 

addressed to an individual, citing mythological exempla for love can be paralleled 

from the Theognidean corpus:

TcaiôocpiXEÎv ôé t i  TEpTcvov, ETCEi 7COTE Ktti Pavupf)5ot)g 
TipaTO Kal KpoviSriç aGavaxoov PamXEug,
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o\)Tco jXTi 0at))xa^E, Zi|xcoviÔT|, ovvEKa Kotyo)

è^£(pàvT|v KaX-oû TcaiSoç ëpcoxi SapEiç. (Theognis 1345-6,1349-50)

West (1989-92:11:66) cautiously attributes these lines to one Euenus (FBc), but they 

are still to be dated to the fifth century and hence provide a good example o f the sort 

o f sympotic address Theocritus is developing.

Theognis also provides an important parallel for Nicias in a different sense: Cymus, 

the addressee o f a large proportion of the corpus. Whatever the merits of Cymus’ 

presence in a poem as an indication of its authenticity (see 2.3.1.1 n.56 above), his 

name connects the narrator o f the elegies in which it appears much more closely to 

the historical Theognis. In both ways, then, Nicias recalls the function o f Cyrnus.

Two more poems in addition to T h .ll and 13 begin with addresses to named 

individuals — Th.6 and Th.21. In neither case is the narrator very visible (though the 

narratorial frame has an important function in Th.6, see 4.4.2 below). Th.6 begins by 

addressing a statement about the meeting o f Damoetas and Daphnis to ’'ApaxE (6.2), 

while Th.21 (which Gow 1950:h.369 suspects as post-Theocritean) begins with a 

gnome about poverty addressed to one Diophantus: 'A TCEvla, Ai6(pavxE, p o v a  x à ç  

xÉ%vaç èyEipEi (21.1). The Aratus of Th.6 is perhaps to be identified with the person 

mentioned in Simichidas’ song in Th.7 as in love with Philinus (7.98), whom 

Simichidas addresses with erotic advice (’ ApaxE, 7.122). As all the commentators 

note (Gow 1950:ü.ll8-9, Dover 1971:141-2, Hunter 1999:243), there is little evidence 

to support an identification with the poet o f the Phaenomena. In fact, the mention o f 

Aratus in Th.7 may be part of the play with the relationship o f Simichidas to 

Theocritus (see below), given his address in Th.6, particularly if this is meant to 

convey (or to purport to do so) the feelings o f the historical author for Aratus as 

Bowie (1996:95) suggests.

Bowie further suggests that Th.7 is meant in similar fashion to convey Simichidas’ feelings for 
KttXôç ’Ag.ûvTixoç (7.132), one o f his companions (1996:96-98).
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4.3.2 Encomia (Th.16, 17)

In contrast to the Nicias-poems, T h .l6 and 17 contain less to connect the narrator 

directly with the historical Theocritus, though such an association is still attractive. 

The narrator o f T h .l6 is a praise-poet bemoaning modern unwillingness to employ 

poets and praising the ruler of Syracuse, Hiero 11 ('lépcov TTpoxépoiç ictoç 

16.80), whde the narrator in T h .l7 is engaged on an encomium of Ptolemy 

Phüadelphus (àvôpcbv ô’ a n  llxoX epaîog  èv i Tcpœxoim, ^eyÉcOû), 17.3). Both 

situations suggest a professional poet associated with Sicily and Egypt, hence 

pointing us towards the historical author. But there is much less background detail or 

quasi-biography in these two poems, despite the relatively high degree of narratorial 

intrusion. There are first-person forms in T h .l6 at 4 (twice), 6, 9, 14, 66, 67, 68 

(twice), 73, 101, 106 (twice), 107, 108, 109, along with the regular expression of 

opinion and desire, e.g.: a ù x à p  èyùt Tipriv xe K a l  otvOpœTücov (piXÔTrjta/ noXXâv 

T^piovcov TE K a l  Ï7C7CCÛV 7cpÔCT0ev èkolpav, 16.66-7. So central is the figure o f the 

narrator in Th. 16 that Austin comments that “the poetic self becomes the real 

subject o f the poem” (1986:108), though it is a misunderstanding to suggest that the 

laudandus is therefore displaced (so Austin 1986:122). In T h .l7 we find, for example, 

regular apostrophe of various figures: the Muses (17.1), Aphrodite (17.45-50), 

Deipyle, mother o f Diomedes (53-4), Ptolemy himself (17.56-9, 135-7), as well as 

very many first-person f o r m s . B u t  there is little quasi-biography except for an 

expHcit self-characterisation as “poet” or “bard”:

appeç 5è Ppoxol oïôe, PpoTonç Ppoxol àelScopev [Th. 16.4) 

ecaexai onxoç àvfip ôç èpen Keypf|gex’ àoi6oh (Th. 16.73)

flpcoEÇ, xol 7tp6a0Ev à(p’ 'n|a,i0Écov ÈyÉvovxo, 
pé^avxEÇ KaXcc ëpya oo(pcov èKuprjaav àoiSœv  

anxàp èyà llxolEpaïov ÈmcrxapEvog KaXà eItteîv 

hpvf|cyarp' (Th. 17.5-8)

Both narrators, then, show some affinity towards the hymnal or epic ocoi66ç- 

narrators o f Th.22, 24 and 25, particularly clear in the case o f T h .l7. This is a

162 In lines 1, 2, 7, 8 ,11 ,135 ,136 ,137 .
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“hymn” for Ptolemy (cf. t>|0,vfiCTaip,’ above), with a hymnal close strongly reminiscent 

of the Homeric Hymns. But the most striking difference within these different 

Theocritean narrators is the much greater intrusion to be found in T h .l6 and 17 as 

compared both with Th.22, 24, and 25 and with the Homeric Hymns themselves (see 

2.3.1 — note that T h .l7 restricts first-person forms to the beginning and end o f the 

poem in the manner o f most Homeric Hymns, cf. n.l62). Nevertheless, the only other 

(very unusual) piece of quasi-biography in either poem is the presentation in Th.l 6 of 

the TiixeTÉpaç Xccpixaç (16.6) in terms reminiscent o f begging children, who return 

home empty-handed, CKU^opevai yupvoig ttoctIv (16.8, Merkelbach 1952:314-8, 

Hunter 1996:92-3), but who are also said to reside keveôcç èv 7n)0|xévi (16.10),

a reference to an anecdote about Simonides, who kept one chest for money and 

another for ^àpiieç, “thanks” (T22 Campbell 1982-93.üi, E ad Ar.Pax  695ff., Hunter 

1996:100). In any case the narrator is briefly figured as a sort o f “Fagin” who sends 

songs out to provide for him, a striking domestication o f the Archaic lyric praise- 

poet’s “sending out” o f his song across the sea (Hunter 1996:93, and see N.5.3-4 

above).

4.3.3 naiôiKà (Th.29, 30)

Different again from the preceding poems are the last two poems in the collection, 

the paederastic (and lyric) 29 and 30, which provide much “information” about the 

narrator. Strictly speaking, Th.29 is a monologue, which obliquely indicates its setting 

(see 4.1.2 above) and is addressed to the narrator’s eromenos (as is T h .l2, another 

paederastic poem). Hence its quasi-biography ought also to be compared to the 

significant amount in the other monologues (see above). But its similarity in metre 

and dialect to Th.30 (both in Aeolic, 29 in the “Sapphic fourteen-syUable” of 

Sappho’s second book, 30 in the “Greater Asclepiad” o f Sappho’s third; cf. Hunter 

1996:172), as well as its treatment o f the narrator mean it is also better examined 

alongside it.

The first-person narrative suggests a connection to the author (by the 

“autobiographical assumption”), as does the subject-matter, love. CaUimachus’ 

epigrams, for example, are much more likely to be spoken by “Callimachus” if erotic
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(the only exception being ep.25, which contains no reference to narrator or 

addressee, and narrates the betrayal o f lords entirely in the third person). As opposed 

to T h .l2, there are no indications here o f a rusticity which might teU against an 

association with Theocritus, and the poem is often taken (e.g. by Gow 1950:d.504) as 

addressed to a boy to whom Theocritus is devoted. The quasi-biographical material 

here emphasises the narrator’s attraction to the boy (to yap aipiCTt) tôcç ^oi'aç e%co/ 

Tàv oàv lôéav, 29.5-6), his love and the pains the boy causes him (tôv cpiXécvr’ 

ôviaiç ôiôcov, 29.9), his having been overcome by Eros (Kape poXGaKOv ETCorjaE 

aiôapicû, 29.24), and his willingness to do anything for his love (vhv pèv koctci Ta 

Xpuaia pdX’ evekev cé0Ev, 29.37). The picture is one o f  complete (and one-sided) 

infatuation, which makes the likelihood o f the narrator’s plea that the boy be faithful, 

with the promise o f  a lasting friendship in the future, seem very remote, and provides 

much o f  the irony in the narrator’s words (see 4.5 below). We also leam o f  the 

relative ages o f  the narrator and his lover {a k X  a ï  poi t i  tcIBgio vegç TtpGyEVEOTÉpœ, 

29.10), though their position as erastes and eromenos is clear enough in any case.

Th.30 begins with an exclamation by the narrator about his affliction ( t ü ) 6 e  

vGCTTipaTGÇ, 30.1) which turns out to be a passion for a boy. He has been suffering 

for two months (30.2), and the sickness comes and goes (30.5), but he predicts that 

soon there wül be no escape even in sleep (30.6). This is because o f  an incident E%8EÇ 

(30.7): the boy glanced at the narrator, with the result that £pE0Ev ÔE n X to v  Tag 

KpaSiag copog èSpà^aTG (30.9). Again, as in Th.29, the first-person narration and the 

subject-matter suggest, at least, an association with the historical author.

There then follows the most surprising aspect o f the quasi-biography in the poem — 

the narration of a conversation with the narrator’s own Gupog. The narrator 

reproaches his Gupog with the inappropriateness o f such behaviour at his age 

(Th.30.12-15), which Hunter compares to the fathers o f comedy lecturing their sons 

(1996:182, citing e.g. Terence, Ad.6%S-9S). The Gupog, in contrast, appeals to reason 

-  Eros is the Géog og Kal Aiog EOcpaX-E péyav vogv (30.30) — in defence o f its 

passionate behaviour (Hutchinson 1988:169, and see further 4.5 below).

4.3.4 Thalysia (Th.7)
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Perhaps the most important (and most famous) play with quasi-biography, the 

autobiographical assumption and the relationship between narrator and author in 

Theocritus is that in Th.7, the Thalysia. The poem begins with a first-person 

statement:

^ H ç % pôvoç « vIk’ è y œ v  te K a l E uK p tT og eIç tôv " A X ev T a

eïpTcopeç ÈK TcôXioç, ctùv Kal TpiToç àppiv ’ApuvTaç. (7.1-2)

This statement is about the past, which not only distances the narrative (GoldhiU 

1991:226), but also strengthens the impression that the first person refers to a 

narrator closely connected to the historical author, by the autobiographical 

assumption (see above). The fact that the narrator comes ÈK TtoXioç (7.2) and is a 

friend o f the Coan aristocracy (7.4-7, Hunter 1999:153), further supports the view 

that the narrator is “Theocritus”, as later does the narrator’s address o f an addressee 

o f Theocritus (Aratus, 7.122, cf. Th.6.2 and see above) in a “bucolic” sonp̂ . It comes, 

then, as a surprise when the narrator is addressed by Lycidas as Ztpt%l8a (7.21). 

There are paraUels, as Bowie (1985:67) notes, for Greek poems which open with a 

first-person which is later revealed as not referring to the poet (e.g. Archilochus F I9), 

but such an effect in a narrative about the past is most akin to that in Plato’s Lysis or 

Republic where the fact that the narrator is Socrates (rather than Plato) is only revealed 

some way into the works (Hunter 1999:145).

There have been numerous attempts to estabUsh the relationship between Simichidas 

and Theocritus (or “Theocritus”), e.g. the suggestion that the identity is complete, 

and Simichidas is perhaps an alias (rather than a disguise) for Theocritus, rather as 

SiceUdas for Asclepiades (used at Th.7.40), the view favoured by Gow (1950:ii. 128-9), 

or that there is probably a complete disjunction between the two (Hutchinson 

1988:203-4), or that Simichidas is Theocritus’ fictional delegate, who meets another 

fictional character, Lycidas (Bowie 1985:77), because Theocritus himself could not 

converse with a figure from Philetan pastoral (which Bowie suggest Lycidas is). The 

identity o f Lycidas is another problematic aspect o f the poem (see 4.4.3 below), but 

the absence o f any evidence for the existence o f pastoral poetry by Phüetas tells 

against Lycidas’ fictionaHty being the main reason for that o f Simichidas.
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It is clear {pace Hutchinson) that there is some relationship between Simichidas and 

Theocritus (Hunter 1999:146). I suggest that the ambiguity about Simichidas’ status is 

deliberate: a bucolic poet from the city who addresses the addressees o f Theocritus 

and strives to emulate Philetas and Asclepiades is meant to recall, at least, the 

Syracusan poet. But the name of Simichidas (Rosenmeyer 1963:63, Seeck 1975:199- 

200, GoldhiU 1991:230), as weU, perhaps, as the unique setting on Cos, prevent a 

simple identification — there is no good evidence for thinking the name was ever used 

by Theocritus outside Th.7 itself. It is worth noting, therefore, that the figure of 

Simichidas in Th.7 is subtly ironised, principaUy through Lycidas and the poetic 

“initiation” he engineers (see 4.4.3 below), complementing the complex literary 

texture o f the poem (encompassing epic, didactic, sympotic lyric and iambos. Hunter 

1996:23-27). This effect is altered by introducing the problem of the relationship of 

the narrator to the author (perhaps already present in the naming of EuKpiToç 

QTh.7.1) as one o f Simichidas’ companion^, hence also the reference of the irony. 

Given the resemblance which Hunter (1996:24-5) notes between Simichidas’ 

comments about PhUinus (Th.7.117-24) and the dismissal o f Neobule in Archilochus 

F196a.24-31 (to toi KaA,6v ocvGoç ocTuoppEÎ, Th.7.121 ~6cv]0o(; Ô’ àtcEppuTiKe 

7cap0Evf|ïov, Archilochus F196a.27), as weU as the anecdote about ArchUochus’ 

“bucolic” initiation by the Muses (T3 Gerber 1999b, Hunter 1999:150) which 

paraUels another important element of Th.7, I suggest the name Simichidas is meant 

to recaU “Simonides” . Not, however, the lyric poet of Ceos, but the iambicist o f 

Amorgos. Though for the sake of convenience, and on the authority o f 

Choeroboscus (in ^tjmologicum Magnum 713.17=T5 Gerber 1999b), his name is now 

speUed “Semonides”, the speUing with an iota is far more common. There is some 

evidence in the fragments of Semonides for first-person iambic narrative ridiculing or 

satirising the narrator (cf. F I6, 17, 23, 24, cf. Brown 1997:77) — the reminiscence o f 

his name would give extra point to the ironising o f Simichidas in Th.7. Simichidas’ 

comment (96-7) about his love for Myrto, for whom the Loves ambiguously sneezed 

(good luck or bad?, Z Wendel ad loc.. Hunter 1999:180), is further compUcated if 

Simichidas recaUs Se-/Si-monides the notorious misogynist (F7).

The evidence for such an association is not overwhelming, but there are some 

features o f Th.7 which can be taken to support it. Semonides was originaUy a Samian 

and wrote a History of Samos {Suda iv.360.7 Adler under Zippiaç 'PôSioç, T2 Gerber
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1999b). This connects him with the clearest alias in Th.7, Sicelidas/Asclepiades ek  

Zdjxco (40). The proximity o f Amorgos (in the south-eastern Cyclades) to Cos makes 

contact between the two islands plausible (Simichidas is not explicitly a Coan in 

Th.7). Semonides’ extant fragments make regular use o f “rustic” comparisons and 

imagery (e.g. FI 4 ouk dv xiç ouxco SaoKioiç èv oupem v/ dvf)p X.eovt’ eSeictev où8è 

7iàpôaX,i,v/ poûvog axEvuypfi crupTCEcyàv èv ocxpajcco, and the “animal-women” o f 

F7). The song of Simichidas recalls iambos not only in the comments about Philinus, 

but in its treatment o f Pan. As Gow (1950;ii.l58) the CTKiXXai with which Simichidas 

hopes the Arcadians will not flog Pan (106-8) are among the instruments used to flog 

(pappaKoi in Hipponax (...pam^ovxEç/ KpdSrjCTi Kal OKlXÀiicnv œaTtEp cpappaKÔv, 

F6). The wish that an unhelpful Pan find himself in winter ’H8cov(ov...èv œpEai (111) 

and "EPpov Tcdp jcoxapov xExpappévoç (112) reproduces not only the general form of 

curse poetry (Hunter 1999:185) but the cold Thracian locale which the narrator of 

Hipponax FI 15 imagines for his target:

Kav ZaA,puô[riOCT](p yupvov EÙcppovEçfxaxa 

©pfjÏKEç àKpô[K]opoi 

X,dpoiEv — £v0a KÔXX dva;rXf)GEr KUKa 

0ot)X,iov dpxov e5cov — 

piyEi TTETiTiyox’ aûxôv (5-9)

There may in Th.7 be a more direct reference to this iambic curse than Gow 

(1950:ii.l59) or Hunter (1999:185) suggest. Simichidas should not simply be 

identified with Semonides. Simichidas is obviously related to the historical author to 

some degree. But the openness of the explicit non-identity with Theocritus is made 

clear by possible associations such as that with Semonides, supported as it is by the 

use o f iambos and iambic self-irony in Th.7.
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4.4 Voice and Viewpoint

Any discussion of voice and its relationship to points of view in Hellenistic poetry, in 

particular Theocritus, is indebted to the work o f GoldhiU (1986, 1991) on polyphony 

and the use o f effects such as framing narratives and inset songs. GoldhiU himself 

buUds explicitly on Seeck’s view (1975:203) that such effects are the result o f the 

problematic stams of writing poetry and the figure of the poet in the HeUenistic 

period, which GoldhiU attributes (1986:30-1) to the anxious awareness o f the 

monuments and Uterature o f the past. The content and the variety of voice and 

narrative within that Uterature triggered extensive experimentation with their own 

narrators and the presentation of competing speakers and voices. This is particularly 

clear in Theocritus in such poems as Th.26, which adapts Archaic choral 

compositions (see below). But an engagement with Archaic uses o f voice and 

narrator should be related even to examples o f HeUenistic polyphony which do not 

seem so obviously connected to Archaic models, such as the framing narratives and 

inset songs o f Theocritus.

The presence of more than one voice in Aleman’s choral songs (F3.1-9, where “the 

narrator might appear to be speaking as an individual member o f the chorus who has 

heard others [my itaUcs] singing” (Hutchinson 2001:106), against the more 

straightforwardly choral F3.61ff.), the separation o f chorus from chorus-leader in 

Aleman FI (Hutchinson 2001:77), the deUberately changed status o f Pindaric 

epinician first-persons on reperformance (see 2.2 above), the scholarly opinion 

reflected in the Pindar schoUa that first-persons could on occasion refer to the victor 

or the chorus as weU as the poet, should aU be borne in mind when considering 

HeUenistic and Theocritean polyphony. The key difference, however, in the handling of 

these multiple voices is that in the HeUenistic period, as GoldhiU has emphasised, 

they become the vehicle for the undernaining o f the authority o f the poet or the 

primary narrator.

4.4.1 Frame and ())6p[jaK0v (Th.ll)
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In T h .ll  the words o f the primary narrator frame (1-18, 80-1) a song o f Polyphemus. 

Though this narrator is to be closely associated with the author, his authority does 

not go unchallenged by the song which he quotes (àeiôe x o i a b i a ,  11.18). In 

particular, though the narrator teUs us Polyphemus t o  ( p o c p p a K O v  e ^ p E  (11.17), 

Polyphemus’ song suggests he is far from cured, as he berates Galatea for rejecting 

him (11.19f£), announces that he will change his appearance for her (ll.SOff.) and 

complains that his mother does little to help his romancing (11.67ff.). Furthermore, 

singing is also a ^m ptom  of his love: ô 6È x à v  F a X ,o c T £ i a v  &£iScov/  a Ù T Ô ç  e k ’ à iô v o ç  

KaTETOCKETO (p^KiGÉacaç (11.13-4). Hence the long debate about whether the 

Cyclops is “cured”, and suggestions such as Dover’s (1971:174): the Cyclops eventually 

found a remedy by persisting in singing. But in fact the tension between frame and 

inset is intentional, as GoldhiU (1986:34) points out. The word ( p o c p jx a K o v  itself is 

ambiguous, meaning “poison” as weU as “remedy”, and the narrator’s descriptions o f 

Polyphemus simUarly open: omco y o u v  p à i a x a  S io c y ’ 6 K u k X,co\ | /  (11.7), g u t c o  t g i  

IlGXtxpapGÇ E T C G ip a iv E v  TGV EpcoTtt/ pGUotoScov, p t t G v  ÔÈ ô i c c y ’ I] Et %pt)c6v e S c o k e v  

(11.80-1).

The language of “shepherding love” and “feeling better” is not the language of a final 

cure (Hunter 1999:220), despite the Cyclops “finding a cure” in line 17. A different 

meaning for (potppaKOv, something like “palliative”, is revealed for the narrator’s 

words by the song he q u o t e s . T h e  meaning o f the frame is altered by the inset, and 

the frame is vital in creating the ambiguity o f the scene as a whole (GoldhiU 

1991:254). The primary narrator’s words are not presented as providing 

straightforward access to the events o f the story, but must be checked against the 

words o f a character.

4.4.2 Narrator to Character (Th.6)

Th.6 was clearly written after T h .ll and reworks and reverses various elements 

(Hunter 1999:244, Kohnken 1996:179ff.). The same characters, Polyphemus and 

Galatea, reappear in Th.6, though without scene-setting or introduction, and

Though the precise translation o f (pappaKOv, “remedy”, “cure”, “palliative” etc. has caused 
problems, it should be rendered in English by “drug”, another suitably ambiguous word with 
connotations o f  dependence and continuing affliction as well as o f treatment and cure.
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Polyphemus sits piping at Th.6.8-9, recalling his song in T h .ll .  Where Polyphemus 

had consoled himself with the possibility o f finding another woman in T h .ll  

(Eupficreiç raX,àt£iav ïcrœç Kal KaX,X,iov’ aXkav, 76), now he uses this against 

Galatea herself (aXX aXXav xivcc (papl yuvaÎK’ e%ev, Th.6.26). Where he wasted 

away before ( K a x E T a K E T O , Th.l 1.14), now she does so ( x a K E x a t ,  Th.6.27, cf. 

Kohnken 1996:179). But of particular importance here is the development o f a play 

with different speakers, their authority and the interpretation o f characters’ actions.

Th.6 begins, as T h .ll ,  with the words of the primary narrator directed at the 

addressee o f the poem, named in the second line of the poem (N iK ia, Th.l 1.2, 

’'ApaxE, Th.6.2). But where T h .ll has 18 Hnes before the song o f Polyphemus, there 

are only 5 in Th.6. The primary narrator in Th.6 is far less visible than that in T h .ll  — 

there are no first-person forms (contrast T h .ll: è p iv , 2, o ip a i ,  5, a p tv , 7), nor any 

gnomic musings (O ù8èv Tcoxxov ë p c o x a  TCEcpuKEi (pappaK ov 6lXXo/.../t\ x a l  IliEpiÔEÇ, 

11.1-3), nor the emotional descriptions of the narrator in T h .ll  ( ô p G i a î ç  p a v i a i ç ,  11; 

exGicjxgv E%œv UTcoKapôiov ëXKog, 15). The narrative o f the narrator is spare: 

Damoetas and Daphnis, briefly described, once gathered the herd together in one 

place, at a spring at noon in the summer, and sang. Daphnis sings first (6.6-19),̂ *̂ "̂  as 

though he were a witness (Kohnken 1996:179) of the courtship o f Polyphemus and 

Galatea, and then Damoetas replies, after one transitional line from the primary 

narrator (6.20), in persona Polyphemi (6.21-40, Gow 1950:ü.ll8). At the end o f this 

song, the narrator tells us in a further five Hnes that the two kissed and exchanged 

gifts. Hence the structure of Th.6 is similar to that of T h .ll  — narrative frame around 

a song o f Polyphemus, but with the added complexity o f another singer, and the 

impersonation o f the Cyclops.

The impersonal, unobtrusive third-person narration o f the primary narrator is 

reminiscent o f much o f that o f the Homeric narrator, and stands in contrast to the 

more involved songs o f Daphnis and Damoetas. But it is particularly appropriate 

because o f the shifts in speaker in the poem. From the bare narrative o f the frame we 

pass to that o f Daphnis, the “witness” of the courtship. His song is addressed to the

A s he had proposed the match, 6 .5 , the filling  in o f an ellipsis which (exceptionally) does draw 
attention to the narrator.
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Cyclops, as the narrator’s had been to Aratus — noX'Uçape (6.6), to lloXhtpape (6.19), 

and describes, in the third person, the behaviour o f Galatea. She pelts his flock, and 

calls him unlucky in love and a goatherd (6.6-7). But this secondary narrator is more 

emotionally engaged than the primary narrator: xaXoLV TotXav (6.8) he calls 

Polyphemus, points out îSe, 6.9) her pelting o f his dog, and warns him not to let the 

dog bite Galatea (6.13-4). But though he may be more concerned for Polyphemus, 

his third-person narration as a witness leaves open Galatea’s real feelings, which are 

made ambiguous by his statement that she K a l  (peuyei cpiXécvia K a l où (pi^éovia 

SiœKEi (6.17). Is her affection genuine, or is she teasing Polyphemus, like the girls o f 

Th. 11.77-8 (Hunter 1999:244)?

His formal anonymity is his role as witness of the events he describes also 

problematises his testimony. Damoetas sings in persona Polyphemi, so it is legitimate to 

ask whether Daphnis also sings in persona. The possibilities are several. Daphnis may 

be the Daphnis, the bucolic “hero” o f Th. 1, who might have been able to have been a 

true witness to Polyphemus’ courtship, or he might be Odysseus, Polyphemus’ most 

famous visitor (Hunter 1999:245-6, with more suggestions). If  the latter, such 

statements as xù viv où 7co06pr|CT0a (6.8) become bitterly ironic (and prophetic), and 

suggest that the report o f Galatea’s love is hardly trustworthy.

From third-person primary and then secondary narrators we move to the 

impersonation o f Polyphemus himself, who carefully answers each of Daphnis’ 

points (Kohnken 1996:177-8). Here we leam of Polyphemus’ interpretation o f 

Galatea’s behaviour: hearing that he has another woman she ^aXot p’, d) I la ia v ,  K al 

xaK Exai, EK ôè 0 a X a c G a g / oloxpEÎ TraTixalvoicra ttox’ d v x p a  xe K al ttoxI Troipvaç 

(6.27-8). He presents her as in the position he had in T h .ll .  The emphasis in his 

song is on his creation o f this changed situation: EÎÔov, “I saw” (6.21), he begins, and 

claims a ù x o ç  èyci) kvI^cov TcaXiv où  7to06pr|pi (6.25), a i^ a  6 ’ ùlaKXEtv v iv  K al x a  

Kuvl (6.29) — he has altered the behaviour o f his dog, a ù x à p  èyœ KÀa^d) 0 ù p a ç  (6.32, 

though this puts him in the passive/female position). But because Daphnis’ role is 

never determined, so that we cannot gauge the value o f his evidence, we cannot be 

sure whether Polyphemus has done aU that he claims. The very point-by-point 

response to Daphnis may indicate that he is defending himself by accepting Daphnis’
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broad description o f events and claiming responsibility for them, without any 

implication that these events are actually true.

The final five Hnes o f the poem, where the primary narrator returns, might have 

pointed us to the reHabihty or unreHabüity of one or other o f the songs, to give us a 

clue in reconstructing what Galatea’s behaviour “really” was or what it might mean. 

But this frame again serves to underline the preceding ambiguity, rather than resolve 

it, and pointedly fails to provide any resolution of the problems of the inset songs. 

Neither song is ranked above the other, despite this being formally a song-contest, 

and the poem ends: v I k t i  p è v  oùôdXXog, a v f ia o a T o i  Ô’ è y é v o v c o  ( 6 .4 6 ) .  Neither of 

the singers is victorious, and none o f the speakers is allowed to claim definitive 

authority.

4.4.3 Disguise and Ambiguity (Th.7)

As noted above, Th.7 is narrated by one Simichidas, who tells of a past meeting with 

an èo0Xôv...àv5pa (7.12):

o u v o p a  p è v  A U K iS av , fjq 5 ’ a iiro X o g , o ù ô é  ké r iç  v iv  

fiyvoiriCTEv ISœ v, è m ï ai7r6X,cp èœKEi. (7.13-4)

This pecuHar description of a goatherd who looks extremely Hke a goatherd suggests 

to the audience that Lycidas may be more (or less) than he seems, and a variety of 

identities has been put forward for him, e.g. Apollo (WTHams 1971), or a character 

from Philetan pastoral (Bowie 1985). Dover (1971:148-50) considers four 

possibiHties: a real goatherd with a genius for poetry, a real poet with a penchant for 

dressing as a goatherd, a real poet whom Theocritus has chosen to present as a 

goatherd, and a whoUy imaginary character. He thinks the choice is between the latter 

two, and finally favours the last (1971:150), because o f “the poet’s insistence that 

Lykidas was a real goatherd” . This is an appHcation o f Gow’s reservations about 

theories about Lycidas’ identity which forget that Theocritus insists he is a goatherd, 

as well as looking conspicuously Hke one (1950:ii.l30). This is also one o f Bowie’s 

reasons (1985:70-1) for rejecting WilHams’ idea (1971:137) that Lycidas is Apollo — 

Apollo is not a goatherd.
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But the point of view o f the primary narrator is key here, as it is to much o f the 

interpretation of this poem. Whatever the precise relationship between Simichidas 

and Theocritus, there is no straightforward identity — it is Simichidas who calls Lycidas 

a goatherd, not Theocritus. Again, the assertions of the primary narrator in 

Theocritus do not have a claim to definitive truth. Simichidas, as Seeck (1975:198-9) 

points out, is not omniscient, and his first-person narration is vital in maintaining the 

ambiguity over Lycidas’ identity, crystallised in Hnes 13-14 above. There is no 

external narrator to strip away the disguise (GoldhiU 1991:228-9). The use o f a 

primary narrator aUows information to be related to the audience about Lycidas’ 

appearance, and his smeU (reeking o f fresh rennet, 7.16), which would not have been 

possible in a mime or dialogue without a framing narrative (Seeck 1975:198-9). But 

by making the narrator a character within the narrative itself, the identity of Lycidas 

remains open.

A similar situation in Pythian 4 may help to clarify the effects here. In the prophecy of 

Medea (i.e. the narration by a character o f an event in the past, rather than that o f the 

primary narrator), she recounts the meeting o f the Argonauts, in particular 

Euphamos, with a god. First she declares: Gem ocvépi £iSop.évco yocîav ôiôôvxi/ ^eivia 

7tpo)pa0Ev Eucpapoç KatocPaiç/ Sé^ax’ (P.4.21-3), then expands her description of 

this stranger:

TouxocKi 5’ olo7rôX,oç ôalpcov èTrfjXGEv, cpaiSipav

à v ô p o ç  a i ô o i o u  7rp6ao\|/iv 0r|K à)X E voç (P.4.28-9)

He then daims to be Eurypylus (first king o f Libya): (paxo Ô EùpUTTuXoç Fou(%6%ou 

Tcaîç à(p0ixou ’Evvooiôa/ ëppEvai (P.4.33-4). It is often thought (e.g. Race 

1997:i.265, BrasweU 1988:90ff.) that this god must be Triton, particularly in view of 

the location o f the meeting: Tpixcoviôoç èv jrpo%oaîç/ Xlpvaç (P.4.20-1), and the 

confident statement o f the schoHa (6 Tpixcov E ù p u j r u lœ  ôpoioupEvoç Kupf|VT|Ç  

PaciX,EÎ ad P.4.29, Drachmann 1903-27:ü.l04). But this is a statement by a character, 

a secondary narrator, not “Pindar”, the primary narrator. Medea’s prophetic status 

makes her words more reUable, but neither the identity of the god, nor the fact that 

he is a god, can be read off as simply as often suggested. If even in Pythian 4, then, aU
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the more so in Th.7, where the primary narrator is a character without the prophetic 

and semi-divine status o f Medea.

The meeting o f Simichidas and Lycidas as a whole has clear afhmties with a meeting 

with a god, in particular o f a Dichterweihe or poetic initiation (Williams 1971:37). It 

displays various characteristics o f a meeting with a god, e.g. the time o f day (noon — 

pECTajxépiov, 7 .2 1 , Cameron 1 9 6 3 :3 0 1 -2 , cf. Teiresias in CaU.H.6), and o f an initiation, 

e.g. the handing over o f a staff (cf. Tbeog.29ff.): 6 ô é  p o i t o  X a Y c o P ô X ,o v  (7 .128). But 

there are numerous oddities. Unlike Hesiod before his initiation (ôcpvaç TioipaivovG ’, 

Theog.2?>), Simichidas is already a poet (éyo) M oioôèv K ajiupôv OTÔpa, 7 .37; Hunter 

1 999:149). The staff which Lycidas gives Simichidas is not a poet’s staff but a 

herdsman’s crook (Cameron 1995:416), and one which is crooked (poiKocv 5 ’ E % ev  

ocYpiEX,aico/ ÔE^iTEpa K opuvav, 7 .1 8 -9 ), with awkward associations of lies and

dishonesty, e.g. in Hesiod (cf. ]VD 2 1 9 f f ,  Hunter 1 99 9 :1 6 4 ). But most important o f

aU are the attitudes of Lycidas and Simichidas.

Simichidas presents himself as modest, saying that “aU say I am the best of singers” 

(7.37-8), but that he does not believe it, and considers himself as yet no match for 

Sicelidas and Phüetas (7.38-40): pàxpaxoç ôè tcot àKpiôaç âç  tiç èplaôco (7.40). 

Immediately, however, Simichidas the narrator reveals that he spoke èjcixaÔEÇ, “with 

a purpose” . This, and the use o f o'ü...7rcû, “not yet” (7.39) with reference to his rivalry 

o f Sidehdas and Phüetas shows his modesty to be feigned (Segal 1974:130-1). Lycidas 

replies, oc0\) yeXaaaac; (7.42), with the ambiguous description o f Simichidas as tcocv 

èn aXaQsia nBnXaa\xèyov ÈK Aiôç ëpvoç (7.44), TtETrXacpévov suggesting also 

“invented”, “made up” (Hunter 1999:163), and what has been taken as an expression 

o f poetic principles:

œ ç  p o t  K a l  TEKTCov p é y ’ ànèxQsxai ô a x i ç  è p E U v f j  

ÎCTOV Ô pEUÇ K o p u c p â  T E l É C a t  ÔÔpOV ’Q p op É Ô G V T G Ç ,

K a l  M o iC T â v  ô p v iX E Ç  ô g g i  ttgtI  X î g v  à o i ô ô v  

a V T t a  KGKKU^GVTEÇ E T O )C ta  p G % 0 l^ G V T l. ( 7 . 4 5 - 8 )

In other words, Lycidas hates those poets who do not realise their inferiority to 

Homer, and enviously complain about him (Hutchinson 1988:202). Because, 

however, Simichidas modesty is feigned, and he thinks only that he vies with Sicelidas
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and Philetas Hke a frog against grasshoppers for now, there is a hint that Simichidas 

may be the target here (Segal 1974:135). Lycidas agrees ironically with Simichidas’ 

assessment of his inferiority — “y°^ are a sapling fabricated for truth" — and then 

goes on to hint that he is aware that Simichidas’ modesty is false. This is marked by 

his mocking smile at 7.42, the Homeric formula f|8b YeX,daoaç being used generally 

o f mocking laughter at someone else’s expense (e.g. 7/2.270, the Greeks at Thersites, 

cf. Cameron 1995:412-5). Lycidas is hinting that it is Simichidas who fancies himself 

as a rival to Homer (Cameron 1995:417-8).

This ironic attitude o f Lycidas, as weU as his position as a character in a dramatic 

situation (Hutchinson 1988:203, Cameron 1995:421), mean we must abandon 

“programmatic” interpretations o f Lycidas’ words (GoldhiU 1991:230). The most 

recent is that o f Asper (1997:191 ff.) who argues that the images of the builder and 

the birds of the Muses chattering against Homer fit into the three-term comparison 

he caUs the “Tépa%og-schema” (Homer—misguided rivals—“CaUimachean” poet), 

which he also appHes to CaUimachus’ Hjmn to Apollo (see 3.2.6 above). But the fact is 

that Lycidas’ reply is firmly tied to its context within the poem, and takes up the 

substance of Simichidas’ speech. There is no “programme” here.

This Theocritean “initiation”, which presents the initiator regarding the primary 

narrator ironicaUy, but which does not determine the identity o f either figure 

involved should be related again to the avoidance in HeUenistic poetry and in 

Theocritus o f definitive narratorial or poetic authority. We do not know who Lycidas 

is, nor the precise relationship of Simichidas to Theocritus, so we cannot be sure o f 

the meaning o f Lycidas’ irony or the degree o f self-deprecation in the feigned 

modesty and ironising o f Simichidas.

4.4.4 Narrator and Chorus (Th.18, 26)

Th.l 8 and 26 form the most expHcit examples o f Theocritus’ use o f the Archaic and 

choral past, though they employ very different strategies to do so. Th.18 has 8 Hnes 

o f introduction by the primary narrator, with Httle intrusion, foUowed by the 

quotation of the wedding-song for Menelaus and Helen, while Th.26 seems to be a 

choral hymn purporting to be sung by a boy-chorus (Cairns 1992:11-12).
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The quotation of the epithalamium of Helen in Th.18 marks the distance o f the 

primary narrator from Sparta and the “original” singing o f the song. Though there is 

some evidence for Archaic epithalamia in hexameters (Sappho FI 05-6, Hunter 

1996:151), the quotation in hexameters o f an Archaic Spartan song sung by women 

(cf. the lyric partheneia o f Aleman) also jars and points to the differences between the 

“original” performance and the Hellenistic “reading” of the song (Hunter 1996:165). 

This distance and difference are central to the poem, and to the presence o f the 

narrator’s frame.

Though there seems to be a close parallel for the structure of Th.18 in Bacchyhdes 

20, which also places us in heroic Sparta, at the singing o f a wedding-song (for Idas 

and Marpessa), the quotation of xoiôvôe pé^oç (B.20.3) is not preserved, and as such 

the similarities to Th. 18 must remain uncertain. There is, however, another Archaic 

Spartan parallel to that o f primary narrator and choral speaker, that o f Aleman’s F3. 

There, as noted above, the poem begins with the words of what seems Hke an 

individual waiting for the song of the chorus:

Mdiaai ’OX,]ti)i7tiàÔEÇ, Ttepi pe (ppévaç 

ipépcûi véajç àoiSdç  

ni\inXax" iGuJœ 6’ àKouaai 
Tcapoevritlaç ôtcôç

Tcpôç ai]0épa KaXôv upvioioocv péXoç'^^

The first-persons in the remainder o f the song closely resemble those statements by 

the chorus in Aleman FI, The situation o f an individual waiting for a song to begin 

can also be paralleled from Pindar see 2.2.1 above), but in view o f Aleman’s

nationahty and his female chorus, F3 seems the more important example. In both 

Aleman and Pindar the situation is a fiction — the song has already begun, but the 

narrator affects that it is still to start. In Th.18, however, the “solo” voice at the 

beginning o f the song has become that o f a narrator far removed in time and place 

from the chorus. The frame now points us to the fictionaHty o f the whole song.

Suppl. (e.g.) Campbell 1982-1993:ii.378.
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It seems that the epithalamium is presented as a fragment discovered by the primary 

n a r r a t o r / T h . 1 8  begins ’'Ev ttok’ apot, which has caused much scholarly debate. 

Gow (1950:ii.349) finds the particle “puzzHng” and considers explaining it as marking 

a transition from a lost/unwritten proem, or as a response to some preceding and 

unknown circumstance. Hunter (1996:149), most recently, views it as marking the 

poet’s control over his narrative — indicating the point at which the narrator has 

chosen to begin his narrative. But perhaps it should be taken as genuinely inferential, 

as “so” or “then”, and as obliquely constructing the “setting” for the poem: the 

“discovery” o f a fragment o f Spartan song. The narrator is portrayed as inferring or 

remarking that it was “thus, therf̂  that the Spartans girls celebrated the wedding of 

Helen. The reading apa  of the MSS at line 7 (Gow prefers a p a  from the Antinoe 

papyrus) would form another example o f this realisation about the distant past.

This would mean that Th.18 crystallises a HeUenistic “reaction” to a lyric text, and 

would form a poetic counterpart to the cataloguing of and scholarship on Archaic 

literature being carried out in the Alexandrian Library. Bing (1993:190-94) has 

speculated that one o f the triggers for the play with ambiguities o f voice in 

CaUimachus’ Hymn to Apollo may have been the encountering o f Archaic and Classical 

poetry as text rather than in performance. In Th.18 we see portrayed just this sort o f 

encounter with a past “text”, but with very different results. The voices of the two 

sections, frame and song, are not confused but firmly demarcated.

W hether or not the frame of Th.18 is to be read a “scholar’s” reaction to a lyric text, 

the primary narrator’s introduction serves to emphasise the difference between the 

setting o f the song, and its “original” reception, and the present reading. This is also 

apparent in the use of Stesichorus’ Helen in the quoted song, pointed out by the 

schoUa (èv auTcp Tiva EiXriTcxai èk xob jrpmxou ZxT|cn%6pm) 'EX,évriç, Argum. Th.18, 

p.331 Wendel). Theocritus seems to draw on the portrayal o f the wedding o f Helen 

and Menelaus in the Helen (F187, Hunter 1996:150-1). But this again brings home the 

differences between the Spartan wedding-song and Th.18, and between their audiences: 

Stesichorus, o f course, was famous for his slander of Helen (Plato, PMr.243a,

Cf. the discovery o f  the Meropis by ApoUodorus o f  Athens (c.180-110 BC) in his Hept Gecov 
(Henrichs 1993:187-9). The Meropis is probably sixth-century rather than third (Henrichs 1993:189-92, 
on the basis o f its narrative and diction).
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Isocr.H^/.64), which allegedly left him blind, and caused him to write his Palinode 

(FI92). For Spartans, however, Helen was not the faithless betrayer o f Menelaus and 

lover o f Paris, but a good and faithful wife (Griffiths 1972:25). The Archaic Spartan 

audience o f an Archaic choral wedding-song for Helen would have had this faithful 

Helen in mind. But Th.18, in contrast, adapts a text which depicts the other, 

“Homeric” Helen, who abandoned her husband, in the reconstruction of a song 

celebrating the faithful Spartan Helen. As in CaUimachus, surface meaning runs up 

against subtextual countercurrents.

The presence of the primary narrator in the frame is vital: he is marked as not a 

member o f the original audience of the song, and hence his audience is also different. 

For a Hellenistic audience or reader, as for modem readers (e.g. Effe 1978:75-6), 

Helen is, at least, ambiguous, at worst faithless. We cannot put aside Homer, unlike 

the putative Spartan audience. This, o f course, makes some of the statements o f the 

song within Th.18 seem bitterly ironic, e.g. ktiç ëtoç eteoç, MEvéXaE, TEoc vuôç 

ôcÔE (15). But they also emphasise the differences between the Archaic past and the 

Hellenistic present, between a narrator who knows and combines conflicting mythic 

traditions, and a “naïve” audience that is ignorant o f the Helen o f the Iliad (cf. 

Hunter 1996:165-6).

In contrast the sharp separation of voices and emphasis on distance in Th.18, Th.26 

imitates a choral speaker. This poem is another to have long been the subject of 

academic puzzlement. It begins by plunging immediately into a narrative about the 

discovery and death o f Pentheus (Dover 1971:264), and ends with a hymnal closing, 

before which the speaker expresses sentiments which have discomforted several 

readers:

OÙK àXÉyo)' prjô’ àkXoq ootE%8opÉvœ Aiovuctcp 
(ppovii^oi, prjS’ Et %alE7tû)TEpa xœvÔE poyiicai,
EtT| 5’ EvvaETiqç il Kod ÔEKOCTO) èTriPaivof 
aÙTÔç ô’ EÙayEotpt xal EÙayÉEaCTiv aôoipi.
EK Atôç alYi6%co xipàv e%ei aiExôç gutcûç.

eùcîePecov TtaiÔEGCt Tà A-cbia, ô\)gce|3é©v 8’ oh. (26.27-32)
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The speaker emphatically announces his unconcern at Pentheus’ fate, and that of 

similar offenders. Gow (1950:ii.475) rightly singles out this passage as the crux for the 

interpretation of the whole poem. He takes the speaker to be “the poet” — this 

assumption is the cause o f much of the critical difficulty concerning the poem. These 

lines are much more easily understood if the narrator is not thought o f as a 

projection o f the historical author, but as much more closely connected with the 

Dionysiac context o f the poem. One such narrator is the boy-chorus suggested by 

Caims (1992). Caims (1992:10) assimilates Th.26 to the Hymns o f Callimachus, which 

he thinks have choral speakers. While there is some play with choral speakers in the 

Hymns, most notably in H.2, the narrators are much more complex and varied than 

Caims suggests (see 3.2 above). In Th.26, however, a choral speaker is more 

plausible.

The problematic lines 27-32 are textually uncertain, and Caims (1992:12) plausibly 

suggests that the reference to age in line 29 is a pointer to a chorus “nine years old or 

entering on the tenth”, i.e. a chorus of boys. The Antinoe papyrus has the first- 

person form èTci|3air|v in line 29, and therefore probably read e’irjv at the beginning of 

the line (Gow 1950:ü.482), so that the speaker may be talking about himself, though 

this is hardly certain. The narrator then adds ehaePÉcov TtaiSeaCTi xà X.cbia, 

ôuacjEpécûv ô’ ou (26.32), which has special point if the narrator is supposed to be 

composed o f such children.

A boy-chorus would also help to explain the simple worldview expressed arrestingly 

here — there can be no sympathy with those who transgress against the gods. The 

narrator is “without compassion” (Dover 1971:264). This is all the more startling 

because o f the immediately preceding narrative o f Pentheus’ death, which arouses the 

sympathy o f the audience, as well as being grotesque. Right at the start the emphasis 

is on the mother-son relationship o f Agave and Pentheus (pocxrip pèv KEcpaXàv 

pUKfiCTocTO Ttaiôoç tX dica, 20). Her matemal roar, as she ItiUs her son, is compared to 

that o f a honess with cubs, ï.ç,.protecting\sox. offspring (21). There then follow lines on 

his dismemberment (22-24), and the blood-spattered return to Thebes:

èç ©fipaç ô’ acpiKovTo TTEcpuppévai a ïpaxi Ttôcaai, 

ôpEoç TüÉvGripa k« i où IlEvGfia (pépoicrai. (20-26)
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Much in this poem builds on Euripides’ Bacchae, o f course (cf. Dover 1971:263-4 for 

a useful comparison), but the reversals here are particularly important for gauging the 

narratorial voice in Th.26. In Euripides the dismemberment of Pentheus (1114- 

1136), also begun by Agave and again grotesque and unpleasant, precedes Agave’s 

taking o f her son’s head, again with emphasis on their relationship:

K p d x a  6 ’ ocGXiov, 

oTtep Xapouca Tuyxocvei pqTT|p /epotv (1139-40)

This head then becomes the focus o f the next scene of Agave’s return, where she 

imagines that Pentheus’ head is a lion’s (1168ff.), and o f the scene where Agave 

presents her son’s head to her father (1216ff.), where she finally realises whose head 

it is (1280ff.). This sequence o f events is obviously full of pathos, but in Th.26 Agave 

first takes her son’s head, and then the full account o f the dismemberment follows. 

After the narrative o f Pentheus’ death, then, instead o f the pathetic scene arousing 

sympathy o f the Bacchae, we meet with the bare statement o u k  àXéyos (Th.26.27).

The simplicity and harshness of this view seems best accounted for by a narrator 

who is not “Theocritus”, but in some manner different. The effect o f a pathetic 

narrative followed by a discomforting moral pronouncement is familiar from 

Callimachus’ Yijmn to Demeter, where the picture o f Erysichthon at the crossroads is 

followed by a wish not to have such a man as a neighbour. The narrator there is 

female, hence marked as different, and the peculiar moralising o f Th.26 should also 

be taken as a marker o f the “difference” o f the narrator. Here the narrator is a child, 

hence the simplicity o f the moral stance. Caims (1992:12 with notes) points out that 

young, hence sexually pure, children were pleasing to the gods, but this “purity” can 

also express itself as unsympathetic to the actions o f those who are not so pure. The 

effect here is not one o f exposing the hypocritical nature o f the moralising narrator, 

as happens in Callimachus’ Iambi, but o f revealing the true nature o f the moraliser, 

and their difference from the audience o f the poem, which does feel sympathy as the 

fate o f Pentheus is described.
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In form the emphatic first-persons in Th.26, e.g. ot)K àXiyiù, placed at the beginning 

o f a line, recall those in Pindar: occpioxapai, 0.1.52, aTOCCTopai, N.5.16. "̂^  ̂ But the 

situation in Pindar is very different: there the narrator expresses an unwillingness to 

believe or relate a particular myth, rather than a lack o f compassion. Indeed the 

ostentatious avoidance of a tale (in N.5) which reveals a darker side to some 

Aeginetan heroes (the killing of Phocus by Peleus and Telamon) points to a more 

complex conception of morality, wrongdoing and the status of the wrongdoer. The 

strength o f emotion in Th.26 at the punishment o f sacrilege recalls that in Alcaeus 

F298:

ôpà]c7avTaç aiaxbv[vov]Ta tà  pfivôiKa,
]t|v ôè KEpPà^ovx’ [ccv]àyKa

aulxçvi X,(x[p]oXicûi tc [ Jocv

fj pàv k’] ’A xaioia’ fiç %6Xu péXxepov

a l xov 0eo(3X]a(3EVTa KaxÉKxavov (1-5)

But in Alcaeus myth is used as an exemplum for what political action should be taken 

on Lesbos. In Th.26 the voice of the engagé citizen has been transferred into the 

mouths o f “pure”, but compassionless, boys.

4.4.5 Reception and Misunderstanding (Th.8, 9, 27)

That even the pastoral imitations o f Theocritean poetry kept the frame and inset 

pattern familiar from the bucolic poems (and part o f a more general diptych 

structure, Pretagostini 1980) is shown by the clearly post-Theocritean Th.27. This 

seems to be missing some lines at the beginning, and consists mainly o f a dialogue 

between Daphnis and a girl, whom the former seduces. There then foUow five lines 

o f narrative, with little sign of the narrator, then two puzzling lines:

ôéxvuao làv  (TUpiYya xEav TiaJiiv, oX,piE 7coi)xav

T(ov Ô’ au  Tioipvayôv ETEprjv <T K E \|/cc))iE 0a poXnav. (27.72-3)

The lyric and in particular Pindaric connections here are further strengthened if Caims (1992:22-3) 
is right to suggest that Th.26 may be based on a lost dithyramb by Pindar, and that the schoha’s (to 
0.2.86-8, N.5.20f.) identification o f  Pindar and an eagle stands behind the sudden reference to an 
eagle in hne 31.
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This complicates considerably the interpretation o f the poem, as it implies a further 

frame beyond that of the narrator of 67-71, where the speaker o f 72-3 and the 

shepherd he mentions both sing. Edmonds (1912:331), thus suggested that 72-3 

represent a judge’s verdict, inviting the victor o f a song competition to sing again, 

having heard two songs. This, however, implies a very long song (Gow 1950:ii.493), 

and neither this, nor suggestions such as that o f Ahrens (1874:414-15) that the hnes 

are a subscription to a collection of bucolic poetry are convincing (Gow 1950:ii.492- 

4). Perhaps the general answer lies in the poor imitation o f Theocritus’ 

experimentation with framing effects as well as dramatic poems.

We have an example of such a poor and confused imitation of variations o f voice in 

Theocritus in Th.9. It begins with an address by the narrator to Daphms: 

BoDKoXuxi^eo, Ad(pvi (9.1), and further instructions (e.g. %oi jxèv apa pôcKoivxo Kal 

èv (ptiX^oiai TcXavœvTO, 9.4) which strongly suggest the narrator is one speaker in a 

dramatic scene (so Gow 1950:ü.l85), where Daphnis is to sing first, then Menalcas 

(9.2). After Daphnis’ song of lines 7-13, the narrator declares:

omo) Aàcpviç oceicrev èpiv, obxco ôè MevàX,Kaç (9.14)

This shifts the audience’s perception of the situation. Now it seems as if the narrator 

is relating a narrative about the past. If  this were the only indication that the narrative 

was about the past, the audience might be able to rationalise the initial addresses and 

instructions as part o f a narratorial apostrophe, and hence “timeless”, and the 

narrator external (heterodiegetic) despite the difficulty o f èpiv in 14. But after the 

song o f Menalcas, the narrator firmly ties himself to the scene of the singing:

XOÎÇ p è v  èTreTcXaxàyricya Koù a t ix iK a  ô co p o v  ëô co K a  (9.22)

He gives gifts to Menalcas and Daphnis, one o f which Menalcas uses straightaway 

(9.27). Hence the narrator is definitively revealed as internal (homodiegetic), and this 

leaves the opening of the poem awkwardly standing in a different mode from the rest 

o f the work. It seems Hkely that this is as a result o f an unsuccessful attempt to
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reproduce Theocritean use o f a framing narrative introducing a song-contest as in 

Th.6. This likelihood is strengthened because the song o f Menalcas in Th.9 seems to 

be, like that o f Damoetas in Th.6 (also as the second singer), sung in persona Polyphemi 

(Hunter 1999:250): A tx v a  potTep è p à , KaX,ov a v rp o v  èv o ïK éœ / KoiXaiç èv

TtetpaiCTiv £%co 8É t o i  o c t o  èv  ôveipco (9.15-6). This pattern is unhappily combined 

with the dramatic structure o f such poems as Th.lO.

A more successful imitation o f such a narrative into song-contest is to be found in 

Th.8. As in Th.9 the two protagonists are Daphnis and Menalcas, but here the 

narrator places their meeting in the past, even distancing it with a “they say”- 

statement in hne 2 (d)Ç  c p a v T i ) .  The narrator also tells o f the introduction o f a third 

party to judge the proceedings, a goatherd whom the boys Daphnis and Menalcas call 

over (28-32). Hence the twin offices o f narrator and judge in Th.9 are divided 

between the primary narrator and a character. This means there are no jarring shifts 

such as that in Th.9.
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4.5 Self-Irony

The presentation of multiple points of view and the inclusion o f different and 

competing voices within poems, as well as the literary texture of such poems and 

their use o f Archaic poetry, are often employed in Theocritus to ironise the speaker. 

This is clear, for example, in Th.7, where Lycidas’ words juxtaposed with the primary 

narrator Simichidas’ behaviour suggest the latter’s false modesty. In turn in T h .ll ,  

the secondary narrator Polyphemus is ironised by his echoes of Sappho (XenKorepa 

TcaKTâç, Th. 11.20 from Sappho’s TiaKxiôoç a6u)o,EA,ECTTEpa, FI 56 — cf. also Th.20.26 

and see 4.2 above) and anticipations of the Odyssej ( o u t i ç ,  T h .l l .38; K a i ô p E v o ç  8 ’ U Trô 

x E Û ç  K a l  x à v  \^v%àv à v E / o i p a v /  K a l  x ô v  ë v ’ ô c p G a X p ô v ,  xco  p o i  y X -U K E p o b x E p o v  

o ù ô É v ,  52-3; a ï  K a  x i ç  c tù v  v a t  x cX écov  ^ é v o ç  a Ô ’ à ( p Ï K T |x a i ,  61; Goldhül 1991:249-50). 

His words point us to the gap between his misunderstanding of his attractiveness and 

the audience’s truer perception of it — the girls who giggle in line 78 are more likely to 

do so in mockery than in flirtatiousness (Hunter 1999:242).

This figure o f the deluded lover is also to be found in some of Theocritus’ primary 

narrators, namely those in Th.l2, 29 and 30. In the first o f these poem the speaker is 

a rustic (Giangrande 1986:42), but the irony at his expense is not so much that of the 

countryman striving unsuccessfully after a manner beyond him in what purports to 

be what Giangrande (1986:36-7) terms an èTciPaxfipiov (or Willkommgedichtvj€i.zovcisri.^ 

a friend after a journey — Caims 1972:20 prefers the term “prosphonetikon”), e.g. in 

the bathetic 23ff. after the strange vision o f 10-23, but o f a lover whose hopes are 

exposed as vain (Hunter 1996:192). There is some humour at the expense of a rustic 

who begins by echoing Sappho (’'HX'uGeç, co (piXE KobpE- xpixrj a b v  vukxI K al f)ot/ 

îjXuGEÇ- c l  ÔÈ TcoGEnvxEÇ èv  fjp ax i yripdcK O um v, Th.12.1-2 from fjXGEÇ, f K a l f  

èTcorjoaç, ëyco ôé a ’ è p a iô p a v /  ôv  ô’ Eiyu^ag ëpav cppéva Katopèvav tcoGcoi, Sappho 

F48 Voigt), but also declares èyœ  ôé ge xôv KaXôv a iv é c o v / \|/EUÔEa p iv ô ç  UTtEpGEv 

à p a ifjç  oÙK àvacpucco (Th. 12.23-4). But the fact that the eromenos has only been 

absent for two days teUs against the ETiiPaxfipiov hypothesis, as it is much more likely 

that the eromenos has been with another erastes, as Hunter (1996:189) argues, 

particularly because of the parallel from Theognis (auG iç etcI GxaGpoùç tiXu Geç
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TmETépo\)ç, 1250). Hence it is not an inability to master such a poem-type which is 

humorous.

In fact the chief focus o f the poem’s irony is the emptiness o f the narrator’s wishes. 

He hopes that when he is dead someone wih teU him: f] cf] vûv (ptXoTT|g Kal to û  

%apievToç o c iT e œ / tto c c ti 5ioc CTTopaxoc. p e r à  5 ’ fiiGéoiai paX rara (Th.12.20-1). His 

hopes for fame for undying mutual love are undercut by his Archaic model here, 

Theognis 237-54, where Theognis promises Cyrnus immortality (Goivpç ôè Kal 

eiX,a7civTiCTi n a p é o G r } /  èv T t a a a iç .  TcoXl&v K eipevoc èv c r o p a m v . 239-40), but also 

accuses Cymus o f deceit (Xôyoïç p’ à î t a ï a ç ,  254; Hunter 1996:190). The fame the 

narrator wishes for himself and his eromenos is also ironised by their anonymity in 

Th.l2, in marked contrast to that o f Cymus, as Hunter (1996:192) points out.

In Th.29 we meet another lover, but this time the irony (rather as in Callimachus’ 

lamhi) is at the expense o f his moralising. This poem again adapts Archaic moralising, 

whether sympodc, as in the opening quote from Alcaeus (F366),̂ *̂ ’̂ or paederasdc, 

e.g. from Theognis. In addition to the opening Alcaic proverb, the narrator offers his 

eromenos several gnomes: “Love Hghtiy tames the hearts o f men”, 23-4; “we grow old 

before we can spit”, 27-8; “Youth once gone is past recovery”, 28-9; ‘Afouth wears 

wings, and we are slow to catch the winged”, 29-30. The main thrust o f these 

comments, that youth is fleeting, takes up several elegies in Theognis, as Hunter 

(1996:176 with n.46) points out, e.g. 1299-04, 1305-10, where the brief youth o f the 

eromenos is the principal reason why he should yield to his lover. In these Theognidean 

verses, however, there is no ironising o f the speaker — the speaker desires his eromenos 

and pleads with him to yield. In Th.29, in contrast, the narrator affects to give his 

advice from higher motives:

bXX at pot Tt TTtGoto véoç TtpoyEvecTèpœ,

T(p KE Xmtov am oç E%(ov ëp’ èTcatvéoatç. (10-11)

The narrator characterises his advice as authorised by his seniority, and later as by a 

desire to remain (non-sexual) friends with his eromenos when he is older:

’<58 The Alcaic poem may also have been, paederastic, as Th.29, but this cannot be confirmed (Hunter 
1996:172).
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ÔTtTtcoç, àv iK a  x àv  yévDv à v ô p e ia v  ë/riç, 

àA,^àX,oici 7ceX(b|j,e0’ ’AxiA,Xéioi (pi?ioi. (33-4)

But the advice the narrator gives, which he also characterises as for the benefit of his 

eromenos (ayaGog g è v  aK onaeai/ d o x c o v ,  21-2), is to abandon his flitting from tree 

to tree (14-15) and be faithful: TCOTjaai KaXiav p i a v  è v v  ë v i  S e v S p i c o  (12), and to 

“return his love”: Kal pot x t b p a p é v c p  o u v é p a v  à ô ô X ,c o ç  a é G e v  (32). The narrator’s 

motivations are baser than he claims, as the opening o f the poem reveals:

K©xav pèv at) 8éXr|g, paKdpeaaiv laav dyco 

àpépav (7-8)

As H unter (1996:180) notes, this willingness on the part o f the eromenos is sexual 

compliance, and the hyperbole of the narrator’s delight when he is allowed sexual 

access implies that it is this which motivates his advice. In fact, however, it is not 

only the lecherous moralising which ironises the speaker here, but also the futility of 

his advice, given the emphasis on the present promiscuity of the eromenos (Hunter 

1996:178). The comparison with Achilles, the self-characterisation of the narrator as 

Heracles (37-8) and the threat not to come when the eromenos calls (39-40),̂ *̂  ̂are aU in 

vain: àxépco 6’ dxepov pàxTjg (15). The narrator is in no position to advise the

eromenos, being in the grip of sexual desire, and with nothing to distinguish him from 

the mass o f lovers.

As noted above, Th.30 depicts a narrator afflicted with a passion for a boy, and 

conducting a conversation with his own Gupog. Much o f the humour in the poem 

derives from the Gupog’ reasoned defence of its passion, pointing out that trying to 

defeat Eros is like trying to count the stars (i.e. impossible, 25-7), and that Eros 

conquered Zeus and Aphrodite, let alone the narrator’s Gupog (28-32). As a whole, o f 

course, the Gupog defiant reply to its “owner” embodies the narrator’s point, that he 

cannot control his Gupog, but the strong separation by the narrator o f himself from 

his Gupog, and the latter’s superior reasoning, ironises the narrator. Hunter, in his

Which must refer, as Hunter (1996:176-7) argues, to a time when the eromenos has grown up, as in 
the Achilles comparison.
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analysis of Th.30, finds the reasoning with the speaker’s Gnpog in Pindar F I23 

particularly close to the Theocritean situation (1996:183-4), though he notes the 

Gupog is unlikely to have replied. He also notes, in passing, that the earliest address to 

a Gupog or similar organ in an erotic context may be in Simonides fr.eleg.21 

(1996:183). This parallel seems particularly important.

In Simonides, the narrator is telling his that he can no longer be its guardian:

o]u ô u v a p a i ,  t|/u%[f|,] TCEcpuXaypévog e [ i]v a i ÔTrrjôôg- 

XpUCTWTiiv ôè AiK[r|v a Q o p a i a% vupevog, 

è]^ o u  TOC TrpœTiCTToc veo[Tpe(pÉ]cûv à n o  pr|ptD[v

fi]p8Tépr|g EÎôoy TEppfaxa 7ca]iÔEirig, (fr.eleg.21.3-6)

West (1993:11) comments that this is clearly a love poem — despite feeling that the 

love is “somehow discreditable”, the narrator cannot help himself. This is close to 

the situation developed in Th.30. The narrator is addressing his externalised self, not 

someone else (e.g. a friend whom the passionate narrator can no longer protect, nor 

an eromeno .̂ He confesses that he can no longer guard his v|/uxil, even though he has 

“respected Right” ever since the end of his boyhood. The end o f this period of 

righteousness and self-protection is probably to be accounted for by sexual attraction 

for an eromenos (note the sensuous description o f adulthood in lines 5-6, West 

1993:11). The narrator can no longer be the guardian of his own soul because he is in 

love, and has surrendered control of his soul. But the very fact o f this loss o f control, 

which the poem implies is the narrator’s very firsts suggests that his “guardianship” 

may always have been bogus. If  the narrator was never affected by a passion, then his 

“self-control” is no self-control at all (cf. Angelo in Measure for Measure).

This would also be close to the ironising o f the speaker in Th.30. It may be that the 

replied in Simonides (tiapGEvia replies to a bride in Sappho FI 14.2). In any 

case, the response in Theocritus seems a natural extension from the Archaic poem. 

Furthermore, if Simonides fr.eleg.21 was a model for Th.30, it suggests that the 

narrator o f Th.30 has never had control o f himself or his Gupog, which further 

ironises the speaker. The narrator who externalises his desire as a disease (xœÔE
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vo(TT|)iaTog, 1), and the cause of the latest outburst (jrapicov eSpaxe Xéjct’ ajrpe ôi’ 

ôcppucûv, 7) and his lack of self-control, is himself revealed as at fault.
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4.6 Lyric and Epic

4.6.1 Lyric to Epic (Th.24)

Th.24, o f course, alludes to and adapts more than one text and type of poem (Hunter 

1996:11-13), though its principal model is Pindar’s Nemean 1 (Gow 1950:ii.415), 

which also narrates the strangling of Hera’s snakes by the infant H e r a c le s .F o r  

example, 'HpaxXea as the very first word is a hymnic feature (21 out o f 33 Homeric 

Hymns begin with the name o f the god, HH15 begins 'HpaKXéa), as is following this 

with a participial phrase (GutzwiUer 1981:14). The image o f Alcmena “filling both 

[Heracles and Iphicles] with milk” (Hne 3) alludes to the gluttonous Heracles of 

comedy (Hunter 1996:11), while GutzwHler (1981:11-12) points out the epic afjfinities 

o f the shield in which the twins are placed in lines 4-5, and the brief mention of 

Amphitryon’s having taken it from Pterelaus (cf. 7/15.427-8). Alcmena’s lullaby in 

lines 7-9, which echoes Danaë’s words to the infant Perseus in F543.21-2 of 

Simonides, forms a lyric echo juxtaposed with these epic elements.

A more complex relationship with earher texts is apparent in the use o f YaA,a0r|v6v at 

Th.24.30-1, where the narrator tells us that the snakes wound themselves around 

Heracles:

TCEpl TcaiSa

ovi/iyovov, YaXa0T|v6v UTto rpocpo), alèv a S a x p u v

The word yoĉ oc6t|v6v appears with the same meaning, “suckling”, in Simonides 

F553:

<E'üp\)6iKaç>

loCTTecpàvou Y^^KEÎav èô à K p u a a v  

v|ft)yocv àTioTrvèovTa y« ^ « 6 t|vôv tékgç.

Also told by Pindar in Pae.20, which Th.24 also draws on (Dover 1971:252, GutzwiUer 1981:10).
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This narrates a snake’s killing  of Archemorus-Opheltes, in whose honour the 

Nemean Games were founded (ApoUodorus 1.9.14, Pausanias 2.15.3). It is precisely 

this Simonidean description which Theocritus’ principal model in Th.24, Pindar’s 

Nemean 1, also echoes in precisely the same scene (Heracles’ strangling o f the snakes):

à y x o p é v o iç  8 è  x p o v o g

\|/\)yàç oc7r£7rv£\)CT£v peXécov acpocxcov. (N .I.46-7)

This emphasises the difference between Opheltes and Heracles, and by reversing the 

foundation myth o f the games, replaces “death with promise and defeat with victory” 

(Kirkwood 1982:246).’̂ ’ Hence the allusion to Simonides also alludes to Pindar’s own 

allusion to the same Simonidean passage, thus suggesting that though Theocritus’ 

Heracles may be unweaned, he is no more an Opheltes than Pindar’s Heracles. This 

complex o f associations, and the fact that yaXaGrjvôv means “suckling” in both 

Sim.F553 and Th.24.31 makes less likely Hunter’s suggestion (1996:27 n.l04) that the 

word is taken from the yaXa0r|vû/...'nTopi o f Perseus in Simonides F543.8-9, where 

the word means “babyish”.

Even the allusion to Simonides, then, involves Nemean 1, and it is the transformations 

of the Pindaric model which are most important for the appreciation of Th.24. As 

Gow (1950:ii.415) observes, the Theocritean version emphasises the domestic rather 

than the heroic, e.g. in the opening scene where Alcmena sings her children a lullaby, 

the conjugal bed scene at 24.34ff. where Alcmena nags her husband to investigate the 

noise o f the children and the strange Hght, and the description of the woman by the 

corn-miUs waking the servants in house (SOff.). But this domestication is itself a 

development o f hints in Theocritus’ Pindaric models (GutzwiUer 1981:10-11) — in 

both N .l and Pae.20 Alcmena leaps ànenXoç, (N .I.50; Pa.20.14) from her bed, in the 

former case to fight off the snakes, in the latter out o f fear, and the ôcp,(pi7roA.oi flee in 

panic in Pae.20.^^^

Kirkwood quotes from F.L. Williams’ 1976 Cornell PhD diss., “A Critical Edition o f Nemean 
Odes 1-4 o f Pindar” (non vidi).

They do not, pace Dover (1971:252), “come running” — they are running away: (puyov (Pag.20.17).
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More striking in terms of variation from Pindar is the “epicisation” of the Pindaric 

narrative. Whereas the narrative of N .l is swift and selective, with extensive play with 

words for pace and speed (Rose 1974:158-60), Th.24 is more even and more 

leisurely. In N .l Hera sends the snakes è7tEi...aÙTiKa (35), “as soon as”^̂  ̂ Heracles is 

bom  and à(pap (40), the snakes intend to wrap their ©KEiaç yvocGouç (42) around the 

children. Then there follows the more static, and more extensively described, vignette 

of Heracles strangling the snakes — he lifts his head, first makes trial o f battle, and 

holds the two snakes in his two inescapable hands, having seized them by their necks. 

At this point the Pindaric narrator says, strikingly that “Awf squeezed the Hfe from 

their unspeakable bodies” (N .l.46-7, quoted above).

The narrative then speeds up again with xa%\) in 51, where the Theban princes enter. 

In Theocritus the pace is much more even. He fills out the simple statement in 

Pindar that Heracles was laid in his saffron swaddling-clothes at N .l.38 into a full- 

scale ten-Hne scene o f Alcmena putting her children to bed and even singing them a 

lullaby. There follows a very epic-Uke description of time at Hnes 11-12 (recalling 

//. 18.487-9, 0(^.5.273; Gow 1950:ii.417), before Hera sends her snakes. Similarly in 

Th.24 there are six Hnes of description of the snakes (they have rippHng-steel blue 

coils, writhe their murderous belHes along the ground, flash fire from their eyes, spit 

venom, 24.14-19). The Pindaric description, on the other hand, is typically very 

compressed. The narrator focuses on a single prominent feature to stand for the 

whole, in this case the snakes’ “quick jaws” . N .Ts simple èKKOcXEOEv (N .l.60) 

becomes in Theocritus a four-Hne long address by Alcmena to Teicesias to “teU her 

the worst” , which is foUowed by a six-line re-assurance by Teiresias of Alcmena and 

prediction o f her own fame.

This creation o f an “epic” veneer from a selective lyric narrative is made easier by 

N.Ts being, in Slater’s (1979, 1983) terminology, an “epic narrative” which proceeds 

in strict chronological sequence, without narrative ring-composition in time. Hence 

Theocritus can describe the events at fuUer length and a more even pace than Pindar 

does, without having to deal with the awkwardness o f a narrative that repeats itself. 

But the epicisation o f the lyric model amounts to more than making the pace more 

even. Many o f the changes from N .l seem designed to rninirnise the presence o f the

So BrasweU (1992:58), who takes it as equivalent to èjteî Taxiaxa.
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primary narrator, e.g. the switch from indirect speech (where the mediating role of 

the narrator is clearer) for the prophecy of Teiresias in N .l .61-72 to direct quotation 

in Th.24.73-100. In N .l, before the narrative of Heracles and the snakes begins, there 

are a great many first-persons drawing attention to the primary narrator, e.g. the 

quasi-biographical statement about visiting the victor:

E C T ta v  5 ’ è 7 r’ a ù X E i a i ç  G u p a i ç  

à v ô p ô ç  ( p i X o ^ E i v o u  K « X ,à  p E X T io p E v o g ,

Ev0a p o i appôôiov

S e ît c v o v  K E K Ô a p r j T a i  (N .l. 19-22)

The narrative itself is introduced by a first-person statement o f the narrator’s 

attachment to his subject, and his reviving of an old tale:

è y à )  S’ 'H p a K ^ é o ç  à v t É x o p a i  î i p o c p p ô v c o ç  

è v  K o p u c p a î q  à p E t â v  |X E y à X ,a i ç ,  à p x a î o v  Ô T p u v c o v  X ô y o v  (N .l.33-4)

In the fuUy extant parts of Th.24, however, there are no first-persons by the primary 

narrator, though the poem may have ended with a hymnal prayer for victory, if the 

fragmentary lines preserved on the Antinoe papyrus are genuine (cf. Griffiths 

1996:113ff.), and a marginal note to Hne 171 suggests the narrator made a first- 

person request for victory to Heracles. In any case, the expHcit role of the primary 

narrator is much reduced. In many ways, then, the adaptation o f a lyric model in 

Th.24 forms the inverse of the treatment o f an epic model in T h.l3  (see below). But 

what is created in Th.24 is not precisely an “epic” — its length is much less, and 

despite its metre and its affinity to a hymn, it also stands as a Hellenistic analogue to 

such Archaic works as Pindar’s Pjthian 4 and Stesichorus’ “lyric epics”, works with an 

epic veneer, which are not e p i c s .O n e  such marker o f a difference from Homer, at 

least, is the use of evaluative and emotional language by the primary narrator. 

Descriptions such as a l v à  T té X c o p a  (13), K a K Ô v  j c û p  (18), K a K a  G t j p i ’ (23), 

à v a i 8 É a ç . . . ô ô 6 v T a ç  (24), o ù A , o |x é v o i ç  o c p iE O C i  (29), Ô E i v à  7C £X ,copa (59) employ

One might even include the Homeric Hymns in this category o f “para-epic”. They are not “epyUia”, 
however — see 3.7 above.
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adjectives much more common in the speeches o f characters than in the mouth o f 

the primary narrator (Griffin 1986:39-40, 48).

4.6.2 Epic to Lyric (Th.13)

In contrast to the lyric made epic of Th.24, in Th.13 the pattern is reversed: an epic 

subject is taken up in a short, selective narrative reminiscent of lyric, in a poem with 

an addressee, further demonstrating its affinities with Archaic lyric and elegy (Hunter 

1999:262). The story of the Argonauts’ visit to Cius, the loss o f Hylas and the 

abandonment o f Heracles is “epic” by virtue o f being part o f the Argonautic saga, 

but there is also probably an immediate epic model for Theocritus in the form o f 

Apollonius’ account at the end of A,rg.\. The priority o f the two accounts has long 

been debated. Kohnken (1965) thinks Theocritus wrote first, but argues principally 

from unreliable external evidence such as the Uves o f Apollonius (1965:13-17), and 

the complexity and superiority of Apollonius’ version (1965:17-25), which seems 

clearly a misunderstanding o f two poems of different lengths and genres (Griffin 

1966:301).

Others have tried to establish the relative priority o f the texts through such means as 

the analysis o f animal similes in the respective poems (Effe 1992), but the most 

compelling evidence is perhaps the fact that Theocritus also adapts (in Th.22) the 

first episode o f A.rg.2 in such a way that Th.22 (set on the Black Sea cost) follows 

Th.13 (set in the Propontis) and assumes events from Th.13 such as the loss of 

Heracles (Hunter 1996:59-60). Th.22 also seems to draw on elements o f the 

Apollonian Hylas-episode, but generally to avoid verbal repetition from Th.13 

(Hunter 1996:60-2). This cross-referential Theocritean treatment o f two Argonautic 

episodes which are adjacent in Apollonius, then, suggests Apollonius wrote first 

(Hunter 1999:264-5), Cameron (1995:430-1) who thinks that the succession of 

episodes in ApoUonius means he is combining two disparate Theocritean narratives.

Ultimately, however, the question of priority does not greatly affect the analysis here. 

ApoUonius wUl stand as a good example o f what an Argonautic version o f a Hylas- 

episode would be, even if he in fact wrote second, and his adaptations o f Th.13 (and 

22) would then be paraUel to Theocritus’ handling o f N .l in Th.24. Knowledge o f 

ApoUonius as a model would give Th.13 and its treatment here some “edge”
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(Hutchinson 1988:196), but it is not indispensable. In any case, I shall concentrate on 

differences o f manner, rather than detail or content.

Apollonius’ account has the Argonauts arrive in Cius at yl^.1.1177, the episode 

ending with the end o f the book at 1.1362, when the Argonauts reach Amy eus. There 

are long descriptions, e.g. the search by Heracles for a tree with which to make an oar 

(1.1187-1206), several speeches (Polyphemus to Heracles, 1.1257-60, Telamon to 

Jason, 1.1290-95 and 1.1332-35, Glaucus to the Argonauts, 1.1315-25, Jason to 

Telamon, 1.1337-43), and epic similes, such as that o f the enraged Heracles 

compared to a buU stung by a gadfly (1.1265-72).

Th.13, in contrast, is only 76 Hnes long, and though it concentrates on the story of 

Hylas, it actually narrates in Hnes 16-24 the gathering o f the Argonauts (ol Ô’ aÙTCp 

àpiCTTf|EÇ CTUvéTiovTo/ Ttacàv ÈK 7üoX,iœv 7cpoX,eA,8Y)a,évoi, 17-8) and the whole of the 

Argonautic journey to Colchis, albeit in very compressed form. Line 16 àXX ôte to 

XpuCTEiov etcXei jtetoc Kcoaç ’Iccocov echoes both the opening o f its immediate epic 

model, xphcTEiov pETot Kcoaç Èu^uyov TjXaaav ’Apyoi (A/^A.4; Hunter 1999:271) and 

a non-epic treatment o f the Argonautic saga: oi)ôé kot’ ocv péya KÔaç à\^r\yaye\> 

aÙTÔç ’If|ocov (Mimnermus FI 1.1), thus advertismg its double nature. These Hnes 

form, then, an abbreviated version o f 1 -2, and also aUude to a non-epic treatment 

o f the return from Colchis. The manner o f this abbreviated Argonautic narrative also 

recaUs another brief treatment, again of the events at Colchis and the return thence at 

P.4.249-55:

KTEÎVE pèv yXavKÔna TÉ%vaiç 7coikiX,ôvcotov ô(piv, 

œ ’ApKEtiiXa, kX,é\|/ev te  MfiÔEiav aùv aÙTa, Totv nEA,iao(pôvov (249-50)

Hence the brief summary of the first half o f the in Th.13 also suggests the whole 

o f the epic. Pjthian 4 is also echoed by the description o f the Argonauts’ passing 

through the Clashing Rocks and arriving in Colchis:

ÔCTIÇ KtiavÊav o ù / cx\|/aTo auvôpopocôcov vauç 
àXka ôiE^ài^E PaObv S’ EloéôpapE Oâaiv,

aiETÔç œç, péya XaÎTpa, àcp’ ou t ô t e  xoipàÔEÇ ECTTav. (Th. 13.22-4)
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0 i 0 \ ) | x a i  Y « P  e c y a v  ^ c o a i ,  K 'o X iv ô é c K o v T Ô  x e  K p a i T i v o x E p a i  

Ti P a p 'ü y ô o 'O T iü o v  otvé îcov o x i ^ e ç ’ ocX,X,’ T]ÔT| x e X,e \ ) x 0 cv k e î v o ç  a à ) x a î ç  

îm iG É c o v  nXàoq à y a y E v .  è ç  O ô c o i v  ô ’ e t t e ix e v  

fiXvGov (P.4.209-12)

But Th.13 is more compressed yet than Pindar’s description — the Clashing Rocks 

and the arrival in Colchis are juxtaposed with the gathering o f the Argonauts, N ot 

even rowing is required to move away from Pagasae, in contrast to P.4.200ff. (Hunter 

1999:276).’^̂  Compression and swiftness when compared to ApoUonius are also 

evident. The speed with which Hylas finds a pool in Th.13 ( x a % a  6È Kpavav 

èvÔTjCTEv, 39) contrasts with the separation o f his setting out from his arrival in 

ApoUonius by a digression on Thiodamas (Hunter 1999:276). It also shows that the 

evening out o f pace in Th.24 as compared to N .l is not simply a regular feature o f 

Theocritus’ style — quicker, choppier, more “lyric” narratives are also in his range. 

Th.13 begins with an address to Nicias and a gnome on love, Ulustrated by the 

exemplum o f Heracles (which recaUs the introduction of a Heracles-myth as an 

exemplum for no mortal being fortunate in aU things in BacchyUdes 5), then narrates 

Heracles’ love for and education of Hylas, then juxtaposes (cxXX,’, 16) the summary of 

the expedition in 16-24, returning then to the episode at Cius for the rest o f the 

poem.

The brevity and selectivity o f Th.13, alongside its juxtaposition o f episodes, draws 

attention to its narrator. We have already seen that there is considerable quasi

biography in this poem, notably in the address to Nicias, which foregrounds the 

narrator, but even though there is no narratorial first-person or apostrophe outside 

the first four Unes,’̂  ̂ the narrator remains prominent. Strikingly, particularly when 

compared to the epic version of ApoUonius, there is no direct speech by any o f the 

main protagonists in the narrative in Th.13, and the only Une o f dicect speech is 52 

(K C ix p o x E p ’, &  T caîÔ E Ç , tco ieîctG’ Ô T tX a- 7rX,Et)CTXiKÔç ô n p o ç ) ,  which quotes what a saUor 

might say on seeing a shooting star. This comes as part o f a simUe comparing Hylas’ 

faU to a faUing star, but the unusual embedded quotation only points to the distance

Campbell (1990:118) oddly suggests that the ease o f  the Argonauts travel in Th.13 suggests their 
great fortitude.

Another Theocritean observation o f a separation between frame and inset.
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of the narrative style o f Th.13 from epic, and to the avoidance o f long epic speeches. 

Instead the narrator is before us as a mediating presence, reporting the cries o f 

Heracles and Hylas:

xpiç pèv "YXav aucev ocrov PaGùç fjpuye Xaipôç, 

xpiç ô ’ ocp’ ô Tcaîç UTcaKGUCTEv, àpaioc 6 ’ ï k e t o  9 0 0va ( 5 8 - 9 )

By putting himself firmly between the audience and the words of the characters, the 

faintness and distance o f Hylas’ cries is emphasised, as is the futility of Heracles’. By 

describing Heracles as with a word (fjpuyE from èpEuyEaGai) which can mean 

“beUow” and “roar” (Hunter 1999:283), the actions o f animals (e.g. bulls, I/.20.403), 

while also not quoting Heracles’ actual words (save the bare "Ylav, 58), makes 

Heracles appear bestial. The narrator refuses to articulate Heracles’ words.

The narrator in Th.13 is also prepared to pass comment on the narrative itself, as 

when he declares G%ÉTXroi ol 9 iX,éovteç (66), motivated by the plight o f Heracles (cf. 

also Heracles paivôpEVGÇ and the %aX,E7üôç...0EÔç, 71). This sort o f vocabulary, 

eschewed by the Homeric narrator (see 2.3.4 above), does, however, appear in 

Apollonius. In his version o f the Hylas-episode, the primary narrator describes 

Heracles’ killing o f Hylas’ father with the adverb VT|lEiœg (1.1214), its cognate vt|X,iiç 

being exclusively a speech-word in Homer when used o f people (Griffin 1986:40; see 

2.3.4 above). More importantly the Apollonian narrator describes the sons of Boreas, 

who are to be killed by Heracles, as axéiXiGi (1.1302). In the Argonautica too there is 

a more intrusive voice than is usual in Homer. But the narrator o f Th.13 is even 

more prominent.

4.6.3 Doubling up (Th.22)

Th.22, appropriately enough for a poem about twins, has a double nature and two 

models, lyric and epic. The poem first celebrates Polydeuces in a narrative about his 

meeting with Amycus, king o f the Bebrycians (27-134). It appears to engage with 

Apollonius’ telling of the same meeting at the beginning of ArgH  (see 4.6.2 above for 

the question o f priority), and the Hylas-episode at the end o f Arg.X. The second part, 

hymning Castor (137-211), develops elements o f the fight between the Dioscuri and
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the Apharidae as told in Pindar’s Nemean 10. At the beginning and end of the poem 

there are introductory (1-26) and concluding (212-223) sections, appropriate to a 

hymn.

These different sections, and differences between them in terms o f style and tone 

have led some scholars (e.g. Gow 1950:ü.384-5) to consider Th.22 as a composite of 

originally separate sections. But more plausible internal reasons can be found for this 

variation — the opening section, which is a “Hymn to the Dioscuri” represents an 

intemahsation o f the proem-function of a Homeric Hymn vis-à-vis a full-blown epic 

narrative (Hunter 1996:50). The differences, too, between the Polydeuces and Castor 

sections can be explained in terms of the different attitudes to the divine which they 

embody, and differences in their adaptation of their Archaic and Hellenistic models.

The narrator is particularly prominent in the opening “hymn” in Hnes 1-26. The first 

word o f the poem is a first-person verb, 'Ypvéopev (1), which is repeated at the 

beginning o f Hne 4. The Dioscuri are apostrophised in Hnes 17-18 in their capacity as 

savers o f ships, and again as œ apcpco 0 v t |t g î o i  (JoriGooi, co cpiXoi ocpcpco (23) in Hnes 

23ff. A t this point the narrator asks which of them he should begin with, again 

employing first-person forms, and decides on Polydeuces. This type o f expHcit 

narratorial presence does reappear in the rest of the poem, but only at very specific 

points.

For most o f the Polydeuces-episode, the narrator is relatively invisible. An exception 

is the placing o f the meeting with Amycus in the context o f the wider Argonautic 

journey at the very beginning:

'H pèv ocpa Tcpocpuyohaa Ttexpaç eiç e v  ^uviouaaç

’Apyo) Ktti vicpoevraç àiapTTipôv aropa  nôvTou (Th.22.27-8)

The brief summary of the previous events, and the particle ocpa, marking the 

narrative as being a result o f the narrator’s decision to celebrate Polydeuces first 

(Gow 1950:H.387), point us to the narrator. But there then foUow some 23 Hnes of 

description, e.g. o f the wanderings o f the Dioscuri (34-43), and the figure o f Amycus 

(35-52). The conversation that foUows, though strikingly novel in its use of
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stichomythia (without parallel in epic narrative, Gow 1950:ii.391), means the narrator 

recedes completely into the background in lines 54-74. The narrative then speeds up 

with gathering o f the Bebrycians and Argonauts summarised in lines 75-9, before it 

concentrates on the fight between Amycus and Polydeuces. This is described in detail 

in lines 80-114, with little intrusion from the narrator, until the fight reaches its 

climax. At this point the narrator intervenes with a question to the Muse:

TTwg yocp ÔT1 A iôç u log  àôr|(pàYov à v ô p a  Ka0eîX,ev; 

eItié, 0 e à , c i)  yôcp oÎCT0a- è y à  5’ ÉTÉpcov ujroçfiTTig 

(p0éy^op,ai octct’ è0éX eig c ù  K ai ÔTCTicog t o i  (piXov aùxfj. (1 1 5 -17 )

This sort o f question to the Muse has epic forebears, such as that at 7/.1.8f. (Dover 

1971:245), but in coming at a chmactic point in the narrative, the closest parallel is 

perhaps the question to Patroclus at 7/.16.692-3 (ëv0a xiva tcpàiov, liv a  S’ UCTiaxov 

E^evdpi^ag), shortly before his death. But the narrator of Th.22 draws even more 

attention to himself, advertising his role as mediator between the Muse (and 

therefore the events of the story) and the audience. The narrator then proceeds, at 

the very end o f the Polydeuces-narrative, to address Polydeuces himself (à tcuktti 

noXuÔEUKEg, 132), thus informing him that he did not kül Amycus, but secured a 

promise from him not to molest strangers.

This civilised resolution to the conflict is very different from the end o f the fight in 

ApoUonius, where Amycus is kiUed ( t o û  S’ d0p6og EK%UTO 0up6g, A.r^.2.91), and then 

the Bebrycians attack the Argonauts (2.98ff.), only to be defeated, and to suffer 

invasion by Lycus and the Mariandyni (2.139-40). N or is this the only difference 

from Th.22 — there is no narratorial intrusion as explicit as the Muse-question, self

characterisation and apostrophe of Poly deuces. The speeches in ApoUonius are also 

handled in much more conventional epic means, in contrast to the stichomythia of 

Th.22.54-74. Several elements, o f course, are drawn from the ApoUonian account, 

e.g. the characterisation of Amycus as a sacrilegious Giant ( T i t u ô  èvaXiyKiog ocvfip, 

Th.22.94) fighting against an “Olympian” (Aiog uiog, Th.22.95):

aXX  6 p èv  f| ôX ooîo  Ttxpcoéog, tie K al aÙTf|g 

P airig  E iv a i e i k t o  neXcop xÉKog, o îa  7càpoi0Ev 

XœopÉvrj All t I k t e v  6 6’ oùpavlcû ocxaXavTog
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«CTiépi T'üvSapiôriç (Arg.2.3S-41)

The Polydeuces-episode, as mentioned above, also draws on the Hylas-story as told 

in the Argonautica (Hunter 1996:61-3). The description o f Amycus, for example, 

particularly his wearing of Hon-skin (uTcèp vœxoio Kal aû% évog fjœ pE Îto / cxKpœv 

Ô éppa XéovToç occpTippévov èk tcoSecovov, Th.22.51-2), a typical marker o f Heracles, 

recalls the Heracles of ApoUonius. So too does the discovery o f a locus amoenus while 

out exploring in wooded countryside while the rest o f the Argonauts are engaged on 

other activities, precisely the situation of Heracles in the Hylas-episode in the 

Argonautica. But as Hunter (1996:60) observes, Th.13 and 22 avoid repeating each 

other, with different descriptions of passing through the Clashing Rocks, the 

Argonauts etc.'^' Though the narrator of Th.22 is prominent, the manner o f his 

visibility, and the overaU nature o f the narrative (generaUy even pace, fuU 

descriptions) is very different to that o f Th.13.

Where the Polydeuces-part o f Th.22 has the Argonautica firmly in mind, the Castor- 

section is very different. Once more we begin with narratorial intrusion, in the 

transitional passage between the Polydeuces and Castor sections:

Kal ah  pèv upvT jaai poi, a v a ^ ' aè ôé, Kàaxop, aEiaco,

Tuvôaplôri TaxurccoXE, ôopuaaoE, %aXKEo8œpT|  ̂ (Th.22.135-6)

The verb upvrjaai picks up the first hne of the poem, while the declaration aEiaco 

points back to the narrator’s decision to sing o f Polydeuces first (noXuÔEUKEa 

Tcpcbxov oeIo©, 26). Such an intrusion in a transitional passage has clear precedents, 

e.g. in the Homeric Hymn to Apollo (hnes 165ff., 207ff.) or Pindar’s epinicians (see 2.3.3 

above). The narrator continues in this prominent vein with the summary of earher 

events in hnes 137-40:

Td) jxèv àvapTca^avTE ôhœ (pEpéir|v Aiôç uiœ  

ô o ià ç  AEUKiTü^roio Kopaç- ô ia a à  ô’ à p a  xœyE 

èaaupÉvcûç eôIcokov àÔEXcpEû) vV 'Açaptiog, 

ya p P p à  pEXloyapo), AuyKEÙç Kal ô KapxEpôç ’lô a ç .

The only exception is èKpàvxeç 6’ èm 0îva (Th.13.32, Th.22.32) -  Hunter 1996:61.
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This reflects the beginning o f the Polydeuces-episode, o f course, which also started 

with a summary. But this summary points us to the narrator even more, given that 

this summarises events which are properly part o f the episode o f the Dioscuri against 

the Apharidae as a whole (the imrninent marriage o f the Apharidae to the daughters 

o f Leucippus, their being seized, the pursuit o f the Dioscuri), whereas the earlier 

summary specified where in the wider Argonautic narrative the episode with Amycus 

took place. In any case, this pace of narrative is not sustained. When the four heroes 

leap from their chariots, and the audience expects battle, we receive only words (Sens 

1996:188). Lynceus makes a long speech, beginning in hne 145, which only ends at 

180. This is to reject Wilamowitz’s suggestion (1906:191-2, taken up by Gow 

1950:ii.402) that there is a lacuna after 170, and that the speech after that point 

should be given to Castor rather than Lynceus (the MSS mark no change o f speaker). 

In fact ôjxaipoç (175) can mean “relative” as well as “brother”, Wilamowitz’ chief 

point against regarding the whole speech as Lynceus’ (Hunter 1996:70, cf. also Sens 

1996:190 n.l8). After the speech, the fight between Lynceus and Castor is described 

in hnes 181-204, where Castor khls Lynceus, and then Zeus Idas.

The narrative reverses in manner, detail and mood that o f N .l0.55-90. Where Th.22 

is exphcit that the reason for the fight was the seizing o f the daughters of Leucippus 

by Castor and Polydeuces, N.IO is vague (’'lôaç àpcpl PouctIv tccoç xoX,cû0eiç, 

N .10.60). Th.22 presents us with a Lynceus who argues cogently against fighting 

(fipiv TGI ÀEUKiTtTtQÇ Éàç EÔvcoGE G uyaipaç/ rdoÔE TioXù TcpoTÉpoiç, Th.22.147-8), 

that it is unseemly of the Dioscuri to have bribed Leucippus (yapov Ô èKX,é\j/aTE 

ôœpoiç, 151), and that if they must fight one death is enough (aX.iç véKUÇ évôç 

d’ikou/ eîç, 176-7). He is met with silence from Castor, and then death. When his 

brother Idas takes his father’s gravestone to attack Castor to avenge his brother 

(pÉXlE KaCTiyvfiTOlo PaXEiv CTcpEXEpoio (povfja, 209), he is killed by Zeus. The 

impression in Th.22 is o f a hero (Lynceus) at odds with his harsh environment (Sens 

1996:189), and attempting diplomacy in an age o f war, and against insurmountable 

and unintelligible divine power (Hunter 1996:69-70). Lynceus is the object o f pity. 

But in N.IO the emphasis is on the brotherly feeling of Volydeuces for Castor (contrasts 

Idaf reaction in Th.22), with which Pindar’s narrative begins and ends, the sacrifice 

of half o f Polydeuces’ immortality for his brother (N.IO.55-59, 73-90 — Castor is first
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killed by Idas, N .10,59-60). It is on the bestowal o f this immortality that the Pindaric 

narrative concentrates — the speeches in N.IO are those o f Polydeuces over his dying 

brother (76-9) and the explanation o f the possibility of salvation for Castor (80-88), 

which produces no doubt in Polydeuces’ mind (N .l0.89-90). The Pindaric narrative is 

otherwise swift, e.g. X,aiv|/r|poîç ôè t t ô ô e o c t iv  acpoçp/ è^iKÉ<T0av, K a l  p è y a  èp yov  

èp rjca v x ’ œKécoç (N .l0.63-4, cf. N .l above). The arrivai at the tomb o f Aphareus to 

the death of both Apharidae is narrated in seven Hnes (N.10.66-72).

The fraternal feeling o f Polydeuces for Castor has been transferred in Th.22 to Idas, 

and also to Lynceus, concerned to reduce the death-toll. But in the harsh 

environment of Th.22, this comes to nothing: où pàv oùôè xôv aXXov è(p’ é o t I t] e î ô e  

TcaxpœT)/ Tcaiôœv A aoK ococa  cpiXov yocpov ÈKXEXÉcavxa (Th.22.205-6). The 

differences between the Pindaric and Theocritean atmospheres is clear from the 

similarity of the gnome which follows the deaths o f the Apharidae in both poems 

(Hunter 1996:66):

XaXenoL Ô’ ëpiç àvGpœTroiç ôpiXEÎv k p e c t c t ô v o o v .  (N .l0.72)

oùxco Tuvôapiôaiç TioXEjai^épEv o ù k  e v  èXacppû (Th.22.212)

But whereas in Pindar the Apharidae were the aggressors (cf. N .l .63-4, quoted 

above), in Th.22 they do not deserve their deaths, and are the wronged party. Hunter 

(1996:69-70) is right, however, to emphasise that this is not to be read as a 

condemnation o f the Dioscuri, or Castor in particular. Polydeuces is presented as a 

civüising influence in Th.22 against Amycus, and as upholding part o f the accepted 

moral code (the treatment o f guests), whereas the Dioscuri together are presented in 

their capacity as rescuers o f ships in the opening “hymn” in lines 1-26. The 

juxtaposition o f the actions o f a god acting inexpHcably, unfairly and ultimately 

uninteUigibly represents another aspect o f the divine (Hunter 1996:70). Hellenistic 

poets elsewhere portray the unfortunate fate o f the innocent at the hands o f the gods 

(e.g. in Callimachus, Teiresias in H.5, and in a different sense, Erysichthon in H.6; see 

3.2.9 and 3.2.10 above), and the fact that such poets could depict gods working 

outside easily comprehensible modes of behaviour ought not to be used as evidence 

that their attitude to the gods was not “serious” (this is again to come up against the
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inadequacy of the term). A god who acts unfaicly is not necessarily a god being 

satirised or sent up, but merely a god acting as gods sometimes do, mysteriously.’ ®̂

4.6.4 Epic and Lyric (Th.25)

Th.25 is another combination o f epic and lyric, but in a very different sense from 

T h .2 2 .H e r e  we find not an intrusive narrator amid epic narrative, or summaries o f 

previous events pointing us to the narrator, but episodes o f epic narrative juxtaposed. 

Th.25 is divided into three sections, 1-84 (subtitled HPAKAHZ IIPOZ AFPOIKON in 

some MSS), where Heracles converses with a rustic about the location o f Augeas’ 

stables, and is led there by him, 85-152 (subtided EmnQAHZIS in some MSS), where 

Heracles, Augeas and Phyleus observe the vast herds o f Augeas, and 153-281 

(without a sub tide), where Phyleus and Heracles converse, and Heracles tells of his 

slaying o f the Nemean Hon. The first section, and the poem as a whole, begins 

abrupdy,’®*’ and assumes a question or similar by Heracles:

TÔV Ô’ yÉpcûv TcpotiEEiTce Pocüv EKioupcç àpoxpEUÇ,

TcauaapEvoq Epyoio to  o l pExà XEpolv ekeixo- (Th.25.1-2)

Gow (1950:ii.442) notes the parallel with the opening o f Homeric books such as 0^.9 

(xôv 5’ àTcajXEiPôpEvoç TcpoCTÉcprj TtoXuprixiq ’OÔUCTcrEUÇ, 1), but the key difference is 

that Od!  ̂ begins with a reply to a question put by Alcinous at the end o f 0<̂ .8. In 

Th.25, however, we miss the presence o f this earher question. This discontinuity is 

also apparent with the other sections o f Th.25 — between sections 1 and 2 the 

situation has changed, the rustic departed and been replaced by new companions for 

Heracles, Augeas and Phyleus. None o f this is narrated. A t the beginning o f the third 

section Augeas is no longer with the other two, who have now left the farmlands eIç

It is perhaps not so much the “mysteriousness” o f divine action in H.5 and Th.22 which puzzles 
modem readers, as its ultimate unfairness — but this is more to do with Christian ideas about divine 
justice than with the Hellenistic hymns, as Hunter (1996:73) rightly stresses.

I leave aside the question o f  its autheticity — Gow (1950:ii.439-41) notes it cannot with any certainty 
be attributed to Theocritus. If  it is not Theocritus’ it represents a continuation of, and variation from, 
the experimentation with Archaic ways o f  telling stories which Theocritus was engaged upon.

Chryssafis (1981:27) calls this “typical” o f Hellenistic epic, but neither the Arg., with its address to 
Phoebus, nor even the Hecale, plunging in médias res, characterise themselves as fragments from a larger 
narrative.
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àat't) (25.153). Again, more ellipsis. If  the subtitles of the sections are meant to recall 

those o f Homeric books or book-sections, as seems plausible (cf. ’OôuCToécoç Tcpôç 

Eupaiov ôpiX,ia for OdAA, Gow 1950:ii.442; ’E7ti7cd)X,T|aiç 'Ayapépvovog for 

7/.4.223ff., Gow 1950:ii.451), these are books without interconnecting narratives.

This sort o f juxtaposition recalls the sudden shifts o f lyric narrative more than the 

continuous narration o f Homer, but within the sections themselves there is little in 

the way o f narratorial intrusion. The majority o f the first section is taken up with the 

speeches o f Heracles and the rustic, the only substantial portion o f narrative being 

62-77 where the pair walk together and encounter the dogs. The second section is 

without speeches, but again without much in the way o f narratorial intrusion, and a 

very detailed description of Heracles fending off the bull (145-49). The final section 

is similarly free of intrusion, the majority being taken up with the speeches of Phyleus 

and particularly Heracles’ secondary narrative about the Nemean Hon. The only real 

exception to this invisible narrator is the comment %aX,e7TÔv Ô’ érépou vôov ïSpevai 

àvôpôç (67),'*  ̂ which is clearly focaHsed by the rustic (“he longed to ask him 

[Heracles], but hesitated and caught his words as he spoke in case he spoke out o f 

turn...”, Th.25.64-6). But the juxtaposition itself o f these episodes points to a figure 

arranging and juxtaposing them. In view of the otherwise unintrusive narrator, and 

the subtitles to the individual sections (has the third been lost?), perhaps we are 

meant to think o f the activity of an editor or arranger o f poems as much as that of a 

conventional narrator. The form of Th.25 may allude, then, to the scholarly activity 

being carried out in Alexandria.

A sentiment with a lyric model — xlç Ka, xiç noKa pa aXka voov àvôpôç èjrîaTtoi;, Aleman F I04 — 
(Gow 1950:ii.449). Unfortunately the wider context is lost.
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4.7 Overview

In Theocritus, as in Callimachus, the prominence of the primary narrator in several 

poems is again clear, as is the play with the relationship o f narrator to author, and the 

ironising o f several Theocritean narrators. The greater visibility o f the primary 

narrator in several Theocritean poems as compared to Homer points to the use of 

Archaic models other than the I/zad and the Odjssej, as do the subtle variations in the 

projection o f the historical author in the narrator. The use o f the gap between 

narrator and author and morahsing passages reminiscent o f some Archaic narrators 

to ironise or undercut the primary narrator’s authority resembles some of the effects 

in Callimachus, and should be seen partly in terms o f a wider Hellenistic concern 

with poetic authority.

The narrator is strongly connected to the historical author in 11, 13 and 28, where 

the common addressee, Nicias, suggests the narrator is “Theocritus” (recalling the 

“unifying” function o f Cymus in Theognis), as does the narrator’s Sicihan nationality 

in 11 and 28. The persona o f a professional poet associated with Sicily and Egypt 

developed in 16 and 17 again recalls the historical author, while the subject-matter o f 

29 and 30 (love), alongside their anonymous first-person narration, imphes a close 

relationship o f narrator to author. The most extensive play with the identity of the 

narrator and his connections to the historical Theocritus are of course to be found in 

7, which shares the framework o f first-person narration. The narrator also addresses 

addressees o f Theocritus (Aratus in Simichidas the narrator’s inset song, 7.102), and 

strives to emulate Asclepiades and Philetas.

The name o f the narrator, however, is expHcidy not “Theocritus” . The setting is Cos 

(rather than Sicily or Alexandria). The name may be meant to resemble that o f the 

iambic poet Semonides, while there are echoes o f iambos elsewhere in the poem. 

Furthermore the first-person narration by an internal (homodiegetic) narrator enables 

the creation o f ambiguity about the identity and attitude o f Lycidas, who seems to be 

initiating the narrator in some manner, but may regard him ironically. Hence the 

audience is presented with an initiation without being sure of who the narrator is, 

who is initiating him or what his attitude is to the initiate.
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The presentation of the narrator in this manner in 7 both ironises him and fractures 

his authority — he cannot present a definitive account of the meeting with Lycidas 

nor of the precise attitude Lycidas displays. Both the ironising o f the primary narrator 

and the fracturing of his authority are important elements in several Theocritean 

poems. In 6 the primary narrator’s outer frame carefully avoids choosing between the 

two inset songs (ostensibly sung in competition — ë p i a S e v ,  6 .5 ) ,  which underlines the 

ambiguity over the meaning o f Galatea’s behaviour as presented in the inset songs. In 

11 the inset song o f Polyphemus modifies the narrator’s description of Polyphemus’ 

condition and points us to the ambiguities o f the narrator’s description and of 

vocabulary such as (p a p p a K o v .

There is ironising o f the narrator even where the narrator is not closely connected to 

the historical author, as in the monologues 3 (a rustic paraclausithjron), 12 (a record of 

self-delusion), 20 (a narrator with over-inflated opinions o f himself). The portrayal o f 

these narrators in the monologues is achieved with extensive quasi-biography, also 

displayed in 2 (where Simaetha is not presented in a particularly ironic manner), and 

29 (where the narrator is hronised — his moralising is exposed as a sham).

The monologues (2, 3, 12, 20, 29) closely resemble Callimachus mimetic hymns, 

which develop the Archaic phenomena o f pseudo-intimacy and pseudo-spontaneity. 

The fact that the setting of the Theocritean monologues is private, however, brings 

them even closer to the situation o f (for example) Sappho’s poems, presenting the 

relations and emotions felt within a private, closed group.

In Callimachus’ mimetic H.2 part o f play is an ambiguity as to the identity o f the 

speaker (chorus or “poet”) which develops similar perceived ambiguities in Archaic 

poems with an individualised speaker which were initially performed by a chorus. 

T h.l8  also presents the juxtaposition of a singular voice and that o f a chorus, but 

keeps the voices separate and fitmly demarcated, using the characteristically 

Theocritean technique o f the inset song within an outer frame to present a version o f 

a text from the distant past — a Spartan wedding-song for Helen and Menelaus. The 

presentation in terms o f frame and inset points to the difference between the 

putative audiences o f the two parts — a Spartan audience with a Spartan conception
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of a faithful Helen, and a Hellenistic audience whose Helen is modified by her 

presentation in the Homeric poems. The Spartan song is presented as a fragment 

from the past whose significance is radically altered in the Hellenistic period. A 

related presentation of “fragments” is perhaps to be discerned in the discrete, 

unconnected sections o f 25.

In 26 we also find a Theocritean use of a choral voice, and of Archaic moralising. 

The boy-chorus o f the poem expresses itself in first-person statements which recall 

Pindaric moralising first-persons. But the unsympathetic condemnation o f Pentheus 

which follows the pathetic description of his death reverses the structure and 

function of the depiction of Pentheus’ death in Euripides’ Bacchae. Instead of ending 

with Pentheus’ mother taking her son’s head, then discovering what she has done, 

eliciting pathos, 26 ends with the arresting and uncomfortable declaration o f the 

chorus that it does not care about Pentheus’ fate. This points us to the immaturity as 

well as the purity o f the narrator (who is thus iconised). This recalls the effect o f the 

moralising in Callimachus’ H.6.

We can also observe Theocritus’ adaptation o f specific texmal models in, for 

example, his treatment of Pindar’s N .l in 24, where the prominent narrator o f the 

epinician recedes into the background. In contrast, 13 may “lyricise” the epic 

Argonautica o f Apollonius in a way reminiscent o f Pindar’s own lyric Argonautica, 

Pjthian 4. The Polydeuces-section o f 22 probably also adapts the Argonautica, though 

in contrast to 13 the pace is fairly even and the descriptions full. The narrator, 

however, is prominent. In the Castor-section o f 22 there are reversals o f another 

Pindaric ode, N.IO. Where N.IO concentrates on the brotherly feeling o f Polydeuces 

for Castor, in 22 we hear a lengthy speech by Lynceus, which indicates that the 

Dioscuri are responsible for the quarrel. The culpabihty o f the Dioscuri depicted 

represents part o f Theocritus’ experimentation with the presentation o f the divine in 

22 (where the Dioscuri are also saviours of ships and Polydeuces a civilising 

influence). Again, this recalls CaUimachean hymns such as H.5 and H.6.
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5. Confidence and Crisis: the Narrator in the Argonautica

5.1 The Apollonian Narrator

5.1.1 Introduction

Apollonius’ narrator is of course much more prominent than Homer’s (Hunter 

1993a; 106), and exploits many of the devices identified above in 1.6 above to make 

the narrator’s presence obvious. There are regular narratorial first-person 

statem ents,^com m ents on and judgements about the events in his narrative,^ 

addresses to the audience and charac te rs ,^an d  prominent passages of indirect 

speech.^®  ̂ Hunter (1993a:101-151) provides an important survey o f such Apollonian 

devices with particular reference to Homeric precedents. He points out that such 

precedents do exist, albeit Limited, for narratorial judgement, the narrator’s first 

person, addresses to characters, aetiology etc. But there has clearly been a shift in 

Apollonius towards a greater visible involvement on the part o f the narrator to his 

narrative. The discrete Homeric narrator- and character-vocabularies o f emotive and 

evaluative language (see 2.3.4 above) are confused, but not entirely abandoned, in 

the A.rgonautica (Hunter 1993a:109-ll). The narrator invests his exclamations and 

character-addresses with more emotion (e.g. ôecypoùç aveXuEto (pcoptapoto/ è^E^ÉEiv 

jXEpama, ôucdppopog o f Medea; cf. Griffin 1986:47-8).

E.g. gvfiaogai (1.2), eYcb...)i-u0TiaaigT|v (1.20), |j.vT|a6|j.e0a (1.23).

E.g. the description o f Erinys’ seeing the murder o f Apsyrtus, ôA,o(pœviov epyov (4.476), and the 
narrator’s explanation o f Jason’s subsequent behaviour in Hne with fi 0épiç a'ü0évTTiai ôoX,OKTaaiaç 
lA,àea0ai (4.479). Note that fi 0épiç is never used by the Homeric narrator (Griffin 1986:38).

Audience addressed at 1.725-6, 1.765ff, 2.171ff., 3.1265, 4.238, 4.428, 4.997; characters addressed 
at 4.1383 (Argonauts), 4.1483ff. (Canthus), 4.1763-5 (Theras, so Frankel app.crit. Vian 1974-81 :iv.l45, 
FusiUo 1985:377), 4.1773ff. (Argonauts). The related device o f  narratorial exclamation characters 
is found at 1.1302 (Boreads), 2.66 (attendants o f  Amycus), 2.137 (Bebrycians), 2.1028 (king o f  
Mossynoikoi), 3.809, 3.1133 (both Medea), 4.875 (Peleus), 4.916 (Butes), 4.1524 (Mopsus). There are 
also several addresses to gods, e.g. to Eros (4.445f£).

E.g. the strikingly unusual report o f  Aietes’ address to the Colchians (3.579-605). For a detailed 
discussion o f  this and other important examples cf. Hunter (1993a: 143-8).
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The formal devices Apollonius exploits to engineer this development o f and 

difference from Homer have been carefully delineated, but work remains to be done 

on their co-ordination in the characterisation o f the narrator. The “personality” o f 

the narrator is carefully and strikingly developed in the Argonautica, in a manner 

which exploits, alongside Hellenistic models. Archaic narrators other than Homer’s.

ApoUonius maintains the Homeric “formal anonymity” (Hunter 1993a: 120) o f the 

epic narrator. We are not told specific biographical details such as his name or 

important events or facts about his life (contrast, e.g., Hesiod’s Works and Days). That 

said, it is possible to infer various things about the Apollonian narrator from oblique 

indications in the text, such as his being a male Greek (cf. 2.1021-25 on the 

Mossynoikoi: oaoa 5’ èvl peydpoig 7iE7iovf)|j,e0a, KEiva Gupa^E/ ooj/Eyécoç iiÉcrcyTiCTiv 

èvl pÉ^ouaiv à y u ia îç ./.../.../ picyovTai xapàôiç ^uvfj (piX-otTixi yuvaiKÛv.), living 

long after the Argonauts (cf. 4.1764 on the colonisation o f Thera taking place a long 

time after the days o f Euphamos).^®*  ̂But the most im portant elements in this oblique 

characterisation o f the narrator are his presentation as a scholar and someone 

prepared to react morally and emotionally to his narrative. In these areas both 

Hellenistic and Archaic models are in operation — the moralising persona recalls 

those to be found in Hesiod, Archaic monody, elegy, iambos, and in Pindar, while 

Callimachus and the erudition of Hellenistic scholar-poets are evoked by the 

Argonauticds scholarly narrator.

The prominence o f the Apollonian narrator is achieved partly through the formal 

features outlined above, but also through the presentation of a different sort of 

narrative about the narrator himself. This differs from earlier autobiographical 

comments or details about the narrator, but exploits them as models for the 

development o f a “crisis” o f the narrator. This does not purport to tell us facts about 

the narrator’s life, but does present the narrator undergoing a progressive loss of his 

early confidence in the Arg. It is to the examination o f this “crisis” that I shall devote 

much of this chapter. Unlike the formal features of the voice o f the Apollonian 

narrator it has attracted little critical comment.

186 ]\Jq{ wholly without precedent in Homer as the oioi vov PpoTot-passages show (e.g. I/.5.302-4), de 
Jong 1987:44-5, and see 2.3.1 above.
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5.1.2 A Scholar

One o f the most obvious characteristics of the A.rg., and one which sets it apart from 

the Homeric epics, is the great deal of scientific, ethnographical and particularly 

aetiological information which the narrator provides for his audience (Goldhill 

1991:327-8). The purposes of this information are various. FusiUo (1985:137-42) 

portrays the unHomeric connection of narratorial present and mythological past 

which takes place in ApoUonius’ aetia as a “betrayal” o f Homeric epic, shattering the 

fiction o f the “absolute past” maintained in Homer, whUe Zanker (1987:120-4) 

stresses the use of aetiology to provide a “sense of cultural continuity” for 

Alexandrian inteUectuals. Another important role of such information, which wUl 

concern us here, is to “fiU out” the persona of the narrator.

This is a narrator who has, as a result o f his own researches, or those o f his feUow 

scholars, come to know a great deal about the extant signs o f the Argonautic voyage: 

names (such as the Magnesian coast stiU caUed the Aphetae Argous after the departure 

thence o f the Argonauts, 1.591); the islands caUed the Strophades from the turning 

there o f the Boreads in their pursuit o f the Harpies, 2.296-7; or the “Cave o f Medea” 

where the marriage o f Jason and Medea takes place, 4.1153-5), monuments (such as 

the grave-mound of Cyzicus, stUl visible, 1.1161-2; or the altar to Homonoia set up 

after the Argonauts see ApoUo at dawn, 2.717-19), and natural phenomena (such as 

the Etesian winds, instituted by Zeus because o f Aristaeus, 2.498-526; or the skin- 

coloured pebbles in the beach on Aethaha, from the scrapings o f sweat by the 

Argonauts, 4.654ff.).’®̂

The narrator often adopts the tone of an ethnographer, noting with interest the 

customs and habits o f the peoples the Argonauts encounter on their travels. O f the 

Mossynoikoi he comments: aXloiri 6è 6ikt| K a i  G é a p i a  T o î a i  T É T U K T a i  (2.1018), 

before teUing us of their fondness for public sex and similar oddities. Just before this, 

the narrator has related information about the economic system o f the Chalybes 

(2.1002-9), and the birth-pains o f the Tibareni (2.1011-14). His statement about the

For further examples cf. FusiUo 1985:116-36 and his categorisation o f  ApoUonian aetia.
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Amazons — ci) yàp ôp r iY ep éE ç  piav àp  tcoXiv, àXX àv à  y a îa v /  K E K p ip é v a i K a t à  

(pnXa ô i à x p i x a  v a iE io c a c K o v  (2.996-7) -  has the flavour of a scholar’s correction o f a 

common misconception about Amazonian demography. The description o f Colchian 

death-customs at 3.200-8, hanging corpses from trees rather than burning or burying 

them, is hardly the best of omens for the Argonauts, but the narrator’s observation 

that because they bury their women, the air and earth have an equal portion, suggests 

he is as interested in the peculiarities of the practice as the effect it might have on 

Jason.'"'

The myth o f the Argonauts itself and the events within it are depicted as though they 

are the product o f scholarly research. In the Catalogue, for example, we meet several 

“they say”-statements which indicate that the narrator is relying on written sources, 

from which he is building and selecting, for the material of his song (Hunter 

1993a: 106, 127): ‘’"'they say that by the music o f his songs Orpheus charmed the 

stubborn rocks...” (1.26-7), “bards relate [K^Eiouaiv àoiSoi] that Caeneus, still alive 

then, perished at the hands o f the Centaurs” (1.59-60), “nor do we leam [TCEuGopEGj 

that mighty-hearted Heracles disregarded Jason’s summons” (1.122-3), “Lemus we 

know pSpEv] was the son of Proetus son o f Nauplius” (1.135-6)."^

Two more turns o f phrase also contribute to the creation o f the scholarly persona of 

the narrator — the particle (and the similar use o f tioGi) and the rider eI ÈxEov yE 

tceXei kX,éoç at 1.154. The latter comes in the Catalogue o f Argonauts, and is 

attached by the narrator to Lynceus’ ability to see even under the earth. Stinton 

(1976:63) considers various possible functions for this phrase: indication of

188 Further ethnography at: 1.1058-61 - customary funeral games for Cyzicus; 1.1075-7 - meal-grinding 
for sacrificial cakes at common miU in Cyzicus; 1.1138-9 - Phrygians worship Rhea with tambourine 
and drum; 1.1354-1357 - Kians still search for Hylas; 2.507 - Haemonians call Aristaeus Nomios and 
Agreus; 2.526-7 - Keans offer sacrifices before rising o f Dog-star; 2.1174-76 - Amazon worship with 
horse-sacrifice; 4.319-322 - Scythian etc. ignorance o f  ships; 4.477-79 - the proper way to expiate 
treacherous murders; 4.121 Off. - settling o f  Colchians among Phaeacians, subsequent movements; 
4.1720-1730 - abusive rites o f  Apollo Aigletes on Anaphe; 4.1770-2 - custom o f water-carrying race on 
Aegina. Much o f  the material here probably builds on the work o f  Apollonius’ approximate 
contemporary Nymphodorus o f Amphipohs, who wrote a Nogipa BapPapixa (RE XVII:1623-5, 
FusiUo 1985:180 n .l8), as did Callimachus. But it is used in the v4;g. as part o f  the creation o f  the 
scholarly persona o f the narrator.

Cf. Vian 1974-81 :i.246 and Hunter 1993a:106 n.25 for the “genealogical fiddling” (Hunter) which is 
concealed by such expressions. This does not invalidate their use as part o f  the characterisation o f  the 
scholarly narrator.
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hyperbole, voicing o f a poetic disclaimer disavowing responsibility, expression of 

incredulity, underlining of a supernatural characteristic, drawing attention to a 

mythological variation. Whatever its precise force, given its position in the Catalogue, 

alongside several other markers o f the scholarly persona, it seems the sort o f remark 

a scholar might make about a striking “fact” uncovered in his researches. The 

realisation that it plays its part in figuring the narrator as a scholar means we need not 

read it as authorial scepticism about the truth of the myth. It points use instead to the 

critical approach the narrator is portrayed as having towards the sources and previous 

accounts from which he constructs his narrative.

A similar effect is produced by the narrator’s use o f the particle tcou. According to 

Denniston (1954“:490-1) the particle conveys “a feeling of uncertainty in the speaker. 

Hence, further, tcou is used ironically, with assumed diffidence, by a speaker who is 

quite sure of his ground.” Neither this description, nor Hunter’s comments 

(1989:199) that, “A. frequently distances himself from his narrative in this way [sc. by 

using noxf and other devices], as though he were reporting events o f which he himself 

was not the author and for whose veracity he takes no responsibility....” ,̂ "̂ quite 

capture the main narratorial use in the In Apollonius the particle tcou has the 

flavour o f someone making an inference from existing information. In particular, it is 

often used in deductions about the motivations, thoughts or feelings of the 

protagonists. At 1.633-7, for example, we read, after the narrator has told us of the 

Thracian threat to the Lemnian women:

Tco K « l  ÔT èyyuGi vficou epEocopevriv ïôov ’Apyob, 
aÙTiKa Traccuôip 7tuX,écov EKXoaGe Mupivrjç 
ôiqia TEU%E(x Sûcyai èç aiyiaXôv TcpoxéovTo,
0u ià a iv  {bpopôpoiç ÏKEXai- (pàv ydp t c o u  I k o c v e i v  

GpfiiKaç-

The implication is that the narrator has sources for the Thracian threat, the Lemnian 

women’s rushing out to meet the Argonauts etc., but does not have an explicit

Cf. Hunter 1993a:108 for a similar view o f Ttou used “for a kind o f documentary verisimilitude: the 
poet is not inventing the facts o f his story, but interpreting material for which he is not really 
responsible....”. Feeney 1991:65 n.23 quotes as applicable to ApoUonius Denniston on Herodotus’ use 
o f  the particle, “Herodotus is fond o f divesting himself o f  the historian’s omniscience, and assuming a 
winning fallibility” (Denniston 1954^:491 n.l).
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account o f the motivation behind their armed g re e tin g /T h is  inferential use o f ttou 

by the narrator, in most cases o f the motivation or thought of characters (including 

gods), is also present at; 1.996 (inference that the Earthborn were nurtured by Hera 

as a trial for Heracles), 1.1023 (inference that the DoHones imagined the Macrians 

had landed), 1.1037 (inference that Cyzicus believed he was beyond danger), 1.1140 

(inference that Rhea inclined her heart to pious sacrifices), 2.607 (inference that the 

Argonauts breathed more easily having come through the Clashing Rocks), 3.926 

(inference that Mopsus could see how the meeting o f Jason and Medea would end), 

4.557 (inference about Zeus’ reaction (anger) to Apsyrtus’ murder), 4.1457 (inference 

about the Argonauts’ happy words to each other after discovering w a t e r ) . T h e r e  is 

a very similar use o f ttoGi at 4.319,̂ ^̂  where the narrator deduces the reason for the 

reaction o f the shepherds on the north-west coast o f the Black Sea, who abandoned 

their flocks vtjcov (pôpco (317):

o ù  y d p  71CÛ dX,iaç y e  T t d p o ç  ttoGI v f j o t ç  ï ô o v ' t o ,

dût’ oùv 0pf|i^iv p i y d Ô E ç  Z K Ù G a i ,  oùSè Z i y u v v o i . . . .  (4.319-20)

At 3.225 TioGi is also used, though not of the motivation or thought of a character, in 

the description of the four perennial fountains in the palace o f Aeetes:

Kai p Ti pèv dvapXÙECKE ydXaKxi, 
f] Ô’ OÏVCÛ, TpitdTTj ôè GuœÔEi vôcev dXoKpfj- 
fl 5’ dp’ ÙÔCÛp TipopÉECKE, TO pÉV TTOGl 8uopÉVT|GrV 

GéppETo nX,T|id8EcyCTiv.... (3.223-226)

Campbell (1994:207) thinks that no\) here means “reportedly”, and indicates that, 

“the poet cannot vouch for the accuracy o f his story (so nov often).” But here again, 

as in the comments above on k o \), there has been insufficient attention paid to these

The “existence” o f  these sources is implied by the text, but because we are dealing here with the 
characterisation o f  the narrator, rather than the researches carried out by the real author, it does not 
follow that we ought to be able to point to the narrator’s sources, or tease out his favourite historians.

The particle is also used by the narrator in similes at 1.537, 3.758, 3.1283, 3.1399. In general the use 
o f  TiGU in the similes gives them a contingency or openness which is not found in Homer, where 
similes are more straightforwardly offered as comparisons for what is being described. Cf. Hunter 
1993a: 109 and 130-1 for the problems o f similarity and difference thus uncovered.

For cases where ko0 i is used in a different local sense in Apollonius and other Hellenistic poets cf. 
Campbell 1994:207.
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expressions as used by the scholarly narrator. It is not the poet but his narrator who 

attaches tcoG i  to the warming of the springs at night, and this is much less a 

profession o f authorial scepticism or uncertainty than it is an indication that the 

narrator is to be thought o f as having sources on which he draws for his narrative. 

We are to think that there may be a gap in previous accounts on the character o f this 

fourth stream of water, the particle pointing us to the scholarly inference the narrator 

makes about its nature, by adducing data from elsewhere. As Hunter (1989:122-3) 

points out, there may be an allusion to “the spring of Hehos” in N orth Africa (given 

Aeetes’ ancestry), which is described at Hdt.4.181, and moved between icy coldness 

at noon and boiling heat at midnight. “Well,” says the narrator, “there is silence on 

this fourth spring, but given the behaviour of the ‘spring of Helios’, we can assume it 

gets hot at night.” This inference is marked by 7io0i — “no doubt”, “I suppose” .

It is more accurate, then, to describe t co u  as a device for characterising, and hence 

foregrounding, the narrator than it is to say that it “advertises the poet’s own role” 

(Hunter 1993a: 108). It does indeed point us to the controlling and organising force 

behind the narrative, but this is primarily the narrator, who approaches his sources 

with a careful and critical eye, and makes measured conclusions about the motivation 

o f the characters in his epic.

The human, scholarly narrator thus constructed is very different from the ommscient 

Homeric narrator. As Richardson (1990:124) points out, the narrators o f the 11 and 

the Od. display three kinds o f omniscience or privileged knowledge: that o f 

events/facts which the characters could not know about, an ability to see into the 

characters’ minds, and foreknowledge of the future.^^^ Now, o f course, Apollonius’ 

narrator does display these types of knowledge to a degree — he knows about the 

intrigue on Olympus and the intervention o f Eros at the beginning o f book 3, o f 

which his characters know nothing, he can teU that Jason is regularly plunged into 

despair and à|j,rixavir|, and he knows of the fate o f the descendants o f Euphamos

Examples o f  the three types o f knowledge in Homer, respectively: the narrator knows exactly the 
wounds warriors receive, the progress o f weapons through the body (e.g. 7/5.65-8); he displays 
knowledge o f characters’ private thoughts at, e.g., 7/10.372, 5.166-8 (verbalising their intention/giving 
reason for action); the narrator anticipates future events in the story at, e.g., 7/12.173-4 (Hector will 
break through the wall) and after it at, e.g., 12.8-35 (Poseidon and Apollo wiU destroy the wall o f the 
Greeks). Cf. Richardson 1990:125-139.
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(4.1757-64) even though xà |o,èv iietotciv yévex’ E'ücp'nja.oio (1764). But in the first half 

of the yirg., at least, such knowledge is portrayed as the result o f the narrator’s 

researches. He does not have universal access to the events of the story (in the 

narratological sense) or to the workings o f the minds o f his characters, because he is 

depicted as constructing his narrative from previous versions and information about 

the past.

This difference from Homer is closely related to the difference in the relationship of 

the narrator to the Muses. In Homer, the narrator is wholly dependent on the Muses 

for his knowledge of the events of the story, but the pay-off for this subordination is 

omniscience (7/2.485-6, see 2.3.3 above). He does not have to make inferences 

about the motivation o f his characters in the manner o f the Apollonian narrator, 

because he has privileged knowledge of the workings o f their minds. In Apollonius, 

however, the relationship is portrayed, initially at least, as very different — much more 

equal and allowing the narrator to rely as much, if not more, on written sources and 

previous tradition as on the Muses. This area is explored more fuUy below in Movcrai 

S ’ VTCoeprfTopeg (5.1.4), but the change from Homeric omniscience to Apollonian 

research strongly suggests that Beye’s view (1982:19) that the narrator occasionally 

appears omniscient must be modified. Inferences such as that at 4.557 about Zeus’ 

anger at the murder o f Apsyrtus reveal that there is no universal omniscient access 

on the narrator’s part to the sphere o f the gods. Those passages, cited by Beye, that 

do display privileged knowledge of the gods, such as 4.1198-1200 (nymphs singing 

and dancing in honour o f Hera) or 4.1706 (the appearance o f Apollo Aigletes), are to 

be interpreted as verifiable by the narrator’s impUed sources. The implication is that 

he has good evidence for such statements, evidence which is in some way incomplete 

he feels it necessary to mark with an inference using nox> or tcoGi.

One final aspect o f the scholarly narrator o f the ylrg. which deserves comment is the 

common “exegesis” of Homeric and other poetical works which the narrative 

appears to contain. The ylrg. often appears to allude to controversial Homeric 

passages, e.g. at 3.113-4:

. . . E t  j i i v  è t p E u p o i .

E U p E  ÔÈ T o v y ’ a 7 c a v E U 0 E  A i ô ç  G a X E p f l  è v  à X c o f l ,
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This appears to reflect a controversy over J/.4.88-9 ei Tton ècpehpof/ enpe..., where 

Zenodotus (according to S A to 7/4.88) wrote enpe ôè xôvôe at the end o f 88, 

omitting 89. Though there is some debate as to the validity o f individual cases, where 

it is difficult to be sure that a controversy dates back to the time o f Apollonius, it is 

clear that there are many such allusions in the There are also cases of Pindaric

“exegesis” — the description o f Jason at 3.1282-3 (cxXXa [ x e v  ’'A pei/ eÏK£X,oç, oXkoL ôé 

7COU xpuaaôpcû ’A tc o X X c o v i )  appears to reflect P.4.87-8, where Jason is compared to 

Apollo and %alKdppaToq...7r6mg ’A(ppoôiTaç. Given that the latter could be 

interpreted as Hephaestus as well as Ares, this may allude to controversy about the 

meaning o f the Pindaric comparison (Hunter 1989:241).

What is important for our purposes is the role o f the narrator in this “exegesis” . 

Above we saw that in Callimachus’ Ylymn to Demeter, for example, we had to attribute 

such scholarship to the implied author, rather than the narrator, because o f the wider 

characterisation o f the narrator. Here, however, we are in a situation more akin to 

that in the Aetia. Because o f the mass o f scholarly information displayed by the 

narrator in the Arg., and the impression given that he is constructing his narrative 

from several written sources, allusions to controversial passages o f Homer and other 

poets ought to be taken as part o f the portrayal o f the narrator as a scholar.

This in turn points us to the debt the Apollonian narrator owes the CaUimachean 

narrator of the Aetia. Though several features o f the Arg. recaU Callimachus’ Hymns 

(e.g. the hymnal opening and closing. Hunter 1993a: 116), the portrayal o f a scholar 

constructing a narrative from existing sources recaUs the position o f “CaUimachus” in 

Aetia 1-2, deriving information most obviously from the Muses, but also recalling 

conversations such as that with Theogenes, the Ician guest, o f whom he asked 

Mupixiôovœv Eocyfjva x[i Tcaxpiov ujppi crépEoGai; (FI78.23). The type of scholarship 

on display in the Aetia and the Argonautica is also similar — aetia (of course), in 

particular of rituals, customs, monuments and names (see above). There are other 

obvious similarities, not least in the intrusive, largely autonomous narrator o f both

’ 5̂ In general on this topic and the problems associated with dating controversies in the scholia to the 
early Hellenistic period cf. Rengakos 1994.
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works. But the narrator o f the Argonautica undergoes a development unparalleled in 

Callimachus (even allowing for the differences between Ac? 1-2 and 3-4).
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5.1.3 A Moralist

Despite the absence o f biographical facts about the narrator, the audience of the A.rg. 

forms a picture o f the narrator as being closely involved with his narrative, 

commenting upon the action and reacting emotionally to it. This forms an important 

element in the visibility of the Apollonian narrator, and demonstrates the clear use of 

Archaic moralising and emotional narrators.

There is a limited amount of judgemental commentary by the narrator in Homer, and 

the comments that are to be found are sparing in the direct expression o f emotion on 

the part of the narrator (see 2.3.4 above). Gnomai are usually restricted to the speech 

of characters, and where the primary narrator makes them they usually appear in the 

third person (e.g. J/. 16.688-90). In the in contrast, gnomai are often made by 

the narrator in the first person (Hunter 1993a: 106), characterising them as his 

personal response to the events of the narrative, and figuring him as a complex moral 

personality. When describing the speed with which Athena comes to the aid o f the 

Argonauts about to pass through the Symplegades, the narrator compares the speed 

of a traveller’s thoughts of home, and adds a comment about travelling with a heavy 

heart:

œç 8 ’ ÔTE Tiç TcàxpriGev àXmpevog, o îà t e  noXka  
TtXaCopEO’ ocvOpcûTcoi xETA,riÔTEÇ, oùôé Tiç a îa  

TTj^oupôç, Tüôcaai ÔÈ K a i : 6 \ | f i o i  e I c t i  k è ^ e u G o i . . .  (2.541-3)

The rather pessimistic tone o f this comment is also in evidence at 4.1165-7, where 

the narrator remarks, after explaining that Jason and Medea wanted to marry in 

Thessaly, not Phaeacia:

àXXà yap ouTtoTE cphXa ôurjTrccGÉcov àvGpœjrüov 
TEpTtC ûX fiÇ  £ 7 l é P r | |XEV ÔX,CÛ T c o S i ' (TÙV ô é  T IÇ  a l E l  

TciKpii TiappÉpPA-coKEv EÙ(ppocuvT|cnv aviTj.

These remarks form a distinct shift away from the much less emotionally involved 

Homeric narrator. In particular, they are reminiscent o f Archaic narrators in Pindar 

(Hunter 1993a: 111, 116) and Hesiod. The explicit connection made by the narrator in
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the first person to his own situation recalls the Hesiodic narrator’s wish no to have 

lived in the Iron Age at ]VD 174-6 and Pindaric statements such as that at N.8.35ff., 

which records the narrator’s reaction to the unjust winning o f Achilles’ arms by 

Odysseus:

ElTj )0,TI 7COTÉ fXOl TOlOÛXOV fjGoÇ,
Zen jcocTEp, àXXà keXeuGgiç 

ocTrXôaiç ĉoôtç ècpaîtroi- 
pav...

When Apollonius’ narrator is moved to offer a judgement on the morality or 

propriety o f a myth or character, we are again reminded in particular o f the strongly 

characterised “moral authority” of Pindaric epinicians. Even the narrator’s remark in 

the Catalogue concerning Meleager recalls similar assessments o f a character’s ability 

or worth in Pindar:

Ton 5’ onxiv’ nttépTEpov àXXov ôico. 
vôocpiv y’ 'HpaKXfjoç, èTCEXGéjXEv, e ï k’ ëxi ponvov 

anGi pÉvcov XnKàpavxa pEXExpàcpri AixcoX-oiaiv. (1,196-198)

Pindar uses the first person to express his opinion about the extent o f Odysseus’ 

suffering at N .7.20-1:

Eycb ÔÈ 7c?iÉov’ EXttopai 

Xoyov ’OSnCTaéoç ij TtocGav 8 ià  xov àônETifj yevéctG’ "Opripov

Apollonius also takes up the Pindaric concern for the propriety o f tales, in order to 

characterise his narrator as morally engaged with his narrative.^^^ His refusal to tell o f 

the rites the Argonauts performed on Samothrace at 1.919-21 recalls Pindaric silences 

such as that on fate o f BeUerophon at 0.13.91:

x(ov pÈv ex’ on TcpoxÉpco pnGfjcopon- àXXà Kai anxii 

vfjaoç ôpcoç KExàpoixo Kai or Xà%ov opyia  KEÎva 

ôaipovEÇ èv v a éx a i, xôc pèv on Géjxic a p p iv  aEiSEiv. ÇAr̂ .)

Also apparent at 2.844-5, 4.984-5 and 4.1510-12, passages which are also used to depict the “crisis’ 
o f the narrator.
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6iaCTco7tdao|j,ai oi j^ôpov (Pindar)

In both cases the pious avoidance o f a narrative is expressed by first-person verbs as 

very much the narrator’s own reaction based on the moral propriety o f telling the 

narrative. The emphatic first-person beginning at y4/^A.249 similarly recalls Pindaric 

moralising first-persons, though ApoUonius is exploiting his model here as part of 

the portrayal o f the “crisis” o f the narrator (see 5.1.6 below):

pfir’ è]xè Gnpôç èTtoTphvEiev oteiSeiv. 

aCojiai at)Sf|Gcci‘ (4.249-50)

Here cx^opai atiôfiCTai recaUs statements such as acpiCTxapai (0.1.52) and in 

particular N .5.14-16, in meaning, function and form:

a iS é o p a i  p e y a  Eiireîv èv  ô'iKot tE \xr[ KEKivôuvEupÉvov,

7CC0Ç 5 f |  X iT co v  E Ù K À É a  v â a o v ,  x a l  r i ç  à v ô p a ç  

ô a i p c û v  àn  O i v œ v a ç  ë X a o E v .  a x a g o p a i -

As Pindar “is ashamed” (alSéopai) to teU ( e I t c e îv ) ,  ApoUonius’ narrator “is in awe” 

(a^opai) o f teUing (atiSfjoai) — both again using an emphatic first-person verb at the 

beginning o f a line. Pindar wUl not teU o f the murder of Phocus, ApoUonius o f the 

rites Medea performed for Hecate.

Pindar seems the clearest model for ApoUonius’ morahsing first-person narration, as 

he is for CaUimachus’ experimentation with a morahst narrator in the J\.etia (see

3.3.3.3 above). Pindaric pious and exphcit sUences are reproduced and closely 

paraUeled in terms o f structure and purpose. There is good prima facie evidence for 

Pindar as a model for ApoUonius, as the writer o f an Argonautica himself {Pjthian 4), 

o f which there are significant echoes at the beginning o f the epic (cf. ArgA.init. with 

P.4.68-72, Hunter 1993a:123-5). But it is also clear that Pindar himself was building 

on other Archaic poets, e.g. Hesiod, Alcaeus and possibly Simonides (see 2.3.4 

above). WhUe the evidence is most complete for the Pindaric morahsing narrator, 

other potential models should be borne in mind.
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One such neglected model is Bacchylides. The emphasis on the pathetic nature of 

narratives and the narrator’s sympathy for them is clear in Bacchylides, in marked 

contrast to Pindar’s evaluation of myth (see 2.3.4 above). Alongside the adoption of 

Pindaric moralising, we find in ApoUonius the exploitation o f emotional exclamation 

such as that found in Bacchylides. Some ApoUonian exclamations have clear 

Homeric paraUels, such as those with vn^cicç (e.g. A t̂ .2.66 on the attendants of 

Amycus; cf. J/.2.37-8 on Agamemnon — both subjects being ignorant of the true 

future). Even in this kind o f explanation, however, we find a more emotional tone 

than in Homer. At A rgH A yi the Bebrycians are caUed vfitcioi because they do not 

know o f the ttfjp’ àiôriX.ov (2.138) which is befaUing them — both Tcfjpa and ài5riX,oç 

are predominantly speech-words in Homer. Z%ÉtXtog - exclamations which are 

normaUy confined to characters’ speech in Homer (see 2.3.4 above) are employed by 

the ApoUonian narrator. Some can approach the parodie, as in the description o f the 

king o f the Mossynoikoi as a%ÉTXioç (1.1028) who suffers only a temporary 

incarceration for poor judicial decisions (Hunter 1993a: 108). Others are more 

emotional and more sympathetic, e.g. the Boreads as (/l^ . 1.1302) on

account o f the a t u y E p f i  t ic t i ç  (1.1302) which Heracles wUl exact for the 

XaXe7coiciv...87C£CTaiv (1.1301) they attack Telamon with.

Narratorial sympathy for the pathetic situation of his characters, and the paraUel with 

BacchyUdean exclamation, are particularly clear in the foUowing examples:

(D PÉA.EOU, ^fiXoio T ÈTttpuYEpœg àKÔpTiTGi {Arg.\.()\6)

Tjôrj Kai ôeCT)xoi)ç ocveXueto (pœpiapoîo,

è^E^ÉEiv pEpauîa, ôucappopog. (/1^.3.808-9)

The latter passage describes Medea considering suicide by poisonous drug. This is 

particularly reminiscent in terms o f character, situation and vocabulary o f the 

narrator’s comment about Deianeira’s plan to win back Heracles’ love through a 

love-charm at B.16.30 -  a  ôuajaopoç, a  TocAfaiJv’ oiov èpficaTfo. The former 

exclamation describes the situation o f the Lemnian women, who were driven to kUl 

aU Lemnian men after rejection by them. This too expresses the narrator’s emotion in 

a manner which recaUs BacchyUdes. It is also used to produce a more complex tone.
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As Hunter (1993a: 112) argues, it comes as part o f the narrator’s account o f the 

Lemnian women (2.609ff.), which is juxtaposed with that which Hypispyle gives to 

Jason (2.793ff.). Hunter notes the more convincing emotional tone of Hypsipyle’s 

narrative, and caUs the narrator’s exclamation “arch”, expressing an “ironic distance 

between the narrator and his tale” . This subversion of the narrator’s emotional 

honesty through the retelling o f his narrative by a character resembles the playing off 

of frame and inset in some Theocritean poems (e.g. T h .ll ,  see 4.4.1 above).

The effects produced by this exclamation, however, seem more complex stall. While 

there may be a pun in 1.616 (aKoprjTGi ~ à-Kopr|) suggesting the inappropriate 

behaviour o f the Lemnian women (Hunter 1993a:112 n.49), the cry itself bemoans 

the same condition which afflicts Medea in Euripides’ Medea. The Lemman women 

are (^f|^oio...àKopT|Toi, “insatiate in their jealousy”, and Medea is portrayed as 

suffering from similar sexual jealousy. She would agree with Jason’s plans for the 

future ei oe Kvt^oi XÉ%og {Medea 568). She is like women in general:

bXX èç TOCToÛTov tikeG’ œax’ ôpGoupèvTiç
E Ù v fjÇ  y U V a Î K E Ç  tiocvT  E ^ E IV  V O p i^ E I E ,

Tiv ô’ a u  yévrjTai ^upcpopa tiç èç Xè%oç, 
t à  X,(pCTTa K a i  K a X X i G T a  T r o X E i x i œ t a x a  

tIGectGe . {Medea 569-73)

The Lemnian women have suffered ^upcpopà xiç èç Xè%oç — their abandonment in 

favour of Thracian slave-girls. But the ApoUonian narrator’s cry does not merely 

point to the paraUel with Medea’s future rejection by Jason. Jason himself speaks the 

words quoted above from the Medea. The narrator’s description o f the situation o f 

the Lemnian women recaUs Jason’s own (future) view of Medea’s behaviour. This 

further marks the narrator o f the Argonautica out as a male, and as a male 

commenting on the behaviour of women, further compUcates the BacchyUdean 

“sympathy” he expresses for the Lemnian women.
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5.1.4 Moûaai 5 ’ ÙTTO(|)nTop£ç

The shifting relationship o f narrator to Muses in the invocations in books 1, 3 and 4 

o f the A.rg. has often been noted (Hunter 1993a: 105, Feeney 1991:90-2, GoldhiU 

1991:292-4, Hunter 1987:134, Beye 1982:15-17) though many critics treat the 

relationship as unified and constant, so that passages concerning the Muses from the 

end of the poem can elucidate the beginning of the epic (both Clauss 1993:17-18 and 

Vian 1974-81 :i.239 ad 1.22 think the Muses act as Apollonius’ U7to(pf|TopEg when he 

questions them in books 2, 3 and 4). FusiUo (1985:374) states explicitly that the 

relationship is stable. But it is clear that the relationship does change — the “brash, 

‘m odem ’ self-confidence” (Hunter 1993a: 105) of the opening o f book 1 gives way to 

the speechless poet o f the beginning of book 4, unable to decide how to describe 

Medea’s flight from Colchis, hence in need of assistance from the Muse.

Previous studies have largely concentrated on the relationship between narrator and 

Muses as developed through the three i n v o c a t i o n s . B u t  there is a linear 

development o f the relationship throughout the epic, and it is inextricably linked to the 

use of various other intrusive techniques, these forming what amounts to another 

narrative running alongside that of the quest for the Golden Fleece — a picture of the 

“crisis” ’̂ * o f the narrator o f the epic, a progressive “loss o f confidence” in his own 

abilities to teU the story o f the Argonauts.

To begin at the beginning:

’Apxôpevoç OÉO, OoîPe, 7caX,aiYevéa)v K^éa cpcoxaiv 
pvTiaopai. oï nôvToio Kaxà cxopa Kai ôià Tüéxpaç 
Kuavéaç PaoiXfjoç è(pr|poa\)VT| FleXlao 

XpuCTEiov pexà KÔaç èu^uYov fiXaaav ’ApYcb. (X^.1.1-4)

Goldhill 1991:292-3 notes Paduano Faedo 1970 does not spot the complexity and development o f  
the narrator-Muse relationship through the different invocations, but himself ignores the development 
throughout the epic.

Originally Feeney’s term (1991:90), with reference to the Muse-invocations in the
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This is where we would expect the Muses to appear in an epic — there is an 

invocation to the Muse or Muses in the lliad  ̂ the Odyssey, the Thebaids o f the Cycle 

and Antdmachus, the Cyclic ^pigoni and Choerilus’ Persica}"̂ "̂  But not in the 

Argonautica. Their place has been usurped by the first-person statement |xvf|<yo|i.ai, 

which recalls the openings o f the Homeric Hymns (see 2.3.1 above). We do find an 

address to Apollo here — Ootpe — but this is no straightforward replacement o f one 

musical deity by another. The address to Apollo does not resemble the opening 

Muse-invocations in Archaic epic, which are requests for information using the 

imperative (Murray 1981:90-1). Rather the impression is of a declaration o f where the 

epic is to begin (with Apollo, or rather his prophecy — “such was the oracle Pelias 

heard” , 5). In this respect too the invocation resembles the Homeric Hymns, which 

state the divine subject of the hymn at the beginning o f the poem, without invoking 

the deity for inspication. But it is the marginalisation and delaying o f the Muses 

which is particularly striking.

The verb the narrator uses — pvf)(Topou — at the beginning o f the epic is precisely that 

which the Homeric narrator uses of the Muses’ activity — pvrioaiaG’ (J/.2.492, Feeney 

1991:90). This transfer underlines the suggestion that the relationship o f the 

Apollonius’ narrator to the Muses is not the same as that in Archaic epic.

The Muses only appear after another bold first-person statement - vhv Ô ocv èyœ 

yevefiv xe Kai ouvopa fxu6T|aaipr|v/  hpoicov (1.20-1). They have been displaced from 

the beginning o f the epic where we might expect them, and o f them the narrator 

declares his wish:

M ohoai 6’ UTcocpTiTopEç eÎEv àoiSfjç (1.22)

The interpretation o f this short wish is controversial. There are two main camps. The 

traditional interpretation is that UTroçfiTopEÇ means “inspicers” (Seaton 1888, Mooney 

1912:69, Gow 1950:ii.311, 397-8; Ardizzoni 1967:103, Vian 1974-81 :i.239. Hunter 

1993b:3 (translation), Campbell 1994:3), so that the Muses play in 1.22 the same role 

that they play in ancient Hterature in general, as the source o f the poet’s inspiration.

Clauss 1993:17 notes o f  ancient Greek epics only the I/ias Parva (FI EOF) began without 
mentioning or alluding to the Muses.
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This view was challenged by Gercke (1889:135-6)/^^’ who saw a more assertive 

declaration of poetic independence — the Muses as the “interpreters” o f the poet. 

More recently a similar position has been taken by Paduano Faedo (1970:377-82), 

Paduano (1972:95 n.21, dangerously close to Gercke’s biographising), Feeney 

(1991:90), GoldhiU (1991:292), and Hunter (1993a:125, contrast his translation’s 

(1993b) “inspirers”). This view finds support in the lexica, as LSJ and now Montanari 

both suggest the translation “interpreters” or “ministre” . There have also been 

attempts at compromise between the two camps — FusiUo (1985:365-6) suggests 

“coUaboratrici” (alongside “ministre”), which aUows the Muses a more positive role 

vis-à-vis the poet than that of subordinate “interpreters”, and Clauss (1993:17-19) 

characterises the interpreting Muses as ApoUonius’ research assistants, verifying the 

truth o f the poet’s narrative.^®’

The principal reason for the first position, ÛTtocph'copeç as “inspirers”, is that the 

alternative would entail a complete reversal of the normal poet-Muse relationship, 

where the poet is the conduit for the knowledge o f the Muses to the audience (Pindar 

FI 50 pavteuEo, M oiaa, 7cpo(patEUCTco 6’ èyœ; Theocritus 22.116-7 ElTcé, Geoc, ctù yàp  

oÎCT0a, èyœ 6’ èxÉpœv UTrocpTiTriç/ (pGéy^opai), at least where the subject-matter is 

mythological (see 2.3.3 above). This is deemed “unacceptable” by various critics: “le 

Muse non potrebbero [my itaUcs] essere invocate altrimenti dal poeta, se non quaU 

‘ispiratrici’ o ‘suggeritrici dal canto’” (Ardizzoni 1967:103).^"^ This sort o f critical 

unease should not be dismissed without a second thought, but it hardly amounts to 

compeUing argument. However, there are some paraUels which are cited in support 

the “inspirers”-view: ps.-Manetho Apotelesmatica 2.295 and 3.326 Koechly, to which 

should be added F30.64 Heitsch, where WUamowitz restored UTCocpfi'copi Mouatji, 

“with the Muse to inspire him” (Page 1942:559). But these paraUels are problematic — 

the last is an uncertain supplement to a text from the fourth century AD, and in

With dubious biographical hypotheses about ApoUonius composing a palinode in 4.1381ff. after 
criticism o f  1.22 by Callimachus and Theocritus.

201 He compares the role o f  the Muses in the v4f/.-prologue and the proem o f the Phaenomena, where 
Aratus states èpol ye pèv àaxépaç eiTieîv/ fî Gepiç EÙ%opÉvq) xeKpfipaTe Ttctaav àoiSfiv (17-8). But in 
Aratus the narrator is stiU subordinate to the Muses. XalpoiTe ôè Moûaai in 16 uses a “deferential 
optative” suggesting “the tone o f a suppliant” (Kidd 1997:173), and euxop-évco in 18 indicates this is a 
prayer to the divine. This is very different from y4^.1.22, which is not formaUy an invocation o f the 
Muses.

Cf. also CampbeU 1994:3 on the “absurdity” o f  the “interpreters”-view.
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neither o f the earher (second century AD) ps.-Manetho passages does \)7io(pfiTop£Ç 

mean “inspirers” . Paduano Faedo (1970:381) points out that the meaning, in 2.295, at 

least, is closer to “cause”:

v a l  |xi)v K ai n u p o e iç  o ï k o i ç  G o o û  'Epàcovoç  

où X oà  ixrjôopévo'üç cxép vœ v  ëv ioaG ev  eGtikev, 

a y p r a  t ’ èv  Tcpairiaiv pouX E upaxa TcoïKllXovxag,

TCpÔÇ ôè KaKOCppOCTUVTlOlV &El pEpOTüECTCTl CTUVOVTaÇ,

ft)C 5fi K ai T ôAXolC \)7rocpf|xopaç ëppEv à v ic o v  (2.291-5)

This seems to have developed from the “intermediate” sense of UTrocpfixcop/'ü7to(pf|TT|Ç 

— taking from one and passing on to the other — highlighting the latter aspect over 

the former in this different astrological context. The other parallel routinely adduced, 

3.326, does not seem to be securely a parallel for “inspirers” at all:

c l  5’ a p a  K ai Tiaiôcûv hyhtopEg, èv oocplrj xe

7ioA.X,ôv àpiTtpETiéEC puGcov UTcocpfixopEC èc G lœ v . (3 .325 -6 )

Are those who are “gready distinguished in wisdom” the inspirers o f good stories? 

Might they not be the interpreters of such stories for the TiaîÔEÇ mentioned in 325? 

Gow himself is not sure — in his note to Th. 16.29 he confidendy cites both ps.- 

Manetho examples as parallels for 'üTrocp'nxopEÇ as “inspirers”, but in his note to 

22.116f. he writes, “i)7to(pfixopEq [at vd^.1.22], elsewhere usually equivalent to 

UTTOcpfjxai [i.e. “interpreters”] (v4P 14.1, Maneth.3.326 [my itahcs], 0%. 1015.1), seems

to mean inspirers (cf. Maneth. 2.295, Mooney on Ap.Rh.1.22)” . LSJ cite it in their note 

to a)7ro(pfixcop=U7cocpfixTiç.

The parallels for the “interpreters”-view are more numerous and rather better. In the 

Arg. itself U7to(pf{XT|g, cognate of UTTocpfixmp,̂ ^̂  is used to mean “interpreter” at 1.1311, 

as also in Apollonius’ contemporary, Theocritus, at 16.29, 17.115 and 22.116-7, 

quoted above. A t A F  14.1.9 we find the phrase IliEplôcov UTTOçfixopag, “interpreters 

o f the Muses”, i.e. poets. In P.O:>g 1015.1, a panegyric poem, one Theon is called the

Seaton’s suggestion (1888:84) that t>7io(pfi'̂ ®P at ^ ^ .1 .22  is the “correlative” o f U7ro(pf|TT|g is merely 
an assertion, unsupported by argument, as revealed by the limiting “here”, pointing out the 
arbitrariness o f  his view (Paduano Faedo 1970:380).
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•ÛTCOcpilTopa Ttaîôa o f Hermes, that is his “interpreter” . This meaning also appears at 

Porphyry De Philosophia ex Oraculis 158.7 (=Eusebius PE  5.8.7) — 0vt|toîç èaaopévcov

\)7to(pfiTopeç.̂ °‘̂

The “interpreters” view also accounts better for the subordinate aspect o f the term 

\)7C0(pT]TGp£q indicated by the prefix UTro, as Paduano Faedo (1970:381) points out. If  

the Muses occupy an intermediate position analogous to that o f the poet in normal 

conceptions o f the relationship, this makes good sense o f utio, indicating a degree of 

dependence to the highest element in the hierarchy, in this case the narrator. But 

most versions o f the view that 'UTCoçfiTCop means “inspirer” fail to account for this 

aspect — if the Muses are the inspirers o f the poet to whom are they i)7to?

Some more complex interpretations of UTiocpfi'̂ opeç at vT^.1.22 do take the prefix 

into account. Beye thinks that the Muses are playing a similar role vis-à-vis the poet 

as Apollo’s priest vis-à-vis the garbled message he gives to the Pythia, “Here 

ApoUonius is ApoUo; what he declares is the raw, divine truth; the Muses in effect 

wiU make into art, and hence inteUigible.” (1982:15).^"^ Albis offers a very simUar 

interpretation, but in his view the Muses interpret ApoUo’s oracular truth and turn it 

into poetry, thus providing verses for ApoUonius, to be thought of as a lower 

element in this hierarchy of inspiration (1996:20-1). He cites Plutarch’s use o f the 

terms 'UTToXeYco and 'U7i:o(3oX,e'6ç to suggest hito- can indicate support as weU as 

subordination. Hence the Muses are i)7CO(pf|TopEg in the sense o f “interpreters” with 

reference to ApoUo, “inspirers” or “prompters” in relation to ApoUonius. But despite 

the superficial resemblance of the names o f the god and the poet, and the aUusion to 

the Delphic oracle at ^;^.1.5, there is no reason why we should see the ultimate 

source o f inspiration at the beginning of the epic as ApoUo, whether identified with 

the poet or not. The displacement o f the Muses, the brevity o f their mention in 1.22, 

the reticence about the role o f ApoUo should aU prom pt uncertainty about the 

precise workings or nature o f the relationship to the Muses here.

20̂  Clauss 1993:17 n .l3 , who notes the Porphyry/Eusebius example, also adds Nonnus Paraphrasis 
Sancti Evange/ii Joannei 5.157.

Cf. Theon the 'biiocptiTCop o f  Hermes at POxj/.1015.1 above.
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This uncertainty may well have been shared by contemporary audiences and readers 

o f the The shift in position from the beginning o f the poem may have been 

disconcerting in terms of epic n o r m s , a n d  their relegation to the bare wish that they 

be the 'UTCoçfixopEç of the àoiÔii, may not have made it obvious what the Muses’ role 

was to be in the Arg. W hom /w hat exactly would they be interpreting (Poet? Poem? 

Apollo?), and to whom (Poet? Audience?)? Though the wish at ̂ ^ .1 .2 2  comes at the 

head o f a catalogue, it does not resemble equivalent Homeric Muse-invocations, as 

FusiUo (1985:366) emphasises/"^ The fact that the Muses in epigram are closely 

associated with writing (Bing 1988:1 Sff.) may only have compUcated matters. There is 

not much to guide the audience on how to take the wish that the Muses be 

“interpreters” . This raises the further questions as to the mechanism and occasion o f the 

Muses’ interpretation — what interpretative work are the Muses doing for the 

audience, and when are they doing it?̂ "* What intermediary is or need there be 

between the audience/reader and the vT^.?

The iconographical evidence which Paduano Faedo (1970:382-6) cites suggests that 

the Muses might simply be the audience of the poem — any interpretative work 

presumably being for theic own benefit. The normal icononographical, as poetical, 

relationship is dominant Muse-subordinate poet, but in skyphos A of BerthouviUe 

Bemay we find the poet Aratus pictured as lecturing the Muse, taking on the stance, 

attitude, clothing, and implements o f the Muse in the mosaic of Monnus at Treviri, 

who is in a dominant position vis-à-vis a subordinate Aratus. This Heliconian 

audience is perhaps not entirely ridiculous, when the most significant members o f the 

real audience of the Arg. are considered — figures o f importance in the Museum and 

Ptolemaic court. Poets and Ptolemies could be described as Muses or in similar 

terms: in CaUimachus, Berenice is a Fourth Grace at ep.51 and acts in the Victoria 

Berenices as a quasi-Muse (SH254.1ff.). Sappho as the Tenth Muse appears a tA P  7.14, 

7.407, 9.189, 9.506. Sex, o f course, eases the identification in those cases, as it 

complicates it for CaUimachus or Philadelphus.

^  Though we are o f  course hampered by the loss o f  much material. It would be particularly useful to 
have the first twenty lines o f  the Hecale. Cf. 3.7 above.

Cf. also Campbell 1983:1, “a mere scrap for the Muses at the head o f  a factual \sic\ Catalogue”.

208 DeForest 1994:40 n . l l  suggests, “Apollonius may call on them as interpreters to assist the reader 
to understand his allusive and puzzling poetry” - but wherR
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A neglected passage o f Catullus provides a parallel for ̂ ^ ,1 .2 2  and suggests another, 

more attractive, possibility:

sed dicam vobis, vos porro dicite multis

milibus etfacite haec charta loquatur anus (68A.45-6)

Here the Muses are almost the narrator’s scribes (note charta)  ̂ who will record and 

pass on AUius’ help to C a t u l l u s P e r h a p s  Apollonius intends something similar in 

A.rg\22. — the Muses as his “intermediaries” as much as his “interpreters” , passing 

on his song to others. The Muses as emblems o f the written tradition again seem 

relevant in this connection (Bing 1988:15-20, FusiUo 1985:370-4). The obvious 

dependence of the narrator on written sources, particularly clear in the Catalogue 

which follows immediately on 1.22 (see 5.1.2 above), supports the idea that the 

Muses are there being strongly associated with recording the poem. In the Catullus 

passage, it seems that the Muses are engaged in the production o f the written text. If 

something hke this is also true o f Apollonius, we can see a different meaning being 

given to the traditional view o f the poem as the joint product of the poet and the 

Muses. In 1.23 we find a first-person plural, immediately after the wish in 1.22: 

pvT|CO)pe0a. The Muses are characterised as contributing to the production o f the 

narrative, but in a subsidiary “technical” role, facihtating the creation o f the text, 

rather than inspiring it, or supplying its content. This is close to FusiUo’s translation 

o f UTtocpfiTopeç as “coUaboratrici” .

The parallel from Catullus ought to disperse the unease that attaches to the reversal 

o f the poet-Muse relationship which the “interpreters”-view, which seems broadly 

along the right hnes, implies. But whatever the precise details o f the relationship of 

narrator to Muses at the beginning of the epic, it is clearly different from that in 

previous poets: “non deve sfuggire ü profondo mutamento della loro funzione [sc. 

the Muses’ function] nell’epos apoUoniano” (Livrea 1973:389). The positional

Cf. EUis 1876:326, “The Muses are here the recorders o f  the poet, who dictates to them the verses 
in which the noble deeds o f AUius are to be handed down to posterity.” EUis, Fordyce 1961, and 
Synchkus 1990:262-3 aU note the reversal o f  the normal poet-Muse relationship (as exemplified by 
Callimachus H.3.186 and Theocritus 22.116), Fordyce and Syndikus both dismissing, without 
argument, v4;g.l .22 as a paraUel.
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marginalisation of the Muses, the narrator’s first-person statements, the advertising 

o f a reliance on previous versions mean the primary role of the narrator in the 

production o f his narrative is very much to the fore here. The narrator is much more 

autonomous than his predecessors, and “in control” .

5.1.5 The Apollonian Narrator in Control

W hen we look beyond the opening lines and the Catalogue, we can still the 

confident, autonomous narrator in operation. This persona is particularly clear in 

three break-offs, which express the narrator’s control o f his material in a manner 

similar to those in Pindar (see 2.3.2.1 above) and Callimachus (e.g. F75.4ff.). The first 

comes at 1.649-50:

àXXà t i puGouç 
AiGaHôecû xpeio) jre SirjveKÉcoç ayopeuEiv;

Thus the narrator moves from teUing us o f the herald Aethahdes’ powers and fate, 

and returns to his role in the main narrative. The motivation for this break-off seems 

to be internal — no Muses are needed.^^*  ̂ As we have seen above, at 1.919ff. the 

narrator uses the excuse o f piety to break off telling the audience about the rites on 

Samothrace:^^^

T (o v  p è v  ex' o ù  T c p o T é p c o  p , u G f |c r o p a i - aXXa  K a i  a ù x i i i  

v f i a o ç  ô p c o ç  K E / à p o i T o  K a i  o ï  ô p y i a  K E Î v a

ô a i p o v E Ç  è v v c t é x a i ,  l à  p è v  o ù  G é p i ç  a p p i v  ô c e i ô e i v .

The narrator daims to be forced by GÉptq to avoid singing o f the rites. This 

contributes to the creation of a moral persona, but also forms an expression of the 

narrator’s abihty to control the material he allows into his narrative. Similarly, 

Callimachus’ pious intervention in F75.4ff. (où y  ocEiaTi Kai xà nep où% ooiri) in fact 

subtly points to a myth not told, and the control he thus wields over his poem (see

This break-off is reminiscent o f that at Tbeô .?>5.

Cf. 2.3.2.1 for “pious” break-offs in Archaic poetry.
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3.3.3.3 above). The Apollonian narrator’s control is expressed by the first-person 

verb )x\)0ii<Topai (1.919) and by the measured farewell ( K E /à p o ix o )  to Samothrace and 

its gods.^^^

The avoidance o f impiety appears easily achieved, and appears to cause the narrator 

no problems. This wül not be the case later in the poem. A similar unproblematic 

control seems expressed by the break-off at 1.1220 o f a digression on Thiodamas, 

father o f Hylas, returning to the narrative of the latter’s disappearance:

àXXà xà  )xèv tt|X.gu kev ànonXày^ziEv  àoiôfiç.

This stress on the aoiSfi and its proper arrangement keeps the focus firmly on the 

narrator. The control expressed by the narrator is reminiscent o f the Pindaric 

narrator’s explicit control over the direction o f his song, e.g. through imperatives to 

the Muses (see 2.3.3 above). His importance, and the consequent sidelining o f the 

Muses, is also apparent in the digression on Cyrene at 2.500ff. This is framed by two 

“they say” statements:

Kupfivri Tcécpaxai xiç eX,oç Ttàpa l Ï T i v E t o t o . . .  (2.500)

K a i TOC pèv (üç 'uôéovm i- (2.528)

These, in common with those in the Catalogue, suggest that the source o f the 

digression is not the Muses, but the narrator’s own learning, acquired from reading 

other poets and historians (cf. 5.1.2 above). And in this digression we meet the 

Muses again for the first time since 1.22 — at 2.510-11:

XÜ) Kai àE^TjOévTi 0Eai yd p ov èpvTiCTEUoav 

M o û ca i, ocKE<TTGpir|v te 0EG7ipG7tiaç T è ô iô a ^ a v

But they are not invoked or asked for information, rather they feature as characters in a 

digression. Juxtaposed with the framing “they say”-statements which appear to place 

the source of the digression elsewhere, there is a strong sense here that the Muses are

This recalls the ends o f hymns, e.g. %onpe at HH4.579, 5.292. The farewell also marks the passage 
as strongly transitional, marking the move from Lemnos to Cyzicus.
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not o f central importance. They do not even appear as characters in the main 

Argonautic narrative, but as the teachers o f Aristaeus, son o f Apollo and Cyrene, 

which distances them still further. This distance from the narrative o f the Argonauts 

is not maintained in book 4.

5.1.6 The Crisis of the Narrator

The confident, autonomous, controlling persona begins to give way towards the end 

o f book 2, after the death o f Idmon, in connection with his worship:

ei 6 é  K a i  t o  

X p g i œ  à T C T jX E Y éœ ç M o u c t é c o v  u t t o  y r i p u G a c G a i ,

TÔVÔE 7COX,ICTOOÛ%OV ôlE T T E C ppaÔ E  BOICOTOÎCTIV

Nicraioioi t e  Ooîpoç E T c ip p f iô r iv  iXaEoGai... (2.844-847)

For the first time in the epic the autonomy of the narrator appears in doubt. N ot 

only is there mention o f an external compulsion (\ie.../ XpEià) to tell a narrative in 

fuU, this is also to be M o u c t é c o v  u t c o , “with the Muses’ help” (Hunter 1993b:55).^’̂  

The narrator is for the first time subordinate to the Muses to some degree. The 

contrast with the autonomous narrator o f earher in the epic is more pointed because 

o f the conditional — “if I have to teU aU this. . . ” — as if the narrator was now unsure 

o f what he should allow into his narrative (contrast the break-offs discussed above). 

W hen the narrator has finished teUing us whom the Boeotians and Nisaeans in fact 

worship, we meet another disconcerting passage:

Tic yap 5 f )  G o c v e v  a l lo c : èneï  Kai e t ’ a u T i ç  E % E u a v  

TIPCOEÇ TOTE T U p ^ G V  OCTCOCpGipévOU É T a p o l G .

S o i à  y à p  Guv k e I v c o v  e t i  c j f j p a T a  ( p a i v E T a i  à v S p c o v .

'Ayviàôriv Tîcpuv GavÉEiv (pocTiq- (2.851-854)

The Muses first reappear in something Hke their traditional role in 2.844ff., and hot 

on their heels comes the first request by the narrator for information. But it is not

Hutchinson 1988:94, and Seaton 1912:158, who translates “at the bidding o f  the Muses”, take 
Mouaecov utco with %peim, so that the compulsion itself comes from the Muses.
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clear whom he is addressing. Zyroff (1971:423ff.) makes this a “rhetorical question”, 

that is without a strongly felt addressee (but she groups these generally under 

“Apostrophes to the Reader”). Paduano-Fusillo (1986:333-5) take it as by the 

narrator to himself. However Homeric precedent for such questions without an 

explicit addressee would suggest these are questions to the Muses, as at 7/5.703-4 (so 

also Mooney 1912:200).^^"  ̂ The likelihood that the Muses are being addressed is 

increased by their presence immediately before these lines as the “guides” o f the 

narrator. There then follows at 2.854 a “they say”-statement concerning Tiphys, 

helmsman o f the Mr^o. Earher in the epic, in the Catalogue and the digression on 

Cyrene, this type o f statement appeared to indicate the narrator was deriving his 

information from drier and more bookish sources than M ount Hehcon. But here the 

effect is different. Hutchinson (1988:93-4) observes a dehcate play with the poet’s 

role and his erudition which consequently “breaks up an atmosphere” But the real 

disruption here is of the confident narrator o f the early part of the Argonautica. The 

narrator for the first time appeals for an explanation from the Muses, ultimately an 

aetion for the existence o f a second tomb. Whereas in the Aetia such a request for 

aetiological knowledge was part of the characterisation of a scholarly narrator more 

on a par with the Muses, here the change from autonomous poet to questioner o f the 

Muses indicates rather a subordination of the narrator. The disruption o f the 

confident persona is further achieved by the answer to the identity of the second 

dead Argonaut being provided by (pocTiç. This is the first time an event in the main 

Argonautic narrative has been attributed in this way (previous “they say”-statements 

have been used o f background to the Catalogue or digressions such as that on 

Cyrene) This both suggests that the narrator cannot vouch for the death o f Tiphys 

to the same degree as other events in the Argonautic narrative, and makes the 

audience wonder whether it was the Muses who were addressed in 2.851. If  so, they 

seem not to have replied.

Minton 1960:304 argues convincingly that the questions in Homer without a specified addressee 
are directed at the Muses, on the grounds that they are requests for information analogous to the explicit 
Muse invocations o f  the proems to both epics and //.2.484, 2.761-2, 11.218-20, 14.508-10, 16.112-3. 
The Muses then provide the answer for the narrator.

Hutchinson finds the disruption in the initial reluctance (2.844ff.) to include the information about 
the worship o f  Agamestor instead o f  Idmon, incongruously associated with inspiration by the Muses, 
followed by another question apparently to the Muses, which reveals itself motivated by the existence 
o f two tombs, and the final ascription o f the answer to cpariç.

Noted by Hutchinson 1988:303.
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It is at this point, then, that the “crisis” o f the Apollonian narrator begins. He ceases 

to be the unquestioned autonomous controller o f his narrative, confidently including 

or excluding material as he sees fit, but dependent on the Muses, unsure o f some 

facts about his narrative. Part o f the motivation for the disruption o f the narratorial 

persona here at 2.844ff. is to reflect the crisis which the Argonauts themselves 

undergo at this point. With Idmon and in particular Tiphys dead (octX,t|tov 8 ôXoô 

ETTi Tcfipati KfiSoç eX,ovto, 858), they are thrown into despair (ôcprixcxviT|CTiv àXôç 

7cpo7cocpoi0E TtEGÔVTEÇ, 860) and hopelessness:

KaTTijiUCTav 8 ’ à%ÉEGGtV 

Gupov, ètcEl paXa ttoXXov an  èA,7ti8oç £7cX,eto vôcttoç. (862-3)

This is the most desperate stage in the expedition so far — the Argonauts are on the 

point o f giving up, even though it seems they cannot return to Greece. Jason himself 

is at a similarly low ebb, at 2.892-3 he fears that KaTauxoOi 8’ otppE KaXu\|/Ei/ 

ockX,ei(üç KttKÔç gÎtoç, èxüûCTia YTipàGKGVTaç. The narrator’s discomfiture reflects the 

àprixaviri of his heroes.

At 2.1090-2 the narrator asks more questions, again without specifying their 

addressee:

Tig yap 8f{ Oivfjog et|v v6gç, èv0à8E KÉXaai 
àv8po)v fipœcûv Geîgv gtôXgv; ti Kai ETCEixa 
7TGÎGV ôvEiap EpE&ÀEv èEX,8opévGiCTiv IxécrGai;

Here too there is argument about the addressee — Muses (Mooney 1912:213), 

narrator himself (Paduano-Fusillo 1986:359), “rhetorical question” (Zyroff 1971:424- 

5). This uncertainty is perhaps intentional. Apollonius has raised the problem of the 

precise relationship o f the narrator to the Muses and here we are unable to determine 

whether the narrator addresses himself, as the confident autonomous narrator o f the 

early part o f the epic might have been expected to do (recall the regular self

apostrophe in Pindar’s epinicians, and those at v4^/.F75.4, CaU.H.4.1), or the Muses,
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in the Homeric manner/^^ In one sense the function o f the questioning is clear, as 

Paduano-Fusillo (1986:359-61) note “la dom anda.. .segna un forte stacco prima 

dell’importante episodio deU’isola di A res..., e crea attesa nel lettore” . But it hardly 

clarifies the relationship of the poet to the Muses,

This relationship is again to the fore in the invocation o f Erato at the beginning of 

book 3:

E i  5 ’ a y e  v h v ,  ’E p a x d ) ,  T tc c p d  9 ’ i g T a a o . K a i  p o t  e v i c t t c e . 

e v G e v  ô tc c o ç  è ç  ’I c o X k ô v  à v T i y a y e  K c o a ç  I f i a c o v  

M t i ô e i t i ç  t)7c’ ë p c o T i .  c i )  y à p  K a i  K h j c p t S o g  a î c y a v  

ë p p o p e ç ,  à ô p f j ' c o t ç  Ô è  t e g î ç  p E J t E Ô f i p a a i  G É X y E tg  

7 t a p 0 E v i K à ç -  T (p  K a i  toi ë j t f ) P O (T o v  o h v o p ’ à v f jT C T a i .  (3.1-5)

Part o f the reason for the invocation of the Muse at this midpoint in the narrative is 

to mark a change o f subject (to love as a principal theme). It also emphasises the 

importance of the second half o f the epic, where the adventures o f the Argonauts are 

completed. The invocation also appears to determine the relationship o f poet and 

Muse as one of approximate equality — Erato is to “stand beside” the poet.^’® This 

recalls Pindaric passages such as 0.3.4-5 and in particular the beginning o f Pindar’s 

Argonautic poem Pjfhian 4 (ZapEpov pèv %pf) cte trap’ àvpôi (plXm/ axapEv, 1-2; cf. 

Hunter 1989:96), where the Muse is similarly represented as standing beside the poet. 

But the imperative to “teU to me”, the first acknowledged request for information 

from the Muses, confirms what the end o f book 2 had led us to suspect — the 

autonomous narrator o f the first two books is no more. This invocation figures him 

as dependent on the Muses, in particular Erato, who has privileged knowledge, it 

seems, not only by being the Muse o f love. The statement that she charms unmarried 

girls with her pEXEÔfipaxa and shares in the power o f Cypris surely suggests that she 

may have a hand in the infatuation o f Medea, herself an unmarried ghl.

A further possibility is that the narrator’s verbalises the audience’s own thoughts — “It is as if the 
author says, ‘These are the questions which you must be asking yourselves.’” (Zyroff 1971:425).

218 “The poet allots an ‘equal’ role to his Muse” -  Hunter 1989:95. Hunter thinks poet and Muse are 
being represented as standing rhapsodes.
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This invocation appears, in fact, to have resolved the problem of the narrator’s 

relationship to the Muses, which arose towards the end o f book 2 — for the 

remainder o f book 3 there is no further development of the crisis, no indication of a 

further loss o f confidence or autonomy. But the self-confidence of the narrator takes 

another blow at the beginning o f book 4, and the crisis continues apace from there. 

The narrator no longer seems engaged in a Pindaric partnership with the Muse as in 

book 3, but hands over narration entirely to her:

Aùrn VÛV Kocpaxov ye. Bed. Kai Sfivea Koupriç 
KoX%lôog evvETre. M obaa. Aiôç t é k o ç . f| ydp epoiye 
d|j,(pa<TlT| VÔOÇ ëvôov eX lccerai oppaivovri. 
fié piv dxTiç TCTipa SuCTipepov, f) xoy’ èvioîtco 

(pu^av deiKeXiriv, fj KdXXiTcev eBvea KoXxcov. (4.1-5)

The models being exploited and transformed here are various. The opening 

invocations o f both Homeric poems are alluded to in the doubling o f Bed (recalling 

7/.1.1) and evveTce, Moûoa (recalling OdA.V). But the narrator here goes further than 

Homer — the Muse, presumably Erato, is to sing aùxfj, “herself’ (Feeney 1991:91).^’  ̂

The narrator in the Argonautica appears to subordinate himself further than even the 

Homeric narrator, who is inspired by the Muse to sing. The reason for this 

subordination (note the explanatory ydp in line 2) is the narrator’s inability to decide 

how to describe Medea’s leaving o f Colchis, as dxrjç Tufjpa ôuoipepov or cpu^av 

deiKeX,iTiv. There is a parallel for this consideration o f motivation in Pindar’s P. 11, as 

Hunter (1987:134) notes:

jtoiepov viv dp’ ’Icpiyévei’ ek EtipiTccp 

ocpaxBeiaa Tfj^e Tcdxpaç EKviaev PapuTrdXapov o p ca i %6Xov;

11 ETÉpcp XÉ%Ei Ôapa^opévav 

E v v u x o i  Tidpayov K o î x a i ;  (P. 11.22-5)

In Pindar the force o f these questions, which are probably another example of 

Pindaric self-apostrophe, is to highlight the dangers o f power, without any strong 

sense that there is a conflict between the alternative explanations o f Clytemnestra’s

Albis, on the strength o f the double allusion to the Homeric epics, calls the invocation in ^fg.4 the 
“most Homeric” in Apollonius, despite the unusual aùxfi (1996:93).
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behaviour.^^'^ But in the Argonautica the fact that the narrator is not sure o f how to 

describe the main events of his narrative and the characters in it (in contrast to the 

weakness and lack o f knowledge pleaded by Homer at I/.2.484-93, as Hunter 

1987:134 notes), marks a further decline in the powers of the narrator. As Feeney 

(1991:91) observes, the poet (better, “narrator”) is claiming that he can no longer 

account for the motivations o f a character he created in the previous book.

The words used to describe the narrator’s uncertainty here recall descriptions of 

Medea in love. A t 3.284 ocpcpaoiri, which affects the narrator in 4.3, seizes Medea’s 

soul, immediately after she has been shot by Eros, and at 3.452 the verb œppaiv’ is 

used of Medea in her newly infatuated state. Again, as in 2.844ff., the narrator seems 

affected by the behaviour and emotions o f his characters.

The narrator’s plea to Erato, however, does not seem to be answered, just as in 2.854 

the mention o f (pàtiç leads to doubts that the Muses heard the narrator’s appeal in 

2.851. The “pious” break-off of the rites o f Hecate at 4.247ff. makes it clear we are 

dealing with the same narrator, concerned with the propriety of his narrative (see

5.1.3 above), albeit with diminished powers and confidence:

K a i ÔT1 x à  p é v , ÔCTaa Gu^X^v 

KoupTj T T o p ca v éo u ca  x ix u cK ex o , p f |x e  x iç  I'oxcop 

eiTi, p fix ’ è p è  0 \) |i6 ç  èTroxptiveiEv à e iô e iv .  

à ^ o p a i  a ù S f ja a i-

The restriction o f access to knowledge of the rites obviously cannot apply to the 

divine Muses, so the speaker here must be the narrator of the previous three 

books.^^^ The tone of this break-off, however, is markedly different to the examples 

in book 1, and emphasises the narrator’s loss o f control. The wish that his Gnpog not 

urge him to sing o f the rites implies a lack of control o f one’s Gupog, one more 

reminiscent o f the dangerous force portrayed in Euripidean tragedy than the 

externalised but controllable Gupog or K a p S i a  of H om er.^  But the closest parallel

Cf. Young 1968:12-15 on P.11 extolling the virtues o f  the middle estate as opposed to tyranny.

Note also the address to the Muses at 4.552ff., the apology at 4.984ff. and the declaration o f  
obedience to them at 4.1381, all o f  which would make little sense if  spoken by Erato.

222 Cf. fhrther Walsh 1990:4ff.
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for this reference to one’s Gnjaôç in a pious break-off is F75.4ff, o f the A.etia, where 

Callimachus dramatically portrays his narrator’s control o f narrative as well as of 

Gupôç, In contrast to the mini-drama in Callimachus, the bare wish that one’s Gupog 

not sing impiously o f forbidden rites leaves it very much in the reader’s/audience’s 

mind that control of it is probably beyond the narrator.

The emphatic first-person statement oc^opai aùôficyai at the beginning of line 250, is 

modelled on such Pindaric first-persons as otcpiarapai or OTOcCTopai in similar 

contexts (see 5.1.3 above), but here the stress is on the great awe that strikes the 

narrator from outside, rather than the narrator’s own decision to remain silent. The 

great difference between the self-motivated and largely autonomous Pindaric 

narrator, in control o f the material he includes and excludes, makes the subordination 

o f the Apollonian narrator even more striking.

The question o f the narrator’s relationship to the Muses arises again at 4.445ff.:

Z x e tX i’ ’'Epœç, jxéya Tcfjpa, p é y a  o rù y o g  ocvGpcoTcoKnv,

ÈK oéG ev ob X opE vai x ëp iS eç a x o v a x a i  xe y ô o i xe, 

a X y E o c  x ’ a \X  è j t l  x o î a i v  à t c E i p o v a  x E x p i i x a c t i v .

5 \ ) 0 |x e v é c o v  èTcl T c a ï a i  K o p u o c T E o , S a î p o v ,  « E p G E iç ,  

o î o ç  M rjÔ E lT i a x u y E p T iv  (p p E cr iv  ë p p a X E Ç  à x T iv .

Tiüic yàp 61̂  pExiôvxa KaKco ëôdpaocEv ô^ÉGpœ 
’'A\|/t)pxov: xô yàp fjpiv ÈTttGxepà) fjEv àoiôfjç.

Though this outburst is against Eros, here explicidy the cause o f Medea’s erotic 

madness, it is difficult to separate him from the figure o f Erato, the Muse o f Love, 

invoked at the beginning of books 3 and 4, and described in terms reminiscent of 

Eros as one sharing in Cypris’ power and affecting unmarried girls (3.3-5). Zyroff 

(1971:50-1) takes it that the reader wiU assume this is as much a condemnation of 

Erato as o f Eros. That Eros is playing a very similar role to the Muse of Love is 

suggested by the question put to him at 4.450-1, underlined above, on the means by 

which Apsyrtus was put to death, and the subsequent mention of the next stage in 

the song in 452. But the substance o f the outburst, the strife and lamentation which 

come from E ros/E rato  seems to indicate that the narrator, who invoked Erato in
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book 3 because of her special powers, is now uncomfortable with their effects. 

Nevertheless it is clear that the narrator needs Eros/E rato, as the plural fipiv in 452 

indicates — the poem is their joint product (Zyroff 1971:51).

This dependence on the Muses is again to the fore at 4.552ff. where the narrator asks 

several questions o f the Muses (note the plural — is Erato by herself now not 

enough?) about the Argonauts reaching the Stoichades. Shortly after this statement 

o f dependence on the Muses for the details o f the Argonautic return there is the 

account of the Argonauts’ entry into the Eridanus at 4.596ff., and the narrator’s 

explanation o f the amber in the river as the dried tears of the Heliades. But he then 

adds: K eX,toi 5 ’ èirl (3d^iv e G e v t g  (4.611) and proceeds to offer an alternative aetion 

for the amber as the tears o f Apollo. This, in contrast to earher “they say”-statements 

characterising the narrator as learned, prompts questions about the confidence of the 

narrator in the Muses, who are presumably the source o f the first aetion, given his 

dependence on them since the advent o f the “crisis” . The possibihty o f tension or 

mistrust between narrator and Muses, first apparent in the outburst to Eros, is 

perhaps to be discerned in the portrayal of Orpheus defending the Argonauts against 

the temptations o f the Sirens.

They are described as XiyEiai, common epithet of the Muses,^^ in 4.892, they 

TiÔEiTiCTiv/ QÉXyovGai poXTcfjCTiv (4.893-4) and turn out to be the daughters of 

TEp\|/ix6pr|, M o u g e c o v  p i a  (4.896). In the Od. the Sirens speak hke Hesiodic Muses — 

iSpEv y a p  t o i  ttdvG’ o a  è v ià  Tpoirj EÙ pEiri/.../ iSpEv 6% oacra  yévrjTai èjcl %Govt 

7iot)A,t)(3oTEip'n (12.189-91) — compare the anaphora o f ïôpEv at Theog.21-^, probably 

an echo of these hnes (Heubeck-Hoekstra 1989:128). But disaster is prevented by 

Orpheus, who begins a song to fill the ears o f the Argonauts, and triumphs with his 

lyre over the Sirens: TtapGEviKTiv 6 ’ e v o t c i i v  è P if iC T a T O  cpoppiy^ (4.909). Might this 

triumph of the Homeric (poppiy^ over the female song o f relatives o f the Muses not 

represent a transfer to the narrative of the problematic relationship o f narrator to 

Muse?^"^ Feeney (1991:92) suggests that the Herossae in 4.1305ff. form a similar

223 Cf. Aleman F14a.l, Stesichorus F240, “Terpander” F7, HH17.1, HH20.1 etc.

224 Beye 1982:18 notes that at ^^.2.701-13, “ApoUonius so thoroughly identifies himself with 
Orpheus as to -  so to speak — snatch the lyre from his hands and sing.”. C f Hunter 1993a:149-51 for 
detailed discussion o f  the interplay o f voices in that passage.
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transfer to the narrative o f the narrator’s dependence on the Muses. He suggests that 

they too speak like the Muses, in their anaphora o f iSpev in 4.1319-20, and that the 

subject-matter o f their knowledge is the events of the Argonautica ( è 7 i o i x o |x é v o t ) Ç  

X pU C TEov ô é p o ç  and E K a c y x a /  h p E t é p œ v  K a p à x œ v  etc., 1319-20).^^ They also prevent 

not just the failure of the expedition, but o f the epic itself:

Kai vu KEV aÛTOû JidvTEÇ àTcô Çœhg èX,iao0Ev 
vcbvupoi K a i  a c p a v T o i  èTciySovioiai ôafjvai 

fipœcov c i  àpiGToi otvrjvuCTTcp e t i’ àéGXcp- (4.1305-7)

At this point, when the Argonauts might die without fame, thehr task uncompleted, 

the Herossae appear to Jason. If they had not only would the dE0Xoç of the 

Argonauts have remained unachieved, but also that o f the narrator. It is not just the 

rescue o f the Argonauts, but o f the Argonautica that the Herossae effect (Feeney 

1991:91-2).

Alongside the problems of the narrator’s dependence on the Muses his loss o f 

control is also emphasised. At 4.982ff. he begins to tell and then breaks off an aetion 

for the name of Drepane (Corfu). This aetion is reportedly what cpàxiç reports 

(4.984), but before teUing it the narrator apologises to the Muses: iXaxE M ouaai,/ 

OÙK ÈGÉXcov èvéTicû TrpoTÉpcûv E710Ç (4.984-5). The tale is not his (it is “o f the past”) 

and he teUs it “unwillingly” . So far have we moved from the autonomous, controlling 

narrator who confidendy excluded material he wished not to incorporate (cp. 1.919- 

21, also a “pious” break-off) that this narrator has to narrate stories he is unwilling to 

teU!

The final mention o f the Muses in the Argonautica marks the complete reversal from 

the wish in 1.22 that they be the interpreters o f the narrator’s song:

Moucdcov o 6 e  pu0og- è y t b  S’ U T r a K o u ô ç  dEiSco 

IIiEpiScov, Kai t t iv S e  TiavaxpEKÈç e k X u o v  opcpfjv (4.1381-2)

Cf. 'ôp.exépcov Kap.àxcov (4.1776) at the end o f the epic.
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The narrator is now explicitly merely the conduit for the pûGoç of the Muses, and he 

is UTcaKouôç f l i E p i S c o v ,  “obedient to the Muses” . This account is o f the carrying o f 

the Argo across Libya. Feeney (1991:92) feels that the attempt to authenticate this 

fiction through an appeal to the all-knowing Muses is, after the “poet’s earlier self- 

generating authority” a sure way of underrnining it. Most prominently, however, the 

appeal to the authority o f the Muses emphasises the fadings o f the narrator, his 

dependence on others and the illusory nature of his autonomy in the early part o f the 

epic. The question, presumably to the Muses, at 4.1387-8 seems particularly pointed 

in this regard:

ÔUTjv YE p è v  Ti K od ô i^ ù v

TIÇ k ’ èvéT lO l, Tf|V KEÎVOl à v £ 7 cX r|O av  pOYEOVTEÇ;

“Who could tell... ?”, the narrator asks. But he has just declared this is phGoç 

Mouaacov, something the Muses have told. Rather this question, in common with the 

statement o f subordination to the Muse, and indeed the “crisis” o f the narrator as a 

whole, points us to the inability o f the narrator to teU the entire Argonautic narrative. 

Here he avoids telling it by suggesting that no-one could tell it, and in 4.1390-2 relies 

on exclamations to get him to Lake Tritonis.

When the narrator proclaims in a hymnic address to the Argonauts at the very end of 

the epic, fjST| y a p  etcI k Xutoc T tE ipaG ’ I kocvco/  hpE X E pcov K a p a x c o v  (4.1775-6), 

explaining that no oceGXo ç  befell the Argonauts as they sailed from Aegina to 

Thessaly, it seems clear that we have come not only to the end o f u p E x ép o o v  

K a p à x c o v ,  but also of TipExÉpcov K apocxcov . The narrator o f the Arg. began with 

unprecedented confidence, declaring his autonomy from the Muses, but by book 4 

was reduced to complete obedience to the Muses, even attempting to hand over his 

narration to them. The labours o f the Arg. have been as much his as the 

Argonauts’.̂ *̂  But just as no cxeGXoç  befell his heroes, none troubles the narrator in 

the last few lines.

^  In the first-person singular iKavco we might discern some irony, given the stress in book 4 on the 
dependence o f  the narrator on the Muses to narrate the story, and indeed save the Argonauts from 
ruin. But Albis 1996:119 posits a return o f  narratorial confidence here. Any confidence there is, 
however, is the confidence o f an exhausted sailor as he enters the harbour at home, relieved that his 
travails are over.
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5.2 Overview

5.2.1 Narrator and Characters

O ne very clear and important pattern in the ^rg. is the assimilation o f the narrator’s 

experience to the characters’.^^ In general this should be related to the “mainstream 

critical topos” (Spentzou (forthcoming):5) that the poet’s narrative reflects the 

Argonautic voyage (Beye 1982:14, GoldhiU 1991:287, Albis 1996:ch.3). The narrator’s 

crisis can also be seen in these terms.

The narrator often feels emotions analogous to those o f the characters and in various 

ways their situation often reflects his.^* Various characteristics o f the style o f the 

primary narrator are replicated by his characters when they act as secondary 

narrators: Phineus’ prophecy in book 2 has a distinctly scholarly character, displaying 

detailed geographical (2.360ff.) and ethnographical knowledge (2.373ff. on the 

Amazons, the Chalybes and the Mossynoikoi), matters which also attract comment 

from the primary narrator (2.996ff. — see 5.1.2 above). Phineus breaks off a narrative 

in similar fashion to the primary narrator at 2.390-1 (cf. 1.649), and uses Gépiç as an 

excuse to omit material (2.31 Iff., cf. 1.921 and above in 5.1.3). Argos too appears 

scholarly, relating important information about the rivers o f Europe (4.282ff.), 

building from an explicitly written source (the inscribed pillars in Colchis). Aietes 

(3.314, 401) and Jason (3.493-4, 1096ff.) employ break-offs and carefully exclude 

irrelevant details. The characters even narrate secondary Argonauticas within that of 

the primary narrator: Jason tells Lycus aU o f their adventures to that point (2.762-71), 

even including a Catalogue of Argonauts. Medea gives Circe a Colchian Argonautica at 

4.731 ff.

Compare the sexually ambiguous narrator and similarly ambiguous characters in CaUimachus’ ¥Lymn 
to Athena.

This is not {pace Albis 1996:27) “one effect o f  powerful inspiration” along the lines o f  the “chain o f  
possession” in Plato’s Ion, where the poet “enthusiastically” takes on the characters’ experiences. The 
Platonic conception o f inspiration is peculiar, and very different from that in epic (Murray 1981:87-9), 
and in particular ÛicA t̂ . as Albis almost admits: “These 1.18-22] might seem not to be the words 
o f  a possessed bard, but, rather, those o f a hterary poet who has done his research, and is taking the 
credit for the version o f  the myth that follows; hence the emphatic use o f  the personal pronoun èyœ.” 
(1996:37).
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Most importantly in terms o f the narrator’s crisis is the fact that this reflects the 

characters’ own struggles. The first indication o f the narrator’s loss of confidence 

comes at one of the darkest hours for the Argonauts — the double death o f Tiphys 

and Idmon in book 2 (see 5.1.6 above). The strongly parallel scene in book 4, where 

Mopsus and Canthus die (1485f£), confirms the close relationship between 

narratorial and Argonautic travails. In both cases a seer (Idmon, Mopsus) is killed by 

an animal (boar, snake), a second Argonaut also dies (Tiphys, Canthus), the 

Argonauts’ problems associated with the ship (no helmsman, no way out o f Tritonis), 

and resolved by the action o f a god (Hera, Triton). In both cases the Argonauts seem 

helpless — at 2.858-64 they are seized by otp,ri%avlT|, at 4.1538-40 they wander 

aimlessly, without a plan (ouxiva pf|'[tv/...e%ov, 1538-9). In book 2 the narrator 

reflects Argonautic despair through his uncertainty about what he should include in 

his narrative and his subordination to the Muses, in book 4 he is not sure whether 

Gépiç should prevent him mentioning that even naificov finds it difficult to cure 

snake bites: ei poi Gépiç àpcpaSôv eItceiv (4.1511).^^^

The move from autonomy to dependence which characterises the narrator’s loss o f 

confidence is apparent in a number of places in the epic. The two episodes o f the 

Symplegades (2.549-610) and the Planctae (4.922-964) mark a clear change from a 

triumph o f human skiU, particularly that o f Tiphys, to a complete dependence by the 

Argonauts on the gods (Byre 1991:223-4, Albis 1996:113). Euphamos, who releases 

the dove to fly through the rocks (562), and encourages the Argonauts (2.588-9), and 

Tiphys, who is in overall command (556-7), are key elements in the passage through 

the Symplegades. This is in sharp contrast to the Argonauts’ passing through the 

Planctae, where the Argonauts’ success is entirely the result o f the help o f Thetis and 

the Nereids, the latter passing the ship from one to another as if playing with a ball 

(4.948-954).

The Argonauts’ dependence on females in the latter passage echoes the narrator’s 

opening independence from, and subsequent subordination to, the Muses. Jason too 

conforms to this pattern. He pointedly abandons women at the beginning o f the epic

22̂  At 1.919-21 0ép.iç had been confidently given as the narrator’s reason for remaining silent about the 
Samothracian rites.
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(e.g. his mother, whom he instructs not to embarrass him by the ship, 1.303-5; and 

Iphias, priestess o f Artemis, ti p èv  XiTcer' anG i TiapaKXiôôv, o îa  y ep a if^ / ÔTiXoTÉpcov, 

ô ôè TToXXov à7ro7cX.aYxGelç èX,ià<70T|, 1.315-6). Eventually, of course, he comes to 

depend on the assistance of Medea in the second half o f the epic. She engineers his 

success and joins the male preserve of the A.r^o in book 4, as do the Phaeacian 

handmaidens Arete gives her (4.1221-2).

The parallels between Jason and the Apollonian narrator are deeper still. Spentzou 

(forthcoming) characterises Jason, whose liking for words is clear (3.188-90), as a 

hero who “wants to be a poet and plot t/h is epic [sic] as seems best” (p.5), and 

Medea as his Muse, possessing the knowledge he requires (the drugs to protect him 

during Aietes’ trials) to complete the epic as he desires.^^" The dependence o f Jason 

and the Argonauts on the female — voctxov èTrexpaTCopeaGa ynvai^iv^^' — coincides 

with the primary narrator’s dependence on the Erato in books 3 and 4, as Spentzou 

(forthcoming: 16) also notes.

There is a striking parallel for this in Pindar’s Pjthian 4, where Jason is also a narrator:

a X X  èv  EKxot Tiocvxa lo y o v  GépEvoç cjio n ô o d o v  è% ap%âg àvfip

o n y y e v e a iv  TrapeKoivôcG’- (P.4.132-3)

At P.4.217 he is described as cocpôç and knowledgeable in èTiaoiôai, words strongly 

reminiscent of poetic sldU (Albis 1996:89). Medea, as O ’Higgins 1997:112-16 ably 

demonstrates, is clearly Muse-Hke. She engages in a hymnic/prophetic exchange with 

Apollo and the Pythia at the beginning o f the poem (P.4.1-69)and is described as 

having “breathed out” her words (ànénveva  aGavaxot) axôptxxoç, P.4.11). This 

recalls the inspirational breath o f the Hesiodic Muses ÇTbeog.31-2) and the Muse-Uke 

Sirens, alone described by the phrase and axopaxcov in the Od. (O’Higgins 1997:114).

Spentzou is reticent with passages explicitly depicting Medea as Muse but there are several, e.g.: 
TO(ppa ôè Mr|5elT|ç 'b7to6T||ioa'ov'paiv ’Ifiacov/ cpappaxa p.uÔT|vaq f|p.èv aocKoç àpcpETcakuvEV (3.1246-7) 
as Jason prepares; aùràp 'Ifioœv/ pytioaro MtiSeitic 7ioA,ukep5égc èvvEaiatov (3.1363-4) as Jason fights 
the Earthborn warriors. This subordination to female knowledge is very reminiscent o f  the normal 
poet-Muse relationship.

231 ^^ .3 .488 -  principally Medea, but as Albis 1996:109-11 notes Jason (jj.u0Tiaop.ai 4.1335) acts as a 
“poet” and intermediary, deriving his knowledge from the goddesses and passing it on to the mortal 
Argonauts. To this example should be added Orpheus, who asks for knowledge from the Muse-like 
Hesperides (of whom there are three, recalling the Graces, companions o f  the Muses) at 4.141 Iff.
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In Pjthian 4 Medea takes up a prominent position as the (secondary) narrator of the 

first part o f the poem (P.4.13-56). But her narrative is subsumed and controlled by 

the primary narrator’s, who explicitly begins the narrative again at P.4.70-1, just as 

Medea in her capacity as a character is controlled by Jason (with Aphrodite’s help: 

Xitàç X èncxoiôàç èKÔiSàCTKrjCtEv oocpôv A iaoviôav/ ôcppa MrjSElaç toKécov oMpÉXorT’ 

alôcà, 7co0Eivà ô’ 'EXAàg a vxàv / èv (ppaol Kaiopévav Sovéoi pocoxiyi IIeiGoûç, 

P.4.217-9; O ’Higgins 1997:119-20). In the A.rgonautica  ̂ however, there is another 

reversal — the initial control o f the narrator is surrendered to the Muses in book 4, 

and the epic is impossible to read without recalling the future events o f Euripides’ 

Medea (Hunter 1989:18-9), which demonstrate the “untameabihty” o f Medea 

(Spentzou (forthcoming) :24-5).

5.2.2 Narration and Composition

The relationship of the portrayal of the crisis o f the narrator in Apollonius to Archaic 

poetry is therefore complex. Various Archaic patterns are reversed, not least the 

depiction o f the narrator overcoming difficulties to achieve success. Furthermore the 

depiction o f the narrator’s struggles in the Arg. inscribes the process of composition, 

or at least a model for it, into the epic, which also seems to develop and transform 

Archaic models (i.e. the fiction of spontaneous oral composition in many Archaic 

poems).

In various Archaic poets, e.g. Pindar in his epinicians, we find the narrator depicted 

undergoing tcôvoç to achieve success. This is often described in terms o f athletic 

endeavour (e.g. N.4.36-8), which parallels the pattern o f effort followed by victory o f 

the patrons o f the epinician poems. The narrator can even be described as going on a 

sea-joumey where misadventure and digressions are clearly possible (e.g. P .10.51-4). 

But in Pindar, as in Archaic poetry in general, any such narratorial dangers are 

overcome, and function as a foü to stress the skül o f narrator (and therefore author) 

in overcoming them.
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In ApoUonius, however, the narrator’s dependence on others is greatest at the end of 

the epic. The initial confidence gives way to subordination and self-doubt. Such a 

prominent reversal of the Archaic pattern must be connected with the status o f the 

poet in HeUenisdc poetry and the concern to experiment with voice (see 6 .Contexts 

and Conclusions below). But it also provides the audience with an image o f the 

difficulties which an author must endure in the composition o f an epic, and the 

process o f composing that epic.

The crisis o f the narrator depicts a narrator losing confidence in his own abihty to teU 

his story, but simultaneously depicts a narrator trying various different means to 

reach the conclusion o f his narrative (including complete subordination to the 

Muses). This reflects the Argonauts’ own use o f whatever means at their disposal 

(women, treacherous murder, expiation) to succeed in their quest. It can also be 

taken to reflect the (real) author’s endeavours to create the poem of which the 

Argonautic narrative and the narrator’s crisis are both parts. Self-doubt about 

narrative abihty should be set alongside the presentation o f alternative aefia and the 

inclusion o f rejected material (Fushlo 1985:385) as pointing the audience to the ways 

in which the poem might have been put together.

The process of composition which is so inscribed is not, however, a record of how 

the Arg. was actuaUy composed, nor does it teU us anything about the difficulties 

ApoUonius actuaUy faced. It is rather a model o f the composition which is written 

into the Arg. And it is very much a hterate process which is written in. In contrast to 

CaUimachus’ Iambi, which construct an oral setting for themselves, and to the Archaic 

fiction o f extempore composition which many poems develop (see 2.3.2.1 above), the 

Argonautica portrays itself as having been written. The narrator himself is depicted as 

a scholar (see above), constructing his narrative from a variety o f written sources, 

selecting between alternative explanations o f feamres o f the contemporary landscape. 

The narrator’s crisis is not that o f a poet in performance (pace Albis 1996:10), but of a 

narrator uncertain whether he can recover the narrative from the distant past, and 

complete the writing o f the epic.
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6. Contexts and Conclusions

The extensive use and adaptation of Archaic poetry by Callimachus, Theocritus and 

ApoUonius is clear. A large proportion o f the HeUenistic texts under consideration 

engage with major features o f the narratorial voices o f Archaic poetry. Callimachus’ 

Hymns and ApoUonius’ Argonautica, for example, both experiment with Archaic 

moraUsing. These features are taken up and transformed in the HeUenistic poets to 

create effects and narratorial personas which are often very different from their 

Archaic models. The narrator of the Argonautica is portrayed as concerned about the 

propriety o f his narrative (5.1.3), as are the narrator of the Works and Days or 

Olympian 1, but this is part of a co-ordinated portrayal of a narrator in crisis, 

eventuaUy unable to exclude inappropriate material from his epic (5.1.6). This use of 

a prominent narrator reminiscent o f the narrators o f Archaic didactic, monody, 

iamhos and Pindaric epinician (2.3.4) demonstrates the importance of texts other than 

Homer and genres other than hexameter epic in the HeUenistic period.

The HeUenistic poets under consideration engage with Archaic texts other than 

Homer at a variety o f levels. Certain HeUenistic poems are clearly related to particular 

Archaic texts which they vary and adapt. Theocritus 24 transforms into a 

domesticated “epic” the pacy, selective narrative o f Nemean 1 (4.6.1). The variation of 

narrative pace in the Pindaric poem is reduced, as is the prominence of the narrator, 

to create a poem with a much more “epic” veneer than its Archaic model. 

CaUimachus’ Hymn to Apollo aUudes to Pindar’s Vythian 5 in language and setting, and 

plays with the question o f the speaker in Pindaric epinicians (3.2.6). It may even 

suggest a blood-relationship between Battiad Cyrenean and Aegid Theban poets. 

Alongside such close textual aUusion we should place smaU-scale developments of 

Archaic features such as the concretising of Archaic imagery, motifs and topoi which 

is regularly found in the HeUenistic poets. GeneraUsed pictures o f the poet under 

attack in Archaic poetry (e.g. the end o f Olympian 2), overcoming the dangers of 

(pGôvoç and K o p o ç  are developed into more sharply defined scenes o f criticism with 

named detractors, such as the Telchines in the ./l^/Z(3f-prologue or the personified 

OGôvoç o f the end of the Hymn to Apollo (3.2.6, 3.3.2). More specific elements of 

Archaic poems undergo a simUar process o f Uteral interpretation — a Hesiodic gnome
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about a KaKOÇ yetTcov becomes a neighbour (Erysichthon) who really is a threat to 

one’s cattle (3,2.10). Eros, whose ocoTpaY6cA,ai are madness and uproar in Anacreon 

(F398), is found playing with golden knucklebones with Ganymede in Apollonius 

(X^.3.114ff., Hunter 1989:109).

Particular techniques o f Archaic narrative are also adopted in Hellenistic poetry. The 

break-off, familiar from a variety of authors such as Hesiod, Semonides and Pindar 

(2.3.2.1) is extensively used by the primary narrator in the Argonautica, and appears in 

Callimachus in Û\ç.Aetia (F24.20, F75.4ff., SH264) and is also adapted in the scene at 

the end o f the Hymn to Apollo (3.3.3.3, 3.2.6). Techniques associated with particular 

poets are also employed, such as the Pindaric self-apostrophe at the beginning o f H.4 

(3.2.8), or the Pindaric “pious” rejection o f myth in Callimachus at H.1.60ff. and 

F75.4ff. (Führer 1988; 3.2.5, 3.3.3.3), which is also adapted in ApoUonius at 4.982ff., 

the apology for one etymology o f the name o f Drepane (5.1.6). Bacchylidean pathetic 

exclamation (2.3.4) is taken up by the narrator o f the Argonautica (5.1.3). It remains 

difficult, however, to associate the use of a particular device with the influence of a 

particular author on account of the large amount o f Archaic material lost.

More important are the broader patterns of the adaptation o f striking characteristics 

o f Archaic narrative and narrators, and the effects produced in Archaic poetry, which 

demonstrate the importance of Archaic poetry as model in the HeUenistic period, 

and the continuing importance o f poetic voice.

The play with the identity of the narrator in HeUenistic poems such as Th.7 or 

CaU.H.5 develops the prominent use of the gap between narrator and author in 

Archaic non-epic poetry. The much greater use o f quasi-biography in Archaic poetry 

outside epic (2.3.1, 2.3.1.1), the clear non-identity between narrator and author in 

some Archaic poems (e.g. Alcaeus FIO, Archil.F 19), and the construction o f a 

narratorial persona based on the historical author in several Archaic poets (e.g. 

ArchUochus, Hesiod, Pindar; 2.3.2.2) are harnessed to create a careful ambiguity 

about certain HeUenistic narrators, e.g. in Th.7 (4.3.4). Certain quasi-biographical 

facts recaU facts about the historical author’s Ufe (e.g. the narrator’s addressee in 

Th.7), others are expUcidy different (e.g. the narrator’s name in Th.7).
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The frequent close relationship between narrator and author in Archaic poetry (2.3.2, 

2.3.2.2) is taken up in several Hellenistic poems such as the A.etia, the Iambi, T h .ll ,  

13, 28. Such poems take up the use o f quasi-biography in Archaic poems to build up 

a picture of the narrator strongly recalling that o f the historical author. Often the 

particular devices employed recall Archaic models, such as the unifying, quasi- 

biographical addressee Nicias in T h .ll ,  13 and 28 (compare Cymus in Theognis). 

The depiction o f narrators close to their historical authors has a number o f purposes, 

including ironising the narrator, pointing to the difference between narrator and 

author, providing a fictional delegate within the text, and as part o f the creation of a 

pseudo-intimate effect.

In Hellenistic poems such as the majority o f Callimachus’ Iambi, a narrator close to 

the historical author is presented ironically. In la.6, for example, it seems likely that 

CaUimachus’ apparent dislike of travel (3.5.2) is aUuded to in the comicaUy 

incompetent propempticon which seems unconcerned with its addressee’s safety, and 

which consists principaUy o f a list o f the measurements o f Zeus’ statue at EUs, a 

disappointing guidebook (3.5.1.1). The distortions of biographical facts about the 

author in such poems have a probable model in Archaic iambos, where the narrator 

may weU have strongly recaUed the historical author, though presented in more 

outrageous and amusing narratives, which often produced humour at the narrator’s 

expense (2.3.1.1, 2.3.2). Hence even the situation of self-irony is reproduced in the 

HeUenistic poems.

The fact that the narrator is often closely modeUed on the historical author, but stUl 

distinct, is important in several HeUenistic poems. A narrator who resembles the 

author, but is stiU expUcitly marked as different, can be used to foreground, but also 

evade, problems of poetic authority and status. In Th.7 the primary narrator 

Simichidas recaUs Theocritus, but his name, the setting o f the poem, the echoes o f 

iambos and the ambiguity about Lycidas point to the ultimate non-identity o f narrator 

and author (4.3.4, 4.4.3). Hence the ironic presentation o f Simichidas, the uncertain 

attitude o f Lycidas and the uncertain meaning o f the meeting between the two can be 

read as referring to contemporary questions about how poetic narrative was 

authorised, and how new poets might attain a status simUar to that o f their 

predecessors, without associating these doubts directly with Theocritus and his own
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narrative. The author has a delegate within the text, to whom concerns about 

authority and status are deflected.

The wide variety of Archaic models for the relationship between narrator and Muse 

(2.3.3) is also adapted in HeUenistic poetry as part o f the widespread ironising o f the 

narrator, and the depiction o f problems of poetic authority (of which the ironising of 

the narrator is itself a marker). In the Argonautica, for example, the narrator begins as 

independent and self-motivated, requiring only incidental assistance from the Muses, 

which recaUs the peripheral role o f the Muses in Archaic poetry where the narrator 

could claim autopsy o f the events being described (5.1.4). The Argonautica reverses 

this, of course, by depicting a self-motivated autonomous narrator where the subject- 

matter is explicitly mythological. Such a narrative about the distant mythic past would 

usuaUy have required the inspiration o f the Muses in Archaic poetry (2.3.3).

The Argonautica of course portrays the narrator as undergoing a gradual decline from 

this initial independence from the Muses, utilising a number o f Archaic models to 

effect this. The motivation for the narrator’s concern with the propriety of his 

narrative, which recaUs Archaic moraUsing narrators, is very different in book 1 from 

book 4 — the confidence with which the narrator excludes inappropriate material has 

disappeared by the time the narrator includes a narrative about Drepane which he 

teUs “unwUlingly” (4.982f£). The relationship with the Muses progresses from 

independence, or at least superiority, through a Pindaric partnership with Erato at the 

beginning o f book 3, to complete subordination to the Muse (reminiscent o f Homer) 

in book 4 (5.1.6).

The use o f Archaic models in the Argonautica o f course iUustrates the differences 

between the poetry of the HeUenistic and Archaic periods. There is a Pindaric 

precedent o f a sort for the narrator’s struggles embodying those o f the ApoUonian 

narrator’s characters — in Pindaric epinicians the efforts o f the narrator are often 

described in terms which recaU the labours o f the victor (5.2.1). But this is not 

presented as the gradual decline of the narrator’s own abiUties to teU his story. There 

is no clearer evidence o f the problems o f poetic authority in the HeUenistic period, 

nor of the strategies employed to depict them and overcome them. The narrator is 

not closely associated with the author in the Argonautica, and the struggles of the
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narrator cannot be read as the author’s own decay from autonomy to subordination. 

However, though there are very few references to an external Hfe o f the narrator in 

the Argonautica, the depiction o f the narrator’s crisis throughout the epic can be seen 

as the most novel HeUenistic adaptation of quasi-biography. There is a strong sense 

o f the narrator’s presence, and his development, despite the absence o f a name, a 

city, a physical description. The narrator’s ability to narrate takes centre stage.

The mimetic hymns o f Callimachus and the monologues o f Theocritus are closely 

related and develop the striking Archaic effects o f pseudo-intimacy and pseudo

spontaneity (3.2.4, 4.1.2). The inclusion into a group which is brought about by 

ostensibly “private” references to named individuals, their loves, desires etc. in 

Sappho, or to the particular circumstances surrounding a victory, and the victor’s 

ancestry in Pindar, is a vital component in the assurance o f the fame which Archaic 

poets promise themselves (Sappho F55) or their patrons (e.g. B.9.81-2). This is 

achieved through reperformance (2.2). The transportation o f the audience to a 

different setting on such reperformances to secondary audiences is closely paraUeled 

by HeUenistic poems such as Th.2 or CaU.H.2 which take the audience to the 

performance of (respectively) private and pubUc rituals (4.1.2, 3.2.6). The sense of an 

ongoing development of such a scene adapts the pseudo-spontaneity evoked by 

Archaic poems which portray the beginning o f a song which has already started (e.g. 

B.F20B), or which pretend that they are stiU being composed, and their course 

decided, despite being carefuUy constructed in advance (e.g. P .11.38-40; 2.3.2.1).

Archaic pseudo-spontaneity is also adapted to include in many HeUenistic a picture 

of the composition o f the poem. This can be pseudo-oral, as in CaUimachus’ Iambi, 

where Hipponax, narrator of laA is portrayed as reacting to the audience (F191.32- 

35; 3.5.3). This closely resembles the pseudo-spontaneity o f Archaic poems which 

pretend that they are stUl being composed extempore, but it also marks the difference 

between, for example. Archaic and HeUenistic iambos. This is not simply because the 

latter was encountered as text, in contrast to the original oral reception o f the former 

(HeUenistic iambos might have been performed, e.g. recited), but because the complex 

contexts in which Archaic iambos was originaUy performed had disappeared. 

Nevertheless, the affinities between the effects produced in both model and
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adaptation should also alert us to the continuity involved. A change in the contexts 

for poetry has not led to a complete rupture.

The process of composition included in Hellenistic poetry can also be o f writing — 

the narrator of the Argonautica comes across as a scholar carefuUy constructing his 

narrative from pre-existing sources, which are evenmaUy to include the Muses (5.1.2). 

T h .l8  appears to record a HeUenistic encounter with a text from the distant past, and 

exploits the differences in the hypothetical audiences o f ancient and contemporary 

text.

The effect o f pseudo-intimacy and the sense o f inclusion it gives an audience or 

reader is vital for the understanding of HeUenistic poetry and the function of its 

aUusiveness. In the HeUenistic poets we have been considering, it is clear that there 

are several references and periphrases which are included so as to be decoded. 

Topical and “private” references, which are portrayed as to be understood by those 

within the group are often to be found (3.3.3.2). The quasi-biographical information 

which fiUs out the persona o f a narrator, or connects him with the historical author, 

is regularly used in this way. The audience is given the sense o f being in close contact 

with the acmal author o f the narrative which they are hearing or reading. Narratorial 

erudition is often used as part o f the creation o f this feeling o f association, as when it 

suggests that the narrator is a scholar, recalling the historical author, or when it is 

used as part o f the careful construction o f Hterary echoes (e.g. in the Heca/e) which 

“include” the audience. Those who see the aUusions are further brought “within the 

group”.

This inclusiveness, which is for example to be found in CaUimachus in the scene of 

the “poet under attack” from the Telchines in the Aetia-prologue, or the periphrases 

at the beginning o f the Victoria Berenices (3.3.3.2), should be contrasted with the 

“unremitting tenebrosities o f Lycophron” (Hutchinson 1988:6) as they are by 

Schmitz (1999:170). The sheer length of the Alexandra^ and its unremitting nature, 

obscure periphrasis after obscure periphrasis, should be recognised as producing a 

very different effect from the references and aUusions in CaUimachus, Theocrims and 

ApoUonius.
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From the above survey we can see that Homer and Hesiod are not the “preferred 

model” (though obviously stiU important) for the construction of primary narrators 

in CaUimachus, Theocritus and ApoUonius. In such a central aspect as narratorial 

voice there are a wide range of influential texts and genres, including Archaic iambos, 

elegy, choral and personal monodic lyric, the Homeric Hjmn to Apollo, the Works and 

Days and the Theogony. The features of these Archaic texts which the HeUenistic poets 

adapt show considerable overlap, and this should probably be referred to broader 

developments such as the anxiety of influence, the consequent problems concerning 

the position and status of the poet and the poetic voice, as weU as to obvious 

considerations such as chronological, geographical and personal contact and 

contiguity.

There are some differences between the narratorial voices o f poems in the same 

genre, such as the Hecale and the Argonautica where the narrators must be placed at 

opposite ends of the spectrum of narrator-prominence in HeUenistic poetry. Such 

differences should be referred to the personal aesthetic choice o f the different poets. 

But the broader simUarities in the adaptation o f Archaic narrative voices and the 

simUar concerns between the three poets in this study (e.g. with the authority of 

narrator and poet, ironic presentation o f narrators etc.) lead one to suspect common 

Uterary-critical ground.

There is no clear pattern of metrical affinity between HeUenistic poems and their 

adaptation o f Archaic narrators. This is clear from, for example, CaUimachus’ lyrics, 

which show no more simUarity to Archaic lyric narrators (already a wide range) than 

CaUimachus’ other poems (3.6). In some cases, however, there is clearer generic 

affinity between HeUenistic poem and Archaic voice, e.g. in the Hecale and its very 

Homeric, unprominent narrator (3.7). But the best iUustration o f the breadth of 

Archaic genres which can be adapted by a single text is perhaps CaUimachus’ Hymns. 

The variety of influencing genres there is clear (and probably meant to be clear) from 

the opening questions o f the Hymn to Zeus, which immediately signals its difference 

from its most obvious metrical and generic model, the Homeric Hymns (3.2.5).

This brings us to the question o f genre (1.4). We are now in a position to make some 

conclusions about the potential relationship between CaUimachus, Theocritus, and
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Apollonius, and the anti-genre theories of the Hellenistic critic Heracleodorus. Janko 

(2000:164) raised the possibility of a connection between Callimachus and 

Lycophron and Heracleodorus’ stance on the acceptability o f obscurity and the 

mixture o f generic diction, style and content (based on his view that the aesthetic 

value o f poetry resides in its sound). It is clear, however, from the operation of 

topical references in Callimachus as an inclusive strategy, which depends for its success 

on the decoding o f references and allusions by the audience, that Callimachus does 

not privilege sound over sense by being “obscure” . Several Callimachean passages 

are, of course, learned, allusive and occasionally perplexing. Not, however, to the 

point o f uninteUigibility. They invite decoding, hence including the audience (3.3.3.2). 

This is the opposite effect to that created by the mass o f obscure periphrases to be 

found in the Æexandra. That poem might justifiably described as an antecedent to the 

views of H erac leo d o ru s .B u t not Callimachus.

Janko (2000:164 n.3) further connects Heracleodorus with CaUimachean “mixing 

genres”, which he takes Callimachus to be defending himself against in But the

charge o f TEoXueiÔEia (cf. Dieg.9.?>A) to which the CaUimachean narrator portrays 

himself as responding is clearly one of “writing in many genres” not “mixing genres” . 

Hence the example o f Ion of Chios (Dieg.9.35-6), writer o f tragedies, comedies, 

dithyrambs, lyrics, paeans, hymns, encomia, elegies, epigrams, scoUa, prose (Jacoby 

1947:5ff.), a good paraUel for the breadth o f CaUimachean production (epic, elegy, 

epigram, hymns, epinicians, scholarly prose, iambics, lyrics, as weU as tragedies, 

comedies, satyr-plays according to Suda K 227.24-5 Adler), and the paraUel o f the 

craftsman (àXX o ù S è  x ô v  t e k t g v o c  t i ç  p é p c p E T a i  T r o X u E ië f )  o k e u t i  T E K T a i v ô | i E v o v ,  

Dieg.9.'hl-ÿ). The point is that one does not criticise a craftsman for making several 

different utensUs o f different kinds (e.g. a knife, a corkscrew, scissors), corresponding 

to different poems in different genres. The reference is not to some ancient 

forerunner o f the Swiss army knife.

The example o f Heracleodorus is instructive because it helps us see precisely what 

HeUenistic “crossing o f genres” (1.4.1) is not. It is not the indiscrirninate combination

It has been suggested that the Æexandra is not by Lycophron but by pseudo-Lycophron (cf. Fraser 
1979, Fraser in OCD^ under “Lycophron”), writing later than the third century BC. Could it not be 
inspired by Heracleodorus’ euphonist doctrines? Could it parody such views?
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of diction, metre and content directed only towards the production o f pleasing 

sounds. It does not imply the collapse o f generic distinctions, nor their abandonment 

(it depends on a recognition o f the validity of such distinctions). Callimachus, for 

example, does “mix” generic diction, but not indiscriminately. We find several words 

from Attic Old Comedy in the Hecale (e.g. otaKàvxriç, F29). But here again this is not 

indiscriminate mixing — the poem is of course set in Jittica, hence an admixture of Attic 

vocabulary, as represented in an Attic genre, might be thought a neat way of 

revealing the location o f the poem (Cameron 1995:443-4). The mixture is connected 

to one aspect o f the content o f the poem, its setting, not its “euphony”.

The conception o f generic distinctions as valid, the avoidance of the sort o f generic 

anarchy which Heracleodorus’ position implies, is also clear in Theocritus and 

Apollonius. There too there is generic experimentation  ̂ but this is not such as to 

destroy the generic categories involved. The Argonautica adopts several features o f the 

narrator’s voice more familiar from non-epic Archaic poetry (e.g. the explicit 

moralising, and echoes hymnal expressions at its beginning, but still remains an epic.

These conclusions about the place of genre in the poetics of Callimachus, Theocritus 

and Apollonius should be placed alongside the fact that Callimachus’ aesthetics are 

clearly not “anti-Aristotehan”, as demonstrated by the Aristotelian plot o f the Hecale, 

a unified epic. Some measure of literary-critical variation might be discerned between 

CaUimachus and Apollonius given the comparative lack of a unified Aristotelian plot 

in the Argonautica, and the much greater prominence o f the narrator, which could be 

seen as a deliberate variation from Aristotle’s approved model, Homer. Such 

variation cannot, I believe, be checked against the “programmatic” passages of 

Hellenistic poetry which I have argued have specific context-related functions which 

prevent their interpretation as chapters in a Hellenistic Hterary-critical manifesto. The 

adaptation o f Archaic narrative voices in the three Hellenistic poets we have been 

considering suggests relative Hterary-critical unanimity amongst them. But certainty is 

impossible. It may well be that the greater prominence o f the narrator in the 

Argonautica reflects the relative chronology o f Callimachus and Apollonius, with the 

influence o f the Aetia and its intrusive narrator, and its adaptations o f Archaic 

narratorial voices, making their presence felt in the Argonautica. Again, cross-generic 

influence does not mean the abandonment o f genre or its rejection.
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Janko (2000:190) comments that in the Hellenistic period “there was a powerful 

movement to regain the old unity o f ponoïKT), a concept which, untü the later fourth 

century, had embraced both the tune and the words performed to it” . The complex 

of music, dance and song which made up Archaic lyric had disappeared by the mid- 

third century (Cameron 1995:147-8). But Hellenistic critics such as Heracleodorus 

and Hellenistic poets such as Callimachus, Theocritus and Apollonius display opposite 

attitudes to such Archaic poetry and its relevance for contemporary poetry. The 

former treat all poetry as if it were music, and subordinate sense and content to sound, 

while the latter engage with the manner, techniques and narrative voices o f Pindar, 

Sappho and the rest, to display the relevance o f Archaic poetry as a literary, not 

musical, model.
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